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WELCOME TO THE 12TH IFK 

Dear Sir or Madam,

we are pleased to present the conference proceedings for the 12th edition of the International Fluid 

power control technology and systems. It offers a common platform for the presentation and discussion 

of trends and innovations to manufacturers, users and scientists. 

The Chair of Fluid-Mechatronic Systems at the TU Dresden is organizing and hosting the IFK for the 

sixth time. Supporting hosts are the Fluid Power Association of the German Engineering Federation 

(VDMA), Dresdner Verein zur Förderung der Fluidtechnik e. V. (DVF) and GWT-TUD GmbH. The 

organization and the conference location alternates every two years between the Chair of Fluid-

Mechatronic Systems in Dresden and the Institute for Fluid Power Drives and Systems in Aachen. 

The symposium on the first day is dedicated to presentations focused on methodology and fundamental 

research. The two following conference days offer a wide variety of application and technology 

orientated papers about the latest state of the art in fluid power. It is this combination that makes the 

IFK a unique and excellent forum for the exchange of academic research and industrial application 

experience.  

A simultaneously ongoing exhibition offers the possibility to get product information and to have 

individual talks with manufacturers.  

The theme of the 12th IFK is

development of 5G-ready, cost-efficient and demand-driven structures, as well as individual 

decentralized drives. Another topic is the real-time data exchange that allows the application of 

numerous predictive maintenance strategies, which will significantly increase the availability of fluid 

power systems and their elements and ensure their improved lifetime performance.

We create an atmosphere for casual exchange by offering a vast frame and cultural program. This 

includes a get-together, a conference banquet, laboratory festivities and some physical activities such 

I hope you enjoy reading the conference proceedings. 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Weber
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GENERAL LECTURE: 

PNEUMATICS AND INDUSTRIE 4.0  OPPORTUNITY OR 

CONTRADICTION? 

Peter Post 

Festo AG, Germany 

* Corresponding author: Tel.: +49 351 46333559; E-mail address: fluidtronik@mailbox-tu-dresden.de

Modern industrial production processes are 

increasingly characterized by digital solutions in 

order to continuously increase their efficiency 

while taking sustainability aspects into account. 

Pneumatic components and systems have been 

and will continue to be an essential part of 

modern production plants and must face the 

special challenges posed by digitalization. 

The mission statement of the Industrie 4.0 

platform addresses the topics of autonomy, 

interoperability and sustainability as essential 

features of digital industrial processes and define 

special challenges for future pneumatic solutions. 

Technological competence is the prerequisite 

for ensuring long-term stable autonomy. This is 

the focal point of joint research activities, which 

are driven forward by the Fluid Power Research 

Fund, taking up essential challenges of great 

importance for integrated components, intelligent 

systems and services. 

The communication ability of intelligent 

pneumatic systems is important for 

interoperability. Here the concept of the asset 

administration shell enables cross-manufacturing 

networking and simplified data exchange in a 

uniform format for a usage throughout the entire 

life cycle.  

Against the background of the current 

sustainability and energy efficiency debate, the 

comparison of electrical versus pneumatic 

systems is addressed again and again. However, 

the preferred drive technology must be selected 

in an application-specific, holistic approach that 

is open to results. Nevertheless, it is necessary to 

rethink digital pneumatics in order to remain 

competitive in the long term.

      



        



INCREASE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN VACUUM HANDLING 

SYSTEMS BASED ON BIOMIMETIC PRINCIPLES 

Harald Kuolt1*, Tim Kampowski2,3, Simon Poppinga2,3, Thomas Speck2-4, Atena 

Moosavi5, Ralf Tautenhahn5, Jürgen Weber5, Felix Gabriel6, Erika Pierri6, Klaus Dröder6

1 J. Schmalz GmbH, Johannes-Schmalz-Str. 1, 72293 Glatten, Germany 
2Plant Biomechanics Group, Botanic Garden, Universität Freiburg, Schänzlestr. 1, 79104 Freiburg im Breisgau, 
Germany 
3Freiburg Materials Research Center (FMF), Universität Freiburg, Stefan-Meier-Str. 21, 79104 Freiburg im 
Breisgau, Germany 
4Cluster of Excellence livMatS  Living, Adaptive and Energy-autonomous Materials Systems, Georges-Köhler-

Allee 105, 79110 Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany 
5Institut für Mechatronischen Maschinenbau, Technische Universität Dresden, Helmholtzstrasse 7a, 

01069 Dresden, Germany 
6Technische Universität Braunschweig, Institute of Machine Tools and Production Technology (IWF), Langer 
Kamp 19b, 38106 Braunschweig, Germany 

* Corresponding author: Tel.: +49 7443 2403-462; E-mail address: harald.kuolt@schmalz.de 

ABSTRACT 

Vacuum handling is a widespread technology in automated production systems for gripping of 

workpieces. Unfortunately, this solution accounts for a considerable share of industrial energy 

consumption. This consumption is mainly due to the losses in the involved steps like air compression, 

distribution, vacuum generation and gripper suction. However, the energy efficiency of vacuum 

handling systems is still relatively unexplored. The consortium partners are working together in the 

BiVaS project, which is funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi). In 

this project, the drawback of high energy consumption is approached by the development of an energy-

efficient ejector, a biomimetic suction gripper as well as on system integration and the development of 

energy-efficient operating strategies and their energetic balancing in order to reduce the consumption 

of compressed air by 20 %. This reduction will be quantified experimentally in a pilot plant benchmark, 

where a realistic handling process is developed and examined. This paper shows the state of the art 

focusing on energy consumption of vacuum handling technology and the behaviour of the involved 

components during different handling operations. Furthermore, first biomimetic concepts and an 

estimation of the increase of energy efficiency will be presented for the running project. 

Keywords: Vacuum Handling, Energy Efficiency, Bioinspiration, Biomimetics, CFD optimization, 

Level set, adjoint variable 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the rising cost of energy, worldwide 

mitigation of carbon footprint and social demand 

for sustainable and renewable orientation of 

industrial activities, efficient energy usage is 

mandatory. Improving the vacuum handling 

technology can lead to drastic energy saving 

possibilities in pneumatic systems. In this regard, 

the selection of appropriate components for 

production and the correct system design play 

important roles. 

Energy efficiency in the field of vacuum 

handling technology is still low, due to the 

transformation of electrical energy in compressed 

air and, subsequently, the transformation of 

compressed air into vacuum. Besides the vacuum 

generation, also the further infrastructure, the 

workpiece, the suction cups and of course the 

process parameters are influencing the energy 

consumption of a vacuum gripper in general, as 

mentioned above. 

First research projects have already tried to 

tackle the existing problems (e.g. [1] and [2]), for 

example regarding pneumatically driven vacuum 

generators as a key component (e.g. [3-9]). Due 

to features like air saving function and others for 

      



influencing the handling process, these research 

results are not significant enough to evaluate 

entire handling processes under real production 

conditions in use. 

The predominant component to generate 

vacuum in industrial handling processes is a 

pneumatically driven vacuum ejector operated 

with compressed air. Figure 1 shows typical 

energy conversion chains with compressed air 

supply (compressor and distribution), vacuum 

generation (ejectors) and transformation in 

holding force (vacuum gripper). 

Figure 1: energy transformation and losses in vacuum 

handling (based on [10], [11]) 

Focusing on the compressed air supply in 

medium-sized companies, the efficiency ratio 

due to losses ranges only between 1 % [10] and 

10 % [11], so that the energy supply for the 

genuine gripping system is one of the most 

expensive forms of energy [11]. By using 

pneumatically driven vacuum gripping systems, 

this already low efficiency ratio is further 

reduced, because the following energy 

conversion step with ejectors can not achieve 

higher efficiency ratios than approx. 20 %, as 

shown by own investigations. Besides the lossy 

transformation steps there are even further losses 

due to leakage and the process itself. At the end 

of a gripping process, less than 1 % of the used 

energy is available for the real handling task. If 

the inherent advantages of vacuum gripping 

technology should be also used in the future, it is 

necessary to increase their energy efficiency. For 

this increase, it is mandatory to optimize the 

vacuum generation as well as the transformation 

in a holding force with a gripper and as well as 

the operating method of the system significantly.  

The economic importance of vacuum handling 

technology is shown by the following estimation: 

In 2012, the industrial power consumption of the 

Federal Republic of Germany amounted to 

213 TWh, with a share of 7 % (16 TWh) for 

compressed air supply. An important share of this 

air consumption reveal

compressed air to generate a vacuum [11]. Own 

research has shown, that this consumption 

amounts for approx. 5-20 %, depending on the 

industry segment. Table 1 shows the resulting 

economical energy costs and carbon emissions 

(0.1 576 g CO2/kWh [12]). 

Table 1: Scenario for the  in 

the energy budget of Germany

Compressed Air 

[GWh] 

Costs CO2-emissions 

[Mt] 

0.81   81 0.467 

1.62 162 0.933 

2.43 243 1.400 

3.24 324 1.866 

Suction cups are the connecting device between 

handling and workpiece. During the gripping 

process, a vacuum is generated between suction 

cup and workpiece. The holding force of the 

gripper is proportional to the difference of 

pressure and the effective area impacted by the 

vacuum. For generating a vacuum between 

suction cup and workpiece, the system has to be 

sealed against ambient pressure, because leakage 

between the suction cup and workpiece will 

increase the air consumption of the gripping 

system. Also high amounts of dead volumes in 

suction cups, vacuum generators or hoses and 

fittings lead to an increasing energy demand. 

Additionally, process safety is very important 

in handling processes and, therefore, requires a 

fail-safe gripper-workpiece-connection.  

The air consumption of such systems can be 

reduced by using so-

which allow stopping vacuum generation by their 

when the predefined vacuum level is reached. As 

the air consumption up to 90 % [13-14]. 

Furthermore, there were different approaches for 

an energy efficient operating method in the past 

[15-17]. 

For a holistic approach, all factors influencing 

the air consumption are being investigated in 

BiVaS, as long as these parameters can be 

influenced by the distributor of the vacuum 

technology. E.g., leakage in the infrastructure, 

like distribution or the compressor itself, is not in 

focus.  

        



For this holistic approach, new and optimized 

suction cups, vacuum generators and new ways to 

operate vacuum handling systems will be 

developed. 

First, a biomimetic approach incorporating the 

basic investigation and abstraction of adhesion 

principles in plants and animals and the 

subsequent transfer of working principles into 

improved suction cups was started. 

2. BIOMIMETIC OPTIMIZATION 

Energy-efficient (suction) adhesion not only 

plays an important role in industrial applications, 

it as well represents a selective evolutionary 

advantage in various organisms. Consequently, a 

wide variety of different taxa have evolved 

numerous adaptations towards energy-efficient 

attachment mechanisms on various substrates 

over time. Since the same physical laws apply to 

both biological and technical suction devices (if 

used under comparable surrounding conditions), 

the analysis of the form-structure-function 

relationships of such biological adaptations and 

the transfer into technical adhesive systems by 

using a biomimetic approach is extremely 

promising to tackle the challenges described 

above. 

Previous studies of biological suction systems 

have mainly been carried out on aquatic animals, 

especially in molluscs (particularly cephalopods 

like octopi and squids), arthropods (e.g. torrent-

living insect larvae or diving beetles), fish 

(notably remora and clingfish) and lamprey. The 

adhesive organs of these animals are usually 

suction discs, which are used in the hunt for prey, 

in parasitic nutrition, and in copulation. The 

margins of biological suckers are usually very 

compliant, oftentimes microstructured and 

characterised by marginal protuberances (villi), 

which increase the overall adhesion due to 

contact splitting and compensate for surface 

irregularities thereby minimizing leakage 

currents between the suction chamber and the 

environment [18]. For instance, the 

microstructured suction disc rim of Octopus 

vulgaris is characterized by an average roughness 

of Ra = 11.3 

the substratum [19]. Additionally, a variety of 

other animals, such as the Northern clingfish, 

secretes mucus along the rim of their suction 

organ to seal the suction chamber efficiently [20]. 

Last but not least, a good form fit with the 

substrate is achieved through a high mechanical 

adaptability of the sucker margins. In particular, 

the suction disc rim of the octopus consists of 

extremely soft tissue (average modulus of 

elasticity, E = 7.7 kPa) and can therefore adapt 

very well to surface asperities [19]. 

However, energy is not only required for 

establishing a pressure difference between the 

inside of a suction device and its surroundings, 

often energy is also essential for the maintenance 

of the overall adhesion. Again, some biological 

role models utilize functional principles which 

demonstrate that additional energy is not 

necessarily required to maintain suction adhesion 

for secured attachment. For example, the octopus 

does not exert any additional muscle power to 

stay attached to an object. Here, the deformation 

of an acetabular protuberance encloses a water 

torus inside each sucker during the attachment 

process. Hence, the state of adhesion is solely 

maintained by the cohesive force of the retained 

water and by frictional forces between the 

surfaces of the protuberance and the inner suction 

cup walls which counterbalance the elastic 

restoring force of the deformed protuberance [19, 

21]. Such locking mechanisms are very 

promising and could also be implemented into a 

biomimetic suction device. 

While quite a lot of preliminary work has 

already been done in the field of aquatic suction 

adhesion, to date very little is known about how 

(partly) terrestrial animals with suction discs 

achieve their attachment and which behavior-

based, morphological and biomechanical 

adaptations exist here [18, 22]. Suitable terrestrial 

role models include, for example, land leeches 

that comprise several systematic groups (e.g. 

Haemadipsidae) and slug caterpillars 

(Limacodidae) [23]. Moreover, a very versatile 

suction adhesion system on two different suckers 

(anterior and posterior) that functions both under 

water and in air is found in medicinal leeches 

(Hirudo verbana) [24]. Here, experiments 

utilizing light and scanning electron microscopic 

techniques revealed that both the anterior and the 

posterior suction disc of H. verbana lack 

pronounced microstructures (e.g. villi), which are 

otherwise often to be found on the suckers of 

other organisms. Furthermore, it was possible to 

accurately resolve the attachment and detachment 

processes of these suction discs and to analyse 

corresponding suction cup deformations using 

high-speed videography. Interestingly, in 

      



addition to other characteristics, a special 

behaviour was observed, according to which the 

leech always initiates the attachment process of 

its suckers by bringing their everted central parts 

into contact first, thereby preventing the inclusion 

of fluid inside the suction chambers. Therefore, a 

already implemented in the design or takes place 

before the suction cup is positioned on a given 

surface or work piece, can again lead to an 

increase in efficiency, since less or no energy has 

to be invested for evacuating enclosed fluids 

. 

Comparative attachment force measurements 

of the two suction cups on differently structured 

surfaces in air and under water also highlighted 

that medicinal leeches developed a very versatile 

and fail-safe (suction) adhesion mechanism. In 

particular, the enormous adaptivity of the system 

becomes evident when the leech crawls upside 

down along a fine metal wire mesh [24]. This 

observation hints towards the fact that the 

medicinal leech employs different physical 

adhesion principles. In this context, the 

application of multiple physical principles within 

one adhesive system is not uncommon in nature 

(as can be seen in the systems of e.g. clingfish, 

octopi and limpets) and can certainly be regarded 

as a form of functional resilience which is, 

however, absent in current technical suction 

devices. 

Another advantage of a biomimetic approach 

is that the optimization of a technical system does 

not necessarily have to use form-structure-

function relationships that originate from only 

one role model and correspond to the same field 

of application as the biological system itself. 

Even principles of operation of other adhesive 

mechanisms can be transferred to improve certain 

aspects of a technical suction device, for 

example, to accomplish a functionalization of the 

contact surface. Clingfish, for instance, possess a 

strong hierarchical structuring at their suction 

rims, which lead to an increase in friction, which 

in turn counteracts deformation of the edges and 

thus failure of the whole system [25]. 

Furthermore, the toe pads of tree and torrent frogs 

are micropatterned in a way that enables an 

oriented drainage of obstructive fluids from the 

contact zone, thereby improving the adhesion of 

a system on heavily wetted surfaces [26-29]. 

To date, the majority of the afore-mentioned 

biological principles is not implemented in 

standard technical suction devices. 

Conventionally, technical suckers consist of 

polymers exhibiting material properties that 

differ from those of potential biological concept 

generators. In addition, they usually exhibit 

considerable dead volumes, no microstructuring 

and generally no additional fluids such as mucus 

or other liquids that improve their sealing 

capability. Although there are already a number 

of biomimetic studies that utilize natural 

principles in order to optimize technical (suction) 

adhesion systems [30-32], there is still a lot of 

innovation potential for the development of 

biomimetic suction cups. 

3. OPTIMIZATION OF EJECTORS 

Complementing the research on biomimetic 

suction process, also the development of an 

innovative ejector principle that works 

significantly more efficiently than common 

ejectors in terms of supply pressure and energy 

consumption is considered. Research on the 

achievable performance potentials of low-

pressure ejectors, by the use of numerical 

methods is conducted. 

For identifying an optimal design for 

efficiency enhancement, the parametric shape 

and topology optimization like shown in 

Figure 2 are suggested methods. 

Figure 2: Optimization methods 

We suggest applying level set topology 

optimization to find the optimum topology in 

order to find the optimal geometry for the desired, 

more efficient pneumatic ejector.  

The level set method (LSM) is a numerical 

technique for tracking interfaces and shapes, 

which can travel through the control volumes. 

The interface is the outline that separates the solid 

body and the surrounding fluid. This interface 

will move with a normal speed that comes from 

the surface gradient. 

As can be seen in Figure 3,  the level 

set function which is defined on the whole 

domain.  defines the contour of the geometry 

where .  and 

        



gives the location of air and the solid body, 

respectively [33].

 (1) 

Figure 3: Level set contour of geometry

To follow the change of the contour, the change 

of the time-dependent zero level set is considered. 

 (2) 

 (3) 

Where: 

 is temporal change of the level set function, 

 is the gradient of the level set function, and 

 is the speed in the outward normal direction 

[33], Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Contour normal velocity 

With the combination of the finite element 

method and efficiency approaches, LSM can be 

used in topology optimization of an ejector. 

However, in LSM the gradient of the target 

function is used as the normal speed for renewing 

the level set function. The approximation of the 

gradient by numerical differentiation is time 

consuming due to the high number of parameters 

and requires high computational costs. The direct 

derivation of the LSM function can be replaced 

by a alternative formulation of topology 

optimization. 

For this purpose, a coupling with another 

numerical method is proposed. The adjoint 

variable approach, which provides efficient 

sensitivity information of derivatives, is 

combined with level set methodology. In 

gradient-based optimization techniques, the goal 

is to minimize a suitable cost or objective 

function with respect to a set of design variables. 

The adjoint variable method is a very efficient 

method to compute the cost function gradient, 

which allows for the solution of general 

sensitivity analysis problems governed by fluid 

dynamics models. 

Search for 

Minimize 

Subject to 

 (4) 

 (5) 

Where  is the adjoint variable,  is the 

objective function, B can parametrize boundary 

and initial conditions or material properties, and 

g represents the relation between  and B. 

For this purpose, a proper selection of the 

objective function based upon energy 

consumption of pneumatic ejector is necessary. 

3.1. Objective function 

There are many possibilities to be found in the 

literature on how the efficiency of an ejector can 

be obtained; some of them are mentioned in the 

following: 

Entrainment ratio 

The ejector performance is often measured by the 

entrainment ratio ( ) defined as: 

 (6) 

Figure 5: A schematic of an ejector

      



Where  is inlet mass flow rate from primary 

nozzle and  is intake mass flow rate from 

suction chamber according to Figure 5. The 

entrainment ratio is related to the coefficient of 

performance of the ejector by the following 

expression: 

 (7) 

For a given ejector, the entrainment ratio is 

affected mostly by its geometry [34]. The ejector 

performance ratio decreases with increasing 

generator pressure [35]. Another important 

geometrical issue is the primary nozzle exit 

position. Eames [36] claimed that the influence of 

the nozzle exit position on  could be as high as 

40 %. 

Components efficiency 

In order to include irreversibility associated with 

the components, friction losses were introduced 

by applying isentropic efficiencies to the primary 

nozzle, suction, and diffuser. Therefore, 

efficiency of different parts of an ejector can be 

defined as below: 

Nozzle [37]: 

 (8) 

Suction chamber [38]: 

 (9) 

Mixing chamber [39, 40]: 

 (10) 

Energy conversion efficiency 

In practice it is not possible to assign the energy 

consumption of single consumers directly to 

electrical energy input used for the system of 

compressed air supply network [3]. Therefore, 

the first law of thermodynamic is applied with 

assumption of adiabatic process and considering 

air as an ideal gas: 

 (11) 

Where 

 (12) 

Because the ejector has no interface for output of 

mechanical power, and the kind of the state 

change within the ejector is unproven and 

difficult to predicate, direct application of first 

law, with shown system boundary in Figure 6, is 

not suitable for energy efficiency determination. 

Figure 6: Ejector control volume

Exergy efficiency 

With the use of exergy, the non-reasonable 

assumption of isentropic state change can be 

avoided. Because the exergy is characterized as 

the maximum useful work, the surrounding itself 

has to be in thermodynamic equilibrium [3]. 

According to ISO 6358 [41]  is a 

technical exergyless reference condition. 

The exergy of a fluid flow can be determined 

with application of the first and second law of 

thermodynamics [42] and with consideration air 

as an ideal gas. 

 (13) 

The exergetic conversion efficiency of an 

ejector can be described as in (14) and (15). 

 (14)

  (15) 

To develop a novel methodology for boundary 

design of a pneumatic ejector, an algorithm will 

be implemented with the use of level set methods 

to minimize energy loses. It is expected that level 

set based topology optimizations are capable of 

handling the ejector optimization and will 

provide useful tools for design of ejectors.  

According to efficiency approaches, the most 

eligible method to optimize the ejectors is based 

on exergy which covers almost all the influential 

parameters. To find the desirable higher-efficient 

ejector,  can be 

        



considered as objective function to be minimized 

during material distribution optimization. 

4. OPERATING STRATEGIES FOR 

ENERGY-EFFICIENT VACUUM 

HANDLING PROCESSES 

The process design can have a huge influence on 

the resulting energy consumption. In general, 

vacuum handling processes can be divided into 

four process phases (Figure 7 top) in accordance 

with [43]. Potential for energy savings can be 

identified in each of the first three main phases 

(Figure 7, bottom). 

In the evacuation phase, a feasible strategy is 

to evacuate most of the air by pressing the gripper 

onto the surface of the part to be handled. This 

enables a reduction of the dead volume that must 

be actively evacuated by operating an ejector. 

Also, high consumption of compressed air for a 

safe blow-off of the grasped object can be 

avoided by adequate ventilation mechanisms.  

However, the highest potential for energy 

savings is attributed to leakage prevention. In 

practice, it is technically feasible to compensate 

for a small leakage air flow by an ejector with an 

adequate suction capability, as it is highly 

unlikely to achieve perfect sealing and thus zero 

leakage. Yet, permanent excessive leakage 

requires continuous vacuum generation and 

therefore leads to high energy consumption. Up 

to now, these uncertainties are encountered with 

adequate safety factors with which both the 

gripping system and the process parameters are 

overdimensioned. 

In order to prevent permanent leakage between 

gripper and object prior to the operation of the 

handling process, it is necessary to enable the 

knowledge-based design of both the gripping 

system and the handling process. For the efficient 

acquisition of such knowledge, a method for the 

comparable characterization of suction grippers 

has been developed at IWF. In this method, 

suction grippers are tested in combination with 

multiple test objects with parametrized primitive 

geometries (Figure 8).  

Figure 8: Parametrized primitive objects for 

standardized gripper tests 

This allows for the evaluation of specifically 

designed experiments, for example the 

investigation of the leakage during the evacuation 

phase.  

Although it is intuitive that the sealing in 

combination with a plane will potentially be 

significantly better than in the case of a curved 

surface, through application of these standardized 

experiments, novel gripper designs could be 

Figure 7: Process phases of vacuum handling processes and corresponding potentials for energy savings 

      



designed specifically to offer behavior opposing 
to standard grippers. 

With this gripper-specific knowledge, the 
gripper system can be designed for an 
application-specific handling task with regard to 
the optimal positions of the required suction 
grippers. Such an optimization problem becomes 
increasingly complex with a rising amount of 
required grippers. In addition, the geometry of the 
part to be handled significantly influences the 
complexity, as well.  

As soon as the gripping system has been 
designed, the gripper-specific knowledge can be 
applied for process design. Based on the allowed 
duration for one entire handling cycle, a certain 
duration can be attributed to each process phase 
as depicted in Figure 7. This directly influences 
the required ejector model, since the evacuation 
must be completed within the defined time 
interval. Furthermore, the accelerations which 
occur due to the defined robot trajectory result in 
loads that act upon the gripper-object interface 
(GOI).  

Therefore, the robot trajectory can be designed 
to ensure that process-induced forces do not 
exceed the gripper-specific limitations. Finally, 
this enables to significantly reduce or even 
eliminate the currently applied safety factors 
which results in significant decreases of the 
energy consumption. 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

As mentioned, energy efficiency of vacuum 
handling systems is still low. But there are several 
measures to optimize the energy consumption by 
designing new components and improving the 
process itself. Due to fact that the BiVaS project 
is still ongoing, there could only be presented 
approaches and some first results. Based on these 
results, we anticipate a reduction of the energy 
consumption in vacuum handling of up to 20 %. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A Surface 
B Adjoint parameter 
c Specific heat 
e Exergy 
f Objective function 
g 

h Enthalpy 
Ig Ideal gas 

IWF Institute for machine tools, TU Braunschweig 
LSM Level set method 

Mass flow 
p Pressure 
R 
Ra

Gas constant 
Average roughness 

s Entropy 
T Temperature 
t Time 
v Velocity 
x Coordinate 

Adjoint variable 
Level set function 
Entrainment ratio 
Efficiency 
Geometry contour 
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ABSTRACT 

Leakage in a vacuum system causes the pressure to rise if it is not compensated like in case the 

supply energy carriers fail. This leads to the workpiece to be dropped. So in order to design vacuum 

gripping systems that can withstand a failure of the supply energy carriers over a predefined amount 

of time, it is crucial to know the influences and effects of leakage. In previous examinations the 

behavior of leakage has been examined on the basis of a closed fluidic reservoir with a hole in its 

wall. But the only impacts taken into account here are the volume of the reservoir, the diameter of the 

hole and the pressure difference. Whereas when it comes to vacuum gripping systems, the leakage 

has significantly more influencing factors as it is neither a single component nor a closed system. In 

vacuum gripping systems leakage mostly occurs at the interface between the suction cups and the 

workpiece. So in this contribution the focus is on the impact of the properties of those components, 

and how the variation of these properties affects leakage. To achieve this, a theoretical description is 

done based on the aforementioned research, which is expanded in order to the relevant characteristics 

of a vacuum gripping system. After that the description is evaluated on a test bench. The goal is to be 

able to make a statement about the leakage rate for a vacuum gripping system composed of standard 

components. This can then be used in the design process of such gripping systems, which have to 

fulfil the requirement of compensating leakage in case the energy supply fails. 

Keywords: vacuum gripping systems, leakage 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Current design methods for vacuum gripping 

systems mostly focus on load transfer or 

selection of gripping points (c.f. e.g. [1 5]). 

They do not take into account a possible failure 

of the supply energy carriers. Especially in cases 

where dropping the workpiece can result in 

severe damage knowledge about leakage is 

crucial. This occurs for example in special 

human-robot collaboration applications where 

extraordinary heavy objects like batteries for 

vehicles with a hybrid powertrain are handled 

[6]. Dropping these can harm bystanders on one 

hand through their mass that can be above 

100kg, and on the other hand through an 

exothermic chemical reaction that is caused by 

the drop. 

In order to avoid that, knowledge about the 

impacts and effects of leakage is crucial. 

2. STATE OF THE ART 

Since a vacuum system consists of different 

components which have to be sealed to each 

other, so-called leaks can occur. They cause a 

gas inflow and can have different geometric 

characteristics [7]. These occur in vacuum 

gripping systems, when there is no completely 

closed sealing lip. This incomplete seal can be 

caused, for example, by uneven and rough 

workpiece surfaces [8]. The shape of the suction 

cup can also influence the leakage [9]. In 

general, the gas inflow  into a vacuum system 

can be divided into several inflow components: 

   (1) 

These are described as follows [10]: 

describes the inflow due to geometrical 

openings between the vacuum system 

and the environment.

      



describes the gas flow that occurs due 

to induced or thermal desorption, the 

process by which atoms or molecules on 

the surface of a solid enter the gas phase. 

describes the gas flow through 

completely dense parts (so-called 

permeation), a diffusion process due to a 

pressure gradient.

describes the process flow that occurs 

in the vacuum system due to a vacuum 

technology process such as sublimation 

or evaporation of substances under 

vacuum.

The leakage  due to openings between the 

vacuum system and the environment (in 

particular at the contact area of workpiece and 

suction cup) can be divided into three categories 

(cf. Figure 1) [11].  

Figure 1: Three categories of leakage in vacuum 

gripping systems according to [11] 

First order leakage (left) occurs within the 

suction surface at an opening in the workpiece. 

This is the case, for example, with perforated 

sheets. The second order leakage (middle) 

results from leaks between the contact surface of 

the suction cup and the workpiece. This can 

occur, for example, with uneven workpieces 

such as checker plates. Consequently, the 

surface roughness of the workpiece has an 

influence on the leakage [12, 13]. Third order 

leakage (right) is due to air permeability of the 

workpiece, for example with wood or cardboard. 

This means that this type of leakage occurs 

continuously with these materials. The inflow 

component can be described as [14]: 

    (2) 

Assuming that the product of pressure  and 

volume  changes, this results in [15]: 

     (3) 

If the volume is constant it results in:  

     (4) 

With this correlation it is possible to determine 

the pressure rise  at a known volume . Since 

the increase in pressure is caused by an opening 

between the vacuum system and the 

environment, and thus a so-called leak is 

present, the inflow is constant over time [10, 14, 

16]: 

   (5) 

The leakage can be described as follows: 

   (6) 

This allows the leakage to be determined by 

measuring the pressure increase over time (so 

called pressure rise method) [17, 18]. However, 

the constancy only applies to a certain pressure 

range. When the vacuum generator is switched 

off and the temperature is constant, the 

following applies according to (5): 

    (7) 

Thereby the pressure  in the system ranges 

below the critical pressure . Here the gas 

flow is constant. The critical pressure  is 

decribed by [19]: 

     (8) 

As soon as the critical pressure  is exceeded 

the the inflowing gas flow decreases with 

increasing pressure. In general, the relationship 

between time and pressure over the entire 

vacuum range can be described as follows [19]: 

 (9) 

Depending on the application, a certain leakage 

can also be deliberately permitted. The 

prerequisite for this, however, is that the vacuum 

generator ensures a sufficiently low pressure 

despite leakage [21]. Measures to reduce or 

compensate for leakage are the use of suction 

cups with a smaller circumference or more 

powerful vacuum generators [8, 22]. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE BOUNDARY 

CONDITIONS 

The following applies to the vapor pressure of 

water  [20]: 

  (10) 

with  and the range of T 

defined as . For the 

reference temperature of  can be 

determined: 

    (11) 

        



This is below the pressure range of vacuum 

handling systems which is between  and 

 [1]. This means the influence of 

desorption  does not have to be considered. 

The order of magnitude of the inflow component 

 is even smaller [10]. Since no vacuum-

technical process takes place in the vacuum 

gripper, the inflow component  does not occur 

here. From (9) the relationship between the time 

 and the pressure after completion of the 

evacuation process  to the pressure 

increasing due to leakage in a closed container 

with a circular opening having the diameter  is 

known. The calculation factor  is determined 

by:  

 (12) 

For the calculation factor  over the pressure 

ratio  see Figure 2. 

Figure 2: pressure calculation factor over pressure 

ratio for pressure increase in a closed 

container with a defined leak 

Whereby according to (8) . The 

linear relationship therefore applies in the 

range . If the function  is 

examined more closely, the area 

is approximately linear (c.f. Figure 3) with the 

following correlation: 

    (14) 

Figure 3: linear approximation of the calculation 

factor over pressure ratio for pressure 

increase in a closed container with a 

defined leak

According to the magnitude of pressure increase 

over time the leakage can be assigned to 

different states of the vacuum gripping system. 

Table 1 shows the different states of vacuum 

gripping systems depending on leakage for 

suction-tight sheets [23]. 

Table 1:  different states of vacuum gripping systems 

depending on leakage

system state leakage in holding time in s 

tight 

low leakage 

heavy leakage 

Not tight 

In addition, the holding time of the workpiece is 

listed for which the workpiece can no longer be 

gripped. It is based on a final pressure 

of , a pressure of  at which 

the workpiece is dropped, and the assumption 

that the leakage is not compensated. The ranges 

of leakage show that the pressure rise method is 

sufficient, as other methods can measure leakage 

several orders of magnitude below the values 

listed in Table 1 [24]. 

Furthermore, the handling of flexible 

workpieces poses a danger as they change their 

shape significantly during the handling process 

[25, 26]. If these protrude beyond the suction 

cups of the gripper system, there is a risk that 

the deflection of the workpiece will cause 

marginal gaps to form, which will promote 

      



second order leakage and ultimately lead to the 

tearing off of the workpiece [22]. 

Workpieces that allow first and third order 

leakage to occur are also risky to handle in a 

HRC application. Here the leakage is so high; 

the workpiece is almost immediately dropped. 

This means the workpieces that can be used here 

have to be rigid as well as suction-tight. 

4. EXAMINATION OF LEAKAGE 

Figure 4 shows the different components of the 

handling process and their parameters that can 

influence the leakage. Preliminary examinations 

show that leakage of a closed vacuum gripping 

system where the suction cups are replaced by 

sealed plugs is  Considering the 

values in Table 1 leakage of this magnitude is 

negligible.  

Figure 4: influence factors of leakage 

Both the gripping system as a whole and the 

suction cup as a single component influence the 

leakage, depending on their characteristics. 

There are also influences from the workpiece, 

and characteristics of the handling process. The 

gripping system influences the leakage by the 

size of the internal volume, which is made up of 

the suction cups, hose lines and any fluidic 

reservoirs. Due to the variety of applications 

there are many types of suction cups which 

differ in properties such as material and the 

Shore hardness, geometric shape and diameter. 

It should be noted however, that in most cases a 

larger diameter is accompanied by a larger 

volume of the suction cup (see e.g. [27]). It is 

therefore more appropriate to consider the ratio 

of volume to circumference. The suction cups 

are also subject to wear, as they are in direct 

contact with the (rough) workpiece. This is 

therefore dependent on the number of load 

cycles. The workpiece has a surface roughness 

and a weight that influences the leakage. 

If (9) is applied to the vacuum gripper system, 

the relationship between  and  in the range 

 can be described as follows: 

      (15) 

In addition, the following relationship applies to 

 and : 

      (16) 

Or with the quadratic dependence of the area 

of the diameter : 

      (17) 

If the quantity  resulting from the opening of 

the container is transferred to the openings 

between the suction cup and the workpiece 

interface, the area  can be described on the 

basis of the equations for the mean roughness 

value Ra as follows [28]: 

   (18) 

        



Whereby describes the course of the 

surface profile in the direction of the coordinate 

 over the length  with the maximum 

expression . This leads to the conclusion that 

there is the following relationship between  and 

Ra: 

      (19) 

Moreover, it follows from equation (18) that 

 which means that: 

      (20) 

Where  is the length of the circumference  of 

the suction cup and the quotient  is the ratio 

between volume and circumference of the 

suction cup. In addition, equation (9) shows the 

relationship: 

   (21) 

so 

     (22) 

where: 

     (23) 

It therefore applies with equation (9): 

   (24) 

If the mass m of the workpiece is considered in 

the form of the weight force  with 

and the context 

      (24) 

follows. 

4.1. Test Design and Setup 

First, the changes of the determined influencing 

factors of the leakage are examined in a one-

factor-at-a-time test design. In the process the 

proportional correlations derived from the 

theoretical consideration are to be checked. The 

factors examined and their levels are shown in 

Table 2. The parameters highlighted in grey 

form the reference system. The remaining 

parameters with the expected non-linear or 

unknown correlation between pressure and time 

are determined by a completely factorial test 

design with 3 factors of 3 to 5 levels [29]. The 

structure of the test bench is shown in Figure 5. 

The workpiece (1) is positioned on a frame (2) 

in order to enable an approximately reproducible 

position of the workpiece parallel to the suction 

cups (3). The gripper consists of four suction 

cups, and is brought to the desired pressure level 

by the vacuum generator (4). The pressure is 

measured by a pressure sensor (5). 

Figure 5: test bench for measuring leakage 

4.2. Test results of the one-factor-at-a-time 
test execution 

The test results for the individual parameters 

Table 2: factors and levels of the one-factor-at-a-time design for the examination of leakage

factor unit 
level 

1 2 3 4 5 

volume/circumference mm³/mm 53 89 153   

abrasion - new 50xP220 100xP220

material - NR NBR AU   

weight kg 1 2 3 4 5 

surface roughness µm 0,3 2,5 5,7   

volume ml 161 281 409 560 910 

pressure level mbar 300 400 500 600 700 

      



examined are listed below. These are shown in 

Figure 6 including the theoretical linear 

approximation. 

Figure 6: mean values and dispersion of the duration 

up to 800 mbar are reached as well as linear regression 

at different initial pressures (top left), different 

volumes (top right), the workpiece weight (bottom left) 

as well as the ratio of volume to circumference (bottom 

right)

Figure 6 (top left) shows the relationship 

between pressure level and ventilation time up 

to an absolute pressure of 800 mbar. It can be 

seen that this is approximately linear. The 

ventilation times of the system with different 

internal volumes also show a linear correlation 

between the ventilation time until 800 mbar is 

reached and the volume of the system (see top 

right). The same applies to the variation of the 

workpiece weight, where there is also an 

approximately linear correlation (see bottom 

left). Whereas here the effect is smaller 

compared to the previous factors. In the static 

state a change in the workpiece weight 

corresponds to a change in the differential 

pressure and therefore too results in a linear 

correlation. A variation in the ratio of volume to 

circumference of the suction cup also shows that 

a linear approximation of the relationship is 

possible (see bottom right). The effect is also 

comparatively small here.  

The most likely reason for variation in all 

experiments is that the workpiece has a little 

tolerance in its positioning. This means that the 

suction cups have slightly different contact 

areas. Due to the marginally uneven surface of 

the workpiece this affects the leakage. It is 

noticeable that with increased compressible 

volume (see bottom right) there is a significant 

variation. A possible reason for this is the 

different roughness of the contact area in 

combination with the compressible volume. If 

the surface is smooth, leakage slowly increases 

pressure and volume leading to a ventilation 

time above average. If the surface is rough, 

leakage causes a fast increase of the volume to 

its maximum. After that, leakage causes a 

speeded pressure increase below average. 

In order to be able to make tendentious 

statements regarding the influence of the 

roughness of the surface of the workpiece on the 

leakage, test specimens with surfaces with Ra 

values of 0,3µm (polished), 2,5µm (smoothed) 

and 5,7µm (roughened) are examined. The 

results are shown in Figure 7 (top left). 

Figure 7: mean values and dispersion of the duration 

up to 800 mbar is achieved with different surface 

roughness of the workpiece (top left), wear conditions 

of the suction cup (top right) as well as suction cup 

materials (bottom left)

It can be seen that the ventilation times here 

differ by several orders of magnitude and a 

hyperbolic approximation (dashed curve) can 

therefore be suitable. In order to make an initial 

statement regarding the wear condition it is 
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simulated using abrasive paper with a grain size 

of P220. For this purpose 50 sanding strokes per 

suction cup are performed for the slightly worn

condition and 100 sanding strokes per suction 

cup are performed for the heavily worn

condition. For the condition as good as new

there is no treatment by the abrasive paper. The 

measurements in Figure 7 (top right) show that 

abrasion significantly reduces the ventilation 

time. 

Suction cup materials that are suitable not 

only for a specific material, but also universally 

for suction-tight and rigid workpieces are 

investigated. The ventilation curves for different 

suction cup materials are shown in Figure 7

(bottom left), whereby the suction cup materials 

have the following Shore hardness: NR 45°, 

NBR 60° and AU 72°. It can be seen that the 

material selection has a large influence on the 

ventilation time. 

4.3. Test results of the full factorial test 
procedure 

The previous experiments show that non-linear 

relationships exist between time and the factors 

surface roughness, wear condition, and material 

of the suction cup according to the findings of 

the experiments in the previous section. These 

influences are therefore investigated on the basis 

of a completely factorial test procedure. The test 

setup is identical to the previous tests. In order 

to investigate different surface roughness, the 

test workpieces are sandblasted with different 

grain sizes. The different Ra values as well as 

the different amount of load cycles applied on 

the suction cups and the materials used are 

shown in Table 3. Here the load cycles are 

applied via compression and decompression of 

the section cups and therefore show way less 

abrasion compared to the sanded suction cups 

from the previous section. 

Table 3: factors and levels of the full factorial test 
design for the examination of leakage 

factor 
level 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

load cycles 

material NR NBR AU      

roughness in 

µm
0,3 1,44 1,73 1,94 2,45 3,11 4,8 6,07

In the following the test results are presented 

separately according to the different suction cup 

materials. Figure 8 to Figure 10 show the time 

durations up to 800 mbar depending on the 

surface condition and the load cycles. At least 

with regard to surface roughness, there is a clear 

tendency to recognize that the ventilation time 

decreases with increasing Ra value. The number 

of load cycles on the other hand influences the 

molecular structure of the suction cups and is 

thus also influenced by the material. No clear 

tendencies can be identified here. 

Figure 8: ventilation times for different degrees of 

surface roughness and load cycles for NR

Figure 9: ventilation times for different degrees of 

surface roughness and load cycles for NBR
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Figure 10: ventilation times for different degrees of

surface roughness and load cycles for AU 

4.4. Discussion 

The measurements show that the theoretically 

determined linear relationships between 

individual influencing parameters and the 

ventilation time up to 800 mbar are appropriate. 

Consequently, the ventilation time can be 

regarded as proportional to the internal volume, 

the ratio of volume and circumference of the 

suction cup, the pressure difference and the 

workpiece weight. The completely factorial tests 

show that the relationships between ventilation 

duration and surface roughness, number of load 

cycles and suction cup material cannot be 

clearly described mathematically and thus have 

to be measured separately for every single 

application. 

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

This paper presents new theoretical and 

experimental examinations of leakage in 

vacuum gripping systems. They fill the gap 

between state of the art design methods for such 

systems and the need for safety in case of an 

energy failure. 

The theoretical and experimental examinations 

of the impact factors and effects of leakage show 

that some of the identified factors correlate 

linear with the ventilation time. Others do not 

but their effects are also shown in this paper. 

These results can be used as a basis to design 

vacuum gripping systems in order to obtain the 

lowest leakage possible. Thereby the 

compensation of leakage can only be temporary, 

and the duration of this compensation has to be 

determined long enough to transfer the 

workpiece to a safe state.  

Further examinations can include more factors 

like different suction cup materials and 

differently shaped workpieces. This can give an 

additional understanding of the effect on leakage 

and makes the design of vacuum gripping 

systems based on leakage suitable for more 

applications. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A Area 

AU polyester-urethane rubber 

C circumference 

d diameter 

L leakage 

m mass 

NBR Nitrile rubber 

NR natural rubber 

p pressure 

p0 ambient pressure 

s length 

t time 

V Volume 
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ABSTRACT 

With regard to autonomous driving the demands on comfort are increasing. This makes it attractive to 

use active suspension systems. The system developed at TU Darmstadt is able to increase driving 

comfort up to 28 % while maintaining driving safety compared to a passive suspension system.  

This paper investigates the influence of available energy and power of the active system. The 

investigation is based on a simulation of a quarter car model and an uneven country road. This paper 

shows that the more energy the active system has at its disposition, the greater is the range between a 

comfortable and a sporty chassis. Furthermore the driving comfort can be increased by 28 % with 

constant driving safety. The average power required for this is 15 W and the maximum power is 300 W. 

Keywords: air spring, acitve suspension, energy demand, power demand 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With regard to autonomous driving the demands 

on comfort are increasing. Passengers may 

engage in other activities during the ride but may 

also suffer from kinetosis more frequently [1, 2]. 

This makes it attractive to use active systems in 

the suspension system. Previous studies showed 

that an active air suspension system as in 

Figure 1 is well suited to calm the chassis and 

increase driving comfort [3 5]. The system 

developed within the Collaborative Research 

Center 805 

increases driving comfort by up to 28 % while 

maintaining driving safety compared to a passive 

air suspension [6]. These results were found in 

simulations as well as in hardware-in-the-loop 

experiments [5, 6]. 

The average available actuating power is one 

influencing factor to increase driving safety and 

comfort. The average available actuating power 

represents the energy demand of the active 

system which makes it an important indicator as 

especially for electrified vehicles energy supply 

is limited. This is simulatively investigated on the 

basis of the vertical dynamics of a quarter car 

model. Therefore, in the following first is the 

quarter car model as well as the principle of the 

active air spring is introduced. Then the 

performance parameters and the calculation of 

the actuator power are presented and finally 

results are discussed. 

Figure 1: Active air spring. 

      



2. METHOD 

2.1. system description 

quarter car model 

The actuator of the active air spring is considered 

in the quarter car model as a force connected in 

parallel both to spring and damper 

(c.f. Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Quarter car model with active suspension 

system. 

The equations of motion of this quarter car are  

, (1) 

, (2) 

with the deflection  and the deflection 

velocity 

, (3) 

. (4) 

All results refer to a quarter car model with 

parameters based on a middle class car as in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters of the quarter car model. 

 270 kg  50 kg 

 10 N/mm  200 N/mm

 1140 Ns/m  566 Ns/m 

active air spring 

This paper investigates an active air spring 

suspension system. The force of an active air 

spring is given by a static load , a deflection 

force  and the actuator force 

 [6]. (5) 

In principle the actuator force is changeable 

either by (i) the air mass, (ii) the load carrying 

area or (iii) the volume of the air spring. Hedrich 

[6] shows that only a change of the load carrying 

area is useful.  

An air spring is usually sealed by rolling 

bellows which are guided on the inside by a 

piston and on the outside by an outer guidance. 

However, the load carrying area of an air spring 

is approximately 

. (6) 

The load carrying area at the active air spring 

varies by changing the piston radius  (c.f. 

Figure 3) [3]. For this purpose segments are 

moved as hydraulically single-acting cylinders. 

The return takes place through the bellows and 

the pressure in the air spring. 

Figure 3: Principle of the active air spring. Single-

acting cylinder that changes the load 

carrying area.  

Whenever the actuator force increases, oil must 

be forced into the actuator. A pump and valve 

supply the hydraulic power. To reduce the 

actuator force, the oil is drained. 

Measurements show approximately a PT1 

transfer characteristic for the actuator with a cut-

off frequency of 5 Hz and a maximum actuating 

force of  [7]. 

performance indicators 

In order to evaluate the performance of the 

actuator, driving safety and driving comfort are 

taken into account. Mitschke shows the according 

definitions [8]. The standard deviation of the 

relative wheel load variation is regarded as 

driving safety  

. (7) 

The standard deviation of the body 

acceleration is regarded as driving comfort 

        



. (8) 

Both performance indicators are determined 

without frequency weights. The results depend on  

1. the road, 

2. the driving speed and 

3. the car. 

This investigation excites the system applying a 

stochastically generated road. The road 

corresponds to an uneven country road at a speed 

of 70 km/h and can be generated from white 

noise  by form filters [6]. The parameters of the 

country road are from Mitschke [8] with a 

waviness of  and an unevenness dimension 

of . 

Figure 4 shows the active and passive boundary 

line next to the passive reference car in a conflict 

diagram. The reference car results from the 

simulation of the quarter car with parameters 

from Table 2 and no actuator force . 

Figure 4: Conflict diagram for driving comfort and 

safety. 

The passive boundary line is reached by varying 

stiffness and damping. The isolines for 

 or  show this as well. The active 

boundary line assumes an ideal actuator with the 

transfer function of 1 and a maximum actuating 

force . Active suspension systems can 

therefore cross the passive boundary line. 

controller design  

The controller for the active system is designed 

with a model-based H2-optimal controller design 

according to Lenz et al. [7]. For this purpose the 

objective function considers driving safety and 

driving comfort. Since they are in conflict with 

each other, a compromise between the two can be 

found by weighting them. A pareto front 

represents the results in the conflict diagram as in 

Hedrich [6] (see Figure 4). 

2.2. power demand 

average power demand 

The power of the actuator is given by the product 

of deflection velocity and the actuator force  

. (9) 

Due to the actuator's functionality power at 

pressure  meaning increasing actuator 

forces and at tension  meaning 

decreasing actuator forces need to be 

distinguished. The pressure power is determined 

by 

, (10) 

and tension power by 

. (11) 

External energy sources supply the pressure 

power. 

Due to the fact that the resetting forces of the 

air spring cause the decrease of the actuator force, 

external power supply does not provide the 

tension power. 

The power demand of an active suspension 

system is considered as an average power 

demand, which is equivalent to the required 

energy. The average power is calculated over a 

time average of 

. (12) 

The average power demand of the active 

system can therefore be specified as 

. (13) 

 is the energy recuperation factor, which 

varies between 0 (no energy recuperation) and 1 

(total energy recuperation). This investigation 

does not take energy recuperation into account as 

a conservative estimation ( ). 

The energy required by the active system is 

obtained from the product of average power 

and duration . 

      



consideration of the available power in the 
controller design  

Due to nonlinearity the actuator power is 

simulated in time domain in contrast to controller 

design simulated in frequency domain.  

Therefore Figure 5 shows the extended

controller design process. 

Figure 5: Extended controller design to consider the 

available actuator power (in accordance to 

[6]). 

The global optimizer "DIRECT" [9] is used in 

addition to controller optimization. In order to 

influence the power of the actuator the 

parameters of the transfer function of the actuator 

are adjusted. Table 2 presents the parameter 

limits. 

Table 2: parameter range of global optimization. 

parameter Range 

maximum force  kN 

base frequency  Hz 

The global optimization specifies a transfer 

function for the actuator determining the optimal 

controller. The model is then simulated in time 

domain to determine the evaluation variables for 

the objective function 

 (14) 

A Big-M method takes compliance with the 

actuator power into account  

. (15) 

The used optimizer DIRECT  searches for the 

optimum in both depth and width but cannot 

guarantee to find the global optimum. This may 

lead to inaccuracies in the results which is not 

further examined in this paper. 

These basic investigations take no efficiency 

of the actuator into account. Dietrich et al. [10] 

considers the efficiency of the example actuator. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. 3D pareto front 

Figure 6 shows the result in a 3D Pareto front 

where the driving comfort and driving safety are 

plotted against the average available actuating 

power. This corresponds to the energy 

requirement of the system. Inconsistencies as 

kinks and discontinuities in the lines occur from 

the optimizer not reaching the global optimum. 

These are neglected, as the fundamental trends 

are nevertheless recognizable and not influenced 

by them. 

Starting from the passive reference car which 

has no power available the active chassis enables 

increasing flexibility in the weighting between 

driving comfort and safety as the available power 

increases. The driver has the choice between a 

comfortable and a sporty chassis. 

In total the ideally active system requires 

around 90 W of average power i.e. 360 W for the 

whole car. 

In addition a saturation occurs. With a power 

of about 50 W the driving safety cannot be 

increased by further available actuating power. It 

is only possible to increase maximum comfort. 

This can be seen from the fact that the upper end 

of the curves do not drop increasing the power in 

terms of driving safety, but the lower end of the 

curve drops further in terms of driving comfort. 

3.2. much does not help much: average 
power demand 

Considering driving comfort of the reference car 

with a constant safety level of 

, Figure 7 is obtained. 

The driving comfort increases with increasing 

available average actuating power. However, 

saturation occurs. For this vehicle driving 

comfort improves by about 28 %. This value is 

        



already reached for an average available 

actuating power of 15 W.  

Figure 7: Driving comfort as a function of the average 

available actuating power with a constant 

driving safety. 

3.3. peak power demand 

Finally Figure 8 investigates the peak power 

demand of the active suspension system and 

considers both the maximum occurring power 

and the 0.9974 quantile. The second value 

therefore takes 99.74 % of the power occurring in 

the simulation into account. However the 

statistical value is more significant since 

deviations between simulation and reality do not 

have an effect as significant as the maximum 

power. 

Figure 8: Driving comfort as a function of the 

maximum power and the 0.9974 Quantil 

power with a constant driving safety. 

For the peak power demand, a similar picture is 

obtained as for the average available power 

demand. If starting from the passive reference car 

the driving safety is kept constant and only the 

driving comfort is improved. The maximum 

power requirement is about 300 W, the 0.9974 

quantile is saturated at 180 W. The peak powers 

are therefore at least one order of magnitude 

greater than the average powers. 

Figure 6: 3D pareto front as a function of the average available actuating power. 

      



4. CONCLUSION 

The available power has a considerable influence 

on the performance of the system. Thus the driver 

with more available power can choose a larger 

range between driving safety and driving 

comfort.  

Furthermore to increase driving comfort while 

maintaining driving safety saturation occurs and 

only 15 W of average power is required to 

achieve an improvement of 28 %. This 

circumstance is advantageous for autonomous 

driving electrified vehicles as the energy supply 

is limited there. Also the maximum power 

saturates at a level of 300W. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

load carrying area 

body stiffness 

wheel stiffness 

body damping 

wheel damping 

actuator force 

air spring force 

wheel load 

static wheel load 

controller 

body mass 

wheel mass 

white noise 

P power 

air spring pressure 

ambient pressure 

oil pressure 

average power 

actuator power 

actuator pressure power 

actuator tension power 

outer guidance radius 

piston radius 

penalty 

time 

duration 

waviness 

deflection 

deflection velocity 

body excitation 

body velocity 

body acceleration 

wheel excitation 

wheel velocity 

wheel acceleration 

road excitation 

weighting factor 

energy recuperation factor 

standard deviation 

unevenness dimension 
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ABSTRACT 

Within a production machine, various electromechanical and pneumatic structures can be used for drive 

tasks. As these drive technologies can often replace each other, the energy efficiency, performance and 

TCO of pneumatic drives must be permanently enhanced to remain competitive. There is a large 

number of known measures for the reducing their energy consumption, e.g. minimizing of filling 

volumes, energy saving circuits etc. However, these measures are mainly considered separately and the 

possible overall energy saving effect resulting from their combination is rarely taken into account.  

The main goal of this paper is therefore to explore the possible combinations of pneumatic energy 

saving measures and their cumulative saving effect. Due to the fact that some measures are mutually 

exclusive (e.g. a general pressure reduction in properly sized drive), each combination should be 

considered separately. To evaluate their efficiency plausibly, a comprehensive assessment is required 

that contains both the total cost of ownership analysis (TCO) and a mechanical properties assessment. 

The presented comprehensive approach of the task analysis can serve as example of how an optimal 

drive configuration for the specific task can be found, thus creating a basis for solving constructive 

challenges in designing of pneumatic automation systems. 

Keywords: Pneumatics, Energy saving circuit, Efficiency, Exergy, TCO  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the design of automation systems, engineers 

nowadays often have the choice of performing 

the drive technology pneumatically or 

electrically. For both drive solutions, a variety of 

predestined application fields results from their 

technological properties and the cost-specific 

situation. Due to the large number of ready-made 

control concepts for position, speed and force, 

high rigidity and accuracy of the drive system as 

well as high availability, electric drives are often 

preferred in the implementation of positioning 

tasks. In contrast, pneumatic drives have such 

advantages as simple realization of point-to-point 

movement, usage of multiple parallel drives 

(many actuators on a valve terminal) and a range 

of possible movement and handling solutions 

(linear movement, clamping, suction, gripping 

etc.). Also, much lower investment costs and 

realization of holding functions without steady 

energy consumption are clearly beneficial in 

comparison to the electromechanics. 

The higher energy consumption of pneumatic 

drives is often criticized where both drive 

technologies compete for their implementation. 

To keep up with the competition, manufacturers 

and users of pneumatic systems are required to 

increase the energy efficiency of pneumatics at 

all three levels (compressed air generation, 

conducting part and consuming actuator part). A 

reduction of the energy consumption of the drive 

also contributes to the achievement of climate 

protection goals, as they stated e.g. in the Europe 

2020 initiative [1]. 

The following article deals exclusively with 

the energy efficiency at the actuator level for 

linear movement actuators. There is already a 

large variety of known energy saving measures, 

which make it possible to reduce the compressed 

air consumption of actuators significantly and 

thus the total operating costs of a pneumatically 

operated plant. These include primarily the 

operating pressure reduction of a system and the 

reducing its filling volumes by shortening the 

hoses and using micro-valves (e.g. [2]). On the 

other hand, it is conceivable to use various 

investigated energy saving circuits such as 

exhaust air storage [3], [4] or cutting off the 

supply air to use its expansion energy [5], [6].  

      



However, the application of these measures 

and their impact on energy consumption were 

mainly studied individually. It would be therefore 

reasonable to analyse how energy saving 

measures can be combined in order to be used 

simultaneously and whether such a combination 

can possibly achieve larger cumulative savings 

effects compared to individual measures.  

The study [7] mentions (without making a 

quantifiable statement) that a combination of 

measures can be expected to increase savings. 

According to the results of the study, the 

measures influence each other, so that an 

implementation must always be examined in the 

overall context. Individual measures can even be 

mutually exclusive (e.g. general pressure 

reduction and a needs-based design of drives). 

Because of the mutual influence, no statement of 

an increase in the overall efficiency of a plant on 

the basis of the values presented is possible. The 

percentage efficiency gains cannot be added 

easily to determine total energy savings and 

should be determined separately for each case. 

The dissertation [8] demonstrates the principle 

feasibility of the combinatorial approach and 

shows the possible cumulative savings. However, 

the results obtained there are valid only for a 

horizontal movement task with a symmetrical 

constant loading. 

The main goal of the present article is 

therefore to supplement and investigate the 

possible combinations of energy saving measures 

on various drive tasks typical for a pneumatic 

automation system.

In order to evaluate and contrast the 

combinations objectively, a complete cost-

benefit analysis is required. A statement on the 

basis of achievable savings alone would be 

incomplete. For this purpose, a method for the 

technical-economic evaluation of the 

combinations is also developed in the present 

work.  

2. COMBINATORIAL APPROACH 

2.1. Combinations generation 

The energy saving measures to be investigated 

are based on the classification shown in [4] and 

[9]. For the generation, the measures and their 

combinations are divided into the following 

groups:  

Table 1: Combination groups  

Group Description Code 

G1 Separate circuits: 

Standard circuit 0 

Short circuit 1 

Expansion (cut-off) circuit 2 

Exhaust air storage 3 

Pressure-reduced stroke 4 

G2 Combinations of separate circuits, 
e.g.: 

Short and expansion circuit 12 

 Pressure-reduces backstroke with 
short and expansion circuit 

124 

G3 Combinations of groups G1 and 

G2 
volumes reduction

e.g.:  

Short circuit with reduced filling 

volume 
17 

G4 Combinations of groups G1 and 

pressure reduction
e.g.: 

Short circuit with reduced working 
pressure 

16 

G5 Combinations of the group G3 

pressure reduction

e.g.: 
Expansion circuit with exhaust air 

storage, reduced filling volume 
and reduced working pressure 

2376 

Only meter-out throttling circuits are considered, 

with the exception of exhaust air storage circuits 

(3), where the forward stroke is realized as a 

meter-in throttling. Furthermore, each 

measure/measure combination is examined in 

three possible versions: 

with 5/2 way control valves 

with 5/3 

Some examples of generated combinations are 

shown in Figure 1. 

        



In this way, 150 theoretically possible 

combinations were generated.   

2.2. Selection of use cases 

The generated combinations are to be tested on 

customary tasks in the drive technology. For this 

purpose, three common pneumatically operated 

automation systems are analysed in order to 

select typical tasks and to test the combinatorial 

method using their example. As a result of the 

analysis, the following tasks shown in Table 2

were chosen. The table also contains such 

operations conditions as the working pressure of 

the drive p and its hose length l between the 

control valve and the cylinder. 

Table 2: Use cases  

Drive task  Operation conditions 

1) Feed drive: 

movement and ejection of a 

workpiece 
Orientation: horizontal 

p = 7 barabs.

l = 1 m 

Cylinder dimensions: 
Ø 10, stroke 20 mm

2) Force drive: 

pressing force (Fmin = 180 N) 
at the end of the stroke  
Orientation: horizontal 

p = 7 barabs.

l = 1 m 

Cylinder dimensions: 

Ø 25, stroke 50 mm 

3) Feed drive: 
constant mass (m = 10 kg) 

movement on whole stroke 

and backstroke 
Orientation: vertical  

p = 5 barabs.

l = 1,2 m 
Cylinder dimensions: 
Ø 40, stroke 300 mm

4) Feed drive: 
constant mass (m = 9,2 kg) 

movement on whole stroke 

and backstroke  
Orientation: horizontal 

p = 5 barabs.

l = 5 cm 
Cylinder dimensions: 

Ø 32, stroke 100 mm

With this selection, the large range of typical 

pneumatic drive applications should be covered. 

The drive size for each task was selected on the 

basis of the median value of all actuators used for 

the specific task on the analysed automation 

systems. The operation conditions are also based 

on the original manufacturer specifications. 

2.3. Cost-benefit analysis 

In the next step, each generated combination is 

examined for its suitability for the specific task 

and graded on a scale of 0 to 3: 

3  circuit usage possible without hesitation 

2  circuit usage partially limited (one 

limitation, e.g. possible in one stroke 

direction only) 

1  circuit usage very limited (two or more 

limitations, e.g. a pressure reserve required 

and possible only in one stroke direction) 

0  circuit not functional or redundant 

For instance, a short circuit (1) could not be 

applied for the force drive task 2 because of its 

force loss at the stroke end. Therefore, the variant 

(1) and all combinations with it are not functional 

circuit application for the feed drive task 1 is 

possible, but only for one direction (forward). 

After the preliminary grading, there follows 

the subsequent calculation of each combination 

that has been graded at least with . The 

combinations are evaluated from a technical-

mechanical and economic point of view. As a 

final result, the technical benefit value (as a 

dimensionless score between 0 and 1) and the 

total cost of ownership balance (as a TCO-value 

Figure 1: Examples of generated combinations: (0b) Standard circuit with 5/2 way control valve; (12a) Short 

and expansion circuit with 3/2 way control valves; (124a) Pressure-reduced backstroke with short 

and expansion circuit with 3/2 way control valves; (2376c) Expansion circuit with exhaust air storage, 

reduced filling volume and reduced working pressure with 5/3 way control valve. 

      



per year) should be determined for each 

combination. 

Technical benefit 

For a technical-mechanical balancing, the 

following relevant properties of each circuit must 

be calculated: 

Exergy consumption of a drive Ex [J/cycle] 

Achievable stroke times tfor and tback [s] 

Payback time tp

For task 2: pressing force safety factor at the 

stroke end Sforce [-] 

For tasks 3 and 4: maximum acceleration at 

the stroke end amax [m/s²]

The exergy consumption of a drive is 

calculated accordingly to [8]: 

(1)

The ambient temperature  and atmospheric 

pressure represent the calculation reference 

(environment). The values mass flow , 

temperature  and pressure  are defined at the 

circuit inlet before the way control valve(s). 

Thermodynamic properties of air include specific 

heat capacity at constant pressure  and specific 

gas constant . 

The force safety factor Sforce is defined as the 

relationship between the current and the required 

force. The payback time expresses the reason-

ableness and suitability of a retrofit with the 

concrete combination. It is simplified calculated 

as the ratio between the additional acquisition 

costs and the energy cost saving per year 

compared to the reference standard circuit (0). 

In the course of the benefit analysis, it is 

checked to what extent each combination fulfils 

the predefined mechanical objectives. For this 

purpose, a utility function is set up for each 

named technical-mechanical variable, which 

makes it possible to determine a dimensionless 

fulfilment degree of a requirement E

corresponding to [10]. The designed utility 

functions are shown in Figure 2 using the 

example of the force drive task 2. 

The individual requirements for the task are 

derived from the manufacturer information. 

Figure 2: Utility functions of the task 2 

To determine the total technical benefit value of 

a combination Ntotal, it is necessary to set the 

weights of each goal wi, which are defined in the 

present case as follows:  

Table 3: Weight factors for task 2  

Value Weight factor wi, % 

Exergy consumption Ex 25 

Stroke time forwards tfor  10 

Stroke time backwards tback 10 

Payback time tp 25 

Pressing force Fpress 30 

The stroke times have the smallest weighting due 

to the fact that the drive settings (e.g. throttle 

opening, pressure level) were chosen so that the 

mechanical properties could be kept according to 

the specification. For instance, by even more 

reduced operating pressure in a specific case even 

larger compressed air savings could be achieved, 

but it would cause a failure to comply with the 

stroke time requirements. Therefore, all 

considered combinations meet the set time 

requirements, although with different quality, and 

their consideration is not so important for the 

comparison as the other values. Whereas the 

capability of the drive to achieve the required 

pressing force is of the highest importance for the 

manufacturer, otherwise the task will not be 

fulfilled. Consequently, the pressing force weight 

factor has the largest value in this case. The 

weighting for the remaining two criteria is 

distributed evenly.  

        



The value Ntotal can now be calculated e.g. by 

the weighted sum of the individual fulfilment 

degrees Ei or by their multiplication. According 

to [10], the additive linkage type is more accurate 

than multiplicative. Hence, the total technical 

benefit value is defined as follows: 

(2)

TCO analysis 

From the other side, the total cost of ownership 

should be considered to describe the economic 

value of a circuit. Following cost parts were 

calculated: 

Table 4: Cost parts of the TCO analysis  

Cost object Calculation 

Acquisition based on market list prices of 

circuit components; 
Shipping based on delivery costs of the 

manufacturer and supplier; 

Commissioning medium assembly time of one 
component (10 min assumed) 

multiplied by the component 
number and industrial worker 

salary; 

Energy costs circuit air consumption 
multiplied by medium

compressed air price  

(0,0192 [11]; 

Maintenance assumed as 5% of acquisition 
costs; 

Space industrial monthly rate for 1 m² 

space usage multiplied by the 
installation area of the drive; 

Dismounting medium disassembly time of 
one component (5 min 
assumed) multiplied by the 

component number and 

industrial worker salary; 

Rate of interest 10% assumed [12]. 

The TCO is accounted for over a period of 5 

years.  

3. RESULTS OF THE COST-BENEFIT 
ANALYSIS 

For each generated combination of the respective 

task, a lumped-parameter simulation model was 

created in order to determine the relevant 

technical properties of a circuit. Subsequently, 

based on defined utility functions, the total 

technical benefit of each combination and, 

according to Table 4, the annual TCO were 

calculated. The values defined in this way can be 

graphically represented and compared for each 

task in the form of a cost-benefit-diagram (see 

Figures 3 to 6).  

Each labelled dot corresponds to a calculated 

energy saving circuit combination. Combinations 

that are considered to be optimal for the specific 

task are highlighted in green and bold, the 

standard circuits (0) in grey. The optimal variants 

were chosen as a balance between the achievable 

technical benefit and the TCO value:  

Task 1: (7b) Filling volumes reduction 

Task 2: (47b) Filling volumes reduction and a 

pressure-reduced back stroke (3 barabs.) 

Task 3: (176c) Short circuit with reduced 

filling volumes and operating pressure 

(3 barabs.) 

Figure 3: Cost-benefit diagram for the task 1 
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Task 4: (6b) General operating pressure 

reduction (2 barabs.) 

It can be seen that in the case of smaller and 

medium-sized handling tasks (up to 25 mm 

diameter), large cost savings and an improved 

technical benefit value can be achieved with 

simple energy saving measures (reduction of 

operating pressure (6) and/or filling volumes (7)), 

which involve relatively few acquisition and 

assembly costs. In case of the task 2, even greater 

TCO savings can be achieved with help of the 

exhaust air storage (3) and its combinations, 

however at the expense of the technical value.     

For the task 4 too, a simple reduction of the 

operating pressure was sufficient to increase the 

technical value and significantly reduce the 

annual costs. The measure "Reduction of the 

filling volume" (7) was not considered here, since 

the tube length was already low in the present 

task.  

The situation is different for the task 3 with a 

larger-sized cylinder. There, the combination 

176c of a short circuit (1) with other two 

measures (reduction of filling volumes and 

operating pressure) has prevailed. 

It can be concluded that known energy saving 

circuits and their combinations are mostly 

worthwhile for larger cylinders (from a diameter 

of 32 mm) in the considered cases. Although the 

combination of different savings circuits makes it 

possible to reach even greater compressed air 

savings than with individual circuits, the ever-

higher initial acquisition costs and other cost 

factors compared to the standard circuit exceed 

this saving in the most cases thus reducing their 

technical benefit and even increasing the annual 

TCO in overall terms.  

Especially for the task 1 it can be make clear 

that although many combinations bring 

significant savings in compressed air compared 

to individual circuits, but for their achievement a 

costly acquisition is necessary, which does not 

pay in 5 years of observation space (Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Comparison of energy costs saving and 

additional costs for each further 

combination for the task 1 

4. VALIDATION 

In each task, its optimal combination of energy 

saving measures and the corresponding standard 

circuit were reconstructed on test benches and 

measured to validate the calculated mechanical 

properties and the compressed air saving: 

Figure 8: Examples of test benches 

      



The results of measurements are shown in

Table 5. 

As the exergy consumption of a drive cannot 

be measured directly, the compressed air 

consumption was measured instead.  

The modelling of the end-cushioning system 

in the cylinder chambers was neglected in this 

work to reduce the calculation effort. Instead, the 

simple elastic end stop model (spring-damper 

element) was assumed. For this reason, the 

maximum acceleration at the stroke end amax was 

determined exclusively simulative.  

The pressing force value F at the stroke end for 

the task 2 was derived from the measured 

pressure and the cylinder geometry. The force 

values in this case are:  

Table 6: Pressing forces of task 2 combinations 

No.
Pressing force F

Simulation Measurement

0b 282 293 

4b 279 290 

7b 281 294 

47b 278 292 

The TCO balance cannot be validated because 

of its long-term observation. 

As the measured and calculated values agree 

well, the calculated savings could be proven. The 

deviations of the air consumption are due to the 

problematic consideration of dead volumes of a 

real system and inaccuracy of the flow sensors. In 

particular, the dead volumes of the cylinder and 

the pressure sensors for the simulation were 

estimated from their geometry and might not 

completely correspond to real values. 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In the present article, a range of combinations of 

energy saving measures and circuits in the 

pneumatics has been studied using the example 

of four common automation tasks. Cumulative 

effects of combining could be demonstrated: in 

the vast majority of cases, an additional measure 

increases the compressed air savings. With each 

further combination, higher savings can be 

achieved than with the individual circuits. 

However, the overall balance shows that these 

savings are often offset by the additional costs 

and/or deteriorated mechanical properties. 

Nevertheless, there could be also found 

combinations that make it not only possible to 

reduce the TCO drastically, but at least sustain or 

even improve the mechanical properties in 

general. 

The research results can be transferred to 

similar tasks in pneumatics. The presented 

comprehensive approach of the task analysis can 

serve as example of how an optimal configuration 

for the specific task can be chosen thus creating a 

Table 5: Standard and optimal circuits  

No. 

 Air consumption 

[Nl/cycle] 

Stroke time forwards 

tfor [s] 

Stroke time forwards 

tback [s] 
TCO 

Additional 

acquisition 

 simulated measured simulated measured simulated measured 

1) Feed drive 

0b  0,0801 0,089 0,015 0,014 0,010 0,010 33,40 0,00 
7b  0,0297 0,032 0,015 0,016 0,011 0,012 27,87 10,12 

2) Force drive 
0b  0,431 0,445 0,302 0,306 0,092 0,092 89,76 0,00 
4b  0,319 0,327 0,301 0,306 0,096 0,094 82,36 30,83 

7b  0,336 0,350 0,298 0,301 0,088 0,092 80,37 20,10 

47b  0,251 0,267 0,300 0,301 0,090 0,092 77,11 50,93 

3) Feed drive 
0c  3,80 3,68 1,85 1,76 3,94 3,92 627,23 0,00 
1c  1,946 1,86 1,83 1,72 3,94 3,92 351,16 30,68 

7c  3,47 3,27 1,84 1,71 3,90 3,87 580,95 20,10 

6c  2,23 2,14 1,87 1,77 4,01 3,96 411,86 109,02 

17c  1,79 1,71 1,81 1,72 3,92 3,90 331,60 50,78 
16c  1,13 1,10 1,84 1,75 4,01 3,97 251,60 139,70 

67c  2,63 2,54 1,86 1,78 3,98 3,93 477,70 129,12 

176c  1,05 1,02 1,89 1,91 3,98 3,93 243,71 159,80 
4) Feed drive 

0b  0,759 0,736 0,354 0,361 0,351 0,359 144,58 0,00 

6b  0,298 0,315 0,349 0,353 0,340 0,344 82,34 30,83 

        



basis for solving constructive challenges in 
designing of pneumatic automation systems.  

It could also be possible to enhance the 
presented combinatorial approach e.g. by means 
of a needs-oriented parameter optimisation 
(determining its optimum cylinder piston 
diameter etc.) The article aimed, though, to make 
recommendations primarily for already given 
fixed system parameters such as cylinder 
geometry. 

NOMENCLATURE 

amax Maximum acceleration at the stroke end [m/s²]
cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure 

E Fulfilment degree [-] 
Ex Exergy consumption [J/cycle] 
F Pressing force [N] 
l Hose length [m] 
m Load mass [kg] 

Mass flow at the circuit inlet [kg/s] 
Ntotal Total technical benefit value [-] 
p Pressure [Pa] 
p0 Atmospheric pressure [Pa] 
p1 Air pressure at the circuit inlet [Pa] 
Rs

Sforce Pressing force safety factor at the stroke end [-] 
tback Stroke time backwards [s] 
tfor Stroke time forwards [s] 
tp Payback time [a] 
T0 Ambient temperature [K] 
T1 Air temperature at the circuit inlet [K] 
TCO Total cost of ownership 
w Weight factor [%] 
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ABSTRACT 

For many companies, energy efficiency starts with production. For this reason, special consideration 
must be given to the production operation as a whole as well as its sub-areas. The strict legal require-

challenges, which SMC meets with expertise and passion as a manufacturer, partner and solution pro-
vider in electric and pneumatic automation technology. On the basis of an actual customer requirement, 
SMC Germany has developed an innovation in the field of pneumatic energy efficiency: The Air 
Saving Circuit for double acting pneumatic cylinders , under the working title of Air Saving Box . 
The underlying idea and focus of the solution was to make good use of the compressed air generated 
in existing cylinders, instead of simply allowing it to go to waste. The Air Saving Box  enables sig-
nificant energy savings in production. Based on this customised solution, SMC has also developed an 
industry-independent concept that can also be integrated into existing applications. 

Keywords: Automation, energy efficiency, pneumatics, air saving, energy saving

1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 

In 2015, a new agreement containing binding cli-
mate targets for all 195 member states of the UN 
Climate Convention was concluded in Paris as 
the successor to the Kyoto-Protocol. It was de-
cided to limit global warming to less than 2°C 
in order to keep the effects of climate change 
within manageable limits. This requires a reduc-
tion in net greenhouse gas emissions. The inten-
tion therefore is to reduce net greenhouse gas 
emissions worldwide in the second half of this 
century [1]. 

Carbon dioxide (CO2), the gas produced by the 
combustion reaction of carbon-containing mate-
rials such as wood or oil, makes up 72% of green-
house gases emitted each year. The global con-
centration of CO2 has increased by a good 44% 
since the beginning of industrialisation. In the 
10,000 years before the Industrial Revolution, 
CO2 concentration remained almost constant [2]. 
Despite strong economic growth, CO2 emissions 
in Germany remained almost continuous at 800 
million tonnes per year in the period from 2014 
to 2017.  

The German government s goal is to achieve a 

reduction to 749 million tons by 2020 to meet the 
targets it has set itself under the Paris Climate 
Agreement [3]. 

In Europe, compressed air supply in the indus-
trial and service sectors accounts for more than 
80 TWh of electricity per year  that s around 
10% of total industrial electricity consumption. 
Case studies have shown that possible savings 
potentials are not fully exploited due  
to opposing market and decision-making  
mechanisms [4].  

SMC Germany offers energy saving audits as 
part of its service portfolio. Automation experts 
from SMC will examine a company s existing 
systems and offer individual advice on how it can 
reduce its compressed air consumption.  

1.1. Practicability is a must 

Experience from these audits has shown that, be-
yond the existing possibilities for saving com-
pressed air, efficient solutions are needed in 
which cylinder force and cylinder speed remain 
unaffected, since the performance of existing ma-
chines must be available without any changes. 

      



SMC was set this objective by a customer who 
operates complex pneumatic systems in its pro-
duction. 

The initial starting point for the development 
was a detailed examination of the current state of 
technology and research. 

2. STATE OF THE ART RESEARCH AND 
TECHNOLOGY 

Preliminary investigations have shown that two 
switching methods are in principle particularly 
well suited for increasing the energy efficiency  
of pneumatic systems: a bridge circuit of four  
2/2-way switching valves or a short-circuited cir-
cuit. These two circuits shown in Figure 1 dis-
play an increased degree of functionality and a 
high compressed air savings potential in use [5]. 
Hence these two switching methods were first ex-
amined with regard to their practicability for in-
stallation in existing plants. 

To implement a bridge circuit as shown in 
Figure 1 a new control concept for the cylinder 

would have to be developed. This would require 
a deep intervention in the machine control sys-
tem. When it comes to achieving an energy-, 
time- and cost-efficient compressed air reduction 
for existing plants, as required at the outset, this 
circuit is therefore only suitable to a very limited 
extent. A short-circuited circuit, on the other 
hand, would be easier and faster to inte-grate. 
This switching method was therefore pursued 
further.  

2.1. Different saving potentials 

Based on the chamber pressure curves of a  
double-acting piston rod cylinder with standard  
circuitry, the following compressed air saving 
possibilities were identified [5]: 

Chamber short circuit before switching  
the directional valve 
Chamber short circuit during the stroke 
Closing the compressed air supply during 
the stroke 
Closing the compressed air supply at the 
stroke end 
Exhaust air storage during the stroke 
Incomplete venting at stroke end 
Lower pressure level for required  
differential pressure 
Return stroke with reduced operating  
pressure 

These eight possible operating methods were ex-
amined for their theoretical savings effects. At the 
same time, their practical feasibility for operators 
of existing plants with pneumatic components 
and systems was tested. Only practicable solu-
tions that can be easily retrofitted were consid-
ered for the development of the individual cus-
tomer solution.  

A bidirectionally acting horizontal drive with 
a piston diameter of 32 mm, stroke of 100 mm, 
operating pressure of 7 bar, inner hose diameter 
of 4 mm and a length of 2 m [5] was considered, 
see Figure 2. Of the eight operating methods 
tested, six were rejected as unsuitable for the ap-
plication. Although energy savings of up to 78%  

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a bridge circuit consisting of four 2/2-way switching valves (left) and a short-
circuited circuit (right). 

        



can be achieved, for example by shutting off the 
air supply during the stroke (method 3 in the pic-
ture), this always has a negative effect on cycle 
time, cylinder force or both. The same applies to 
methods 4 to 7, so they are not suitable for devel-
oping an energy-efficient and easily integrated 
solution that does not compromise on perfor-
mance. 

In contrast, methods 1 and 2 offer savings po-
tentials of 18% and 40% with cylinder force and 
cycle time comparable to the initial state. For this, 
however, they require a specific control of the 
short-circuit valve. This represents too much in-
terference with the control system for the specific 
application. The two methods were therefore con-
sidered to be only partially suitable. 

2.2. New solution needed 

Even if only standard components are used for the 
short-circuited circuit, a system operator cannot 
be expected to find the optimum operating point 
for the cylinder in the respective application. It is 
also unclear whether operators have the necessary 

possibilities and knowledge to intervene in the 
machine control system in order to subsequently 
control a short-circuit valve.  
Therefore, the two currently available short-cir-
cuit machine and plant manufacturers  entirely 
new designed system solutions. The specific ap-
plication of a customer method are ultimately re-
served for who wants to convert its existing ma-
chines in an energy-efficient way requires a com-
pletely newly developed technology. 

3. OBJECTIVE 

The new operating concept requires a solution 
that can be retrofitted to existing circuits, signifi-
cantly reduces compressed air consumption and 
has no negative impact on force and cycle time. 
The solution should function independently so 
that it can be used with components from any 
manufacturer. 

In addition, the innovation should be as indus-
try-independent as possible, to ensure that it can 
be used beyond the individual application and 
thus help as many operators of pneumatic sys-
tems as possible to save energy. 

4. PROCEDURE 

On the basis of the short-circuited circuit, tests 
are being carried out to determine whether a 
pneumatically controlled variant can be imple-
mented that takes account of the pressure condi-
tions on both sides of the cylinder chamber and 
thus achieves the optimum energy-saving effect 
with practically no additional control. All basic 
load cases are considered in addition: 

horizontally operating, double-acting  
cylinder 

Figure 2: Possible theoretical savings effects with ex-
haust throttled cylinders.  

      



double-acting cylinder working  
vertically upwards against the load 
double-acting cylinder working vertically 
downwards with the load 

The values for piston diameter, stroke and load 
are varied during the experiment. 

4.1. Real application 

A real application with classic circuitry of  
a double-acting cylinder via 5/2-way valve serves 
as a reference and starting point for the develop-
ment. In the reference application, a speed con-
troller is not used to achieve a shorter cycle time 
and thus higher machine speed, see Figure 3 left. 

The classic circuit was compared with the 
newly developed short-circuited circuit by SMC 
using the Air Saving Box , Figure 3 right. 

Figure 3: Classic control of a bidirectional cylinder 
with 5/2-way valve (left) and compressed 

air-saving control based on the short-cir-
cuited circuit with the Air Saving Box

(right). 

The respective pressure curves in the cylinder 
chambers are measured as well as the compressed 
air consumption, which was documented before 
the valves with the help of a flow sensor. The re-
spective results are put in relation to each other 
according to the following formula: 

(1)

5. CURRENT STATUS 

The performance of cylinders with the Air Sav-
ing Box  must not be less for the customer appli-
cation than that of a conventionally switched cyl-
inder. SMC therefore measured the energy effi-
ciency, cylinder force and stroke time under var-
ious parameters, such as cylinder diameter, cylin-
der stroke, hose volume and installation direction 
of the cylinder without and with load. The Air 
Saving Box  is mounted on the piston rod side 
cylinder chamber. It therefore acts in the exten-
sion stroke and reduces the compressed air con-
sumption without further control measures, (see 
Figure 4) making it easy to integrate into existing 
systems.  

Figure 4: Comparative display of the required com-
pressed air flow rate of a classically con-

trolled bidirectional cylinder (dark) and a 
cylinder controlled to save compressed air 

with the Air Saving Box  (light). Good to 
see: the significantly reduced flow rate in 

the extension direction. 

As Figure 4 shows, the short-circuited circuit 
with the Air Saving Box  in the extension direc-
tion significantly reduces the required com-
pressed air flow. This value and the associated re-
duction in compressed air consumption as an area 
under the compressed air flow serves as a meas-
ure of the energy saving and energy  
efficiency of the application. In laboratory tests, 
savings of up to 50% have been achieved with  
this formation. In the retraction direction,  
however, the compressed air flow  and thus  
the compressed air consumption remains un-
changed. 

        



5.1. Positioning and load mounting 

Further laboratory tests have confirmed that the 

compressed air savings depend largely on the in-

stallation direction and the mounted load. For ex-

ample, a vertical set-up in the laboratory showed 

that the statically applied positioning energy of 

the moving load can be converted into com-

pressed air savings. Furthermore, the hose length 

and the hose volume have a significant influence 

on the cylinder speed.  

The next step is to further develop the solution 

for cross-industry use. For this purpose, the pa-

rameter influences are determined in the labora-

tory under scientific aspects. This allows the 

characteristic map data for the use of the Air 

Saving Box  to be worked out. SMC also focuses 

on customer applications in order to be able to de-

fine the application parameters as realistically as 

possible. 

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

On the basis of an actual customer requirement, 

SMC Germany has developed an innovation in 

the field of pneumatic energy efficiency: he 

Air Saving Circuit for double acting pneumatic 

cylinders , or Air Saving Box  for short. The fo-

cus was on making good use of the compressed 

air generated in existing cylinders, instead of al-

lowing it to go to waste , and use fresh  com-

pressed air.  

SMC s Air Saving Box  creates significant 

energy savings in production. Based on the 

knowledge gained from the development process 

of this initially individual customer solution in 

Germany, SMC is now developing a product for 

worldwide use that is industry-independent and 

can be integrated into all applications.  

Current societal and industrial efforts suggest 

that plant operators are opening up to energy-ef-

ficient solutions that involve the lowest possible 

investment costs and operating risks.  

The Air Saving Box  optimally meets these 

requirements and will considerably increase the 

efficiency of pneumatics in a wide range of appli-

cations. SMC is thus contributing to the goals  

of our federal government to drastically reduce 

CO2 emissions and to reduce overall net green-

house gas emissions to zero in the foreseeable  

future. 

NOMENCLATURE 

E Savings 

Vclassic Compressed air consumption (classic) 

VAir Saving BoxCompressed air consumption (with Air 
Saving Box ) 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the energy efficiency and dynamic performance of servopneumatic drivers are studied 

aiming at the correct sizing of the system components. The study is carried out through a non-linear 

dynamic model of a servopneumatic system. The simulation data are used along with the operating 

point method in order to understand the effect of loading conditions in the system performance, which 

is then used as a tool for component sizing. The results show the effects that the piston area has on the 

energy efficiency and dynamic behavior of the system. Moreover, the dependency of the servovalve 

size on the piston area is elucidated. A procedure to design an effective combination of piston area and 

sonic conductance of the servovalve is presented. A practical case where a servopneumatic system is 

being designed for the speed governor of a hydraulic turbine is described, evidencing the suitability of 

the proposed method for servopneumatic systems.  

Keywords: Servopneumatic systems, sizing method, operating point, turbine speed governors 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pneumatic systems are widely used in the 

automation industries due to its low acquisition 

and maintenance costs, high reliability and high 

power/weight ratio, beyond that they provide 

speedy actuations. Pneumatic systems are being 

used for point-to-point automation purposes since 

 [1] and 

servopneumatic system has been made available 

[2]. Since then, the application of servopneumatic 

systems has increased widely, being applied in 

the fields of automation, robots and 

manufacturing. According to [3], pneumatic 

servosystems are capable to replace 

electromechanical and hydraulic actuators, which 

are less efficient and costly [4] and [5].  

In the past few decades, many control 

strategies have been developed for pneumatic 

servosystems, including linear and nonlinear 

controls, fuzzy based techniques and state 

observers with compensators strategies [3]. In the 

same way the mathematical modelling also had 

many improvements, for which models for 

nonlinearities such as the piston friction, end 

stroke cushioning and valve mass flow rate have 

been developed. These models are combined with 

equations based on the physical principles that 

govern the system, resulting in a global model 

capable to predict the behavior of the state 

variables of the drive with high accuracy [2]. 

However, in the sense of pneumatic system 

sizing, there is still the need of consistent method 

for the selection of the system components. An 

optimal system design is proposed by [6], even so 

the method is based on an optimization algorithm, 

which limits the applicability of the method for 

software implementing tools. On its review on 

recent research trends in servo pneumatic 

systems, [3] describes the systems parameters 

that have a significant impact in the system 

dynamic. Still, no guidelines are given in order to 

select the main components. 

In this context, this paper studies the 

characteristic behavior of a servopneumatic 

system in order to propose guidelines to size the 

systems parameters. The inflection point of the 

velocity profile and the operating point of system 

are used as key points in the design process of the 

servovalve and the cylinder diameter. 

      



2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

A conventional servopneumatic system is 

presented in Figure 1. It is composed by a 

cylinder, a servovalve (SV), a position 

transducer, a set of hoses and a controller, which 

receives the position error and sends the control 

signal to the SV. 

Figure 1: Conventional servopneumatic system 

In this study, the components were modelled 

according to the physical laws that govern the 

system, including the mass flow rate through the 

valve, the pressure and temperature inside the 

cylinder chambers, the motion and friction of the 

piston. The heat exchange in the actuator is 

s law of cooling and the 

friction is described by the LuGre Model [7]. 

These equations result in a non-linear model 

which is described in [8] and implemented in 

MATLAB/Simulink® for simulation purposes.

The pressure and thermal losses in the hoses were 

neglected since the PDV is usually connected 

close to the actuator and their effects on the 

system dynamics might be included in the dead 

volume of the cylinder chambers. An 

experimental validation is performed in order the 

evaluate the effectiveness of the model and the 

results are presented in [8]. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

A servo pneumatic actuator is, in the point of 

view of control, a system working in closed loop, 

where the output is the piston position and the 

input is a reference position of the actuator stroke. 

As in many control systems, the general response 

of a servo pneumatic system might be 

approximate by a second order system, that is 

 . (1) 

This approach is convenient since the design 

requirements are easily converted into a second 

order system parameter, such as natural 

frequency and damping ratio. A similar approach 

is used in [9] and [10], where a design method for 

hydraulic positioning system is proposed. 

3.1. Inflection point of a step response 

The design requirements of a positioning system 

usually are composed by the maximum 

displacement, settling time, maximum forces and 

overshoot. Therefore, the design requirements 

can be converted into natural frequency and 

damping ratio by the settling time 

 (2) 

or 

. (3) 

In a second order system, the maximum 

velocity occurs at the inflection point of the 

velocity profile. At this point, the acceleration is 

null and the velocity is given by. 

 (4) 

or 

 (5) 

where  stands for the expected maximum 

step response [9]. 

Figure 2 presents an example of a step 

response of a servo pneumatic system along with 

the response of second order system with 

 and . 

Figure 2: Comparison of a simulation model with a 

second order system 

It can be seen that the characteristic second order 

model is capable to represent accurately the 

dynamic of the servopneumatic system, 

demonstrating the applicability to estimate the 

.

        



maximum velocity through the design 

requirements. 

3.2. System simulation analysis 

The effects of the chamber pressures during the 

displacement of the piston have an important 

impact on the system dynamics. Consequently, it 

is important to understand the characteristic 

behavior of the system in order to size it 

accordingly. As an example, a sequence of 10 

step inputs, each one of 10% of the actuator 

stroke, was analyzed. 

An important aspect of the study is that the 

closed loop control has a direct impact in the 

results. Therefore, the closed loop control is made 

with a simple proportional controller. The gain is 

calculated in such a way that the maximum error 

results in 100% of the valve opening and the 

sonic conductance was adjusted to have a critical 

damping behavior. The parameters of the system 

are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters of the simulation 

Parameter Value 

Piston diameter 0.032 m 

Rod diameter 0.012 m 

Area ratio 0.8594 

Cylinder stroke 0.5 m 

System mass 8.6 kg 

Load force 470 N 

Viscous friction coefficient 200 N.s/m 

Supply pressure 8 bar 

Sonic conductance 6x10-10 m5/N.s 

Critical pressure ratio 0.3 

Results from simulation of the pneumatic 

positioning system are presented in Figures 3 to 

5.  

It can be seen that the maximum velocity is not 

constant throughout the piston stroke. This fact is 

mainly related to the amount of air inside the 

counter pressure chamber, which is maximum in 

the beginning of the movement and reduces at 

each step. However, either the pressures and the 

maximum velocity tends to be constant as the 

piston reaches its end stroke. Further analysis 

related to these simulations are presented in 

Chapter 4. 

Figure 3: Reference and piston positions 

Figure 4: Piston velocity 

Figure 5: Chamber pressures 

4. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS 

The inflection point of the velocity has important 

characteristics that might be used for sizing 

purposes. For this reason, the pressure of both 

chambers was recorded at the inflection point in 

order to obtain the pressure ratios at this 

condition. 

The operating point method was introduced by 

[11] and [12] and it describes the pressures of the 

system as a function of pressure ratios, for 

instance, in the extending movement  is a 

function of . 

      



As shown in Figure 6, the pressure ratios 

(  and ) at the maximum velocity 

points result in ten different operating points (red 

circles). They are analyzed along with the 

operating point chart, which is composed of a 

constant pressure curve (Op curve) and a constant 

velocity curve (Ldg curve). The intersection of 

both curves occurs when both pressure and 

velocity are constant. The curves are described by 

(6) 

and 

. (7) 

where Equation (6) corresponds to the Op curve 

and Equation (7) to the Ldg curve. The cylinder 

area ratio is defined as . The equation 

derivations for this forward movement as well as 

for returning movement are presented in [12]. 

Figure 6: Operating point chart 

The highlighted point corresponds to the last 

maximum velocity peak, whereas the first circle 

from right to left corresponds to the first 

maximum velocity peak. It can be seen that 

during the displacement of the piston along its 

stroke, the pressure ratios of the maximum 

velocity points are located exactly on the Ldg

curve, which is due the nullity of acceleration at 

this point. It is also important to notice that the 

intersection between both curves occurs at the 

higher value of the maximum velocities and all 

the remaining points are below to the Op curve. 

The Op curve is dependent of critical pressure 

ratio ( ) and the area ratio ( ), which are 

parameters that have a small influence on the 

dynamic behavior of the system. Usually, even 

when these parameters are not known, assuming 

typical values is enough to obtain the Op curve. 

However, the Ldg curve depends on the load 

force and the piston area, that means, from the 

different loading ratios ( ). Therefore, 

the obtaining of the Ldg curve depends on the 

determination of the chamber A piston area and 

the supply pressure, which will be discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

5. PISTON DIAMETER DETERMINATION 

For the same pneumatic actuation system, the 

variation of the piston diameter has a significant 

influence on the dynamic of the system. The main 

aspects are related to velocity, displacement time 

and energy efficiency [8].  

In order to understand the effects of the piston 

diameter in the dynamic of a pneumatic 

servosystem, a sensitivity analysis is performed 

with 6 different diameters simulated under the 

same loading conditions, including the viscous 

friction coefficient and the area ratio. Table 2 

presents the parameters of the different cylinder 

used on the sensitivity analysis. The loading ratio 

( ) is given by: 

 (8) 

where  stands for the load force (470 N) and the 

parcel  represents the friction force, where 

 is the coefficient that correlates the friction 

force with the maximum force in the chamber A 

of the actuator. Due to the low velocities,  was 

assumed to be 1%. 

Table 2: Cylinder data for the sensitivity analysis 

Piston diameter 

[mm] 

Rod diameter 

[mm] 

Loading ratio 

[1] 

30 11.25 0.8411 

32 12 0.7405 

34 12.75 0.6571 

36 13.5 0.5872 

38 14.25 0.5280 

40 15 0.4775 

Figure 7 presents the operating point chart 

with the results of the 6 simulations from the 

sensitivity analysis. 

It can be seen that each loading ratio resulted 

in a different Ldg curve and the pressure ratios at 

the maximum velocity points lie on the Ldg

        



curve. Moreover, for lower loading ratios, the 

pressure ratios no longer reach the Op curve, a 

similar behavior occurs for point to point 

applications, as described in [8]. 

Figure 7: Operating point chart for different loading 

conditions 

The main aspect related to this analysis is the 

choice of the best loading ratio. To support this 

decision, Figure 8 presents the maximum 

velocity of the last step (Figures 3) and the energy 

efficiency along with the loading ratio. The 

energy efficiency is the ratio of the delivered 

pneumatic energy with the supplied exergy, the 

calculus procedure is presented in [8]. 

Figure 8: Maximum velocity and energy efficiency 

for different loading ratios 

Figure 8 shows that as the piston diameter 

increases, the maximum velocity and the energy 

efficiency increases up to a limit. At a certain 

point, both start to decrease, pointing out the 

importance of a correct sizing of the actuator. In 

this case, the best configuration occurs with 

, which is close to the maximum velocity 

condition. 

In order to estimate this optimal condition for 

a general system, Equation 9 might be used, 

resulting on an expression of Velocity/Sonic 

Conductance (C) ratio as a function of the 

pressure ratio under the hypothesis of constant 

speed and pressure [8], as exemplified in 

Figure 9. 

Figure 9: Determination of the maximum velocity 

point 

By the Velocity/C curve, the  value 

corresponding to the maximum steady state 

velocity is obtained. This pressure ratio is then 

applied in Equation 6 in order to obtain the 

corresponding  ratio. Both pressure ratios 

are substituted in Equation 7, yielding a loading 

ratio corresponding to an optimum condition 

, which is, in this case, 0.5789. As can be 

seen, this method results in a loading ratio close 

to the maximum velocity condition shown in 

Figure 8, which has a loading ratio of 0.5847. 

Once the optimum loading ratio is defined, the 

piston area or the supply pressure can be 

calculated by 

. (10)

                                   (9) 

      



6. SERVOVALVE DESIGN 

The sizing of the servovalve is an important step 

to guarantee the system dynamics since it 

controls the airflow rate to the cylinder [3]. The 

sizing of the proportional valve (or servovalve) 

might not be done isolate, since the piston 

diameter also affects the dynamic behavior of the 

system [8]. For this reason, the continuity 

equation for the cylinder chambers must be 

analyzed along with the mass flow rate equation 

through the valve. 

Applying the continuity equation to the 

chamber A of the actuator (Figure 1), under the 

hypothesis of isothermal process, results in: 

. (11) 

The mass flow rate from the constant pressure 

source to the chamber A is defined by the ISO 

6358-1 (2013) standard [13]. Assuming a 

subsonic flow and a supply temperature equal to 

the ambient temperature: 

. (12) 

Combining Equations 11 and 12, and 

assuming the chamber A temperature to be equal 

to the ambient temperature, the sonic 

conductance becomes 

. (13) 

Equation 13 presents the parameters that 

should be accounted during the sizing process. 

Considering that the maximum velocity point is a 

critical condition for the servovalve, Equation 13 

might be used with the parameter values of the 

inflection point of the step response. 

During the design process, the maximum 

velocity is estimated using Equation 4 or 5. The 

piston area shall be determined using the 

Equation 10. The ratio  might be considered 

as 1, since the control signal at the maximum 

velocity usually is close to the maximum opening 

of the servovalve. The critical pressure ratio ( ) 

has its maximum theoretical value equal to 0.528, 

however, commercial valves always have a lower 

value, usually around 0.3.  

Through simulation analysis, the parcel 

relative to the derivative of pressure of Equation 

13 has been found to be negative at the point of 

maximum velocity. Besides that, the product of 

 represents around 15% of 

 parcel. Consequently, neglecting the 

derivative of pressure parcel it results on a higher 

sonic conductance, which is favorable for the 

sizing process. 

The remaining parameter to be determined in 

order to calculate the sonic conductance in 

Equation 13 is the  ratio. Analyzing the 

Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the pressure 

ratios are not constant throughout the piston 

stroke and they lie over the Ldg curve. Since the 

 for the maximum velocity can be 

calculated by Equation 9, it is suggested to 

choose an average value between 1 and the 

pressure ratio at maximum velocity, as it 

represents an average working condition along 

the cylinder stroke. The average pressure ratio is 

given by 

. (14) 

Under the assumptions presented above, the 

servovalve can be sized according to 

. (15) 

7. CASE STUDY 

In this chapter, the method presented above is 

applied for sizing the actuation system of a speed 

governor of a Francis hydraulic turbine, which is 

part of a research and development project that 

aims the replacement of hydraulic servomotors in 

small hydropower plants. The applicability of 

pneumatic servosystem for hydraulic speed 

governor was previously studied by [14] and [15]. 

7.1. System description 

The speed governor of a hydraulic turbine is the 

system used to control the rotational velocity of 

the turbine, which should be held constant in 

order to maintain a constant frequency of the 

generated electric energy. The control is made by 

positioning of the guide vanes, increasing or 

decreasing the amount of water flowing through 

the turbine. 

In this study, a real hydropower plant with net 

height of 18.5 meters and a Francis turbine with 

438 kW of generation capacity is evaluated. The 

        



main requirements for the actuation system 

design are the speed governor time constant, the 

minimum opening time, the load force and the 

total stroke. Other requirements such as 

minimum closing time and emergency closing 

are related to an auxiliary actuation system and 

will not be discussed in this paper. Additional 

information about this system is presented in [5]. 

7.2. Design requirements 

According to the standard IEC 61362 (2012) [16] 

the time constant ( ) of the speed governor 

should range between 0.10 to 0.15 seconds. 

Assuming a criterion of 1% of error, the settling 

time is 0.5 to 1.25 seconds ( ). 

The load force caused by the water flow 

through the turbine is not constant. [17] presents 

a load profile where the maximum load occurs 

around 80-90% of the actuator stroke and the 

force is zero around 15% of the stroke. 

The load profile proposed by [17] has an 

hysteresis between the opening and closing 

movement, which is due the water force in the 

blades. Due to the uncertainty on determining the 

transition between the opening and closing 

forces, [5] proposed an adjusted load profile 

which includes the maximum load force and the 

null force, as presented in Figure 10. This curve 

will be used for sizing and simulation purposes. 

Figure 10: Load profiles in a Francis hydraulic turbine 

The mounting of the guide vanes requires a total 

stroke of 131 mm for the actuation system. A step 

of 10% of the total stroke can be considered for 

the dynamic sizing of the actuation system. 

7.3. System sizing 

The first step to size the actuation system is the 

definition of the best piston area considering the 

system loading. In this case, the load is not 

constant throughout the piston stroke, however, 

in order to guarantee the dynamic performance 

required by the IEC 61362 Standard, the system 

must be sized for the worst-case scenario, which 

is the maximum load force. 

The available pneumatic compressor is 

capable to work up to 10 barabs. Due to the high 

load involved, two actuators working in opposing 

conditions are used. It is equivalent of a single 

actuator with the resulting area equal to the sum 

of area  and area  of the actuators and the 

area ratio ( ) equal to 1. The friction coefficient 

is estimated to be 1% of the maximum force in 

chamber A and the maximum load according to 

Figure 10 is 26.16 kN. The critical pressure ratio 

of the servovalve is estimated in 0.3. Based on 

that, Equation 9 is used to determine the 

velocity/C as a function of the . 

Figure 11: Point of maximum velocity 

The pressure ratio  at maximum velocity is 

 The corresponding  ratio is 

obtained by the Equation 6, which yields . 

The resulting loading ratio ( ) is 0.6309, 

which is given by Equation 7. 

Using Equation 10, the resulting piston area 

( ) is 0.0421 m2, which is equivalent to a 

cylinder with 231mm of piston diameter. 

The closest commercial area is the 

combination of two cylinders with 160 mm of 

piston diameter and 40 mm of rod diameter. The 

total area is 0.038956 m², resulting in a loading 

ratio of 0.6815, which is higher than the ratio of 

the maximum velocity (0.6309). However, as it 

can be seen in Figure 8, loading ratios slightly 

      



higher than the maximum velocity results in 

higher energy efficiency. An acceptable loading 

ratio must be chosen carefully in order to avoid 

an undersized system. Figure 12 presents the Ldg

curve of both loading ratios where it can be seen 

that the increasing of has a small impact at the 

velocity curve, which decreased just about 2%. 

Figure 12: Velocity variation of both loading ratio 

The natural frequency of the closed loop 

positioning system is given by Equation 3, where 

the settling time is set in 1.25 seconds ( ), in 

accordance with the IEC 61362 Standard. A small 

overshoot is acceptable, thus a damping ratio of 

0.7 is assumed. Hence, the requested natural 

frequency is 4.56 rad/s. 

The velocity is obtained by Equation 4, where 

the expected maximum displacement is 10% of 

the total stroke, which yields 0.0219 m/s. 

This velocity is used in Equation 15 to be 

calculating the sonic conductance of the 

servovalve. The  of the dashed Ldg curve 

(Figure 12) may be adjusted according to the 

Equation 14 resulting on 0.8978. Therefore, the 

result is  m5/N.s. A 

commercial model with sonic conductance of 

 m5/N.s is chosen for this application. 

If the same procedure is applied to the dash-

dotted line, the resulting sonic conductance is 

 m5/N.s. 

Simulations were carried out with the designed 

values of the piston area and the sonic 

conductance of the servovalve. Figure 13

presents the results from two different 

simulations. One is with the exact parameters 

obtained from the design process and the other is 

with the commercially available components. 

Figure 13: Simulation results of the designed systems. 

The simulations are carried out at the most critical 

point, which is at 85% of the total stroke 

(maximum load). The proportional controller 

gain is set to 382, which results in the total 

opening of the servovalve at the maximum 

velocity. According to the design process, the 

system should have a settling time of 1.25 

seconds with overshoot. As can be seen, the 

settling time in both simulations is quite close 

from the design requirement and no significant 

overshoot is present in the step response.  

It is important to highlight that the control 

plays an important role in the closed loop results. 

For this reason, the control gains should be tuned 

in a more effectively way, and/or an improved 

controller such as an adaptive PID controller 

should be used. As an example, the Figure 14

presents the system using commercial parameter 

with an increased gain of the proportional 

controller. The applied control signal to the 

servovalve is presented in Figure 15. 

Figure 14: Simulation result with higher proportional 

gain 

        



Figure 15: Servovalve control signal  

As can be seen in Figure 15, with an adjusted 

controller the design requirements are achieved 

and the control signal sent to the servovalve 

shows that its imput voltage is saturated during 

less than 10% of the displacement, evidencing 

that the sonic conductance of the servovalve is 

adequate for the positioning task. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the characteristic behavior of 

servopneumatic systems was studied aiming the 

correct sizing of the system components. The 

analysis was carried out by a non-linear dynamic 

simulation model implemented in 

MATLAB/Simulink® and the results from the 

inflection point of the position curve were studied 

with the operating point chart, which describes 

the system pressures under the hypothesis of 

constant speed and pressure. 

The study showed that the piston size and the 

supply pressure affect the dynamic behavior and 

the energy efficiency of the system. An approach 

based on the operating point method and the 

position inflection point was proposed in order to 

design the system achieving the best dynamic and 

energetic performance as possible. 

A case study was presented where the 

actuation system of a hydropower plant is being 

designed. The design requirements were 

converted into natural frequency, damping ratio 

and load force. An optimal loading ratio was 

determined for the piston diameter sizing and the 

combination of piston area with dynamic 

requirements were used to size the pneumatic 

servovalve. 

The results presented in this paper evidence 

that the system sizing method is able to 

satisfactorily calculate the system parameters in 

order to attend the design requirements. 

The main advantage of the proposed method is 

the possibility to design an efficient servo-

pneumatic system, either in terms of energy 

efficiency and dynamic performance, through an 

analytical process which is based in the 

fundamental equations of the system. Since it 

does not require optimization algorithms, the 

method can be carried out with without the need 

of software or with simple spreadsheets. 

It is important to highlight that the method 

presented is paper is not concluded yet, since 

many aspects of the design process are still object 

of study, such as the non-linear friction forces and 

different loading conditions. As a final result, a 

new methodology for pneumatic system sizing is 

expected. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Damping ratio [1] 

Friction coefficient [1] 

Density at ambient conditions [kg/m³]

Time constant of speed governor [s] 

Natural frequency [rad/s] 

Chamber A, B and rod area [m²]

Viscous friction coefficient [N.s/m] 

Critical pressure ratio [1] 

Sonic conductance [m5/N.s] 

Piston diameter [m] 

Rod diameter [m] 

Load force [N] 

Maximum force [N] 

Total force [N] 

Actuator stroke [m] 

Loading ratio [1] 

Load mass [kg]  

Chamber A pressure [N/m²]

Supply and ambient pressure [N/m²]

Mass flow rate [kg/s] 

Ideal gas constant [J/kg.K] 

Cylinder area ratio [1] 

Temperature [K] 

Time [s] 

Settling time [s] 

Control signal [V] 

Nominal control signal [V] 

Chamber A volume [m³]

Extending steady state velocity [m/s] 

Maximum velocity [m/s] 

Piston displacement [m] 

Maximum desired step 

Position and reference position [m] 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses an investigation on a novel 

hydraulic pump concept. The idea aims on a 

pump principle to be directly connected to high-

speed electric motors to build compact high-

pressure drives. The pump can theoretically work 

without solid contact and has no kinematic 

pulsation. The composition of the pump is 

basically similar to cylindrical journal bearings. 

A journal bearing is used to support external 

loads on a rotating shaft. When the shaft rotates 

with the loads, hydrodynamic fluid force is 

generated in the fluid film, which compensates 

the external force and reduces an eccentricity of 

the shaft. The difference of the introduced pump 

concept from the bearing is that the eccentricity 

is fixed and it has an outlet port at the high-

pressure area, through which the fluid can be 

transferred. To examine the functionality of the 

pump, a test bench is constructed and 

experiments are performed to investigate the 

pressure build-up and discharging flow of the 

pump concept. The experimental results are 

numerically analysed by using elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) simulation, 

results, the functionality of the pump concept is 

confirmed. Moreover, several variables that 

influence the characteristic curve of the pump are 

studied. Based on these results, geometric 

parameters of the pump are redesigned to 

discharge sufficient flow rate for usage as 

commercial pumps. 

2. ZF STUDY ON FUTURE DRIVE LINES 
FOR WHEEL LOADERS 

ICE will continue to be the primary mover for 

small, medium and large construction equipment. 

Energy portfolio will be enlarged by Gas, 

 Hybrid Topologies do not offer enough 

additional value. Reduction in fuel consumption 

by adding hybrid components to highly efficient 

conventional drivelines like power shift with 

higher number of gears and lockup converter, or 

power split transmissions is to small vs. cost 

(TCO).  

With increasing energy density, continuously 

reduce cost and lower energy generation cost due 

to renewables, batteries will become an optional 

primary mover for more and more applications. 

Vehicle topologies will remain unchanged since 

conventional and alternative drivelines need to be 

realized on one platform to manage complexity 

and maintain scale effects.  

For wheel loaders the central drive connected 

to front and rear axle is the most beneficial 

solution. Other architectures like axle drives, or 

individual wheel drives would need to be 

oversized because during bucket filling max 

torque is required on the front axle. 

3. PRODUCT STRATEGY ON 
ELECTRIFICATION 

So far, no legislative pressure on CO2 emissions 

for Off-Highway, corresponding initiatives 

ongoing with scope and timing still undefined. 

Focus of municipalities on 0-Emission Zones in 

urban areas will drive the trend towards 

. 

Electrification is key to meet local exhaust and 

noise emission regulations. However, the path to 

electrification is not disruptive but a 

diversification - Different driveline solutions will 

co-exist, which leads to increased complexity of 

product portfolio. Commercially viable solutions 

are pre-requisite, technology by itself is not 

      



enough. Lower entry barrier for 48V solutions. 

Electrification will start on compact applications. 

Medium applications will follow with a time shift 

of approx. 5 years. 

4. SOLUTION FOR COMPACT WHEEL 
LOADERS (4  8 T EMPTY VEHICLE 
WEIGHT) 

Central drive with single speed with two helical 

gear sets. Asynchronous E-Motor (ZF design), 

cost effective, high speed (15,000 rpm), water 

cooled. Central drive transmission directly 

mounted to standard compact wheel loader axles. 

Max. vehicle speed 20 km/h. Goal for tractive 

effort / weight factor 0,80. 

Goal for E-Motor development was max. 

power out of 48V systems and a cost-effective 

solution. Permanent power level of 20 kW can be 

reached. 

E-Motor as modular construction kit with 

constant diameter. Depending on power level 

only length of E-Motor will change. Same sheet 

metal cutting for all versions, but different wiring 

depending on voltage level. 

Above 48 V the 96 V is interesting, mainly 

because of lower cost for power electronics 

(MOSFET vs. IGBT). For high power solution 

we see a voltage level of 650 V. 

5. SOLUTION FOR MEDIUM WHEEL 
LOADERS (10  20 T EMPTY VEHICLE 
WEIGHT) 

Also, in this weight class the central drive will be 

the preferred solution for ZF. We work on a 

system solution with integrated eDrive and ePTO 

incl. control system. Specification for system 

solution at lower and upper end of medium wheel 

loader range is ongoing.
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ABSTRACT 

Economic utilization of geothermal networks under agricultural surfaces needs large agricultural areas. 

In order to exploit the cultivated land more effectively, this paper proposes a novel locally vibrating 

plough system that employs a hydraulic actuator direct on the plough blade instead of the state of the 

art external vibration units. Starting with a description of geothermal networks under agricultural 

surfaces and the construction technology in details, the contribution shows different concepts, the 

development and test of the most promising solution for imprinting local vibrations at the cutting edge 

with the goal of traction force reduction. A virtual demonstrator, the test rig set-up and the control 

concepts are described. Both of the closed-loop simulation and experimental position control of the 

entire vibration system demonstrate that the novel design has impressive performance improvement. 

Finally, the integration of the vibration system into a prototype tool is shown and the reduction of the 

traction force is proven by experiments carried out with a tractor on a testing field. 

Keywords: Agrothermie, high frequency, Co-Simulation, OPC UA, traction force

1. INTRODUCTION 

Geothermal energy from depth probes in 

conjunction with heat pumps has been state of the 

art for several years as an energy efficient heat 

supply for building heating and hot water 

production. As a new way of gaining primary 

energy for the use in heat pumps, underground 

collector networks have been established in a 

depth of only about 2 m under agricultural 

surfaces - 

opposed to the geothermal depth probes, those 

collectors use ambient energy from sources as 

seepage water or sun radiation onto the ground. 

Water temperature in these networks typically 

lies between Tmin= 2 °C and Tmax = 10 °C with a 

temperature rise between input and output of 

 = 4 °C. This temperature level allows for 

heating via heat pumps and for direct cooling use. 

As the water in the collector has the temperature 

of the surrounding soil, heat losses through 

[3]. 

In order to keep the agricultural fields in good 

condition, the soil structure must not be destroyed 

during the building of the collector. Thus, a 

system has been developed in order to erect those 

networks in a minimally invasive way. A 

specially designed tractor plows three parallel 

pipes into the ground at a time, which are 

connected to form a network at the edges of the 

field later on. The width of the implement is only 

0.1 m at the surface in order to achieve the least 

possible soil damage. 

Even for a highly specialized machine on 

bulldozer tracks, the traction force of the pipe 

laying implement 2 m deep in the ground can 

exceed the pulling capacity depending on soil 

parameters. In order to significantly reduce the 

needed traction force, vibration of the implement 

can be helpful. As part of the research project, a 

novel locally vibrating plough system that 

employs a hydraulic actuator direct on the plough 

blade has been developed. 

      



2. CONCEPTS OF GENEREATING LOCAL 
VIBRATION 

Periodic oscillations provide the basis for a wide 

range of applications in vibration technology. 

These include sieves, vibrating tables and 

compressors, vibratory mills, vibratory 

conveyors, testing machines, vibration pumps, 

shaking chutes, impact drills and dosing 

conveyors. Crank drives, unbalance exciters, 

electromagnetic vibration exciters, hydraulic or 

pneumatic drives generate the oscillating 

movements for these. The most commonly used 

types of drive are also assigned to the application 

cases [4].  

Depending on the process, the vibrations must 

have different characteristics in order to meet the 

technological requirements in a process-specific 

and optimal way. This requires drive systems that 

can excite and amplify the desired vibrations in 

the best possible way. Hence, the dynamic 

behaviour of the excited bodies must be taken 

into account. At the same time, it is often 

necessary to decouple the vibrations from the 

environment or the frame [4].  

Due to their high power density, hydraulic 

drives are always used for vibration excitation 

when large forces are required. This is the case, 

for example, in construction machinery, where 

they are used for demolition hammers and 

vibratory pile drivers. 

Hydraulic vibrators also offer the advantage 

that the vibration frequency can be continuously 

varied, allowing the system to be adapted to 

changing soil conditions. Vibrators with 

resonance-free starting and stopping can also 

switch the eccentric weights on and off. If the 

weight is only switched on when the working 

frequency is reached, it is easy to pass through the 

resonance frequency of the soil and resonance 

peaks are avoided. In addition, the amplitude can 

be continuously controlled, allowing the 

frequency and amplitude to be optimally adjusted 

to the geology. 

The requirements for local vibration excitation 

for the installation tool are shown in extracts in 

Table 1.

Table 1: Requirements for local vibration unit 

Category Description 
Demand d / 
Wish w 

Vibration 
frequency 

Variably 
adjustable 

20  50 Hz 

d 

Adjustable and 
operated from the 

carrier machine 

w 

Vibration 

amplitude 

Variably 

adjustable 
1  10 mm 

and operated from 

carrier machine 

w 

Vibration mass Max. 50 kg w 

Motion path 
Variably 

adjustable 
w 

Effective 

direction 

Variably 

adjustable 
w 

installation space 

Max. width 

55 mm, partially 
extendable to 
80 mm 

d 

Valve technology 
Robust and cost-
effective 

w 

components 
Available on the 

market 
d 

system 
Easy to install and 

maintain 
w 

Actuator system Hydraulic d 

The systematic development process according to 

VDI 2221 was used to find a solution. This 

procedure was applied on all the identified 

subsystems (namely: kinematics, valve system 

and actuators) for the local vibration unit. The 

combination of subsystem solutions defines the 

morphological box for new system layouts. 

Hydraulic motors with eccentrics could be ruled 

out at an early stage due to the high installation 

space requirements. The resulting solution space 

is displayed in Figure 1. By means of a weighted 

point evaluation on the basis of the criteria 

variability of the vibration parameters, design 

effort, installation space, complexity of the 

system, operating modes, process forces that can 

be applied, number of actuators, requirements on 

the actuating dynamics and robustness, the grey-

shaded preferred variant could be determined. 

The classical valve-controlled cylinder drive with 

a 4/3 control valve on a constant pressure system 

is therefore used in the following for vibration 

excitation and further investigated. 

        



Figure 1: Morphological box and selection of the 

preliminary concept 

3. TEST RIG SETUP AND CONTROL 
ALGORITHMS  

3.1. Mathematical model of hydraulically 
actuated vibration plough blade 

As displayed in Figure 2, the hydraulically 

actuated vibration plough blade system primarily 

comprises a switching valve, a proportional valve 

and a hydraulic cylinder with load. The pressure 

relief valve not only takes charge of system 

safety, but also holds a constant system pressure 

of  bar. Because the proportional 

valve has a small negative overlap in neutral 

position, i

without the controller. In order to remedy this 

defect, a 3/2 switching valve is placed between 

the proportional valve and pump. For the above 

reasons, the dynamic property of the system 

upstream of the proportional valve can be ignored 

for control development. 

Figure 2: Schematic plan of the hydraulically actuated 

vibration unit

One of the most important components of the 

hydraulically actuated vibration unit is the 

proportional valve, as it must control the volume 

flow very dynamically and precisely for high 

frequencies. For the sake of assurance of high 

dynamics, the characteristic frequency of 

proportional valve should be at least triple as high 

as the total system [5]. Therefore, the relationship 

between input voltage  and displacement for 

spool valve with electromagnet can be 

simplified and described as: 

(1)

If the small negative overlap of proportional 

valve is neglected, according to the operational 

directions of a hydraulic spool valve and cylinder, 

the flow rate eq. for valve with zero overlap are 

obtained as follows: 

(2)

      



(3)

The load pressure  for differential cylinder 

is defined as: 

(4)

According to eq. (2), (3) and (4), mathematical 

eq. for cylinder chamber pressure  and  can 

be obtained on the premise that the system 

pressure  is constant and tank pressure  is 

zero ( ): 

(5)

Based on the flow rate characteristics of a 

hydraulic spool valve, the linearized flow rate eq. 

for hydraulic zero point (

) is given as follows: 

(6)

If the external leakage is neglected, the 

leakage can be estimated by: 

(7)

According to the flow continuity equation, the 

expression for the pressure change in cylinder 

chamber can be derived as: 

(8)

The eq.  (4) can also be written as: 

(9)

Substituting eq. from (5) to (8) into eq. (9), the 

first order function for load pressure can be given 

as: 

(10)

with coefficient , coefficient , the hydraulic 

gain  and hydraulic time constant :  

 law, the force 

balance eq. for hydraulic cylinder with load can 

be described as: 

(11)

The second order function for eq. (11) can be 

expressed as: 

(12)

with the mechanical gain  and mechanical 

time constant : 

With the help of eq.(1), (10) and (12), the 

linearized block diagram of the hydraulically 

actuated vibration plough blade can be shown in 

Figure 3.  

After simplification, the command response 

from proportional valve input voltage to the 

actuator-generated displacement can be written 

as follows: 

(13)

The corresponding disturbance response can 

be expressed as follows: 

Figure 3: linearized block diagram of the hydraulically actuated vibration plough blade 

        



(14)

On the basis of superposition principle, the 

total system transfer function can be given as 

follows: 

(15)

with the coefficients: 

It can be seen from command response (13) 

that in order to acquire a higher amplitude of 

actuator, it is necessary to input stronger excited 

signal. According to disturbance response (14), it 

is concluded that the more load force acts on 

cylinder, the less amplitude is excited. In 

summary form (15), the amplitude depends 

mainly on excited input signal and the acting load 

force. 

4. CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

Because the PI or PID controller are unsuitable 

for the electro-hydraulic system with direct 

position feedback in high frequency area, a novel 

control logic has been developed, see Figure 2. 

Firstly, in order to realize the high dynamic 

requirements, a feed-forward control transmits 

directly a control signal from a sine wave 

generator to the proportional valve. Thereby, the 

valves set voltage for retraction and extension is 

the same. Because of the different acting areas in 

each cylinder chamber by using a differential 

cylinder and the internal leakage, the feed-

forward control has difficulties to keep the 

differential cylinder at the desired position. To 

compensate this drawback, a closed loop position 

control with a PI-Controller was introduced. A 

displacement transducer was mounted inside the 

cylinder to measure its piston displacement 

which can serve as a feedback signal. Compared 

with the set point , the desired midpoint for the 

sine wave could be maintained by the controller 

output. In the meantime, to acquire the actual 

amplitude of cylinder , an amplitude calculator 

was implemented. A PI amplitude controller sets 

the variable  so that it corresponds to the 

setpoint input . The output of the amplitude 

controller and set frequency  act together as 

input signals for the sine wave generator. By this 

way, the amplitude and the frequency of the 

hydraulically actuated vibrator can be controlled 

independently. In addition, it is mentioned that 

the derivative term in the controller was given up 

for the reason that it amplified process noise from 

signal which could cause unstable problems in 

hydraulic system with high frequency. 

4.1. Simulation and Test rig results 

Simulation Test 

With the help of software-in-the-loop testing, the 

developed algorithms and entire control strategy 

could be tested within one environment [6, 7], 

which might reduce risk of integration and 

improve the reliability of verification in the next 

phase. Compared with hardware-in-the-loop 

tests, software-in-the-loop testing is a useful 

technique at earlier stages of development. It is 

not necessary to consider the hardware and 

physical interfaces between controller and plant. 

Nonetheless, it is inevitable that a coupling layer 

should be defined. The coupling layer is 

responsible for exchange of process variables and 

time synchronisation between controller and 

simulated model. The coupling layer could be an 

OPC-UA Server like displayed in Figure 4. More 

specifications about OPC-UA can be found in 

[8, 9, 10]. 

The main parameters of simulation model in 

Figure 4 are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Main parameters of simulation model  

Parameters Value 

Cylinder piston diameter 40 mm 

Cylinder rod diameter 28 mm 

Cylinder max. stroke 60 mm 

Equivalent load mass 10 kg 

Damping coefficient  

of cylinder 
5 Ns/mm 

Natural frequency of 

proportional valve 
90 Hz 

Damping coefficient of 

proportional valve 
0.75 

Hydraulic oil HLP 46 

Cycle time 2 ms 

Figure 4 depicts the LabVIEW-SimulationX Co-

Simulation with an OPC UA coupling layer. A 

virtual image of the controller in LabVIEW took 

      



over the controlling mission for simulation model 

in SimulationX. After the definition of the 

interface, all the relevant input/output signals 

between virtual controller and simulation model 

via OPC UA Server were exchanged. The 

UaExpert was designed as an OPC UA viewer, 

which supported OPC UA features like browsing 

OPC UA address space, reading and writing of 

variable values and UA attributes, monitoring of 

data changes and events.   

Test Rig 

To evaluate the theoretical analysis and to 

validate simulation model, a test rig used to test 

the hydraulically actuated vibration unit has been 

set up. According to the schematic plan in 

Figure 2, the experimental set up including 

pressure relief valve, proportional valve, sensors 

and load is shown in Figure 5. For simplicity, the 

reactive force from soil was produced by the 

rubber plates which acted as a load unit. In order 

to meet the high requirements from control 

quality, the CompactRIO system with real-time 

embedded industrial controller was introduced. 

The developed LabVIEW code from the 

software-in-the-loop project was adapted and 

implemented in the CompactRIO system without 

much effort. All signals were acquired, delivered, 

demonstrated and stored with the help of this 

system. Furthermore, in order to realize the high 

frequency control and reduce the influence from 

signal noise at the same time, a compromise for 

sampling time was made, which was set to 2 ms. 

Figure 5: Test rig of hydraulically actuated vibration 

unit 

Figure 4: LabVIEW-SimulationX Co-Simulation with OPC UA 

        



Results and discussion 

To test the validity and robustness of the control 

strategy, a series of tests with the help of the 

above mentioned Co-Simulation and test rig have 

been carried out. Figure 6 presents the 

experimental results of frequency responses 

between test and simulation at different 

temperatures. As a whole, the simulation results 

are in good agreement with the test results at 

different temperatures. At the same reference 

amplitude , the control strategy brings about a 

wide frequency bandwidth. The cylinder 

amplitude  will only attenuate at the high 

frequency until the input voltage for proportional 

valve reaches limited value. It can also be seen 

that the higher reference amplitude inputs, the 

less frequency bandwidth is available. The 

difference between test results and simulation 

results at high frequency area could attribute to 

the uncertainties of various parameters in 

simulation model, especially the frequency 

characteristic of the proportional valve from data 

sheet and other non-linearities in the system like 

friction. For these reasons, the proportional valve 

in simulation model reaches the minimal input 

voltage ( ) a little earlier. It can 

also be seen from Figure 6 how temperatures 

affect frequency responses under control. As a 

result, the influence from temperature on 

frequency response can be almost neglected. In 

other words, the control system is robust enough 

to compensate the effect from temperature. It is 

easy to draw this consistent conclusion not only 

from simulation but also from test results.  

A deficiency of this control strategy is located 

at the area of low frequency (0 - 3 Hz). There are 

two main reasons for that: On the one hand, 

higher noise compared with the input voltage 

occurs in this area. On the other hand, the 

cylinder speed at low set frequencies is also low 

and the drive tends to stick-slip. In order to solve 

this problem, it is suggested that direct position 

control with another PI-Controller for the low 

frequency area could be implemented in the 

control strategy. Because the machine in reality 

would never work in this low frequency area, the 

control strategy in Figure 2 could be treated as 

suitable for the real application.  

In the process of high frequencies, it is 

with tank, which could give rise to heat 

accumulation and seal failure in cylinder. In order 

to observe the heat accumulation in cylinder 

chamber in the meanwhile, a durability test has 

been carried out. For this purpose, a classic two 

point control for tank temperature was adopted 

and its desired value was set to 40 °C ± 2 °C at 

the central cooling unit of the test rig. If the 

temperature equaled or exceeded the threshold 

42 °C, the cooling system turned on until 

Figure 6: frequency responses between test and simulation at different temperatures 

      



temperature dropped below the threshold 38 °C 

and at that point the system turned back off. It is 

clear from Figure 7 that the temperature in 

cylinder chamber remained relative constant and 

the tank temperature could still exert influence on 

be prevented by the control of tank temperature. 

Figure 7: Durability test for temperature in cylinder 

chamber 

5. PLOUGH INTEGRATION AND TRACTOR 
TEST 

In order to analyse influence of the amplitude , 

frequency  and midpoint  on the traction 

force, the hydraulically actuated vibration plough 

blade has been constructed and integrated on a 

tractor. Because of the ongoing patent application, 

the corresponding results will be published later.  

In order to identify the reduction of traction 

force, two kind of field tests have been completed. 

At first, a field test began with constant frequency 

 and an amplitude of . 

During the field test, the excitation would be 

given up at a certain time ( . The 

corresponding measurement results are shown in 

Figure 8. Compared to the mean traction force of 

 with excitation in range of 

, the mean traction force without 

excitation ( ) has increased to 

. The traction force has 

been reduced by  with the help of the 

hydraulically actuated vibration plough blade.  

The other field test was carried out with 

variable frequencies up to  and a constant 

amplitude of . In Figure 9, the 

relationship between the traction force and 

frequency is shown. Nevertheless, it is not one 

Figure 8: Comparison of traction forces with and without excitation

        



hundred percent evident that the traction force 

was reduced by change in frequency. The 

possible reasons are: 

Inadequate seal for the actuated vibration 

plough blade 

Unstable soil properties, especially caused 

by the multiple passes over the same route. 

Unstable driving behaviors, the speed of 

the tractor could not precisely been 

controlled for the low set-speed 

Limited vibration amplitude and cylinder 

force of the proposed system yields to no 

reaction of the soil yet 

Inappropriate vibration frequency, 

compared with resonant frequency of soil  

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In this study, the linearized mathematical model 

for the hydraulically actuated vibration plough 

blade has been presented and used to qualitative 

analyse. In addition, the novel Co-Simulation 

with OPC UA aided in tuning the controller and 

achieving the expected performance before the 

machine was integrated. The simulation and test 

results were in good agreement with each other, 

which demonstrated that the developed control 

strategy for the hydraulically actuated vibration 

plough blade was adequate for the mission. After 

plough integration and tractor tests, it was shown 

through comparison experiments that the traction 

force could potentially be reduced with the help 

of vibration plough blade. 

According to the field tests, there are still a lot 

of problems to be solved. Firstly, with 

introduction of road roller, the unstable properties 

could be partially compensated. Secondly, in 

order to identify the unstable driving behaviors, it 

is necessary to acquire the actual driving speed, 

rotation speed and torque of diesel engine. For 

future work, it is advised that an intelligent self-

tuning PID controller can be developed for the 

electro-hydraulic system with direct position 

feedback. Moreover, to reduce the pressure drop 

for control edge and realize higher frequency and 

cylinder force, it is considerable to replace the 

proportional valve with fast switching valves and 

employ multiple actuators.  

NOMENCLATURE 

Area ratio 

ai Coefficients in denominator of transfer function

AA Piston area (mm2) 

B Coefficient of flow rate (  ) 

bi Coefficients in numerator of transfer function 

Figure 9: Comparison of traction forces at different frequencies 

      



CA Hydraulic capacity for port A (l/bar) 

CB Hydraulic capacity for port B (l/bar) 

d Cylinder rod diameter (mm) 

dV Damping coefficient of proportional valve 

d Damping coefficient (N·s/mm)

D Cylinder piston diameter (mm) 

f Frequency (Hz) 

fmeasured Measured frequency (Hz) 

fr Reference frequency (Hz) 

fV Natural frequency of proportional valve (Hz) 

mL Equivalent load mass (kg) 

F Force (N) 

FL Load force (N) 

FT Traction force (N) 

KH Hydraulic gain coefficient (bar/(l/min)) 

KLep Leakage-pressure-coefficient ((l/min)/bar) 

KLe Leakage-velocity-coefficient ((l/min)/(mm/s)) 

KM Mechanic gain coefficient (mm/(N·s))

KpA Flow rate-pressure-coefficient for port A 
((l/min)/mm) 

KpB flow rate-pressure-coefficient for port B 

((l/min)/mm) 

KV Coefficient between voltage and displacement 

of valve spool (mm/V) 
Kx Gain for displacement of valve spool 

(bar/(min·mm))

KxA Flow rate - displacement of valve spool -
coefficient for port A ((l/min)/mm) 

KxB Flow rate - displacement of valve spool -
coefficient for port B ((l/min)/mm) 

K Gain for velocity of cylinder (mm2·bar/l)

p0 System pressure (bar) 

pA Pressure in cylinder chamber A (bar) 

pA0 Pressure in cylinder chamber A in hydraulic 

zero point (bar) 
pB Pressure in cylinder chamber B (bar) 

PB0 Pressure in cylinder chamber B in hydraulic 
zero point (bar)  

pL Load pressure (bar) 

pT Pressure in tank (bar) 

QA Flow rate to port A (l/min) 

QA0 Flow rate to port A in hydraulic zero point 

(l/min) 

QB Flow rate to port B (l/min) 

QLe Leakage (l/min) 

T Tank temperature (°C)

TH Hydraulic time constant (s) 

TM Mechanic time constant (s) 

T0 Temperature (°C)

u Input voltage (V) 

xV Displacement of valve spool (mm) 

y Displacement of cylinder (mm) 

Velocity of cylinder (mm/s) 

ÿ Acceleration of cylinder (mm/s2) 

y0 Mean displacement of cylinder (mm) 

ymax Cylinder max. stroke (mm) 

Actual amplitude of cylinder (mm) 

r Amplitude reference (mm) 

r,sim Amplitude reference in simulation (mm) 

r,test Amplitude reference in test (mm) 

OPC UA Open Platform Communications Unified 
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ABSTRACT 

The correct classification of a logs assortment is crucial for the economic output within a fully 

mechanized timber harvest. This task is especially for unexperienced but also for professional machine 

operators mentally demanding. This paper presents a method towards an assistance system for machine 

operators for an automated log quality and assortment estimation. Therefore, machine vision methods 

for object detection are combined with machine learning approaches for estimating the logs weight 

based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

categorisation into a specific assortment is done. By comparing the theoretical weight of a healthy log 

of such dimensions to the real weight estimated by the CNN-based crane scale, quality reducing 

properties such as beetle infestation or red rod can be detected. In such cases, the assistance system 

displays a visual warning to the operator to check the loaded log. 

Keywords: Assistance System, Log Assortment, Crane Scale, Machine Learning, Machine Vision, 

Forwarder, Convolutional Neural Network 

1. MOTIVATION 

In a fully mechanized timber harvest, a harvester 

fells the trees and cuts them into logs of specific 

length according to the log quality. Afterwards, a 

forwarder loads the logs and moves them from 

the logging area to a forest road. Here, the 

operator piles the logs into different assortments 

regarding their specifications such as length and 

quality. Loading and piling sums up to 85 % of 

total working hours. [1 4]  

It requires experienced operators with a 

background in forestry to fulfil these tasks 

efficiently, economically and sustainably. The 

main challenges forestry service companies 

currently face are a high employee fluctuation 

and a simultaneously increasing average age of 

the machine operators [5, 6]. Training of a new 

operator takes 9 months on average [7], resulting 

in reduced productivity during this time. Hence, 

this lack of experienced operators results in an 

economical deficit within the forestry sector.  

2. ASSISTANCE SYSTEM FOR 
ASSORTMENT ESTIMATION 

Especially new, young operators show a lack of 

experience in estimating the log dimension and 

quality during loading due to an insufficient 

background in forestry. A wrong assortment 

assignment leads to a quality reduction of the 

whole pile where the log was placed and reduces 

the overall profit of the forest owner and 

consecutively the forestry contractor. The log 

quality  decreases 

with defects, e.g. red rot or bark beetle infestation 

at spruces, resulting in reduced weight compared 

to a healthy log. The aim of this paper is to close 

this gap in experience by presenting a method for 

an automated log quality and assortment 

estimation during a continuous loading cycle, 

exemplary shown for spruces. Figure 1 displays 

the functional principle of the assistance system, 

which combines two parallel branches, one for 

measuring the weight and one for measuring the 

log dimensions, into an assortment estimation for 

forestry machine operators. The bottom branch 

receives the weight of the log via a CNN, mainly 

      



based on the input of the hydraulic pressure of the 

inner boom cylinder and the grapple position. The 

upper branch estimates the log diameter and 

length via object detection methods, resulting in 

the log volume. Assuming the density of a 

healthy log, the theoretical weight of the log is 

calculated and compared in the next step to the 

measured weight. In cases of significant 

differences, e.g. if the log is lighter due to red rot, 

a warning appears at the machine operators 

display, cf. Figure 1 right. In the following, 

Chapter 3 shows the state of the art of object 

detection and crane scales. The two branches for 

the assistance system are explained in detail in 

Chapter 4 for the object detection and in Chapter 

5 for the databased crane scale. 

3. STATE OF THE ART 

Currently, a system for forwarders estimating the 

log assortment automatically is unknown to the 

authors. Nevertheless, different approaches for 

the necessary subsystems of such an assistance 

system, especially measurement systems for the 

weight and dimensions of a log, are investigated 

by industry and research. 

3.1. Object Detection of Logs 

Machine vision is an essential part of many 

current research projects in the field of 

automation. However, research focusing on 

automatic recognition of logs are quite rare. [8] 

deals with general object recognition in point 

clouds. The authors discuss a robust method to fit 

cylinder models in incomplete point cloud data. 

Based on laser scanning, a method is proposed 

that combines Principal Component Analysis and 

RANSAC algorithms [ibid].  

A forestry related research topic is the 

development of an algorithm for recognition and 

pose estimation of logs using a 3D structured 

light camera [9]. Herein, a method for analyzing 

the shape of a log by segmentation and surface 

patching is described. The focus is on the 

detection of rotational symmetries in point 

clouds. With this method, the determination of 

the volume and location of logs is implementable 

in automated processes, limited with a success 

rate under 33 % at a distance of 5 m. [9]  

In order to evaluate object recognition 

algorithms, it is important to deal with the 

deviation between the determined values and the 

actual values. In [10] the authors focus on 

research in the field of volume measurements of 

logs. The main objective is the experimental 

determination of the actual log volume according 

to the Archimedean principle. Comparing the 

resulting volume data to the harvester measuring 

system as well as the in forestry common manual 

method shows an absolute volume error range up 

to 27 % for the 5 % - 95 % quantiles. [10] 

3.2. Crane Scales 

Commercial available crane scales for weighing 

the grapple content are provided by forestry 

machine manufactures [11, 12]. These scales are 

mounted between grapple and telescope, 

resulting in worse maneuverability due to 

negatively changed crane kinematics. 

Furthermore, measuring with high accuracy 

requires a static crane state [13, 14], resulting in 

reduced overall productivity. 

A crane scale based on artificial neural 

networks was first presented by the authors in 

[15] and [16]. Based on a Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) architecture, an Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) weighs the grapple 

Figure 1: Flow Chart of the Assistance System 

        



content within a continuous loading process. The 

focus of this method is on an estimation of the 

logged mass of a working day in post-processing 

procedure. During testing, the ANN shows for 

single loading cycles an average full scale error 

of 1.5 % per 1000 kg, resulting in an example 

loading scenario in a total mass error of 1.2 % for 

a fully loaded forwarder with 10 tons payload 

[16]. 

4. LOG DETECTION AND SHAPE 
ESTIMATION  

The aim of the proposed recognition algorithm is 

the automated determination of log volumes. The 

approach combines object recognition in 2D 

images and 3D point clouds. Using the feature of 

ordered point clouds allows assigning a space 

point to the corresponding pixel in a two-

dimensional image and vice versa. 

4.1. Camera technology 

An D415 stereo camera is 

used for the object recognition method. The 

camera functions are based on active stereoscopy 

technology. The manufacturer specifies an 

application range of 0.45 m to 10 m for depth 

detection. The D415 generates point clouds via 

the coupling of two infrared cameras, an active 

infrared projector and a RGB camera. [17] 

A defined number of space points, represented 

by a location matrix M and a corresponding RGB 

colour matrix C, are orderly recorded. 

Therefore, the properties of a point with an index 

i are defined by six scalar quantities: 

U , the depth 

camera is directly coupled to MATLAB®. This 

enables the integration of recordings into 

automated processes. Another advantage of the 

used camera is the comparatively low purchase 

price, which allows a cost-effective testing of the 

proposed method. 

4.2. Data acquisition 

Due to challenging environmental conditions in 

forestry, the camera was mounted on the 

forwarders cabin roof. Therefore, the recorded 

point clouds lie at a defined angle in space. This 

setup was considered when recording the 

validation and verification data. Varying 

mounting angles and heights improves the 

robustness of the method due to the independence 

from the installation setting. The resolution of the 

camera was set to 1280x720 pixels, which 

outputs a point cloud with 921.600 points. 

4.3. Method of log recognition 

Because the elements of point clouds are ordered, 

an RGB image can be generated from the 

recorded colour matrix C. Each described colour 

value of a point is assigned to a pixel in the 2D 

image via the indices of the point cloud.  

Using the ordering of the point cloud together 

with the recorded color matrix C as lookup-table, 

an RGB image  with pixels 

can be generated. Next, I is processed by a Mask 

R-CNN [18], which we adapt for log recognition 

by transfer learning [19]. The network outputs 

bit-masks for each detected log, which map all 

to the corresponding object, cf. Figure 1  left. For 

the Transfer Learning 100 hand-annotated 

pictures of single logs were used. The training set 

consisted of 80 pictures, with the remaining 20 

used for validation. An accuracy for log detection 

of 100% was achieved.  

The object pixels, corresponding to the bit-

mask, are recalculated into the three-dimensional 

space. Thus, the 3D points are assigned to the 

the recognized log length and the local log 

diameter. 

The location matrix of the point cloud is 

rotated for further processing of the data via 

matrix transformation. The aim is to rotate the 

location matrix in a way that the log lies on the 

X-Y plane parallel to the Y-axis. Thus, the Z-

coordinates of the location matrix M describe the 

local log diameters as a height profile, the X-

coordinates the log width and the Y-coordinates 

the log length. As a reference for the necessary 

rotations, an M-estimator Sample Consensus 

(MSAC) algorithm is used to fit a plane to the 

point cloud data [20], which represents the 

ground. With the normal vector of the plane, the 

rotation angles around the X- and Y-axis are 

determined. For the rotation on the Z-axis the 

direction of the log must be determined. 

      



Figure 2: RGB data with determined log direction 

An edge detection of the outline 2D image from 

the Mask R-CNN is carried out. The outermost 

points of the log are determined (top, bottom, 

right and left), cf. Figure 2 in green. An 

imaginary box is created around the log based on 

the four boundary points. The two centres of the 

front and rear boundary points are calculated. The 

log direction is determined by connecting these 

two centres. In order to ensure that the described 

points are on the logs surface, the points are 

moved along the direction axis. Figure 2 shows 

the RGB image with the generated direction 

vector in red as a result of the edge detection. The 

result of the transformation of the location matrix 

is shown in Figure 3,where the log lies parallel 

to the X-Y-Plane of the original system. After the 

data has been defined in the original space, the 

log length is determined. For the further process, 

the set of points is reduced to the pure log points 

that the Mask R-CNN generated as output. 

Figure 3: Rotated point cloud with indicated log 

direction (red)

4.4. Shape estimation 

The local minima and maxima of the Z-

coordinates along the Y-direction are determined. 

A profile of the top and bottom points is created 

as a matrix of Y- and Z-coordinates. To estimate 

the log length, only the profile of the top side is 

analysed. By using the MSAC algorithm, the 

points of the Y-Z-location matrix are fitted as a 

straight line that approximates the course of the 

diameter over the log length. We define the end 

of the log as the last point of intersection between 

the Y-Z curve and the approximated diameter 

curve from the MSAC algorithm. The same 

algorithm is used for the bottom side of the log. 

Figure 4 shows the results of the fitting process.  

Figure 4:  Point data describing log diameter and 

length with fitted lines 

4.5. Error Estimation 

Due to technical limitations of the camera, errors 

occur when measuring the depth. The error is 

estimated using the manufacturer's formula of the 

root-mean-square deviation. [21] 

With the used camera settings and an estimated 

maximal working distance of 8 m, a root-mean-

square deviation of the depth of 93 mm is 

calculated. The error increases quadratically with 

the distance and is influencing the length and 

diameter determination. Especially the latter 

leads to an error in the volume calculation. 

4.6. Verification Data 

To verify and validate the functionality of the log 

detection and shape estimation, 11 logs with a 

length about 5.2 m and a diameter range of 0.3 m 

to 0.5 m were tested. Figure 5 shows the errors 

of the diameter and length determination, as well 

as the error of the calculated volume for these 

logs. As the absolute error in length is less than 

7 % with a median of -0.4 %, the diameter 

estimation shows an error range between -11 % 

to 18 % with a median of -5.9 %. Here, the 

camera error described in Chapter 4.5 leads to a 

significant deviation of the measurement results. 

This diameter error influences the volume error 

significantly as it is included quadratically in the 

volume calculation. 

        



Figure 5: Errors of diameter, length and volume 

determination 

As a basis for the explanation of the assistance 

system, the best results are presented in the 

following. With these results, shown in Table 1, 

the coupling possibilities of the crane scale with 

the log recognition algorithm will be 

demonstrated exemplarily in chapter 6. The real 

volume of the log presented in this example is 

V = 0.55 m³, whereby the calculated volume 

determined by our method is V = 0.5448 m³.

Table 1: Results for log with least error 

Log parameter Error [%] 

Diameter 2.88 

Length -2.73 

Volume 1.26 

The results show that the accuracy of the 

proposed method depends primarily on the 

camera, cf. Chapter 4.5. In addition, we verified 

this dependency by using a logs point cloud 

achieved within the simulation environment 

GAZEBO, resulting in a volume error of 0.44 %. 

In future implementations of this system, it will 

be necessary to use a depth camera with a lower 

depth resolution error to show the benefit of the 

presented method for the assistance system. 

5. CRANE SCALE BASED ON A 
CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 
(CNN) 

Beneath remaining constant crane kinematics, the 

objective of a data-based crane scale is, that 

modelling the crane with its non-

unknown parameters like friction coefficients is 

not necessary. Therefore, the function drive of the 

machine is mapped to an artificial neural network 

[16]. 

In a static situation, the mass of the grapple 

content can be calculated, neglecting adhesive 

friction, on the equilibrium of moments based on 

the pressure of the inner boom cylinder (IBC) and 

the grapple distance, cf. Figure 6. Avoiding a 

reduced productivity during loading processes 

due to stoppage for a weight measurement, the 

ANN represents a dynamic model of the crane. 

Therefore, the weighing process can be executed 

automatically during continuous loading 

processes. 

In contrary to the in [16] presented approach 

of a crane scale based on a LSTM architecture, a 

convolution-only architecture is presented in this 

paper. Hereby, this architecture avoids 

drawbacks of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 

with LSTM cells such as higher training and 

testing time, parallelization issues as well as 

higher sensitivity concerning overfitting or first 

examples seen [22]. Based on the idea of [22, 23] 

and partially conducted by [24], a Convolutional 

Neural Network was developed to fulfil the task 

of estimating the mass of the grapple content.  

Figure 6: Forestry Crane [16] 

5.1. Data Pre-Processing  

The challenge of achieving a robust, real-world 

applicable setup for a crane scale at forestry 

conditions is using the least sensors possible. In 

modern in-market forestry cranes, each joint is 

equipped as standard with a kinematic sensor. 

With the presented setup, we only added one 

hydraulic pressure sensor to the system 

measuring the pressure of the inner boom 

cylinder (IBC). With this principle, the crane 

scale is independent regarding the used hydraulic 

systems for the crane drive [25] as well as the 

      



machine manufacturer. Furthermore, the 

ignals, 

which are just like the other sensors readable 

-Bus, is used as input 

signals for the CNN [16]. The hydraulic signal of 

the pressure of the IBC is used as a direct as well 

as a preprocessed input into the network. 

Therefore, the pressure signal is filtered by means 

of a Savitzky-Golay filter. Furthermore, the 

pressures frequency spectrum calculated by a fast 

Fourier transform serves as an additional input. 

Finally, the oil temperature in tank, always 

available for monitoring and safety purposes on 

forestry machines, is an input signal. The grapple 

position as input results from processing the 

kinematic sensor of each crane joint, the grapple 

velocity by differentiating the position. [16] 

The input consists of time-series data. In a first 

step, the input signals are standardized. 

Afterwards, the standardized signals are 

normalized between values of 0 and 255 and 

saved as an greyscale image [24]. The resulting 

image has the size of 18x250 pixels 

corresponding to the 18 input signals and 250 

time steps, meaning that each pixel is equivalent 

to a specific measurement value. 

5.2. Architecture of the CNN  

For the CNN architecture, we use three parallel 

branches, each consisting of Convolutional 

Layers, Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) Layers 

and Pooling Layers [22, 24]. Figure 7 visualizes 

exemplary the first branch. As input for the CNN 

serve the converted time series data as an 18 x 

250 pixel greyscale image.  

The first Convolutional Layer consists of 128 

filters with a filter size of 18x1 and stride one. 

Hence, this filter covers all input signals at each 

time step. Directly connected to the 

Convolutional Layer is the ReLU activation 

function , which 

passes only input values greater and equal to zero 

[26]. Subsequently, the Max Pooling Layer with 

a size of 5x1 and stride 5 downsamples the input 

from 250x1 to 50x1. This corresponds to using 

only the maximum value of the filtered 18 input 

signals in a time range of five time steps. The 

second Convolutional Layer consists of 32 filters 

with a filter size of 1x1 and stride 1. As input 

serve the 128 channels resulting from the 

previous layers. Therefore, this recombines the 

previously divided input signal. The second Max 

Pooling Layer condense the input to 25x1, 

whereby the Concatenation Layer receives only 

800 inputs for this branch. 

The first Convolutional Layer of the second 

branch consists of 128 filters with a filter size of 

18x5 and stride five. Therefore, already with the 

first layer in the CNN, five time steps are 

considered. In contrary to the first branch, no max 

pooling takes place between the first and second 

Convolutional Layer. The same principle is also 

applied for the third branch, expect for the fact 

that the filter size here is 18x51 with stride 4, 

covering therefore a wider time range. For both 

second and third branch, the second 

Convolutional Layer and Max Pooling Layer is 

the same as in the first branch, resulting to 800 

input values for each branch for the 

Concatenation Layer. The Concatenation Layer 

combines the outputs of each branch and transfers 

the values to the Fully Connected Layer. 

Therefore, only 2400 weights have to be 

determined during training for this layer. The last 

layer is a regression output layer, meaning that 

the output of the 18x250 image is a single integer 

value representing the mass of the grapple 

content.  

Figure 7: First Branch of used Convolutional Neural Network 

        



5.3. Training of the CNN 

We logged training data for the CNN by 

recording 550 loading cycles under reproducible 

laboratory conditions between August 2018 and 

March 2019, while the forwarder as well as the 

logs were placed on a flat surface. Three different 

machine operators with, from beginner to 

professional, varying expert level performed the 

loading cycles. The real log mass was determined 

by a scale with 0.5 kg accuracy. The log lengths 

were about 5.2 m, the log masses were in a range 

of 100 to 600 kg with a varying diameter up to 

50 cm. [16] 

31 loading cycles were reserved for testing of 

the crane scale. The remaining 519 cycles were 

split during training to 90 % for training and 10 % 

for validation. Due to the small amount of 

training data with its resultant issues [27], we 

used a six-fold cross validation, meaning that all 

519 training cycles were randomly separated six 

times into a training data set and a validation data 

set [24].  

For training, we set the learning rate to 0.01, 

the mini batch size to 20 and used a maximum of 

30 epochs. Each training consists of 20 iterations, 

resulting overall in 120 networks due to the 6-fold 

cross validation. After the first training, we 

successively performed two further training 

passes with a learning rate of 0.001 using the 

weights of the pre-trained networks.  

5.4. Results of Training and Validation Data 
Set 

We evaluate the performance of the CNN on the 

trainings and validation data set by the percentage 

error resulting from difference of the predicted 

mass to the real mass divided by the real mass. 

Figure 8 shows the gauss distribution of the 

Prediction Error (PE) for the validation set (left) 

and the training set (right) in a range of -40 % to 

40 %. The training data set shows, based on 

56,160 values, a mean PE of 0.23 % and a median 

PE of -0.0263 % with a standard deviation of 

4.67 %. The validation data set displays, based on 

6,120 values, a mean PE of 0.46 % and a median 

PE of -0.0095 % with a standard deviation of 

7.33 %. 

Table 2 lists the Prediction Error for both 

training and validation data with its 5 %, 25 %, 

75 % and 95 % quantiles. Taking the 5 % and 

95 % quantiles as well as the mean PE, into 

account, the CNN shows a slight tendency of 

overestimating the mass with its prediction. 

Consecutively, 50 % of the predicted masses 

have an absolute PE less than 1.71 % (training 

data set) respectively less than 3.13 % (validation 

data set).  

Figure 8: Prediction Error Distribution 

Therefore, we observe no significant overfitting 

of the CNN, resulting in a robust network for 

detecting the mass based on a minimal amount of 

sensor data. 

Table 2: Statistical analysis of the CNN  

Quantile [%] 
Prediction Error 
in Training Data 

Set [%] 

Prediction Error 
in validation Data 

Set [%] 

5 -6.25 -9.46 

25 -1.69 -2.95 

75 1.71 3.13 

95 7.44 12.18 

5.5. Results on Test Data Set 

Reducing the variance of the mass prediction, we 

use bagging for testing [28]. Therefore, we 

determined the 20 CNNs with the least mean PE 

on the validation data set. During testing, by 

using a trimmed mean, the mass of the grapple 

content is averaged based on these networks 

without the upper and lower 10 % of the 

predictions. Embedding this evaluation method 

into the assistance system increases the 

robustness of the same against varying machine 

operators and environmental factors. 

The test data set consists of the 11 loading 

cycles for the in Chapter 4 evaluated logs and 20 

randomly chosen loading cycles. None of these 

      



cycles was used during training or testing of the 

CNN. The loading cycles were performed by two 

different machine operators with different 

experience level, one advanced beginner and one 

professional. In total, these cycles sum up to 

6888 kg, tallying nearly to a complete payload of 

a forwarder. The estimated mass by the CNN for 

all cycles is in total 6873 kg, resulting in an error 

of - 0.22 %. Figure 9 shows the prediction error 

of the validation set. The Prediction Error of 

single logs is in a range of -7.73 % to 10.73 % 

with a mean PE of 1.20 %.  

Figure 9: Test Data set 

The range of the PE in the validation data set 

corresponds very well to the error range in the test 

data set. This underpins the stability and 

robustness of the Convolutional Neural Network. 

The fact, that the absolute error can be higher than 

10 % is no critical argument against the shown 

method and network architecture as only a 

minimum of data was used for training. 

Increasing training data will reduce the error 

range significantly. 

6. ASSISTANCE SYSTEM 

The in Figure 1 visualized assistance systems for 

log quality and assortment estimation is the 

combination of both log detection and mass 

prediction shown in the previously chapters. By 

using the log with the best volume estimation, the 

method and functionality of the assistance system 

is explained in the following. In this exemplary 

case, the evaluated log shows a significant bark 

beetle infestation. 

In the first step, the length and diameter of the 

log specifies its assigned assortment. In the 

example case, the log is appointed to the 

assortment FL (log with standard length) and a 

diameter class D3b due to a diameter of 0.36 m 

[29]. In the second step, the mass of the log is 

calculated based on the log volume and a green 

wood density of 906 kg/m³, assuming that the log 

is of healthy state without defects. In our 

example, this results in a theoretical log weight of 

494 kg. Afterwards, this value is compared to the 

mass predicted by the Convolutional Neural 

Network, cf. Figure 1. As this mass has a 

predicted value of 404 kg - with a PE of 6.60 % - 

the log weighs only 81.78 % of the expected 

value calculated with the green wood density. 

The deviation is significantly higher than the 

absolute PE of the Test Data Sets 5 % and 95 % 

quantiles, resulting in a low certainty of an 

outlier. The threshold for sending a visual 

warning to the operator is when the mass 

difference estimated by the volume information 

and the CNN output is greater than 15 %. This 

corresponds directly to the quality classification, 

as with a red rot percentage over 15 % the log 

quality decreases [29].  

By displaying this warning and the log 

information on the machine operators monitor, he 

is able to double-check the log quality. As further 

information, the theoretical mass for beetle 

infested logs with 373 kg is displayed, which 

varies about 7.76 % from the CNN-estimated 

mass and 1.67 % from the real mass. Therefore, 

if there is no visual sign of red rot at the front 

faces of the log, the operator defines the log to 

quality D due to beetle infestation [29].  

7. CONCLUSION  

The right assignment of logs to their specific 

assortment is crucial for an economical 

harvesting process. The presented method 

describes an assistance system for machine 

operators, which supports them in the task of the 

assortment estimation.  

The assistance system combines two parallel 

branches of object and weight detection to 

estimate the logs dimension and quality, resulting 

in its assortment. The functionality of the 

presented method was verified within this paper. 

For object detection, an Intel RealSense D415 

depth camera was used. Due to a root mean 

square error up to 0.1 m within working distance, 

the logs diameter estimation shows an absolute 

error range of 17 %, resulting in an error range 

from 25 % to 30 % regarding the volume 

        



calculation. Therefore, the chosen depth camera 

limits the potential of the assistant system. The 

volume error influences directly the theoretical 

mass calculation based on the green wood density 

for logs of healthy state. This error could be 

reduce significantly with an industry-standard 

depth camera. Nevertheless, the approach for 

detecting a log via machine learning methods and 

the consecutive dimension estimation could be 

verified under laboratory conditions. Of special 

use is the log length estimation for machine 

operators, as this parameter defines the 

assortment of the log in the first place. 

Distinguishing the common log lengths of 3.6 m, 

4.0 and 5.0 is difficult in real forestry conditions 

and mentally demanding. 

For the weight detection system, a databased 

approach resting on a Convolutional Neural was 

developed and successfully tested. The chosen 

CNN shows a prediction error for single loading 

cycles between -2 % to 5 % for the 25-75 % 

quantiles of the test data set. This corresponds to 

a full scale error of 2 % with a maximum absolute 

error of 20 kg in this range. Due to the results at 

the validation data set, the CNN shows a high 

robustness against varying machine operators and 

changing environmental conditions. 

Furthermore, the CNN achieves a certain degree 

of abstraction as in the period of data recording 

parameter settings and optimizations of the 

hydraulic system were done. Therefore, it is 

possible to transfer the crane scale to other 

machines with the same crane type, 

accomplishing a universal usage of the presented 

method.  

8. OUTLOOK 

In a first step, accuracy of the log dimension 

estimation will be significantly increased using 

an industry standard depth camera. The log 

detection will be extended from the two-

dimensional image to an object detection in a 3D 

dataset. Furthermore, the algorithms for this 

estimation will be improved towards fitting a 

three-dimensional truncated cone in the point 

cloud data which approximates the log. The 

combination of multiple point clouds recording 

the same scenery towards one, holistic point 

cloud with a high accuracy will be investigated. 

For the crane scale, additional training cycles 

under varying conditions will be recorded in 

forestry environments. Therefore, the accuracy 

and robustness of the presented method will 

improve significantly. After a further 

optimization of the algorithms, the assistance 

system will be implemented as a near-time, 

online system in the forwarder cabin. 
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ABSTRACT 

Emissions of non-road machines are reduced by precise control of combustion process inside the engine 

and by after-treatment systems. One additional measure is the hybridization of the powertrain, which 

can be used to stabilize the engine load. This reduces harmful emissions because most nitrogen oxide 

emissions and particle emissions are related to sudden load and speed changes of the engine. In this 

study, four different hydraulic hybrid systems and their emission reduction potential are tested in one 

case study of a forwarder. The comparison study was done using a hardware-in-the-loop system (HIL) 

that consisted of a real-time simulation model, hydraulic secondary controlled loading system, real 

diesel engine, and emission measurement systems. The most efficient system (i.e., the system with the 

lowest fuel consumption) was the Four-pressure system. However, the difference between this system 

and the second-best system was negligible, and fuel consumption was about 40% less than with the 

reference system (a load-sensing system). Results showed that absolute emissions can be reduced by 

hybridization. Nitrogen oxide emissions were 15 25% lower and particulate matter emissions were 

60 75% lower. The Four-pressure system had the lowest emissions. All studied hybrid systems 

resulted in reduction in fuel consumption and harmful emissions in the studied use case. 

Keywords: Hydraulic hybrid, emissions 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The efficiency of mobile machines has been 

studied widely during the last decade. A lot of 

effort has been put into reducing fuel 

consumption and carbon dioxide emissions. At 

the same time, the exhaust emission regulations 

of engines in Europe, the USA, and Japan have 

become more and more strict, leading to reduced 

emissions from new mobile machines. The 

regulations limit emission of hydrocarbons (HC), 

carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen monoxide 

(NOx) and particle matter (PM) per produced 

kilowatt-hour (kWh). However, these regulations 

only limit the emissions of the engines, not the 

emissions of the machines directly. The 

validation tests are made for the engine in 

laboratory conditions with predefined load 

cycles. The loading cycle of the emission tests are 

composed of various measured real cycles, but 

they are nonetheless laboratory tests without the 

variation of real conditions and load cycles [1]. 

The most critical emissions from diesel 

engines are nitrogen oxide and particle matter 

emissions, because they have harmful effects on 

human health. Both nitrogen oxide and particle 

emission are limited by regulations, the limiting 

values of which have been lowered over time 

(being now over 20 times lower than in the mid-

1990s.  

Diesel engine produces nitrogen oxide and 

particle emissions, and the amount varies greatly 

on engine operation point and engine emissions 

are reduced by precise control of combustion 

process and exhaust after-treatment systems. 

Nitrogen oxides are reduced by exhaust gas 

recirculation and separate systems like the diesel 

oxidation catalyst, selective catalyst reduction or 

NOx storage catalyst, which are part of exhaust 

systems. Particle emissions are reduced by 

particulate filters. The size of these systems 

increases with the cleaning capacity. The size of 

the after-treatment systems is dependent on the 

emission reduction performance; if the raw 

emission can be reduced, the size of the after-

treatment systems can be smaller. 

       



Nitrogen oxide emissions and particle 

emissions are increased when engine load and/or 

speed is changing rapidly (compared to a constant 

load situation) [2]. Rapid and continuous changes 

of engine loading are typical for mobile machines 

such as excavator, forest harvesters, and wheel 

loaders. Secondly, the load and speed changes are 

studies by Heidari and Marr [3], Ericson, 

Westerberg, and Egnell [4], Lindgren [5], and 

Pult [6] have shown that NOx and particulate 

matter emissions factors are dependent on the 

engine transients. 

The research question is: How much can raw  

emissions (i.e., emission before after-treatment 

systems) be reduced by different hydraulic hybrid 

concepts? To find an answer to the research 

question, the following experimental research 

was conducted. The use case was a log loading 

and unloading with the crane of forest forwarder. 

The reference system was a typical load-sensing  

(LS) system with variable pump and proportional 

valves. The comparison study was done with a 

hardware-in-the-loop system (HIL) that consisted 

of a real-time simulation model, hydraulic 

secondary controlled loading system, real diesel 

engine, and emission measurement systems. The 

studied systems were: 

The reference system with proportional valve 

and one load sensing pump; 

System with independent metering valves and 

electric load sensing system with one pump; 

Two parallel pumps with accumulator and  

independent metering valves; 

Accumulator with independent metering 

valves and on variable pump; 

So called STEAM system with one variable 

pump and two accumulators 

Four-pressure level system with one constant 

pump and accumulators 

2. STUDIED SYSTEMS 

The emission behavior of five different systems 

and one reference system were studied. The 

reference system consisted of crane hydraulics 

for a medium-sized forest forwarder that was 

used to collect and transport the logs. The 

maximum reach of the crane was 9.1m and its 

lifting torque was about 95 kNm, while the 

slewing torque was 25 kNm. In addition, the 

slewing mechanics had a turning angle of 360 

degrees. The hybrid systems were implemented 

in the crane hydraulics; the drive line was not 

hybridized and test cycle did not contain driving. 

Figure 2: Studied crane of the forwarder 

The reference system was a typical load-sensing 

system equipped with one pressure-controlled 

variable pump and load-sensing valve. The 

directional valve was controlled by electronic 

joysticks manipulated by an operator. The system 

contained slew, lift, luff, extension, and grapple 

actuators. The displacement of the pump was 

130cm3/rev and the maximum pressure was 27 

MPa. The abbreviation LS-propo is used for the 

reference system. 

In the first studied system, the original 

hydraulic load-sensing valve was replaced by an 

independent metering valves for all actuators and 

the load-sensing function was realized 

electronically (the abbreviation LS-IMV is used 

for this). The pump displacement was 130cm3/rev 

and the maximum pressure was 27 MPa. Figure 

3 shows schematic realisation of the system (only 

one actuator showed). 

Figure 1: Studied reference forwared crane in action 

        



The second system had two pumps and the 

additional pump was parallel to the load-sensing 

pump. The additional pump was a closed-circuit 

pump and its second port was connected to an 

accumulator that enabled energy storing (Figure 

4). References [7] and [8] introduce the system 

and its operation. This system also had 

independent metering valves. The system is 

abbreviated to Parallel pumps + IMV. The size of 

the open circuit pump was 50 cm3/rev and the size 

of the closed circuit pump was 60 cm3/rev, with a 

maximum system pressure of 27 MPa. The 

nominal volume of the accumulator was 20 litres 

and the precharge pressure was 11.5 MPa.

The third system was similar to the LS-IMV

system but had an accumulator as energy storage 

in the supply line. The connection (i.e., the flow 

in and out to the accumulator) was controlled by 

a valve with a variable opening. This system is 

abbreviated Throttled accu + IMV. Figure 5

shows a schematic realization of the system [9]. 

The pressure level was 27 MPa, the nominal size 

of the accumulator was 20 litres, and the 

precharge pressure was 11.5 MPa. 

The fourth system was the so-called STEAM

system which was invented and researched in 

RWTH Aachen [10]. It is a two-pressure system 

with low- and high-pressure supply lines with 

accumulators and is referred to as STEAM. 

Figure 6 shows a schematic realization of 

STEAM system. The pump for the STEAM-system 

was smaller (25cm3/rev) and the nominal 

volumes of the high- and low-pressure 

accumulators were both 15 litres and the 

precharge pressures 14 MPa and 7 MPa 

correspondingly. The maximum system pressure 

was 28 MPa. 

The last studied system was a multi-pressure 

system with four different pressure levels 

including return line pressure, called a Four-

pressure system. Each pressure line had its own 

accumulator. Figure 7 shows a schematic 

realization of the Four-pressure system (a similar 

system is introduced by Huova et al [11]). The 

constant pump had a displacement of 20cm3/rev. 

The nominal volumes of all accumulators were 

10 litres and the precharge pressures, from high 

Figure 4: Simplified schematic of the Parallel 

pumps+IMV-system

Figure 3: Simplified schematic of the LS-IMV system 
Figure 5: Simplified schematic of the Throttled 

accu + IMV-system 

Figure 6: Simplified schematic of the STEAM-system

       



to low, were 19.6 MPa, 13.1 MPa, 6.5 MPa 

respectively. The return line pressure was 0.1 

MPa. The maximum system pressure was 28 

MPa. 

3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

The actual emissions of studied systems and 

reference were determined with the help of real-

time simulation in combination a with real 

engine. The measurement system consisted of a 

diesel engine, loading unit that generated load to 

the engine and real-time control system. The load 

for the engine was determined by the simulation 

model of a particular hydraulic system. The 

inputs for the hydraulic system model were 

loading of the actuators. The load profiles of the 

actuators were real and they were measured from 

the reference crane of the forest forwarder.

Emissions were measured by the AVL  PEMS 

system, which has measurement devices and 

systems for nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, 

carbon dioxide, hydrocarbons, soot, and particle 

mass. The post processing calculations of 

emission measurements were performed with 

AVL Concerto software. The measurements were 

performed in a laboratory at a temperature of 

about 20 degrees Celsius. The used fuel in the 

tests was regular diesel fuel. The system is shown 

in Figure 8. 

Figure 8: Measurement arrangement 

3.1. Load profiles 

The load profiles of crane actuators (i.e., slew 

drive, lift, luffing and extension) were captured 

during the reference measurements while loading 

and unloading logs with the crane of the forest 

forwarder. The power demands of grapple and its 

rotator were modelled as an average power, being 

1 kW. The reference cycle lasted around 20 

minutes. The crane was operated during the 

reference cycle measurement by a professional 

operator. The torque generated by auxiliary 

cooling pump and driveline pumps (i.e., the boost 

pump and main pump) at zero displacement was 

modelled as a constant average and the torque 

demand was estimated to be 25 Nm. 

3.2. Simulation model 

All systems were modelled in Matlab/Simulink. 

The system models included actuators, main 

control valves, accumulators and pumps. The 

inputs for the system models were flows and 

pressures of the actuators which were captured 

during reference measurements. The backward 

simulation of the hydraulic system, including 

hybrid systems, was used to determine the 

pressures and flows of the hydraulic pump(s) and 

torque demand for the diesel engine. Calculations 

were based on steady-state models that was 

created based on the power loss models of the 

system components and control laws defining the 

use of valves and other subsystems. The analysis 

starts by calculation of input flow rate and 

required supply pressure level. A control law 

designed is used to select pump displacements, 

which fulfil these requirements. The analysis 

continues with the calculation of the mechanical 

input power of the pump. The power losses of the 

pumps are modelled as well as the pressure drop 

created by valves. The accumulator pressure level 

Figure 7: Simplified schematic of the Four- pressure-

system 

        



is modelled using an adiabatic model. Similar 

method is described in more detail in the 

reference [12]. The output of the system model is 

the torque demand for the diesel engine. The 

torque demand and engine speed set value were 

the used for set values for the HIL-system that 

was running in the dSpace DS1103-system. 

3.3. Loading unit 

A secondary controlled hydraulic system acted as 

a loading unit and generated the load torque for 

the diesel engine. The loading unit was capable 

of operating in four quadrants, but only one was 

utilized. The load system had the possibility for 

closed-loop torque or speed control, and in this 

case closed-loop torque control was used. The set 

torque was realised by controlling the swivel 

angle of two 125 cm3/rev axial piston units and 

the control loop was closed by a torque sensor 

between the engine and the loading unit. The 

maximum torque of the loading unit was 800 Nm. 

The rotational speed was controlled by the diesel 

engine and the set value was kept constant at 

either 1250, 1400, or 1600 rpm, respectively. 

4. RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the operational values of the 

studied system during the tests. Because of the 

decreased power demands of the hybrid systems, 

the engine speed was lowered from 1600 rpm to 

1250 rpm. The duration of all cycles was the same 

(20 minutes and 33 seconds) which means that 

absolute values are comparable between the 

systems.  

The differences in torque and power demands 

are clearly seen from the mean torque and mean 

power values. 

The efficiency results, shown in Table 2, can 

be observed from different point of view. The 

cycle energy value indicates the energy need of 

the particular system and describes the efficiency 

of the hydraulic system because, in the all 

systems, the output work were equal. The Four-

pressure system clearly had the lowest energy 

demand, requiring 49% less energy than the 

reference system for the same work. The second-

best system was the Throttled accu + IMV

system, requiring 43% less energy than the 

reference system. The third lowest energy need 

was found in the STEAM system, with a saving of 

about 38%. 

Table 1: Operational values 

Mean 

engine 

speed 

[rpm] 

Mean 

engine 

torque 

[Nm] 

Mean 

engine 

power  

[kW] 

LS-propo 1591 133 22.3 

LS-IMV 1414 120 17.8 
Parallel 

pumps+IMV 

1254 111 14.6 

Throttled 
accu+IMV 

1254 97 12.7 

STEAM 1254 105 13.8 

Four pressure 1254 87 11.4 

Table 2: Efficiency values, relative to the reference 

Cycle 

energy 

[rel] 

Absolute 

fuel  

consum-

ption 

[rel] 

Specific 

fuel 

consum-

ption  

[rel] 

LS-propo 1 1 1 

LS-IMV 0.80 0.74 0.93 

Parallel 
pumps+IMV 

0.66 0.64 0.97 

Throttled 
accu+IMV 

0.57 0.60 1.06 

STEAM 0.62 0.67 1.09 

Four pressure 0.51 0.60 1.17 

The absolute fuel consumption value indicates 

the energy needs of the whole system, including 

the hydraulic system and the diesel engine. 

Again, the Four pressure system had the lowest 

fuel consumption, with a decrease of 40% 

compared to the reference, but the difference 

between this and the second-best Throttled accu 

+ IMV system was only 0.6%. The third-best 

system was the Parallel pumps + IMV system, 

which decreased the fuel consumption by 36%. It 

is noteworthy that the differences between the 

systems were smaller in terms of fuel 

consumption than in terms of the energy needs of 

the hydraulic system. The reason for the 

diminishing differences between the systems, is 

that the low engine efficiency dominates the 

system efficiency and reduces differences across 

operation points. 

The specific fuel consumption indicates the 

efficiency of the engine and it was calculated 

from the cycle energy (diesel engine shaft) and 

from the energy content of the used fuel. The 

lowest specific fuel consumption (i.e., the highest 

engine efficiency) occurred with the LS-IMV

system, which had 7% lower specific 

       



consumption than the reference case. 

Interestingly, the most efficient hydraulic system 

(the Four-pressure system) caused the highest 

specific fuel consumption, with an increased 

specific consumption of 17% compared to the 

reference case. The reason for this phenomenon 

is that hybridization moves the engine operation 

point towards low torque and low speed region 

that have low efficiency. This fact illustrates very 

clear that hybridization requires a smaller engine 

to exploit all its benefits. The smaller engine 

would enable the engine to operate on favourable 

operation area in terms of efficiency resulting 

lower fuel consumption. 

Figure 9 shows power demand of the studied 

systems for one log loading cycle. The full 

measurement contained about 20 loading and 20 

unloading cycles. The total installed pump 

capacity is clearly seen on the steady state phase 

(145 - 146 sec), the system with smallest pumps 

(STEAM and Four pressure) have lowest power 

demand. The log loading phase (lifting, turning, 

lowering) is in the timeframe 147  160 seconds 

and crane return phase respectively in the time 

frame 161  172 seconds. The reference system 

(LS-propo) has the highest power demand and 

remarkably many power peaks during the cycle. 

The shape of the power curves for LS-IMV, 

Parallel pumps+IMV and throttled accu are quite 

similar only the level vary. The power curves for 

STEAM and Four pressure-systems are different. 

This is a result of different operation principle on 

hydraulic power generation. In the both systems 

the pump flow is decoupled from the flow 

demand of the crane motion. The pressure of 

accumulators i.e state of charge of the 

accumulators controls the pump flow. This 

feature stabilizes the engine power demand and 

should reduce emissions as well. 

As was mentioned, the engine did not have any 

exhaust after treatment systems. Therefore, the 

followed analysis is based on the raw emissions 

(i.e., emissions that are not processed by any 

catalysts or filters, such as a diesel  

oxidation catalyst, selective catalyst reduction, or 

particle filter). By decreasing the raw emissions  

it is possible to use smaller catalysts and filters, 

because decreased raw emissions reduces the 

required cleaning capacity of catalyst and filters. 

Figure 9: Sample of the engine power for one loading cycle 

        



As an initial assumption, we theorized that 

emissions should decrease with fuel 

consumption. In real life, the load dynamics and 

changes in the engine operation points caused 

deviation from this assumption. The relative 

change of the absolute emissions are shown in 

Figure 10. Results show that absolute emissions 

can be reduced by hybridization. Nitrogen oxide 

emissions were 15 25% lower and particulate 

matter emissions were 60 75% lower. Overall, 

the Four-pressure system had the lowest 

emissions. 

The exceptions to the above were carbon 

monoxide emissions, which showed an increase. 

The obvious reason for this is the operation points 

of the engine when hybrid systems are 

implemented. The new operation points are 

located in the low load area, load less than 30% 

of maximum at relative low engine speed. These 

together mean that the combustion and fuel-air 

mixture are not perfect. Therefore, in some local 

points in the combustion chamber, the fuel-air 

mixture is too rich and combustion lacks oxygen, 

creating carbon monoxide. For the same reason, 

Figure 10: Relative change of absolute emissions; emissions of the LS-Propo system as reference. 

  THC  Total hydrocarbons, CO  Carbon dioxide, NOx  Nitrogen oxide, PM  Particulate 

matter 

Figure 11: Relative change of specific emissions; emissions of the LS-Propo system as reference. THC  Total 

hydrocarbons, CO  Carbon monoxide, NOx  Nitrogen oxides, PM  Particulate matter 

       



the decrease of hydrocarbons is less than the 

decrease in fuel consumption because of 

incomplete combustion resulting in unburned 

hydrocarbons. 

Nitrogen oxide emissions decreased through 

hybridization but not as much as expected. The 

reduction was less than the reduction in fuel 

consumption. Again, the reason for this is the 

unfavourable engine operation point from an 

emission formation point of view. The 

incomplete mixing of fuel and air resulted in very 

high local combustion temperatures, creating 

nitrogen oxide.  

In terms of particulate matter emissions, the 

reduction was greater than the reduction in fuel 

consumption. This is caused by load profile and 

corresponds the hypothesis that reduction in load 

changes decreases particulate emission. In the 

hybrid systems, the load peaks are lower and 

fewer, which together has a reducing effect on 

particulate matter emissions and soot. It is known 

from earlier studies that rapid load changes 

induce particulate emissions and nitrogen oxide 

emissions.[2], [4]. 

The emission limits are defined in the 

legislation as specific emissions and Figure 11

shows the results as specific emissions i.e. the 

emissions are shown in terms of grams per 

delivered kWh at the engine shaft. Results 

differed compared to absolute values, and both 

specific hydrocarbon and specific nitrogen oxide 

emissions increased when hybridization was 

applied. This was caused by a non-optimal engine 

operation point resulting in an incomplete 

mixture formation and inefficient combustion 

from an emissions point of view. In contrast to 

this, specific particulate matter emissions 

decreased.  

It can be deduced that the engine was not 

optimal sized for this use, because the specific 

emissions increased through hybridization. 

Smaller engine, which would operate at a more 

favourable operating point, would reduce fuel 

consumption and specific emissions. 

The engine did not have any exhaust after-

treatment systems and therefore it was expected 

that the legislation limits (Stage 5, [1]) would not 

be met. The raw hydrocarbon and particulate 

matter emission were about 3 4 times higher than 

the legislation limits, and nitrogen oxide 

emissions were almost 20 times the limit value. 

However, the carbon monoxide emissions were 

only about 10 25 % of the limit value. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The study was made without any exhaust 

aftertreatment system and the argument for this 

choice is: The aftertreatment system would 

reduce the difference between the studied system, 

obviously making the differences negligible. The 

changes in raw emissions give more information 

on the studied systems and their potential. 

The backward simulation method was chosen 

because it allowed to make the comparison 

without extensive tuning of control algorithms 

for each system. Secondly, it made possible that 

all system made exactly same output work. The 

drawback of the backward method is that 

oscillations caused by system dynamics are not 

taken into account. 

The independent metering system is not hybrid 

system but it was taken with because all studied 

hybrid systems utilize independent metering 

principle. This enables to determine the effect of 

hybridization apart from the independent 

metering in energy demand of the hydraulic 

system. The independent metering resulted about 

20% reduction in energy need. 

Interestingly, the most simplest hybrid system 

had the second lowest energy need. This is result 

of electronic load sensing which enables efficient 

accumulator charging and flow delivery to the 

actuators.  

According the study hybrid systems reduce 

both fuel consumption and emissions and this 

study gives one view on this case. The full 

potential of fuel consumption and especially 

emission reduction remains unanswered. The 

main reason to this is engine sizing issue. After 

hybridization the engine was too big. This very 

clearly seen from the engine operation points, 

they located well below 50% of maximum power. 

However, the engine sizing issue is challenging 

in applications where the engine supplies many 

systems with different load demand. In a typical 

mobile machine the engine serves many systems 

such as the driveline, crane, and steering. 

Typically, the maximum power requirement of 

the driveline and the crane are at same level. 

Hybrid system with smaller engine and moderate 

energy storage capacity can fully serve the crane 

function but the driveline is different because the 

need of the maximum power lasts longer in time. 

This would require much bigger energy storage 

capacity even too big realized by hydraulic 

acumulator. So, the engine cannot be chosen 

        



according to crane use but according to driveline 

resulting big engine. From this point of view the 

results of this study are relevant. 

Generalization of the results is always a worth 

of discussion when a such emission study is made 

using one application and one engine. The results 

show the same phenomenon as is observed in the 

earlier studies; minimizing variations in engine 

power results reduced emissions. From this point 

of view, results can be generalized. The absolute 

values of emission reduction are not applicable 

directly to other applications, because load 

profiles vary from one application to other. Also, 

different engine would give different absolute 

emission. The hypothesis; the size of the exhaust 

aftertreatment systems can be reduced by 

hybridization, cannot be fully guaranteed with 

these results, the emission reduction is too small. 

However the STEAM and Four-pressure systems 

have highest reduction potential because they 

decouple pump power demand from actuator 

power variation and enable engine load 

stabilization. From cost point of view the 

Throttled accumulator system has low 

investment costs compared to its benefits. To 

realize the full emission reduction potential of the 

hybridization the engine needs to be replaced by 

smaller one.   

6. CONCLUSION 

The most efficient system (i.e., the system with 

the lowest fuel consumption) was the Four- 

pressure system. However, the difference 

between this system and the Throttled accu + 

IMV system was negligible, and fuel 

consumption for both was about 40% less than 

the reference system (LS-IMV system). 

The initial assumption was that emissions 

would decrease with fuel consumption. In real 

life, the load dynamics and changes in the engine 

operation points caused deviation from this 

assumption. Overall, the results showed that 

absolute emissions can be reduced by 

hybridization. Nitrogen oxide emissions were 

15 25% lower and particulate matter emissions 

were 60 75% lower, with the Four-pressure

system having the lowest emissions. 

Hybridization decreased nitrogen oxide 

emissions, but not as much as was expected (i.e., 

the reduction was less than the reduction in fuel 

consumption). The reason for this was the 

unfavourable engine operation point from an 

emission formation point of view. In terms of 

particulate matter emissions, the reduction was 

greater than reduction in the fuel consumption. In 

the hybrid systems the load peaks were lower and 

fewer, which had a reducing effect on particulate 

matter emissions.  

As conclusion, it can be stated that all studied 

hybrid systems reduced remarkably fuel 

consumption and harmful emissions in the 

studied use case. The means that the emissions of 

the diesel engine powered mobile machines can 

be reduced by hydraulic hybrids. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pressure reducing valves perform various control tasks in mobile machines. In many cases 

contamination sensitive environments require pilot-operated valves, because of its more robust 

performance. On the other hand, dynamic valve behavior can be critically in certain applications. 

Overcoming the restrictions resulting from stand-alone test rig attempts, suitable simulation principles 

are nowadays the state of art in valve design. Unsuitable model approaches and missing consideration 

of the application may result in wrong design decisions. This paper discusses two important modeling 

issues, in particular the solenoid and spool leakage behavior, in combination with the connected system 

under control, a pressure-actuated clutch. It is shown, that even for standard proportional valves a 

 site of installation decides on success or failure of 

an already used design variant. 

Keywords: Pressure Valve, Holistic Simulation, Clutch Control 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Proportional pressure reducing and relieving 

valves for pilot applications are together with 

pilot-operated variants for clutch or fan drive 

control the main business segments at Thomas 

Magnete GmbH in the field of mobile machinery. 

Current developments are aimed among other 

things at mechatronic subsystems with integrated 

electronic and possible electro-mechanical 

actuation. Nevertheless, the continuous 

development of existing products is a guarantee 

for further success in the market. 

Typical valve variants in use consist of a 

solenoid mechanical connected to a valve spool, 

whereas the regulated pressure is directly 

balanced by the solenoid or a so called pressure 

pin is inserted as an intermediate element. In 

contrast to these so-called direct-operated valves, 

pilot-operated ones uses a hydraulic coupling 

between the valve spool and the solenoid-

controlled pilot stage. This increase in physical 

complexity may cause problems in some 

applications, especially under dynamic aspects. 

Besides step responses, continuous transient 

input variations as they occur in clutch control 

applications are also significant. Under 

unfavorable boundary conditions and fast 

transients, inadequate pressure control can 

sometimes be observed. Figure 1 illustrates the 

above mentioned product family with the focused 

valve at the bottom. 

Figure 1: Typical proportional pressure reducing 

valves with different flow capacity 

The article is organized as follows: The 2nd

section discusses necessary modeling challenges 

with special focus on solenoid and spool leakage 

behavior for a reference valve design. A complete 

simulation model for typical valve characteristic 

curves and controller performance, including the 

pressure-actuated clutch, is mentioned. In the 3rd

section modeling basics are used to validate test 

rig observations from the reference valve design 

with special focus on pre-developed modeling 

      



approaches. Resulting from this, requirements for 

a further development avoiding poor dynamic 

pressure control behavior are identified. The 4th

section explains simulation-based design changes 

and their validation on the test rig. The 5th section 

summarizes the content of this article. 

2. MODELING CHALLENGES 

From a control engineering point of view, 

proportional pressure reducing valves are closed-

loop controllers for an output pressure with an 

electric input specification under a hydraulic 

disturbance. Otherwise, these electro-hydraulic 

valves yield from a mathematical perspective an 

initial value problem arising from a system of 

stiff nonlinear differential equations as indicated 

in Equation 1. 

(1)

Thus the modeling task is clearly defined. 

Relevant equations for the different physical 

domains have to be combined according to the 

functional structure shown in Figure 2 resulting 

in a dynamic model for the entire valve. 

Figure 2: Sketch of investigated valve and its cross-

elementary interactions 

This model must fulfill the requirements from the 

controller site meaning besides boundary 

conditions only time-dependent input and 

model inputs. The controlled pressure results 

only from the intrinsic closed-loop controller 

properties. 

2.1. Solenoid dynamics 

A main component of the entire valve is the 

electro-magneto-mechanical transducer. A 

holistic approach should include its position- and 

current-dependent force characteristic as well as 

its transient relations between voltage, current 

and force respectively. Thus the solenoid alone 

represents a MIMO system with two inputs and 

two outputs [1]. Various authors have 

investigated different approaches to model these 

system structure based on flux linkage [1], 

coupled reluctance networks [2] or electric 

equivalent circuits [3, 4]. Essential differences 

arise from dealing with eddy currents and moving 

induction. The parameter for these models are 

often determined with latest finite-element-

methods. 

Starting point of the dynamic model 

development is the electric equivalent circuit 

approach including eddy currents and moving 

induction. The necessity results from 

experimental observations with the reference 

design shown in the 3rd section whereas different 

excitation strategies in solenoid current control 

mode strongly influence accuracy and 

smoothness of the transient closed-loop pressure 

control. 

Benchmarking several model structures and 

parameter schemes yield a promising result 

illustrated in Figure 3 with governing 

Equations 2 - 4. This approach models the 

nonlinear time lag between voltage  and 

current  taking into account the additional 

time lag between current and force  because 

of eddy effects . 

(2)

(3)

(4)

Main advantage of this model structure is its 

range of validity and the straightforward and 

automated parameter identification procedure 

easily realized on the basis of static FEM 

calculations for obtaining the well-known flux 

linkage  and a very small number 

of dynamic computations for determination of 

pump port

P

working port

A
tank port

T

main spool pilot valve solenoid

        



eddy current parameters . 

Figure 3: Equivalent electric circuit for proportional 

solenoid 

Using the solenoid illustrated in Figure 2 and 

above mentioned implementation procedure the 

content of Figure 4 shows the obtained results in 

comparison with FEM calculations. The 

nonlinear differential inductivity is captured very 

well, also the saw-tooth-like distortion of the 

current signal in presence of eddy currents. 

Figure 4: Verification of elaborated model structure 

This model extended by a current controller for 

dither waveforms is well suited for the intended 

improvement of the reference valve design. 

2.2. Spool leakage 

In addition to the solenoid model, the leakage 

characteristic at the main spool plays an 

important role in obtaining a generally applicable 

hydraulic model of the entire system. The reasons 

are as various as the different test conditions and 

procedures for this type of valves. While the 

valve manufacturer typically tests with working 

port closed, the performance in clutch 

applications for example can be totally different. 

Main reason for this is the regularly used positive 

overlap at the main spool. This leads to 

miscellaneous operating conditions whereas the 

traveling range of the main spool either lies 

completely in the overlap region or partial 

opening at pressure and tank port happens. 

The requirements for such a combined orifice-

leakage model arise on one hand from a 

mathematical point of view ensuring sufficiently 

smoothness and finiteness. On the other hand, the 

model approach has to guarantee a physically 

meaningful behavior. Finally, 

point of view, a geometrically based parameter 

selection should be possible. 

The idea behind the utilized model is 

visualized in Figure 5, which is divided into 

three different stroke ranges for the spool 

depending on the geometrical overlap. In every 

spool stroke region parallel flow paths for orifice 

and leakage flow are present. Fluid flow based on 

orifice equation through the lateral surface at the 

bores opened by spool travelling is only existent 

is blocked. 

time 
0 5 10 ms 20

0

0.5

1

A

2
FEM

equiv. circuit
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Figure 5: Hydraulic resistance network for fluid flow 

in different spool travelling regions 

Besides the above mentioned regular modeling 

approach for hydraulic resistances, the parallel 

leakage path completes the model. This flow path 

guarantees that in operation situations with 

closed working port physical meaningful results 

are obtainable. Therefore, a change in flow rate 

with varying spool position is absolutely 

required. 

follows the standard leakage equation whereas 

geometrical and modeled leakage lengths are 

shifted relative to each other. Because for zero 

leakage length fluid flow raises to infinity, some 

kind of limitation is inevitable. This is done by 

assuming orifice flow through the cross-sectional 

area of the leakage gap along the perimeter of the 

spool as sketched in Figure 5. This raw 

simplification depends only on geometrical 

parameters and is easily adjusted by scaling the 

area of the remaining leakage gap. A smooth 

crossover 

interpolating the coefficient of resistance in a 

special manner as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Exemplary simulation results for complete 

flow rate approximation 

Like in the case of solenoid behavior, a better 

approximation can be achieved by incorporating 

additional results from numerical field 

simulation. Even without further effort, this 

model based on geometric data is more suitable 

than others for typical computations. 

2.3. Pressure-actuated clutch 

The final modeling challenge is to consider the 

This goes beyond 

standardized test procedures, but enables an 

application-oriented evaluation and adaption. A 

common simplification for a hydraulic clutch 

actuator is a spring-loaded piston. Here, the 

filling phase is emulated through the parameters 

piston area & piston stroke. The load-transmitting 

behavior of the clutch plates leads to an additional 

micro-movement, which can be easily 

implemented via a non-linear spring or a non-

linear elastic end stop. Figure 7 illustrates the 

used model structure with a sketch of two 

underlying spring characteristics. 
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Figure 7: Simplification of pressure-actuated clutch 

The parameters of the reduced model place 

pressure and flow requirements on the connected 

pressure control valve and have a direct effect on 

valve design and combined valve-clutch 

performance. 

3. REFERENCE DESIGN 

The valve behavior of a reference design is to 

serve as a starting point for further investigations. 

Beginning with the explanation of the inherent 

characteristics of the system, the performance 

evaluation differentiates between the valve alone 

and the additionally connected clutch. 

Measurements on a test bench are compared with 

the simulation results to confirm the application 

of the developed model for further simulation-

based enhancements of the valve design. 

3.1. Quasi-static characterization 

Besides the flow capacity of the entire valve, the 

pressure signal characteristic curve is an 

important valve feature for reasons of 

interchangeability. The plotted curves in 

Figure 8 show a typical behavior observed in 

pressure control valves, whereas some main stage 

and clutch parameters can be read off the 

measurements. Under both boundary conditions, 

closed working port or with connected clutch, no 

functional anomalies occur. 

Figure 8: Measured characteristics of valve alone and 

valve with connected clutch under dither 

excitation 

The static measurements could allow the 

conclusion that the valve used is suitable for 

clutch applications and test bench results of the 

valve alone are sufficient. However, a final 

evaluation requires at least the inclusion of an 

additional dynamic characterization. 

3.2. Transient input variations 

The dynamic investigations are based on typical 

control profiles for clutch valves as listed in [5]. 

Here step profiles are used for filling of the clutch 

and ramp profiles for load transfer. For ease of 

use, these profiles are separated into different step 

and ramp profiles and tested sequentially at the 

test bench. The Figures 9 - 10 show the obtained 

results clearly visualizing dynamic anomalies in 

clutch operation whereas valve alone behavior is 

completely unremarkable. 
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Figure 9: Measured step responses of valve alone and 

valve with connected clutch under dither 

excitation 

Figure 10: Measured ramp responses of valve alone 

and valve with connected clutch under 

dither excitation 

Based on these results, valve selection neglecting 

the field of application can be misleading as well 

as designing valves without a detailed 

consideration of the application case during the 

development. This is a challenge for the valve 

manufacturers because the success partially 

depends on the cooperation with the system or 

machine supplier. 

At this point the metrological characterization 

ends. The results show a significant difference 

between the different measurement conditions 

and motivate the subsequent simulation studies 

for the reference and next generation design. 

3.3. Simulation results 

Further development of pressure control valves 

based on simulation models is state-of-the-art in 

development departments, which is why the 

focus of this section is limited to some results of 

special interest. 

Using the results from ramp profiles the 

necessity of the modified leakage model for an 

adequate calculation of valve performance is 

demonstrated. In the valve only case, during the 

ramp profile the main spool primarily operates in 

its dead band as illustrated in Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Simulation result for spool position during 

operation with closed working port 

At the same time, Figure 11 also shows that the 

pressure ripple behavior and overall stability is in 

equivalence to the measurements for the valve 

only case. 

Although the pressure fluctuations due to 

dither excitation are plausible, there is an 

essential point not governed by the simulation 

model. The lack of a dynamic hysteresis model 

leads to a disappearing hysteresis in the entire 

system regardless of the cause of hysteresis. 

However, since all measurements show a 

remaining hysteresis, an influence of this 

inadequacy on simulation accuracy can be 

time 
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suspected. This becomes particularly clear in the 

ramp behavior of the valve with connected clutch 

under dither and dither free current excitation as 

displayed in Figure 12. With dither excitation, 

the pressure build-up and release behavior of the 

pilot valve differs from dither free excitation 

resulting in a noticeably different transient 

response. 

Figure 12: Influence of current control on simulated 

ramp behavior with connected clutch 

As long as the model does not reflect this, 

deviations in simulated dynamics can be 

assumed. Another source of uncertainty is the 

simplified clutch with its not fully known 

properties. 

The two previous examples illustrate the 

necessity for the modified leakage model to 

describe the flow rate behavior of the main spool 

and the solenoid model to map the dynamic force 

excitation at the pilot valve. 

Further validation focusses on the ramp 

behavior because of its importance for clutch 

control. Figure 13 illustrates the final 

comparison between valve alone and valve with 

connected clutch. Differences in the simulation 

results are not as clearly visible as in the 

measurements in Figure 10. Nevertheless, 

problem areas can be identified in some regions 

of the transient response. Compared to 

measurements, the pressure fluctuations are 

smoothed out, whereby the cause can be the 

hysteresis behavior mentioned earlier or different 

or unknown clutch parameters. 

With the present results, a starting point for 

further improvements of the reference design is 

given. The focus of the optimization is still the 

response behavior to transient input signal 

variations. 

Figure 13: Simulated ramp behavior under dither 

excitation 

4. NEXT GENERATION DESIGN 

The aim of this section is to explain and present 

ideas for improving the dynamic response 

behavior. As mentioned in the previous section, 

the spool dead band, the dither excitation of the 

solenoid and the main spool travel influence the 

pressure characteristic and the pressure 

fluctuations. At the end, the suggestions for 

improvement are validated at the test bench. 

Beginning with the pilot part of the clutch 

control valve from Figure 2, the pressure build-

up and release during dither excitation is mainly 

determined by the amplification factor between 

opened flow surface and sphere travel. This 

results from the possible stroke changes due to 

dynamic solenoid force amplitudes during dither 

excitation. Another influence factor lies in the 

armature damping, here a middle way between 

stability and response time is essential. 

At the main spool the situation is much more 

complex. On the one hand, the dead band of the 

main spool controls the leakage behavior but 

slows down the transient response by the time 

required for the opposite closing or opening of 

pump and tank port. On the other hand, spool 

response due to pressurization is influenced by 

spring forces and hydraulic counterforces from 
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the opening and closing of the pressure and tank 

port. Care must be taken during adjustment of the 

main spool spring, as this will compromise 

interchangeability due to changes in the pressure 

signal characteristic curve. 

The solution is achieved by targeted scanning 

of the solution space with plausible combinations 

of the underlying design variables or parameters. 

A major problem in the evaluation of every single 

solution were minor changes observed in the 

simulation result due to the filtering effect of the 

dither excitation. 

Because the solution with closed working port 

is totally uncritical, afterwards only the 

simulation results with connected clutch are 

shown in Figure 14. Despite the only slight 

change in performance, an improvement is 

evident. For better visualization, the transient 

responses are shifted against each other by a 

small amount. The simulation results motivate 

the investigation of a hardware prototype to 

validate the computations and to confirm the 

interchangeability by means of pressure signal 

characteristic curve. Therefore, the measure-

ments shown in Figures 8 - 10 are repeated under 

comparable operating conditions. 

Figure 14: Ramp behavior with connected clutch under 

dither excitation after simulation-based 

optimization 

The final measurement of the hardware prototype 

yields very promising results in contrast to the 

reference design. The ramp behavior shown in 

Figure 15 is completely uncritical and the 

comparability between valve alone and valve 

with connected clutch is almost given. 

Figure 15: Measured ramp responses of valve alone 

and valve with connected clutch under 

dither excitation 

A shortened summary of the remaining static and 

dynamic characterization is shown in Figure 16. 

In the upper part, the interchangeability between 

the reference and the next generation design is 

clearly visible. Additionally, an improvement in 

hysteresis is observable. The lower part 

visualizes the transient step responses. In 

comparison to Figure 9 a significant better 

damping is present and no anomalous vibrations 

occur. 

The received results promise significantly 

better performance in the customer system by full 

interchangeability. At the same time the design 

could be simplified, which has a positive effect 

on assembly and costs. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper discussed two important modeling 

challenges for investigated pilot-operated 

pressure reducing valve used in clutch control 

applications. It was shown, that spool leakage 

dominates the static and transient system 
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behavior in the case of closed working port. The 

necessity of an accurate solenoid model resulted 

from the dither excitation used. Without 

consideration of the clutch, valve optimization 

was not possible because of missing operating 

failures as a starting point for improvements. 

Despite the slightly difficult comparison of the 

simulation results an improved solution could be 

found. Measurements confirmed the predictions 

and encouraged the approach chosen. Some 

modeling issues remained unanswered. This 

applies to the dynamic hysteresis and the clutch 

modeling and its parameters. These uncertainties 

provide a basis for further investigations. 

Figure 16: Measured characteristic curve and step 

responses of valve with connected clutch 

under dither excitation 

NOMENCLATURE 

Armature force [N] 

Clutch counter force [N] 

Eddy current [A] 

Coil current [A] 

Eddy inductance [H] 

Pressure difference [bar] 

Working port pressure [bar] 

Pump pressure [bar] 

Tank pressure [bar] 

Leakage flow rate [l/min] 

Orifice flow rate [l/min] 

Time [s] 

Coil voltage [V] 

State variable [-] 

Armature position [mm] 

Clutch position [mm] 

Spool position [mm] 

Flux linkage [Wb] 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper shows an electrohydraulic control system to stabilize the chassis of a mobile machine 

driving across an off-road ground profile. The active hydraulic suspension system is based on new 

electronics, SW- and control architectures and the use of state of the art industrial components. The 

paper shows, that the static and dynamic performance of the system is dominated by the servo valve, 

which represents the central component of the system. 

Keywords: Chassis Stabilization, Force Control, Active Suspension, Construction Machines, Forest 

Machines 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile machines have been characterized by a 

limited increase of productivity over the last 

years compared to the industrial machinery. 

Know these markets are indicating several efforts 

to increase the productivity, the connectivity and 

the grade of automation in parallel with 

investigations to reduce the energy consumption 

of these systems. Typical phases of this 

development from manual operated machines to 

complete autonomous machines are  

Operator/driver assistance systems 

Teleoperated machines 

Autonomous machines 

Figure 1: Spyder Excavator 

Spider excavators as shown in Figure 1 are 

designed for operation in difficult terrain and 

areas, which are typically not easy to access. The 

number of skilled operators for these machines is 

limited and the biggest challenge is handling of 

the chassis actuators. This paper shows the 

development of a high-performance servo 

hydraulic actuation system for such mobile 

teleoperated driving and later on an autonomous 

driving mode. 

The stabilization of the vehicle platform 

during off road driving requires extreme high 

loop gains or performance in the force loops of 

the actuators. Typical mobile solutions based on 

proportional valves in combination with LS 

valves cannot fulfil these dynamic requirements. 

Industrial components, especially industrial 

direct drive servo valves fit much better to this 

application. In addition to the high bandwidth of 

the control valves typical industrial controller 

structures and elements like electronic pressure 

compensation, additional feedforward structures 

and gain scheduling are used to implement the 

dynamic stabilization of the platform. 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE CHASSIS 

The chassis is equipped with 12+2 actuators as 

shown in Figure 2. Each leg consists of 3 

actuators for 

Vertical movement 

Horizontal movement 

Steering 

The chassis stabilization is done by the vertical 

actuators. The actual position of the other 

actuators is used for the kinematics and inverse 

kinematics calculation. 

      



Figure 2: Chassis Actuators 

The schematic sketch in Figure 3 shows the 

physical principal of used pendulum arm 

suspension. The kinematics could be linearized 

by a gear ratio of 3.98, which means 1 mm stroke 

of the hydraulic actuator effects a lift of the 

vehicle by 3.98 mm. 

Figure 3: Pendulum Arm Suspension 

2.1. Electronic Topology 

The architecture of the chassis of the machine is 

based on a central controller unit, calculating 

demand values of the four-wheel ground contact 

forces and decentralized control loop structures 

integrated into the servo actuators as shown in 

Figure 4. 

Figure 4: System Layout 

The demand values for the high dynamic force 

loops are calculated by use of IMU / gyros and 

the online calculation of the inverse kinematics of 

the machine. The system is over determined and 

the solution is online solved numerically. 

2.2. Hydraulic Layout 

The hydraulic layout of a standard mobile 

machine in form of a central control manifold 

with standard proportional valves and LS valves 

and rubber hoses connecting the manifold and 

closed control loops with high dynamic 

performance. The controlling servo valve has 

been mounted directly on the hydraulic cylinder 

to minimize the impact of the hydraulic capacity 

between servo valve and hydraulic cylinder as 

shown in Figure 5.  

Figure 5: Hydraulic Actuator 

The servo valve is integrated into a manifold, 

which contents all additional safety and 

measurement features. 

The check valves CV1 and CV2 in Figure 6

are used to freeze the actuator in fail safe 

situations and protect the other hydraulic 

equipment against extreme pressures in the 

cylinder chambers, which could be effected by 

the kinematics of the machine while digging. The 

check valves and the supply pressure connection 

SO1 valve are operated by a small solenoid valve 

SO2, which can be deactivated by the internal 

SW and the external HW. 

The actuator system contents all sensors and 

transducers to close the loops for 

Force control 

Position control 

Velocity control 

in form 3 of pressure transducers, position 

transducer, IMU and temperature sensor. 
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Figure 6: Hydraulic Circuit of the Actuator 

Due to the dimensions of the circuit board of 

55x25 mm as shown Figure 7 the complete 

electronics could be integrated into the manifold 

of the actuator. 

Figure 7: Actuator Electronics 

2.3. Controller Structure 

The central computer in Figure 4 and Figure 8

calculates the demand values for the internal 

control loops of the actuators. In the automatic 

chassis stabilization mode this means the demand 

value for the ground contact force of the wheels. 

The force-, position- and velocity-loop in 

Figure 9 are arranged as alternating loops 

depending of the commanded Control Mode. 

These loops command the two internal cascaded 

loops of the servo valve in form of spool loop 

control and current control. 

Figure 8: Chassis Controller Structure 

Figure 9: Actuator Controller Structure 

The dynamic performance of the complete 

chassis stabilization system is characterized by 

the performance or bandwidth of each of the 

cascaded internal loops and will be discussed in 

the following. 

3. REFERENCE TRACK 

For the investigation of the performance of the 

chassis stabilization system a reference test track 

is needed. The discussed machine shows 

similarities or characteristics, which are close to 

forest machines. The Skogforsk Institute in 

Upsala/Sweden has designed a test track to test 

the characteristics of the suspension systems of 

harvester and forwarder machines [1]. 

Figure 10: Skogforsk Reference Track 

The test track shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11

implements a series of defined obstacles for the 
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left and right wheel track. The obstacles are 

characterized by a rising slope of 35° and a falling 

slope of 65° with 3 different altitudes of 

150/250/350 mm. The typical driving speed for 

the forest machines in off road terrain and across 

this track amounts between 0.2 m/s and 1 m/s. 

Figure 11: Obstacles of Skogforsk Reference Track 

For the discussed excavator a driving speed of 

1 m/s = 3.6 km/h has been chosen as a reference. 

The shown test track is easy to implement in a 

simulation model and has been used in the 

simulation models to design and investigate the 

chassis control system. 

4. SIMULATION MODEL 

In parallel to the tests on the real machine 

simulation models in form of complete car model 

and quarter model for more detailed and 

reproducible offline investigations have been 

developed. The tuned control parameters in the 

model and real machine deviate 10%, so that the 

models seem to be precise enough. 

4.1. Quarter Car Model 

The ridged body model of the complete vehicle is 

characterized by a certain complexity and has 

several degrees of freedom. The force control 

loop could be identified as the dominant element 

determining the performance of the complete 

system. 

The quarter car model has been established as 

powerful und effective tool for the study of the 

suspension system itself in vehicle dynamics. 

Figure 12 shows the reduced one-dimensional 

model of the vehicle as a two-mass-spring-

damper-system. The tire is shown as a 

combination of spring and damper, which effects 

only pushing forces. The wheel mass is actuated 

by the tire forces and the force of the hydraulic 

suspension actuator, considering a linear gear 

kinematics between vehicle body and the wheel 

as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 12: Quarter Car Model 

Only a quarter of the mass of complete vehicle 

has been considered in the reduced one-

dimensional model of the vehicle. 

The force loop controller is based on a linear 

core with several non linear compensation 

features. The step response of the force control 

loop in Figure 13 shows an aggressive, but 

robust tuning. The overshoot will be filtered out 

by low frequent vehicle dynamics while the focus 

more on an instant following the change in the 

demand value. 

Figure 13: Actuator Force Step Response 

The shown force loop tuning is now used to study 

the characteristics of the suspension system 

driving across the standardized obstacles. The 

plots in Figure 14 indicate 3 critical phases 

passing the obstacle: 

1. Transition from the flat into the rising slope 

The gravity force supports the compensation of 

the suddenly appearing vertical velocity of the 

        



wheel. The high bandwidth of the force loop in 

combination with inertia of the whole system 

effects an acceptable lift in the vehicle entering 

the rising slope of the obstacle. 

2. Falling slope with high vertical velocity 

This phase of the obstacle is not supported by the 

gravity force  the actuator has to press the wheel 

actively down on the ground. The chosen driving 

speed of 0.25 m/s indicates also that the system is 

close to the static flow limits of the servo valve. 

3. Transition from falling into flat slope 

Entering again the flat slope coming from the 

falling slope with high velocity represents the 

most critical phase. During all phases the force 

controller presses the wheel on the ground with a 

force, which is equivalent to the gravity force. 

Figure 15: Quarter Car Simulation of one Obstacle, Zoom into Phase 3, Driving Speed 0.25 m/s 

Figure 14: Quarter Car Simulation of one Obstacle, Driving Speed 0.25 m/s 

      



This force demand level is adjusted by the heave 

position controller. The challenge of the 

transition into the flat domain is the high velocity 

of the wheel system, actively driven by the 

hydraulic suspension actuator. 

Figure 15 shows a zoom into the critical 

transition phase. The vertical ground speed 

changes immediately to zero which effects an 

increase of the ground contact force. The force 

controller commands the servo valve to 

maximum negative opening. The spool of the 

servo valve follows now the command signal 

with a limited velocity, which means the spool is 

still on the positive side, while commanded by 

negative values. 

The used servo valve is characterized by a step 

 ms. A 

rework of the valve internal controller structure 

and the hardware of the valve in form of the linear 

force motor allows a significant improvement of 

the dynamic performance of the servo valve. The 

increase of the bandwidth is one of the well 

synergy effects, but the focus in this application 

is on the reduction of the step response time for 

large magnitudes. The details of this modification 

of the servo valve are not shown here. All 

together these changes effect a step response time 

of 3.5 

Figure 16 shows the impact of the reduced 

valve response time on the force control loop and 

therewith on the complete active suspension 

system. The scaling of Figure 14 and Figure 16

have been chosen equivalent to demonstrate the 

impact of the dynamic performance of the servo 

valve. 

4.2. Complete Car Model 

The focus in the quarter car model was on the 

tuning of the single control loops and the impact 

of the component characteristics on the system 

behaviour. The transition from the one 

dimensional car model to the complete car model 

allows the investigation of the complete system. 

Figure 17: Complete Car Ridged Body Model 

The ridged body model for the complete vehicle 

as shown in Figure 17 calculates the vehicle 

dynamics as an impact of 5 forces and their actual 

locations: 

The 4 ground contact forces of the wheels 

Figure 16: Quarter Car Simulation of one Obstacle, High Response Servo Valve, Driving Speed 0.25 m/s 

        



The gravity force of the complete system 

Figure 18 shows the machine driving across the 

complete test track at a speed of 0.25 m/s. All 

control loops on machine stabilization and 

actuator level are working properly at this driving 

speed without exceeding the limitations of the 

loops. The maximum values of heave, pitch and 

roll movements and accelerations allow 

comfortable drive of the vehicle across the test 

track. 

Figure 19 shows the same track and driving 

speed (0.25 m/s) on actuator level. The force 

plots in the second row of the plots indicate the 

unbalanced position of the centre of gravity 

biased to the front axle. 

Figure 18: Complete Machine across complete the Test Track, Driving Speed 0.25 m/s 

Figure 19: Suspension Actuators versus the complete Test Track, Driving Speed 0.25 m/s 

      



4.3. Limitations 

An increase of the driving speed up to 0.75 m/s 

as shown in Figure 20 has the effect that the 

control loops on actuator level are running into 

limitations, which means the wheels lose ground 

contact and cannot build up the commanded force 

to stabilize the vehicle chassis. 

The consequence of a further increase of the 

driving speed would be a bigger sizing of the 

servo valves and therewith a bigger sizing of the 

complete hydraulic system. On the other hand, 

bigger valves would implicit smaller bandwidth 

and dynamic performance. 

4.4. Real Machine 

Figure 21: Video Clip (only in presentation) 

The behaviour of the real machine with the 

presented active suspension system will be 

demonstrated in the conference presentation by a 

video clip. 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The presented active pendulum arm suspension 

system for mobile machines represents a new 

performance level of chassis stabilization by use 

of industrial components. 

The critical elements and limitations of these 

systems have been shown and discussed. 

The energy consumption and solutions for the 

reduction of the energy intake have been 

developed, but not been presented here due to the 

limited time for the presentation. 

The discussed system represents a high end 

solution for mobile hydraulic machines like 

construction or forest machines in the transition 

from standard machines into automated or at least 

autonomous machines.  
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Figure 20: Complete Machine across complete Test Track, Driving Speed 0.75 m/s 

        



INTEGRATED SMART HYDRAULIC DISPLACEMENT MACHINE FOR 
CLOSED SYSTEMS 
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ABSTRACT 

The following article describes the development, validation and series introduction of a novel highly 

integrated smart electrohydraulic 4-quadrant displacement machine. Starting in 2012, an unique unit 

consisting of a hydraulic internal gear machine combined with a newly developed electric machine 

with integrated electronic unit was created. The developed unit aims at the application in fully active 

automotive chassis in combination with hydraulic shock absorbers. The very special requirements of 

this application resulted in a new development with numerous detailed solutions which are described 

below. Parallel and interacting with the product development, all new series assembly and testing 

devices tailored to this product was developed. 

Keywords: Fully active chassis, smart hydraulics, integrated electronics, Motor-Pump-Unit 

1. OBJECTIVE 

The task of the project was to develop an electro-

hydraulic displacement machine for fully active 

chassis systems. The focus was on fully active 

chassis systems which combine the hydraulic 

shock absorber with an associated hydraulic 

displacement machine in the basic conceptual 

approach. In order to be independent of the drive 

concept of the vehicle, an electro-hydraulic unit 

had to be implemented. Through the combination 

with a hydraulic shock absorber, the electro-

hydraulic displacement machine becomes part of 

a closed and permanently pre-pressurized system. 

This resulted in system-related special functional 

requirements for the unit which had to be taken 

into account in the development. In addition to 

dynamic aspects, the machine have to be also 

have sufficient compressive strength.  

2. TECHNICAL CONCEPT 

The result of the detailed concept considerations 

for the given task was the use of an integrated 

design consisting of hydraulic displacer and 

electric machine in the form of an integrated 

design. Specifically in the form of an under oil 

running electric machine with direct hydraulic 

connection to the displacer. With this design, no 

sealing of the drive shaft to the atmosphere is 

necessary, an aspect which was given high 

priority, since such a seal has various 

disadvantages. In addition to the entry of 

mechanical friction as a result of the sealing and 

risks to the compliance with the sealing 

requirements over the entire operating range and 

the service life, the sealing, due to the permanent 

pressurization of the closed system, also poses 

requirements that can hardly be met with 

currently known sealing systems. On the other 

hand, the electrical machine have to have the 

appropriate pressure resistance, a challenge 

whose solution is described in more detail in 

section 3.1.  

3. COMPONENTS 

3.1. Electrical motor 

A comparison of different types and designs of 

electric motors showed the use of a permanently 

excited synchronous machine as the most 

appropriate solution. In addition to its basic 

suitability for a wet-running machine, the very 

compact design is an argument in favour of using 

such a design due to the high power density of the 

machine. To define the basic design of the 

permanently excited synchronous machine, 

numerous designs were compared with each 

other by means of simulation analyses. Basically, 

the use of a so-called 12/10 design was identified 

as a very suitable topology. This involves 12 

stator teeth which are combined with a 10-pole 

rotor. For the rotor, a star-shaped arrangement of 

      



the 10 permanent magnet stacks within the 

lamination stack has proven to be the most 

advantageous solution. The selected rotor design 

is shown in figure 1.  

Figure 1: Rotor design 

The cuboid permanent magnets are inserted into 

the correspondingly shaped openings in the sheet 

metal packet. Radially, the permanent magnets 

are held positively by the laminated core. In order 

to fix the magnets axially, the laminated core 

equipped with the permanent magnets is 

overmoulded with a thermoplastic material. The 

plastic overmoulding is also used to make the 

rotor easy to balance. For this purpose, a type of 

plastic disc with numerous mounting holes 

evenly distributed around the circumference is 

injection moulded onto both axial ends of the 

laminated core. Balancing elements in the form 

of metal balls are pressed into the cylindrical 

openings during the balancing process. This 

method of additive balancing is, in addition to the 

simple design, also ideally suited to ensure that, 

in contrast to negative balancing forms, no 

contamination is left behind in the production 

process. The greatest challenge in the 

development of the electrical machine was to find 

a suitable design form that combines the 

necessary compressive strength on the one hand 

with the requirement for a compact design and 

high efficiency on the other. Concepts with a 

completely hydraulically flooded motor, i.e. 

flooding of the stator space as well, were rejected 

because the surrounding housing was too large 

and heavy for this case. Since this variant was not 

the solution, an other solution had to be 

developed which would provide a hydraulically 

pressure-resistant seal between stator and rotor. 

There are known solutions for this task in the 

form of so-called can which are arranged in the 

magnetic working air gap between stator and 

rotor. For the pressures occurring in the specific 

application, the market provides metallic cans. 

However, the electrical eddy currents occurring 

in the metallic can reduce the efficiency of the 

electric machine. Such a decrease was not 

acceptable under the given objectives regarding 

the efficiency. The only way out is to use a 

canned tube made of an electrically non-

conductive material. With regard to an 

automotive series application and the associated 

restrictive cost structure of the individual parts, a 

solution made of glass fibre reinforced 

thermoplastic material is aimed for. 

Despite the prevention of eddy currents, the 

wall thickness of the plastic can must be within a 

few tenths of a millimeter. A larger magnetic 

working air gap would also unacceptably damage 

the efficiency of the machine. Accordingly, a 

constructive design of the plastic can is found in 

numerous simulation loops, which on the one 

hand is supported on the inner diameter of the 

stator teeth with a wall thickness of approx. 0.5 

mm only and on the other hand is thickened in the 

stator tooth gaps. The thickened area is 

trapezoidal in shape. Together with the 

correspondingly shaped counter contour on the 

stator teeth, this results in a supporting effect 

which can ultimately fulfil the required 

compressive strength. Due to the supporting 

effect of the trapezoidal thickening, the radial 

build-up is so low that it does not protrude into 

the winding space and thus does not reduce it. 

Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the developed 

can geometry. 

Figure 2: Plastic can design 

In this version it is finally possible to use a can 

made of 40% glass fibre reinforced PPA which 

        



can withstand operating pressures up to 150 bar 

and 120°C temperature load.  The stator is made 

of two several parts and consists of a stator yoke 

in which the stator teeth with the single tooth 

coils on them are inserted in the form of a stator 

star. Figure 3 shows the design of the stator yoke 

and stator star.  

Figure 3: Stator assembly consisting of stator yoke 

and stator star 

For better heat dissipation of the coils, the stator 

space is filled with a 2-component potting 

compound. In addition to heat dissipation, the 

potting compound fixes the motor coils and also 

provides additional mechanical support for the 

can. Figure 4 shows a typical torque vs. speed 

limit characteristic of the developed electrical 

machine. 

Figure 4: Speed vs. torque limit characteristic 

Maximum speeds of approx. 6,500 rpm on the 

one hand are opposed by a maximum torque of 

approx. 11 Nm on the other. To achieve high 

speeds on the motor, the permanent magnetic 

field of the rotor magnets must be counteracted 

electromagnetically by means of field weakening 

in order to be able to increase the speed further.  

3.2. Displacer 

An internal gear machine with a nominal positive 

displacement volume of 4.3 cm³ per revolution is 

used as the displacement principle. This principle 

represents the ideal solution for the application at 

hand. The internal gear machine is geometrically 

compact, is capable of delivering high hydraulic 

pressures, in this case up to approx. 130 bar, and 

allows operation in all four quadrants. As a 

specific design of the internal gear machine, an 

axial and radial leakage compensated 15/20 

version is used. An internal gear with 20 teeth 

interacts with a 15-tooth pinion. The pinion is 

driven by the one-piece shaft of the electric 

machine. The ring gear is supported by a plain 

bearing in the housing of the displacer. Axially 

on both sides, so-called axial washers nestle 

against the gear set. The axial discs are pressed 

hydrostatically against the gear set and take over 

the hydraulic control of the machine. Moulded 

elastomer seals arranged on the rear side give the 

axial discs axial freedom of movement as 

tolerance compensation on the one hand and 

prevent hydraulic short circuits and thus internal 

pump leakage on the other. Leakage 

compensation in the machine is carried out 

radially by means of a split, hydrostatically 

activated filling piece. The inner segment of the 

filling piece contacts the pinion, the outer part of 

the filling piece contacts the ring gear. A sealing 

element is located between the filler halves. The 

leakage path between the pressure and suction 

side is thus closed. Figure 5 shows a top view of 

the gear unit with the intermediate filler 

assembly.  

Figure 5: Leakage compensated internal gear machine 

The leakage-compensating measures enable an 

almost ideal volumetric behaviour. At low 

pressures the volumetric efficiency is almost 

100%. The volumetric efficiency versus pressure 

characteristic is shown in Fig. 6.  

      



Figure 6: Typical volumetric efficiency vs. pressure 

and torque vs. pressure curve 

The high volumetric efficiency allows a very 

good response of the machine in reverse 

operation, an important function in the present 

application where the machine constantly 

changes its operating point across all four 

quadrants. The internal gear machine described 

here is based on a solution that already exists on 

the market. The challenge with this component 

was, on the one hand, the automotive 

industrialization of the machine originating from 

the industrial sector and, on the other hand, the 

necessary optimization of the noise behavior. 

Although the principle used in industrial 

applications appeared inconspicuous, 

considerable detail optimizations were necessary 

to reduce the pressure pulsation introduced into 

the downstream system and to reduce the radiated 

airborne noise. No less challenging is setting up 

and validation of the series supply chain for the 

demanding individual parts of the displacer unit.  

3.3. Electronics 

The electronics unit to drive the electric machine 

is flanged directly and radially to the bottom of 

the motor housing on the side facing away from 

the displacer machine. The motor housing is used 

as a thermal sink for cooling the power 

semiconductors. A permanent magnet located at 

the end of the motor shaft facing the electronics 

serves as a position sensor for a Hall sensor on 

the electronics to detect the actual position of the 

rotor. The housing is thin-walled between the 

permanent magnet as rotor position sensor and 

the Hall sensor. The thin wall seals off the 

hydraulic area from the electronics on the one 

hand and still allows the Hall sensor to detect the 

permanent magnetic field sufficiently. The 

integrated electronics have all the contents for 

controlling the electric machine and thus make 

the machine a smart unit. Besides the power 

supply, which is designed for 48V, the default 

signals and status variables are exchanged via a 

CAN bus connection. Speed or torque can be 

selected as target values for the motor controller. 

Various actual values of the machine are 

available as status information on the CAN 

connection. It is especially worth mentioning that 

measured actual pressures are also made 

available at the two hydraulic connections of the 

machine. The measured pressure values are 

determined via two miniature pressure sensors 

integrated in the hydraulic machine. The two 

sensors are integrated in the housing of the 

hydraulic machine, not visible from the outside, 

and are electrically connected to the electronic 

unit via a contact assembly through the motor. In 

addition to measuring pressure, the two sensors 

also record the temperature at the installation 

location. In addition to the functional concerns, 

the electronic unit fulfils an ASIL classification 

according to Level C for selected features that 

have been agreed with the customer. 

Mechanically, the electronic unit consists of two 

printed circuit boards, the power board attached 

directly to the motor housing and a signal board. 

Both printed circuit boards are mechanically and 

electrically connected to each other via an 

intermediate assembly. The intermediate 

assembly is a plastic carrier part in which the 

geometrically large and heavy electronic 

components of the electrical intermediate circuit 

and the input filter are mechanically fixed. In 

addition, contact bridges are arranged in the part 

for the electrical connection of the two boards 

adjacent to the front sides of the intermediate 

assembly. The intermediate assembly and the two 

circuit boards form a stacked structure which is 

screwed to the bottom of the motor housing. The 

three electrical motor phase connections pass 

through the bottom of the motor housing and the 

power board and are screwed to the power board 

with contact elements. The developed electronic 

unit can provide electrical string currents of up to 

120Arms. Figure 7 shows the developed machine 

without electronics housing.   

        



Figure 8: View on the on board elecronics unit 

3.4. Housing and interfaces 

For a compact design, the hydraulic and electric 

machine are integrated into each other. For this, 

the two components can no longer be operated as 

individual components. Thus the unit works with 

a common shaft coming from the electric 

machine and projecting into the hydraulic 

machine. As a consequence, there is only one 

common bearing point for the shaft between the 

electric and hydraulic machine. Thus the 

hydraulic machine forms the A-bearing of the 

electric machine. The two bearings near the gear 

set are designed as plain bearings. Opposite this, 

at the other axial end of the shaft, a fixed bearing 

in the form of a roller bearing is arranged. 

Aluminium die-cast parts are used as the 

surrounding housing for the hydraulic machine, 

the electric machine and the electronic unit. In 

addition to accommodating the components, the 

housing also serves to provide or accommodate 

the various interfaces. Figure 8 shows an 

exploded view of the entire unit. Although the 

electrical machine is designed to be pressure-

resistant, as described above, the pressure in the 

rotor chamber is additionally controlled by two 

mechanical check valves. There is one check 

valve each between the rotor compartment and 

the two hydraulic connections of the unit. With 

the help of this hydraulic circuitry, the leakage oil 

from the pump, which is fed into the rotor 

chamber via the hollow shaft, is drained off and 

can only build up pressure in the rotor chamber at 

the level of the lower pressure of the two 

connections.

4. TESTING ANS VALIDATION 

4.1. Functional testing 

Figure 9 shows a typical pressure vs. flow limit 

curve of the developed machine.  

Figure 9: Pressure vs. flow limit characteristic 

Figure 7: Explosion view

      



The unit is capable of delivering volume flows of 

up to approx. 26 l/min on the one hand and 

pressures of up to approx. 130 bar on the other. 

The response times of the unit are particularly 

relevant for the intended application. It is 

important to influence the hydraulically coupled 

shock absorber of the vehicle depending on the 

current driving situation. Figure 10 shows a 

characteristic hydraulic step response 

measurement. 

Figure 10: Flow step response 

After less than 10ms from the time the setpoint is 

applied to the CAN connection, a volume flow is 

available to build up pressure in the downstream 

system. The pressure response depends on the 

hydraulic stiffness of the downstream system. 

Numerous new product-specific test possibilities 

have been created for the developed displacement 

machine. At the very beginning of the project, 

still in the concept phase, a function test bench 

was put into operation in order to be able to carry 

out benchmark tests and concept comparisons. In 

addition to an overall function test bench, a 

further test bench for measuring the electric 

motor was created. The characteristic values of 

the electric motor are determined on the engine 

test bench. Numerous small test benches for 

measuring the unit via temperature and especially 

in the noise measuring chamber round off the 

testing possibilities. 

4.2. Endurance testing 

The unit fulfils all requirements which are placed 

on components installed in the underbody area of 

motor vehicles. The housing and interfaces are 

designed according to protection class IP69. In 

the lifetime validation, the units were subjected to 

a load which corresponds to an operating time of 

8000h operation. To apply these test loads, 

specially designed test benches were put into 

operation. In the endurance tests the extreme 

robustness of the developed design is 

demonstrated. Since the motor is designed to be 

virtually wear-free, the evaluation of the internal 

gear machine after the endurance tests is of 

particular importance. Endurance tests in early 

prototypes have already shown that the selected 

internal gear machine is excellently suited to the 

service life requirements. Here, the use of a 

robust component from the industrial sector pays 

off particularly well. As a result of the endurance 

tests, a slight improvement in the overall 

efficiency of the unit over the test period is 

characteristic. Such an evaluation is shown in 

Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Typical total efficiency characteristic vs. 

life time testing  

5. LAUNCH AND START OF PRODUCTION 

The developed unit is completely produced at 

RAPA Automotive GmbH&Co. KG in Selb. The 

focus is on the assembly and testing processes. 

Primary parts as well as the circuit board set of 

the electronic unit are purchased from external 

specialists. In the course of the project, a 

completely new production hall with an 

impressive production line was built for this 

product. The assembly sequence is serial with 

buffer possibilities. Special processes such as the 

injection moulding of the rotor or the winding of 

the stator coils are arranged in the assembly flow. 

Product design and assembly are coordinated. For 

example, in a winding process two coils are 

wound simultaneously, a so-called coil pair. On 

the one hand, this shortens the cycle time in 

        



production for the winding process and the 

electrical connection of the coils and, on the other 

hand, enables a simplified design of the 

connection assembly which electrically connects 

the coils of the stator to the three phases U, V and 

W as interface to the electronics unit. A vacuum 

potting process is used to reliably fill the stator 

space with the narrow gaps with the 2-component 

potting compound. Here, the volume to be filled 

is subjected to vacuum before the filling process. 

The End of Line function test bench was designed 

and built in parallel to the development of the 

product and was already put into operation during 

sample production and further optimised until the 

start of series production. The basis for this was 

the laboratory test bench, which was designed 

and installed at the beginning of the project. A 

similar approach was taken in the design of a test 

step for the electric motor, which was temporarily 

stored in the assembly line. Here, various 

measuring methods were first examined and 

evaluated on the motor laboratory test bench with 

regard to their suitability for integration into the 

assembly process before a suitable test method 

for series assembly was defined. 

6. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

There are already numerous approaches for the 

development of a further generation of the 

presented electro-hydraulic displacement 

machine. One goal is to provide units for use in 

HV power supplies of motor vehicles in addition 

to the currently operated supply voltage of 48V. 

In addition, there are also efforts to further reduce 

the size of the units by increasing the power 

density of the electric machine. 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In the project presented here, a highly 

integrated electro-hydraulic displacement 

machine has been developed since 2012, 

especially for use in fully active chassis systems 

of motor vehicles. In addition to the automotive 

industrialization and optimization of an internal 

gear machine, the electric machine including an 

integrated electronic unit was completely 

developed and could thus be tailored to the very 

special requirements of the intended application. 

The first series application in a customer's vehicle 

started in the fall of 2018. The OEM is a German 

premium manufacturer that will also offer the 

fully active chassis system in which the unit is 

installed in another model series from 2020. 

RAPA Automotive GmbH&Co. KG is thus 

supplying the pressure supply unit for the world's 

first series active chassis based on fully active 

shock absorbers. The technology is currently 

being used in the first premium vehicles. A 

further distribution in the upscale vehicle 

segment is possible. Completely new topics, such 

as measures against motion sickness, will open up 

further fields of application for active chassis 

systems in the future and thus also further 

potential areas of application for the presented 

technology. 

Figure 12: Developed smart device  
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ABSTRACT 

All-wheel suspensions are generally challenging, particularly if they are equipped with an automatic 

level control. In mobile machines, the special application conditions make their use even more 

demanding regarding layout and control. A high center of gravity, load variations, off-road-conditions 

etc. require special measures to reduce roll and pitch movements. Additionally the uneven ground along 

with the mechanical suspension setup often create a need to measure and optimize tyre-to-ground forces 

in order to provide best traction and suspension properties. Hydropneumatic suspensions have all the 

potential to meet all these requirements and provide a comfortable, safe and efficient suspension setup. 

Keywords: hydropneumatic, all-wheel, suspension, control 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydropneumatic suspensions are well known for 

their superior qualities in mobile machines: high 

load capacity, easy and fast level control, 

adaptable suspension properties, robustness and 

many more. They provide comfort, safe ride 

behaviour and efficiency to the machines they are 

applied to. In many mobile machines, only parts 

of the under-carriage are actually suspended 

while others are still rigid or only maybe 

pivoting. In these cases, normally the front axle is 

suspended like for example on tractors, dumpers, 

road sweepers etc. 

It is obvious that this partial solution is only a 

compromise between function, complexity and 

cost. It comes also with a separation of functions: 

typically, the rigid axle(s) take(s) over the task to 

avoid roll movement (=roll stabilization e.g. 

during cornering) while the suspended axle is 

responsible for comfort and good traction 

(=efficiency). In an all-wheel suspension, all 

these functions are evenly distributed to each of 

the wheels, which adds complexity to the setup. 

2. WORKING CONDITIONS AND REQUIRE-
MENTS IN MOBILE MACHINES 

Usually, mobile machines are used as working 

machines, while the work consists of 

transportation of heavy loads or working with 

(heavy) tools. Therefore it is only natural that the 

weight on the axles/wheels varies very strongly 

depending on the working/loading condition - 

sometimes up to ratios above 5:1 (max:min). 

With the load or the tool (and their vertical 

position) comes a change of the height of the 

center of gravity. However, with increasing load, 

the COG will also move to a higher position. It is 

easy to see that this double influence causes a 

massive change of roll torque during cornering or 

whilst driving alongside a hill (depending on the 

working or loading condition). This is a major 

challenge in the layout of an all-wheel suspension 

and can best be mastered with a hydropneumatic 

suspension (see next chapter). 

To make the conditions even worse, in many 

applications the machine needs to have a narrow 

track width to make it fit to the specific working 

conditions, for example driving in narrow streets 

(sweeper) or driving in predefined crop rows 

(sprayer). The narrow track width worsens the 

ratio of COG-height to track width and therefore 

complicates the setting of the suspension 

parameters and even includes the danger of 

tipping over sideways. 

Mobile machines are frequently used off 

roads, which is generally quite demanding for 

suspension systems. Typically the ground is not 

paved but raw, therefore the surface is rather 

slippery, particularly when wet. Additionally, 

off-road surfaces are very uneven, with many 

random bumps and potholes of different size and 

      



depth. It also needs to be considered, that off-road 

machines work in naturally shaped areas with 

particularly steep surfaces being driven up- and 

downhill but also alongside hills. 

From these above-mentioned adverse working 

conditions, functional requirements can be 

deduced for appropriate suspensions (Fig. 1). 

These requirements are sometimes contradictive, 

therefore often a suitable compromise needs to be 

found for the suspension setup. 

Slippery conditions require the best possible 

traction. While traction partly depends on the 

choice of tyres, inflation pressure, etc. , the other 

important factor for traction is the tyre-to-ground 

(short: ttg) force.  Therefore, it is an absolute 

must, to distribute the ttg forces of all the wheels 

as evenly as possible  however limited by the 

laws of physics, as will be shown later. 

In order to cope with the undulations of the 

ground, a certain minimum suspension travel 

must be provided. If that´s not the case, in 

extreme conditions at least one of the wheels will 

lift off the ground (  ttg force = 0) and will 

therefore loose traction completely. It is 

recommended to have at least 20% (better 50%) 

more suspension stroke than the highest expected 

difference of wheel position due to ground 

unevenness. 

The suspension stroke is also connected to the 

level of comfort offered by the suspension. The 

more suspension stroke, the softer the suspension 

can be tuned  however limited by unpleasant 

drivers sensations like sponginess, loss of 

controllability or even seasickness. It is 

recommended for example for a wheel/axle 

suspension to choose the vertical natural 

frequency (assumed single mass oscillator) not 

lower than 1Hz, maybe only depending on certain 

conditions (damping, the type of vehicle, actual 

operation conditions etc.) it is possible to go 

somewhat below that. 

Along with strong load changes (be it due to 

actual change of payload or due to shifting of 

weight during cornering/braking/accelerating or 

hilly driving conditions) and a soft suspension 

setup come strong position changes. These 

changes in suspension cylinder length must be 

compensated quickly and accurately by bringing 

each cylinder back into its default position. 

ARGO-HYTOS chose to design a dedicated 

proportional valve for this purpose, as described 

in a contribution to the IFK in 2014 [1]. 

Particularly a high COG and a relatively small 

track width would allow an undesirable amount 

of roll movement during cornering  therefore 

countermeasures need to be taken. A roll 

compensation can help in such cases if the roll 

movement is normally rather slow. Roll 

compensation is basically a quick readjustment of 

the suspension cylinder length to avoid roll 

movement. It used for example in the Mercedes-

Benz ABC-suspension setup, which was/is 

available for example on Mercedes S-class 

models. 

If a roll compensation cannot react quickly 

enough, for example because of a too quick roll 

o an additional roll stabilization 

Figure 1: Boundary conditions, their effects and deduced functional requirements for all-wheel suspensions 

        



is needed. Roll stabilization comes from an 

additional spring that connects both wheels of an 

axle and only creates counterforce, if these two 

wheels have a different displacement, so when 

the left wheel is in another position than the right 

wheel. On passenger cars this is typically done 

with a stabilizer bar (also referred to as e.g. sway 

bar or anti-roll bar), which is a torsion bar 

between both wheels. This can also be found on 

mobile machines, however if a hydropneumatic 

suspension is used, the stabilization can also be 

done purely hydraulically (see next chapter). 

Despite of its undeniable positive effect for 

corner leaning, the roll stabilization also has 

negative effects on the ride behaviour on uneven 

surfaces, where the two wheels of an axle ride 

over different surface profiles. Then the so-called 

-

every acceleration of one wheel is (partly) copied 

to the other wheel and creates an acceleration 

there as well. This will create an uncomfortable 

and harsh ride behaviour with additional 

accelerations easily visible in the time-position-

curves (also depending on the strength of roll 

damping).  So the amount of roll stabilization 

must be wisely chosen in order to find the best 

compromise between reduced roll and acceptable 

comfort. 

3. SUSPENSION HYDRAULICS: 
CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 

Hydropneumatic suspensions offer significant 

advantages for the application in all wheel 

suspensions in mobile machines. With their 

additional possibilities however also come 

certain challenges for the design engineer during 

the layout of the system. Here are the four most 

important ones. 

3.1. Accumulator setup 

The accumulator is the component, which 

determines the spring rate of the suspension. It is 

the gas inside the accumulator that creates the 

cushioning effect. So the size and the prefill of the 

accumulator determine how soft the suspension 

will feel (the more gas, the softer). As already 

mentioned before, suspension softness and 

minimum needed stroke are directly connected to 

each other. If you allow a stroke of ±100mm or 

more (at the wheel), you can go for a natural 

frequency of the suspension of 1 to 1,5Hz (assumed 

single mass oscillator). If you only want to only 

allow ±50mm or maybe even less, the natural 

frequency should be tuned to 2 to 2,5Hz (single 
mass osc.). The aforementioned values of course 

also depend, among others, upon the chosen 

damping and the rotational inertia of the chassis. 

Very generally spoken, significantly below 1Hz the 

suspension will fell too spongy, even 

uncontrollable, while above 2,5 to 3Hz it will not 

feel comfortable enough. 

Typically, diaphragm accumulators are used in 

hydropneumatic suspensions, sometimes also 

piston accumulators. The accumulators must 

withstand all possible pressures that arise from 

load variations (payload and curve/hillside 

weight shift) and dynamic pressure changes when 

riding over uneven terrain. The typical max. 

pressure ratio of 8:1 for a diaphragm accumulator 

must cope with all these mentioned conditions. 

Normally for systems with a load ratio above 

2:1 (max:min) a preloaded hydropneumatic 

suspension is recommended in order to not 

overstrain the accumulator and to have similar 

suspension behaviour independent from loading 

conditions. However, in all-wheel suspensions, 

oftentimes the roll stabilization is done in a 

certain way by using the rod chamber of the 

suspension cylinders, too (shown later in this 

chapter). Therefore, it is not available to be used 

for preloading the cylinder hydraulically. Of 

course, there would be other possibilities of 

preloading (special cylinder with third chamber 

or external mechanical preload) but they are 

complex and costly, therefore a simpler hydraulic 

solution is preferred. 

The rather simple solution consists of an 

arrangement of two accumulators per cylinder 

[2]. In such a system, both accumulators are only 

used with heavy loads while with lower loads, 

only one accumulator is active. A valve is 

responsible for switching the second accumulator 

on and off. The transition point at a medium load 

is calculated during the layout. During operation, 

the loading condition is permanently monitored 

by a measurement of the cylinder pressure (low-

pass filtered to neglect pressure variations 

coming from ground unevenness). If the pressure 

is above a certain value, the valve is opened, if it 

drops below another, lower value (some 

hysteresis should be integrated) the valve is 

closed again. If a proportional valve is used, it is 

recommended to rather have a transition range 

than a transition point to make the change 

smoother and therefore possibly unperceivable. 

      



3.2. Roll compensation and stabilization 

Not all mobile working machines have fully 

individually suspended and level controlled 

wheels. In fact, many machines come with no 

suspension at all or just a preset mechanical 

suspension (with leaf or coil springs). Some 

machines have mixed mechanical and 

hydropneumatic suspensions (front different to 

rear), some machines have a level controlled 

(normally hydropneumatic) suspension but only 

one degree of freedom (vertical) for the whole 

axle, while the roll is completely fixed  this 

means its 100% roll stabilized this way. Some 

examples of possible setups are show in Fig. 2. 

Those machines with individually level-

controlled wheels can be equipped with the 

possibility for roll compensation and roll 

stabilization. This is particularly suitable when 

strong roll motions can be expected for example 

due to high COG and / or narrow track width. 

Roll compensation is basically the 

counteraction of the roll movement with the 

means of the already available valve that also is 

responsible for the level control / cylinder 

position control. The valves need to be operated 

in a way that, for example during cornering, the 

valve(s) for the outside wheels direct oil into the 

cylinders, while the valve(s) for the inside wheels 

release oil from the cylinders.  

It is easy to see that, the quicker the changes in 

roll motion, the more flow must be available to 

compensate the cylinder position. Therefore, the 

core of the roll compensation is a very quickly 

reacting cylinder position adjustment. The quick 

reaction must be covered both from the hydraulic 

and from the electronic side and sufficient 

hydraulic power must be available. The simplest 

way to achieve this is to have a dedicated, 

quickened control-loop for the cylinder position, 

which also uses only the position sensor signal for 

the respective cylinder. This control loop could 

then be activated (in addition to the regular 

position control loop) if certain criteria are 

fulfilled, for example if steering angle and vehicle 

speed both exceed certain values. 

In a more advanced approach, the activation of 

the valve is combined with special previewing 

algorithms, which could for example also use 

steering angle and speed or the signal from a 

lateral acceleration sensor. From steering angle 

and vehicle speed the expected lateral 

acceleration can be calculated and from this the 

expected roll angle. With this info, the cylinder 

can be already filled with oil / released from oil 

Figure 1: Possible suspension setups for mobile machines 

        



before this expected roll angle actually is reached. 

So instead of only reacting (as in the example 

with the quickened control-loop above) the 

-

roll motion. 

The abovementioned can also be done, if a 

sensor is used to directly measure the (lateral) 

acceleration. Such a sensor offers the additional 

possibility to do an over-compensation of the 

expected roll-movement. So during cornering the 

machine could even lean into the corner (like a 

motorbike) or, when driving alongside a hill, the 

machine could be brought upright independent 

from the slope of the hill. 

Compared to roll compensation, which acts 

rather slowly, a roll stabilization will provide 

instantaneous counterforces against roll 

movement right at the moment when the chassis 

is going to an inclined position. This is achieved 

by spring forces that act in a direction which try 

to bring the chassis perpendicular to the ground 

contact plane. As already mentioned, this can be 

done with mechanical means (stabilizer bar) or, 

in case of hydropneumatic suspensions, also with 

a special hydraulic setup. 

This hydraulic setup is using two double-

acting cylinders of a suspended axle that are 

-

pistonside of the left cylinder is connected to the 

rodside of the right cylinder and vice versa. In a 

hydraulic schematic, this is easily visible as a 

cross-shaped arrangement of hydraulic lines. 

While, in this setup, the actual load carrying area 

of the cylinder is the rod diameter, the vertical 

natural frequency is determined by the 

accumulator size and precharge. If these 

parameters are chosen according to the needs of 

the application, in a next step the roll stiffness can 

be chosen by a suitable ratio of piston area to rod 

area. The higher this ratio, the stronger will be the 

roll stabilization effect. 

The very positive effect of hydropneumatic 

roll stabilization is its inherent adaptation of roll 

stabilization to the load: the higher the load the 

higher is also the roll spring rate. This comes 

from the higher pressure in the cylinders and 

therefore the compression of the gas volume 

inside the accumulators. The vertical spring rate 

rises and with it also the roll spring rate increases. 

Indeed the latter increases by the power of 2 to 

the load. For many machines, this has a very 

positive effect: a linear increase of the roll spring 

rate with load would be not sufficient, since with 

increased load, also the COG rises. Both effects, 

increased load and increased COG, multiply and 

dramatically change the roll torque during 

cornering (like with a heavy load on the roof of a 

car). So the increase with the power of 2 is quite 

exactly what such machines need for the (ideally) 

constant roll behaviour independent from the 

load. 

The described roll stabilization is purely based 

on the hydraulic and mechanical layout of the 

system with no need for electronic control. 

However, roll stability is (just as the vertical 

spring stiffness) also influenced by the switching 

of accumulators as mentioned above. The tuning 

of the switching point and the relative size of the 

switchable accumulator must therefore consider 

both the vertical and the roll behaviour of the 

suspension. This means the test procedure must 

include pure straight driving on uneven terrain 

and also fast cornering in different loading 

conditions as well as the transition from a straight 

into a curve (needed to tune roll damping). 

3.3. Pitch compensation and stabilization 

The same principles apply as for the roll motion. 

-

described above for roll stabilization. 

Fortunately, the wheelbase of a machine is 

typically significantly higher than its track width, 

so usually the need for additional pitch 

stabilization is not very urgent. Normally the 

already available control for cylinder position is 

sufficient to compensate long-term pitch 

movements caused for example by weight shifts 

by driving steep uphill or downhill for a longer 

time. 

For short-term pitch movements, coming for 

example from heavy braking, it is also possible to 

quickly increase the damping or quickly increase 

the spring rate by switching a second accumulator 

off during the period of deceleration (as described 

above). By designing a suitable mechanical setup 

of the suspension, for example a leading link 

design, the pitch movements can already be 

significantly reduced just based on mechanics. 

However, certain boundary conditions (for 

example design space) do not always allow such 

a setup. 

      



3.4. Equalization of tyre-to-ground forces 

Ensuring optimal ttg forces has several 

advantages. First of all, it enables best possible 

traction and therefore driving safety as well as 

efficiency. Secondly, an unsuitable distribution 

of ttg forces also spoils comfort, since the 

stronger loaded wheels will create higher vertical 

natural frequencies, while the less loaded wheels 

are suspended too soft and therefore feel spongy. 

This way, the ride behaviour becomes less 

comfortable and less predictable. In extreme 

cases, it could even lead to tipping over of the 

vehicle. 

In a four-wheel / four-corner suspension, an 

unsuitable distribution off ttg forces typically 

comes from the hyperstatic character of this 

setup. Normally three wheels / contact points to 

the ground would make the system isostatic and 

thus only one distribution of ttg forces is possible. 

However, with the fourth wheel, there is one 

contact point too much so it is unclear how the 

vehicle weight will be transferred to the ground. 

Everybody knows the table (or chair) with four 

legs that rocks in a certain way only because one 

leg is slightly too short/long or because the 

ground is not completely even. The table rocks 

along the axis of the two legs that are slightly 

longer and therefore need to take most of the load. 

Indeed sometimes these two legs take all the 

weight from the table while the other two legs are 

almost unloaded. 

The same applies to a vehicle with four 

wheels, one in each corner. If the suspension 

position of each of these wheels is not in exactly 

the right position, the weight distribution will be 

unsuitable. Unsuitable in this case means that the 

weight distribution is not as it would be expected 

to be ideally due to the COG, the mechanics and 

the geometry. This is something very important 

to consider, since in a 4-wheeled vehicle, in 

almost no condition will the ttg forces at each 

wheel be a quarter of the weight. For this case the 

COG would have to be in the center of the 

vehicle, it would have to be driving on perfectly 

horizontal ground and with no lateral and no for-

aft accelerations. That is nearly never the case 

and that´s why ttg forces of all the wheels can 

almost never be exactly equal. 

The topic of ttg force equalization is important 

for the design of suspensions already for many 

decades. In the beginning, it was only considered 

for sports cars, who had to have, for best traction, 

optimal ttg force distribution. The ttg force 

distribution was manually set using a wheel force 

scale. Only once the automatic level-readjusting 

suspensions started to become more important, 

the ttg forces moved into the foreground of 

general development. Most work has been done 

in the area of passenger cars, which typically use 

pneumatic suspensions. Some work was also 

based on hydraulics, however often focused on 

active suspension systems. While in the 

beginning, the ttg force calculation could be done 

only during standstill or stationary straight 

driving [3], later these conditions were not 

necessary anymore ([4] and [5]) and the 

readjustment of ttg forces could be done at any 

driving condition. 

Normally, the first step in such an approach is, 

to calculate the ideal distribution of ttg forces 

under the given circumstances. To do that, it is 

necessary to find the (virtual) point of 

intersection of the vehicles COG gravity vector 

with the contact plane of the four wheels. The 

position of this point then allows to calculate for 

each wheel the ideal load under these 

circumstances. 

The next step then is, to measure the actual 

load on each wheel. The deviation of the actual 

load from the ideal load then allows to calculate 

corrective actions. Fortunately, in 

hydropneumatic suspensions, there is an easy 

source of information for the calculation. A 

pressure sensor in each suspension cylinder (at 

each wheel) gives the information about the 

current situation, from which also the ideal load 

distribution can be deduced. Indeed the cylinder 

pressures do not perfectly represent the ttg load 

(weight of the unsprung masses is not considered, 

friction inside the cylinders) but in tests they 

proven to provide a sufficiently accurate 

information representative for the ttg load. 

The corrective actions can be taken for each 

wheel individually, however for simplification, 

ARGO-HYTOS chose to group the wheels in 

diagonals [6]. Diagonal 1 is the front left wheel 

and the rear right wheel, while diagonal 2 is the 

front right wheel and the rear left wheel. If a 

corrective action is done, it is always applied to 

both wheels of a diagonal. For safety reasons, 

only the diagonal, where the load is higher than 

ideally calculated, is corrected by relieving oil 

from these cylinders. This way the pressure in 

these cylinders drops, these cylinders contract 

slightly and thus transfer more weight to the other 

        



diagonal. Once the load deviation of the higher 

loaded diagonal is again inside a tolerance band, 

the corrective action is ended. By lowering the 

higher loaded diagonal, it is ensured that at no 

time the cylinders are extended by the diagonal 

control loop, which would cause a lifting of the 

COG and therefore could bring the machine in a 

critical tip-over condition. 

It is obvious, that this control loop interferes 

with the position control loop of each wheel, 

which is supposed to keep the vehicle in a defined 

position. ARGO-HYTOS decided to melt the 

diagonal control into the position control loop 

and in the end only get one output signal for the 

proportional valve that controls the position (Fig. 

3). To enable this, the diagonal control loop 

position deviation. The latter is then added to the 

actual position deviation of each of the wheels of 

the respective diagonal (actual position  set 

position). This signal is then fed into the regular 

position control loop, where the normal, state-of-

the-art position control procedures are applied. 

The advantage of melting both loops into one 

control is firstly simplification and secondly also 

the right compromise between correct cylinder 

position and best ttg force distribution. For 

customization, this compromise can be shifted 

towards either one or the other goal by changing 

the parameterization of the algorithm. 

A useful by-product of the aforementioned 

calculations is the information about the available 

traction on each wheel as well as the information 

about how close the machine is to tipping over. 

These informations are sent to the main machine 

controller so the OEM can decide himself how to 

consider this info in his own algorithms. 

The described algorithms have proven their 

efficacy on several all-wheel suspended 

machines already, among them self-propelled 

sprayers, a self-propelled feed-mixer and a road 

sweeper. 

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

The realization of the above-mentioned methods 

is shown in the application on a self-propelled 

sprayer. All wheels are individually suspended 

while the wheels of an axle are cross-connected 

for roll stabilization. The schematic for front and 

rear axle are identical, that´s why only the 

schematic for the front axle is shown in Fig. 4. 

Due to the high tank capacity of 5000l and a 

36m boom, the load ratio on the hydraulic 

suspension cylinders is about 3:1 (max:min). For 

example, the highest load on the front axle 

appears with full tank and folded boom, while the 

Figure 3: Control schematic for tyre-to-ground force optimization 

      



lowest results from empty tank and boom 

deployed. Due to the high load ratio, a simple un-

preloaded cylinder+accumulator-setup was not 

possible. Instead, the switching of a second 

accumulator was implemented as already 

described in section 3. For this purpose, a 

standard 4/2-proportional Cetop valve is 

integr -

metering edges are used for the connection 

between cylinder and accumulator, which offers 

very low pressure drop when fully opened. A 

bypass orifice between accumulator 1 and 

accumulator 2 ensures permanent pressure 

equalization of accumulator 2 even if the 

proportional valve is fully closed. 

The hydraulic level control is done based on 

ARGO-HYTOS special 4/3-prop-levelling valve 

(25 lpm-version). For each suspension cylinder, 

one valve is needed. Each of these valves uses 

only one solenoid, which keeps the number of 

required PWM-outputs of the control unit low. 

The input signal for the level control comes from 

a position sensor (angle sensor). As mentioned in 

section 3, pressure sensors are attached to each 

level control circuit to allow to calculate and 

adjust the right ttg forces for each wheel. 

The control is done by one control unit each 

for the front and the rear axle. With a CAN-

connection in between, the front control unit is 

the master and also contains the central logics. 

Both control units read four sensor signals and 

operate four PWM outputs. 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

For maximum comfort, driving safety and best 

working results, a hydropneumatic all-wheel-

suspension offers many advantages over other 

types of systems. It automatically adapts its roll- 

and pitch-stiffness to the loading conditions and 

also allows, based on a dedicated control loop, to 

permanently measure, calculate and readjust the 

tyre-to-ground forces to the current operating 

conditions. Quick level adjustment, with high 

hydraulic power, can help to quickly adapt to load 

changes or to compensate roll and pitch 

movement when driving in hilly terrain. 

Hydropneumatic all-wheel suspensions are a 

well-proven technology in many different 

applications already. Since they fulfil the 

growing demand for comfort, working 

performance and efficiency, they are likely to be 

used in even more machine types in the future. 

Figure 4: Hydraulic schematic for the front axle of an all-wheel suspended self-propelled sprayer 
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ABSTRACT 

Truck drivers spend all day moving goods. They are exposed to vibrations every time they drive. 

Modern cabin suspension and an air-suspended seat already offer a high level of comfort. This, 

however, is designed for vertical dynamics and you can observe the cab of a truck performs large 

pitching vibrations during acceleration. These are examined here. A pitch model of the cabin is set up 

for this purpose. On the basis of this model it is examined which reduction of the vibration can be 

achieved by the use of a hydraulically translated vibration absorber. The advantage of this absorber is 

the use of the hydraulic transmission to reduce the heavy mass at high absorber inertia. 4 kg of fluid 

mass act as 131 kg absorber mass reducing vibrations by more than 10%. The conventional vibration 

absorber is inacceptable due to the additional load. The investigation based on VDI 2057 Part 1 shows 

that driving comfort can be increased. 

Keywords: fludi dynamic vibration absorber, cabin suspension, vibration, health protection, 

lightweight design

1. INTRODUCTION 

Half a million professional drivers are 

transporting goods in Germany. Driving comfort 

is essential for health protection. Hence, air-

suspended seats [1] are already part of everyday 

life. Vertical dynamics of the truck cabin are 

mastered by isolation [2, 3]. Also active systems 

for the improvement of vertical dynamics are 

investigated by several studies [4, 5]. 

The situation is less satisfying with pitch 

dynamics. Due to the soft suspension of the cabin 

and its high inertia, pitch oscillations are 

dominant during acceleration and breaking. 

The Fluid Dynamic Vibration Absorber 

developed within the DFG (Deutsche Forschungs 

Gemeinschaft) Collaborative Research Centre 
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pitch oscillations. By reducing the pitch 

oscillations, the exposure to the driver is reduced. 

In this paper, the exposure reduction achieved by 

the use of the Fluid Dynamic Vibration Absorber 

(FDVA) is evaluated with the aid of VDI 2057 

Part 1 [6]. 

2. FLUID DYNAMIC VIBRATION 
ABSORBER 

An absorber is used to reduce vibrations from an 

oscillating system. A conventional dynamic 

vibration absorber consists of a heavy mass and a 

capacity. In comparison to a conventional 

dynamic vibration absorber, that is not in the 

sense of lightweight construction due to the 

additional mass, the Fluid Dynamic Vibration 

Absorber (FDVA) reduces the dynamic mass by 

the use of hydrostatic transmission [7]. The 

movement of the  directs 

the force via the absorber spring to the piston of 

the FDVA. The piston with area  pumps oil 

from one chamber through a duct to the other 

chamber. Figure 1 shows the functional 

demonstrator. A first validation of the model [8] 

could already be shown with the functional 

demonstrator [9, 10]. The ratio 

describes the ratio between piston  and channel 

cross section . Due to the piston movement the 

fluid mass inside the ducts is accelerated -times 

the piston acceleration caused by the hydraulic 

transmission. This translation produces the 

virtual tilting mass. 

       



Figure 1: Functional demonstrator of FDVA [9] 

The FDVA force =  is described 

by the equation of motion 

 

with the piston mass , the ratio between 

cylinder length and duct length , the absorber 

stiffness  and the pressure loss . The fluid 

mass  is equal to the fluid in the duct. It 

becomes obvious from the equation of motion 

that this mass is translated. When we compare the 

measurement results for transmissibility 

, phase  and FDVA 

force  (Figure 2) with the simulation model 

they are in good agreement. Small differences in 

the absorber force  appear because friction is 

linearized. 

Figure 2: Measurement and simulation of FDVA with 

spring stiffness 57.4 N/mm and 2 opened 

ducts at 4 mm excitation 

We use the validated FDVA model for the 

following calculations and optimize the 

parameters for an adoption to a cabin suspension. 

3. CABIN SUSPENSION 

The cabin of a truck (Figure 3) is mounted on the 

front and rear with spring dampers on the chassis. 

The front suspension is designed to turn the entire 

cab for access to the engine. 

There are many eigenfrequencies of the truck due 

to the flexibly mounted motor, the wheel 

suspension and the trailer vibrations [11]. A 

model is used to analyse the systems vibration 

reduction (Figure 4). 

The rotating behaviour around the front 

suspension point can be assumed as an 

approximation. 

The rotatory vibration behaviour around the 

front suspension is described by the equation of 

motion. 

        



Figure 3: Truck cabin [12] 

Figure 4: Simplified cabin model 

The equation of motion for the simplified cabin 

model is given by: 

. (2) 

The dimensions of the cabin were taken from the 

manufacturer's data sheet [12]. The other 

characteristic values were taken from [13] and 

largely correspond to the values of a ZF test 

vehicle. Since the model of the cabin is kept very 

simple, the demand on the accuracy of the 

parameters is also not very high. Table 1 shows 

the parameters used. 

Table 1: Parameters of truck cabin [12, 13] 

Cabin parameter Value 

Half cabin mass 650 kg 

Length 2 m 

Length 1 m 

Length 1 m 

Suspension stiffness 40000 N/m 

Damping constant 13300 Ns/m 

Gravitation constant 9.81 m/s 

The measured velocity profile shown in Figure 5

is used for the investigation. 

Figure 5: Speed profile 

This profile originates from a test run by ZF 

Friedrichshafen to investigate lightweight 

components [14]. It represents an acceleration 

with gearshifts and a braking action. By changing 

the speed, the cabin is set in rotation. 

If one compares the deflection of the rear damper 

between the simplified model and the evaluation 

of the measurement run in Figure 6, a good 

agreement can be seen, although the vertical 

dynamics were disregarded in the model. The 

maximum deflection of the real system was not 

taken into account in the model and shows a 

difference in the braking process. 

The model will be used for further 

investigations to estimate the potential of the 

FDVA application. 

Figure 6: Comparison between simplified model and 

measurement 

       



4. FDVA DESIGN 

A vibration absorber absorbs the vibration energy 

of a vibrating system. Therefore, the energy is 

transferred from the vibrating system to the 

vibration absorber. For this purpose, a capacity 

with an inertia is added to the system [15]. The 

inertia is usually at least an order of magnitude 

smaller than the inertia of the system in order not 

to unnecessarily increase the total weight. It 

shows the advantage of the FDVA. The FDVA 

achieves a much higher inertia with a small 

additional mass. The optimal design of the FDVA 

is given by the tuning of the absorber frequency. 

The optimal eigenfrequency of the FDVA 

 (3) 

is close to the systems eigenfrequency , but is 

still dependent on the ratio  between 

the tilting mass  and the system mass . The 

frequency response always cuts two points for a 

variation of damping. We get the optimum 

eigenfrequency if these two points have the same 

ordinate value [15]. The damping depends on the 

transmission ratio. Taking these considerations 

into account, the tuning parameters of the FDVA 

can be given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Parameters of FDVA design 

Cabin parameter Value 

Oil mass 3.71 kg 

Tilting mass 131.04 kg

Eigenfrequency 1.8 Hz 

Ratio 48 

5. SIMULATION RESULT 

The equations of motion are transformed into a 

first order form and solved using the Runge-Kutta 

method. The input is defined as the speed of the 

truck. The angular acceleration of the cabin 

represents the result (Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Comparison of angular acceleration 

between cabin model with and without 

FDVA 

The frequency range of angular acceleration from 

0 to 5 Hz is plotted. At higher frequencies the 

amplitude of angular acceleration is very small 

and has hardly any influence on the driver. It can 

be seen that using the FDVA reduces the 

amplitude by about 10% in the range around the 

eigenfrequency. 

6. EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT ON THE 
DRIVER 

In the following, the effects of angular 

acceleration on well-being and physical health 

risk will be investigated. There are regulations 

that limit the time exposure of humans to 

vibration through the Ordinance on the Protection 

of Employees from Noise and Vibration Hazards 

[16]. 

The type, extent and duration of exposure shall 

be assessed. In the case examined here it concerns 

rotatory oscillations on a seated person which are 

evaluated in accordance to VDI 2057 Part 1 [6]. 

Accordingly, the rotation on the seat is weighted 

with the frequency weighting  (Figure 8). 

        



Figure 8: Frequency weightings  for a rotation on 

the seat according to VDI 2057 part 1 

The acceleration evaluation of the nodding cabin 

on the driver in sitting position reflects the well-

being. The driver therefore feels the worst at a 

frequency of 0.8 Hz. 

From the determined partial frequency 

weightings 

 (4) 

the effective value of the frequency-weighted 

acceleration of the entire spectrum 

 (5) 

is calculated. 

For the cabin model with FDVA a value of 

0.059 rad/  is obtained compared to the result 

without FDVA with 0.064 rad/ . This value is 

multiplied by the weighting factor  m/rad 

from ISO 2631 Part 1 [17] to convert the value 

into a linear comparison value. For the 

assessment acceleration, which is compared with 

the limit value, the effective value  must still 

be scaled with the action duration  as follows: 

. (6) 

The exposure time T is set in relation to the 

assessment duration of the working day h. 

Assuming a 2 h ride in stop and go,  h can 

be set, as there is constant acceleration and 

braking during stop and go. This approximately 

corresponds to the speed profile shown in figure 

4. These two hours do not come close to a 

potential health risk. With a value of 

 for the cabin model without FDVA, the 

assessment acceleration is still an order of 

magnitude below a potential health risk for which 

the limit values are shown in Figure 9. So even 

with a full 8 hours of traffic jam no health risk is 

to be expected here. 

Figure 9: Area of increased health risk by 

stimulation [6] 

However, this result is not surprising for an 

existing truck. The truck is designed to not 

expose the driver to any health risk during the 

journey. Even if there is no health risk, a good 

driving comfort is a sales argument. In addition 

to the health risk, the driver's perception can also 

be evaluated. The effective value with the 

weighting factor  is used for this evaluation. 

The perception is perceived as described in Table 

3. The greater the acceleration value, the stronger 

the perception. The perception of angular 

acceleration with an acceleration value 

 m/  related to linear movements in 

cabin suspension without FDVA is evaluated as 

easily perceptible according to Table 3. With 

FDVA  m/  and moves towards 

barely percentible, which improves comfort. 

Table 3: Scale of subjective perception [6] 

Root-mean-square values 

of the frequency weighted 

acceleration in 

Description of 
perception 

<0.01 not perceptible 

0.015 threshold of perception

0.015-0.02 barely perceptible 

0.02-0.08 easily perceptible 

0.08-0.315 strongly perceptible 

>0.315 extremely perceptible 

A reduction of the pitch oscillation to a barely 

perceptible sensation is therefore desirable. 

       



7. CONCLUSION 

We investigated the effect of pitch vibrations on 

the driver of a truck and how they can be reduced 

with a new type of vibration absorber. For this 

purpose, a simple cabin model for pitch 

oscillation was set up, which is excited by the 

acceleration of the truck in longitudinal direction. 

The comparison of the deflection of the rear 

suspension between model and measurement 

shows a good approximation. With this the 

effects of the pitch vibrations on the driver are 

investigated and compared between a model with 

and without integrated hydraulically translated 

vibration absorber. The simulation model of the 

Fluid Dynamic Vibration Absorber was validated 

and adopted to the cabin suspension. In the 

eigenfrequency of the cabin, about 1.8 Hz, the 

amplitude can be reduced by 10% with only 4 kg 

additional mass. This is possible by the hydraulic 

transmission of the vibration absorber. 

Driving comfort rated by the oscillation 

sensation is classified as easily perceptible. This 

easy perceptibility reduces the comfort and it is 

desirable to reduce the oscillations. Thus, a cabin 

suspension is a possible application for the 

FDVA. With this knowledge, the next step is to 

use the model of the FDVA in the half-vehicle 

truck model. This will show the FDVA`s 

influence on the other eigenfrequencies of the 

truck. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a Duct surface 

Partial acceleration amplitudes 

A Piston surface 

Evaluation acceleration 

Root-mean-square value of the frequency-

weighted acceleration 
Partial  

c Suspension stiffness 

d Damping constant 

Eigenfrequency of the FDVA 

Eigenfrequency of the truck cabin 

Force of FDVA 

FDVA Fluid Dynamic Vibration Absorber 

g Gravitation constant 

IFK International Conference of Fluid Power 

Correction factor for assessment quantities 

Absorber stiffness 

Distance between front and rear suspension 

Distance between front suspension and centre of 

mass in longitudinal direction 

Distance between front suspension and centre of 
mass in vertical direction 

Half cabin mass 

Tilting mass 

Fluid mass in duct of FDVA 

Oil mass of FDVA 

Piston mass 

Mass of oscillating System  

Pressure loss 

Exposure duration 

Assessment duration 

v Truck speed 

V Transmissibility 

Frequency weightings 

Absorber motion 

System motion 

Ratio between piston surface and duct surface 

Ratio between cylinder length and duct length 

Rotational inertia of truck cabin 

Inertia of FDVA 

Ratio between tilting and system mass 

Oil density 

Pitch angle 

Angular velocity 

Angular acceleration 

Starting pitch angle 

Phase shift 
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ABSTRACT 

The UAE Pavilion will be a major attraction at Expo 2020 in Dubai. The roof of the building consists 

of 28 operable wings made of carbon and glass fiber, having masses ranging from 5 to 18 tons and total 

lengths in the range of 30 to 65 m that have to be actuated by a dedicated mechanism.  

In this paper we present the turn-key project for the design, manufacturing, installation, test and 

commissioning of the Roof Wing Opening System, which represents a unique system world-wide for 

operating the wings. It consists of one Hydraulic Power Unit with approximately 1 MW of installed 

power, 2 km of piping working at the nominal pressure of 210 bar, 46 hydraulic cylinders with 1.5 tons 

of mass each and the complete automation and control subsystem that includes 9 separate PLCs, 

dedicated software, 2.000 sensors and control points, and over 20 km of harness.  

One major challenge is the control of the wings. Part of them, due to their huge dimensions and 

masses, are actuated using two or three hydraulic cylinders that have to be properly synchronized 

during the movement, preventing unwanted displacements in order to avoid stresses on the wing 

mechanical structure and ultimately permanent damages. Due to the nature of the project, a final 

validation of the control algorithms can be done only at system level during the commissioning phase. 

Therefore, particular care has to be devoted to the verification strategy, anticipating the behavior of the 

system in the early validation stages and following a V-model approach, in order to identify critical 

situations and reduce the overall risk.  

After a brief system description, we will explain how the verification has been approached by using 

system level simulations and dedicated testing activities on specific subsystems. In particular, we will 

detail the verification of the control algorithms that has been performed on a dedicated Hardware-In-

the-Loop system first, followed then by dedicated tests on a reduced wing mock-up, allowing the study 

of the system behavior under the most critical conditions. These include the application of external 

forces with specified profiles. Finally, we will provide the actual status of the system installation, 

testing and commissioning activities that have been running in Dubai since January 2019. 

Keywords: Hydraulic System, Piping, Valves, Hydraulic Actuators, Motion Control, Synchronization 

1. THE UAE PAVILION AT EXPO 2020 

The UAE Pavilion at Expo 2020 is designed by 

the Architect Santiago Calatrava in the shape of a 

falcon in flight, the official symbol of the UAE, 

and will be a major attraction at Expo 2020. The 

roof of the building consists of 28 carbon and 

glass-fiber shaped movable wings, having masses 

ranging from 5 to 18 tons and total lengths in the 

range of 30 to 65 m. They are actuated by a 

hydraulic system called Roof Wing Opening 

System (RWOS) that is going to be discussed in 

the following paragraphs.  

      



This special application generated a quite unusual 

list of requirements to be compliant with, a step 

ahead of the common requests typical of 

industrial applications. Since the beginning of the 

project, we became aware that it was mandatory 

to have a different approach and an open mindset 

to provide a technical solution fulfilling the 

requirements that are beyond usual expectations. 

Functionality and good performance were not 

enough, the final aim of the project was to realize 

something to let people astonish, a glimpse of 

perfection which is the expected target for this 

event and a special town like Dubai. The final 

Customer was not just looking for something 

simply working, but to be delighted with. This 

awareness accompanied us throughout the 

development of the whole project. 

Our purpose has been at highest level to 

provide a system giving the impression of 

absolute precision and solemnity during the 

movement, being compliant with the 

environment, the Expo 2020 sustainability idea 

and the expectations of the Client in terms of 

performance, reliability and aesthetics. 

Translating it into requirements it means: All 

wings shall be opened and closed in a 

synchronized harmonic simultaneous fashion, 

absolutely silently, with the lowest possible 

visual impact, having the highest reliability, high 

power efficiency, implementing a technical 

solution devoted to solidity and stability. 

Based on the above a technical solution was 

developed from a reference design and a set of 

performance specifications. The design 

development was supported by continuous 

collaborations with the CI Team, giving us the 

possibility to develop and optimize the system 

architecture. 

The hydraulic system structure has been 

defined trading-off the system characteristics, the 

limited available space inside the building and the 

aggressive time schedule of the construction. All 

equipment, including the piping network have 

been prefabricated in Europe and delivered to 

Site for installation. As an example, the detailed 

design allowed the installation of approx. 1,3 km 

of system piping fully prefabricated without 

realizing any welding on site. 

2. THE ROOF WING OPENING SYSTEM 

2.1. Hydraulic Concept 

The hydraulic system architecture includes:  

One Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) with 

approx. 1 MW of capacity located in the 

basement of building. 

One piping network implementing the 

hydraulic backbone of the system. The 

piping system is composed by two lines: 

Pressure supply line and Return line. Both 

start from the HPU and connect to the roof 

area.  

46 Valve Stands to independently control 

the movement of each hydraulic actuator 

including pressure sensors. 

46 Hydraulic Actuators equipped with 

stroke and proximity sensors. 

One Automation and Control Subsystem 

(AUT) that includes 17 electronic cabinets 

and more than 20 km of cables. 

The basic design idea is to control flow rate and 

system pressure independently, adjusting them 

according to every specific working condition. 

For this reason, fixed displacement pumps 

controlled by electrical motors driven by 

inverters have been used. This allows an almost 

instantaneous setting of the system pressure 

according to the specific load request. 

Figure 1: Pictorial view of the UAE Pavilion at Expo 

2020, Dubai.

Figure 2: RWOS Hydraulic Power Unit.

        



The max oil flow rate has been calculated based 

on the time requirements specified for wing 

opening and fast closing sequences. Flow rates 

have been calculated individually for every 

actuator taking into consideration their cinematic 

characteristics and acceleration and deceleration 

profiles. Since the main architectural project 

requirement considers the synchronous opening 

and closing of all wings simultaneously, they 

have been finally combined in order to obtain the 

total flow rate required by the working cycle, as 

shown by the blue curve of Figure 3, where the 

worst-case opening cycle is considered. 

The system design pressure has been defined in 

accordance to the dynamic load requirements 

calculated for every actuator. The envelope of the 

pressure required for the movement for given 

angular positions of the wing has been calculated 

considering the worst-case load condition having 

both the effect of gravity and the load generated 

by the wind. Relevant wind load data have been 

derived from a dedicated test campaign with a 

representative UAE Pavilion model in the wind 

tunnel, in which a complete pavilion model 

including all surrounding buildings has been used 

to measure wing loads using approximately 900 

pressure sensors.  

The resulting pressure requirement for 

allowing the movement of the system is shown by 

the blue dots in Figure 3. 

In order to minimize the power consumption, 

flow rate and system pressure are regulated 

according to the working cycle. Due to the 

cinematic law, the acceleration and deceleration 

phases and the dependence of the loads from the 

wing angular position, the pressure request is 

maximum at the beginning of the opening 

movement, where the flow rate request is at 

minimum. After acceleration, the pressure 

request decreases while flow rate demand 

increases. This defines a trade-off between 

pressure and flow rate, giving the possibility to 

optimize the power consumption. 

The HPU generated flow rate and output 

pressure applied on the P-line are shown by the 

orange and yellow curves respectively. 

The request of having a silent movement 

drives the choice to use internal gear pump, to 

introduce bumper elements on all piping system 

and to define the start-up sequence in order to 

minimize the possibility of vibration. 

Among high-pressure pumps, internal gear 

pumps are in fact those with lowest noise 

emission. Additionally, two pumps on each pump 

unit have been foreseen. Twin pumps have been 

installed in such a way to have pulsation in 

counter-phase, thus reducing pressure ripple on 

the pressure line and consequently the noise 

emission. 

2.2. System Piping 

System Piping has been designed taking into 

consideration different constrains. The main 

requirement is to guarantee high-pressure 

hydraulic fluid flowrate at big distance from the 

HPU (Hydraulic Power Unit), where pressure is 

generated. This has to be achieved considering 

the structure deformation of the building, desertic 

climate that includes extreme temperature 

excursions, sand storms and heavy rains, 

different elevations of actuators and power 

generation.  

Non-painted stainless steel 316L has been 

selected as piping material. This is considered as 

the most reliable measure to guarantee 

functionality throughout the pavilion  lifetime, 

limiting the maintenance demand. 

The HPU is designed in order to provide a 

maximum constant 210bar working pressure with 

more than 2000l/min flow rate. A schematic 

picture showing the location of the HPU and the 

routing of the system piping inside the Pavilion is 

shown in Figure 4.  

The HPU is located in Basement 2 (B2) level, 

5 meters below the Ground level, and 45m far 

Figure 3: System level requirements and HPU 

parameters for the opening cycle (180 

seconds) under worst-case load conditions.

      



from the point where pipes can raise to the roof 

and approx. 100m from the farthest wing 

actuator: the design goal is the minimization of 

pressure losses along the distributions, in order to 

maintain a good system efficiency. This 

requirement, in conjunction with the design and 

test pressure set to 1.5 times the working 

the 

high-pressure 

pressure pipe for the fluid flow return from the 

roof to the power unit. 

These two pipes are routed inside the pavilion 

B2 level to the designed Riser chimney, crossing 

parking, rooms, walls. This represents a real 

challenge considering that the weight is as high 

as 50 kg/m for bare steel without fluid inside for 

for each area, have been designed, taking into 

consideration the specific routing for both 

pressure and return line inside the pavilion area. 

Each support sustains more than half of a metric 

ton in such cases. 

The vertical part of the pipes reaching the roof, 

called Riser, is a 15m long line ending at the 

interface between the concrete part of the 

pavilion and the steel roof. In this area the main 

design requirement is related to the ability to 

allow different deformation coefficients between 

the steel roof and the concrete part of the 

building. In fact, the steel roof is supported by the 

concrete structure in such a way, that it is free to 

move (breath) when contracting or expanding 

under thermal changes, in order to minimize the 

loads transferred from the roof into the concrete 

base.  

On the roof, two pipes are formed in loop, 

passing through the steel roof ribs. These pipes, 

called Ring Pipes, ensure fluid distribution to 

each wing. Their size ranges between and 

for the pressure line and between and 

the return line pipe. The diameter is at maximum 

near to the Riser and is reduced towards the ring 

termination. The ring topology has been chosen 

in order to let the fluid take the easiest, therefore 

less dissipative, way to reach the actuators 

according to each actuation phase. The ring is 

made with spool pieces connected by means of 

flanges, forming a segmented loop with many 

curves that allow deformation induced by thermal 

loads. The overall length of each loop is approx. 

550m for the pressure pipe loop and 590m for the 

return pipe. 

Flexible hoses have been used to connect Riser

and Ring Piping. A system based on flexible seals 

and gutters is used for guaranteeing 

waterproofing of the roof where flexible hoses 

are installed. 

Particular attention has been devoted to the 

design of the pipe supports. In fact, the pipe 

network has to be able to expand due to thermal 

effects induced by the oil temperature. Moreover, 

as the roof steel structure can be deformed by 

thermal effects and wind loads, the opposite 

condition has to be considered, allowing a roof 

deformation without impacting on the pipe 

integrity. Special supports have been designed for 

this purpose. Pipes are allowed to slide on them, 

being able to compensate thermal deformations. 

The fixation points have been designed allowing 

all degree of freedoms required to accommodate 

different thermal expansion coefficients. On the 

roof, the whole ring pipe is 

supports, allowing any deformation of the roof 

structure, without impacting the pipes. 

An additional issue is represented by system 

vibrations that could be amplified by the steel 

structure of the roof generating noise inside the 

pavilion. For this reason, elastic elements have 

been introduced in correspondence of any 

connection point between the hydraulic system 

and the supporting structure. The complete piping 

network is sustained by adequate rubber pads.  

Each wing is equipped with one to three 

actuators, according to the wing length, that 

needs to be fed with high pressure hydraulic fluid. 

For each wing smaller pipes are sufficient to 

provide the required flow. One high-pressure line 

and one return line run along the steel wing rib 

passing through valves manifolds used for 

feeding the system: these are called Wing Pipes. 

In order to reduce weight and volume and pipes 

Figure 4:  Pictorial view of the piping routed through 

the pavilion.

        



waste, pipe dimensions are different according 

the amount of flow they have to manage. 

Connection between the ring and wing pipes 

are made with flex hoses in order to leave the ring 

pipes free to move and expand radially 

independently with respect to Wing Pipes  radial 

expansion. 

2.3. Hydraulic Actuators and Motion 
Control 

The movement of each hydraulic actuator is 

indipendently controlled by one dedicated 

proportional control valve. Additional valves are 

provided to manage lock-in position, emergency 

closing and direction of movement. Valves are 

installed on a block located on the back of each 

actuator, thus reducing the distance and 

increasing the control response time. Relief and 

lock valves are installed directly on the cylinder 

for safety purposes. 

Figure 5: Valve Stand connected with hydraulic 

actuator. 

The motion control solution has been designed in 

accordance to the specific hydraulic architecture 

and components. We have followed our standard 

philosophy in controlling the speed of a hydraulic 

axis piloting a compensated proportional flow 

valve and using the signal of a position transducer 

as feedback. 

Two different hardware solutions have been 

adopted for controlling wings with single and 

multiple axes. 

The system is modular. Each axis has a 

dedicated motion control card (CAC). In case of 

a multi-axis wing one additional control card acts 

as synchronism supervisor (SSC). All cards 

communicate internally via a dedicated CAN bus. 

The connection to the automation and control 

subsystem (AUT) is performed through a 

PROFINET interface. 

Two different functions, discussed hereafter, are 

implemented in the motion controller: wing and 

synchronism control. 

Wing control 

It executes the opening/closing command, 

operating the wing. The angular speed profile 

according to [1] is defined by the distance, travel, 

acceleration and deceleration times with the 

following equation:  

Ta and Td have been chosen according to the 

hydraulic circuit characteristics and power 

management requirements. 

The standard profile consists of a full-stroke 

opening/closing movement to be performed in 

180s +/-2s. Fast closing with max. speed shall be 

allowed in 120s in case of critical weather 

conditions. Although it does not represent a 

nominal working condition, a profile generator 

allows a recovery movement starting from an 

intermediate position. 

Due to the specific characteristics of the 

project and the difficulty in predicting the 

dynamic behaviour of the wing, a special open-

loop algorithm has been implemented for 

controlling the angular speed of the wing using 

the stroke information of the cylinder as 

feedback. 

The kinematic law of each actuator is defined 

by equation (2), that has a set of parameters that 

depend on the geometry and the position of the 

wing on the roof. Consequently, each cylinder 

has a unique set, that is stored in the 

firmware.  

Figure 6: Block diagram of the motion control card 

algorithm for single axes wings. 

      



Based on the actual position x, the kinematic law 

is used to calculate the angle, and through the 

inverted relationship (3), to generate a linear 

position profile starting from the angular profile 

required by the travel time-direction relationship. 

A derivative function of the kinematic law is 

used to calculate the output to the proportional 

flow valve from the angular speed and to scale the 

control deviation due to the synchronism error in 

case of a multi-axis subsystem.  

Due to the open loop control solution adopted, 

the tracking quality of the cinematic profile is 

strictly linked to the behaviour of the proportional 

flow valve, which has been designed "ad hoc" for 

this project. In order to compensate for deviations 

from the theoretical behaviour induced by 

external influences and tolerances in mechanical 

and hydraulic components, a Speed Adaptive 

Control (SAC) algorithm has been used. SAC is 

a modified version of the MR-Controls concept 

according to [2], with three main differences:   

SAC doesn't act at the same frequency of 

the control loop (i.e. 1 kHz), but in a 

defined number of checkpoints as a 

supervisor of the followed profile. 

SAC forces a direct correction to the speed 

at each checkpoint and compensates the 

cumulated positioning error in the 

remaining part of the stroke.  

Checkpoints are equally spaced in the 

angular range. 

b. Synchronism control 

Synchronization is required for wings with two or 

three axes. In this case the management of the 

Open Loop Profile and SAC are moved to SSC. 

This is required as the cinematics of the axes 

belonging to the same wing are different so that a 

normalized profile is required. 

A closed-loop PI control (fc = 1kHz) based on 

a Master-Slave concept is implemented in CAC, 

using the synchronization set point passed by the 

SSC and it's active only for slave axes. The aim 

is to minimize the synchronism error under the 

maximum acceptable limit of +/-10mm around 

the normalized linear position. 

Figure 7:  Block diagram of the motion control card 

algorithm for multiple axes wings. 

The main advantages of this choice are: 

With a Master-Slave concept disturbances 

and oscillations on a slave axis do not 

influence the whole controller.  

The Master is controlled in open-loop 

avoiding the complexity arising from the 

low natural frequency of the system and 

granting the independence of the tuning of 

the synchro controller from the wing 

control. 

SSC, being the fastest observer of the 

synchronism, is also in charge for the 

execution of any immediate stop of the 

wing movement, in case that the 

synchronization error exceeds an 

acceptable threshold limit. 

2.4. The Control and Automation 
Subsystem 

The AUT subsystem manages the control of all 

RWOS parts and includes the following main 

items: 

One HPU Power Supply Cabinet including 

main PLC (HPU0-Q001) 

Two Wing Power Distribution Cabinets 

incl. remote PLCs for remote Wing 

Automation (HPU0-Q003 and -Q004) 

Four Wing Power Supply Cabinets 

delivering +24V power supply for all 

actuator subsystems (OCL0-Q001 through 

-Q004) 

Ten Wing Automation Cabinets including 

the control electronics for the actuator 

control and synchronization (OCL0-Q101 

through -Q110).  

Several IP67 compliant remote I/O 

modules 

        



Temperature sensors, pressure and stroke 

transducers 

Interconnecting harness including power 

cables, fiber optic lines, signal lines, 

sockets and sensors. 

All PLCs are physically located in B2. Wing 

Power Supply and Automation Cabinets are 

located in the upper part of the roof, called 

Oculus. No direct roof access is required, since 

parametrization of any device can be performed 

remotely, thus simplifying the maintenance. 

The roof opening and closing functionality is 

available from a central Building Management 

System (BMS) located in a dedicated area of the 

building through a dedicated network connection 

to the main PLC. A scheduler allows the 

execution of automated sequences based on daily 

or weekly wing actuation plans. Actuation 

sequences are limited to the maximum allowed 

cycles per day and maximum delay time between 

two consecutive cycles, in order not to overheat 

the hydraulic fluid. 

The top-level block diagram of the RWOS is 

shown in Figure 8. The primary power to the 

HPU inverters and motors is delivered through 

the main cabinet HPU0-Q001 that is connected 

Figure 8:  Block diagram of the RWOS AUT architecture including the network communication.

Figure 9: Subsystems connected to one multi-axes wing.

      



directly to the main transformer and is capable to 

provide up to 935kW of power.  

All control subsystems of all electric panels 

including the main PLCs are supplied by three 

UPS subsystems, which allow 10 minutes of 

operation also in case of main power loss, thus 

ensuring the possibility to drive the RWOS in a 

secure condition before switch-off.  

For each actuator the wing control electronics 

has to manage the following subsystems: 

Directional and proportional flow control 

valves for cylinder actuation 

Pressure transducers 

Stroke transducers 

Temperature sensors 

In addition to the above, each wing has a 

certain number of additional valves for 

controlling the lock-in mechanism of the wings 

and for maintenance purposes. 

Remote input/output modules are used at each 

actuator position, complying with the high-

temperature requirements applicable to the roof 

area and IP67 protection class. Each socket is 

connected to the PROFINET communication 

network and receives the +24V power supply 

from the power supply cabinets installed in the 

Oculus area, as shown in Figure 9. 

3. EARLY-STAGE SYSTEM VERIFICATION 

3.1. Overall Approach 

The main verification challenge is related to 

the system dimensions and to the difficulty of 

performing representative tests before final 

testing and commissioning at site. We have 

overcome this limitation following a V-model 

verification approach combining system 

modelling, simulations and tests at subsystem 

level.  In particular, three levels of verification 

have been addressed, involving: 

The firmware of both CAC and SSC; 

The wing control subsystem including 

hydraulics, electronics and software; 

The system behavior, that depends from 

the hydraulics architecture, the operation 

of the wings and disturbances generated by 

both internal and external factors (i.e. 

pressure fluctuations, wind effects, etc.). 

The testing activity has been aimed to 

anticipate the behavior of the components 

involved in the system and to identify the risks 

during the development phase prior to the testing 

at site. In the following paragraphs we provide an 

overview of each verification steps, starting from 

the system modelling, which represents the base 

of our verification strategy.  

3.2. System Modelling and Simulations 

System simulations have the objective of 

identifying critical working conditions during 

test, commissioning or operational phases. The 

criterion is the verification of the available 

system design margin. Two main aspects have 

been analyzed: 

System pressure losses throughout the 

various operating conditions, that depend 

from the power demanded by the actuators 

during the movement. They answer to the 

basic question if the cylinders are able to 

move in any possible load condition. 

Pressure reserve available under worst 

case operating conditions. 

Different simulation models have been 

developed for this purpose. 

Evaluation of pressure losses 

The first model includes HPU, pressure relief 

valves (PRV) used for setting the system pressure 

and piping network. The pump model is signal-

based. The hydro-mechanical and volumetric 

efficiencies are stored in a map. Both are 

dependent from the applied system pressure and 

engine speed, according to . This allows the 

calculation of the effective torque of the motor 

shaft and the loss of the volume flow to along its 

characteristic curve, from the start up to the 

operating point. The parameterisation and 

validation are executed with data sheets and 

pump characterization measurements. The model 

does not consider the dynamic behaviour and 

pulsation of the pump, as well as the starting 

behaviour of the electrical motors.  

The manifold includes different valves and 

filters that have been described exclusively by 

their flow characteristics. A functional mapping 

is not necessary, as these are normally only 

actuated when the system is not moving. The 

PRV model is based on the functional description 

of the valve based on pressure-time profiles, 

dynamic behaviour and volume-flow 

characteristics. 

Design data including lengths, diameters and 

height differences have been used for the pipe 

        



system model, which is composed by individual 

pipe elements. Every element considers: 

hydraulic capacity and inductance 

 ( ) 

 ( ) 

 ( ) 

 ( ) 

hydrostatic losses 

 ( ) 

hydrodynamic losses 

 ( ) 

 ( ) 

pipe friction according to Haaland 

 ( ) 

flow resistance 

 ( ) 

Pipe wall expansion effects and fixation 

interfaces to the building structure were 

neglected as their real effect on the system was 

unknown at the time. 

Pipe model validation has been limited to a 

first-order validation based on literature [3], due 

to the non-availability of measurements and the 

large scale of the system.  

All cylinders have been mapped with their 

required volume flow through 46 take-over 

points directly connected to the main piping 

circuit.  

Every sub-model including the related 

physical behavior has been verified individually 

before final model assembly. 

Figure 10 shows an example of the intermediate 

verification: The influence of the hydraulic 

capacity on the pressure build-up (I) and drop-

down (II) phases for the opening cycle without 

cylinder flow and other losses is illustrated. In 

area I, the difference between pump flow and 

available flow over the PRV is the necessary 

volume flow for the system pressure build-up. 

Area II shows an additional volume flow in the 

pressure drop-down phase.  

Figure 12:  Pressure losses vs. volume flow on cylinder 

A2 at different temperatures (HLP 46).

Figure 11: Pressure losses simulation for opening cycle 

(180 sec, PRV on the roof).

Figure 10:  Influence of the hydraulic capacity -

pressure build-up and down phase 

      



Figure 11 presents the results of the pressure loss 

analysis for the 180 sec opening cycle. The 

pressure at different locations is shown for 

HLP46 oil at 40°C. Losses are approximately 

10 bar, as expected.  

Four temperatures and two oil types have been 

analyzed, as shown in Figure 12, where pressure 

losses at the cylinder connection joint are shown 

as a function of the volume flow.  Worst-case 

pressure losses are 13bar at 20°C oil temperature. 

15bar have been considered through all 

simulation work, in order to compensate for 

model uncertainties and measuring errors from 

the preliminary investigations. 

Evaluation of the pressure reserve 

The evaluation of the system pressure reserve 

requires the modelling of the cylinder hydraulic 

control, that includes the flow control valve 

(FCV), as well as additional components. The 

system behaviour is defined by the FCV 

characteristics. Depending on the cylinder size, 

two valve types with nominal volume flows of 

60 l/min or 110 l/min respectively have been 

used. All other components have been modelled 

exclusively by their flow characteristics. 

The FCV includes proportional valve spool, 

pressure compensator, and pilot valve. The 

volume flow is kept constant with changing load 

conditions for a constant set current. This is 

achieved through the pressure compensator, that 

ensures a constant pressure drop across a throttle, 

according to the following throttle equation: 

(14)

The FCV has typically non-ideal behaviour, 

that includes current and pressure dependent flow 

characteristics and hysteresis. The valve control 

range begins at a pressure drop of eight bar. The 

model includes the following components: 

a characteristic valve map; 

a set current dependent hysteresis;  

the valve behavior outside the pressure 

control range. 

Signal-based mapping has been used for the 

determination of the characteristic FCV map. For 

this purpose, measurements of the valve recorded 

in four different set-up configurations have been 

used and analysed, in order to derive the basic 

characteristics of the components involved. 

Figure 13 shows the valve measurement setup. 

During the test a pump is providing a constant 

volume flow. Two different PRV can set a nearly 

constant pressure difference across the flow 

control valve. The following test scenarios have 

been used: 

1. ramp-shaped current build-up without 

counter pressure 

2. ramp-shaped current build-up with constant 

counter pressure at 180 bar 

3. ramp-shaped counter pressure build-up with 

constant opening current at 1900 mA 

4. ramp-shaped counter pressure build-up with 

constant opening current at 1260 mA 

Figure 13: Sketch of the measurement test bench and 

results  a) with counter pressure; b) without 

counter pressure; c) two measurement with 

constant current by changing pressure 

difference. 

The characteristic valve map is derived by fitting 

the known measured points with polynomial 

functions using a least squares approximation. 

The maps generated so far are further reduced to 

final characteristic maps with significantly less 

points through a second least squares 

approximation. The result are characteristic maps 

that are transferred into the model. Out of the 

valve pressure control range  i.e. between 0 to 8 

bar  the valve behaviour is approximated with an 

ideal throttle equation, according to (14). 

The theoretical derived pressure dependence is 

evident in the characteristic diagram. 

Considering a constant set current of 1900 mA, 

approx. 21 l/min total flowrate variation are 

generated at the maximum pressure difference. 

Furthermore, it can be seen that there is no clear 

linearity between volume flow and control 

current. Both aspects have to be taken into 

account when reflecting the control algorithm. 

        



Based on the analysis of the measurement 

data, the following model components have been 

generated with an acceptable level of accuracy 

(Figure 14).

Characteristic valve map 

Hysteresis dependent on set current change 

Ideal throttle behavior beyond control 

range 

Pressure dependent hysteresis has been 

neglected. 

Figure 14:  FCV Model. 

The model considers the time response of the 

FCV. Two approaches have been investigated. In 

the first option, the reaction time of the pressure 

compensator to changing pressure conditions can 

be simulated by a delay in the pressure difference 

signal. In the second approach the signal of the 

solenoid control current is delayed. Considering 

the dynamic behaviour of the valve that depends 

mainly on inertia and friction, a time-dependent 

solenoid current has been preferred.  

The evaluation of the pressure reserve has 

been carried out with the above model.  We have 

selected the most critical cylinders in terms of 

loads generated by the wing mass and external 

forces in worst-case wind conditions. The highest 

force on each wing angle position under all wings 

was used to create a synthetic force load profile 

for the simulation. 

Both the opening and closing sequence have 

been separately investigated. Reaction forces on 

the cylinder and the pressure on the cylinder 

valve block have been considered as model 

boundaries. The applied system pressure has been 

reduced by 15 bar in order to account for pressure 

losses. A simplified version of the cylinder 

control algorithm has been used for this purpose.  

First results evidenced the necessity for 

modifying the system pressure profile extending 

the duration of the high-pressure condition at the 

beginning of the opening cycle, in order to 

overcome the high loads acting on the actuators. 

Also, during the closing process pressures were 

insufficient in some cases.  

New profiles have been generated increasing 

the system pressure from 140 to 160 bar showing 

that sufficient design margin is present during all 

operating conditions. An example is given in 

Figure 15, where the results for the most heavily 

loaded cylinder in the closing phase are shown for 

the above-mentioned pressure conditions. The 

pressure difference between piston and return 

line shall exceed the minimum difference 

required by the pressure compensator of the FCV, 

that is 8 bar, in all operating conditions providing 

an adequate margin. Increasing the system 

pressure ensures an increase of this value from 

0.5 bar to 25.5 bar.  

Figure 15: Pressure difference across the FCV 

throughout the closing cycle. 

3.3. Verification of the actuator control 
algorithms 

Hardware-in-the-Loop Test Bench 

The tests performed on the software code to 

verify the behaviour of the control are usually not 

sufficient to identify all critical working 

conditions, since with a simple software testing 

environment it is not possible to reproduce the 

changing environmental conditions in which the 

algorithms are supposed to work. For this 

purpose, a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) system 

      



has been designed and implemented. Hardware-

in-the-Loop (HiL) simulation is a common 

technique used for system-level testing of 

embedded systems. The HiL test bench contains 

a virtual simulation environment that includes the 

cylinder subsystem and different hardware 

components, as shown in Figure 16.  

Figure 16:  Hardware-in-the-Loop test bench 

 The test bench can simulate virtual movements 

of the wings, which are controlled by the motion 

control cards (CAC and SAC) incl. the 

corresponding hydraulic valves. Signal 

conditioning is managed by a dedicated Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and 

communication occurs through PROFINET 

fieldbus. The main objective has been the test of 

the motion control algorithms, answering to the 

following questions: 

1. Has the general functionality been achieved? 

Have all software bugs been identified? 

2. Are the requirements fulfilled? In particular, 

can the opening/closing time requirements be 

achieved with the given maximum position 

error under all circumstances? 

3. How sensitive is the influence of different 

controller parameter on the performance? 

Two groups of test cases have been generated 

for this purpose, in order to study the 

performance of synchronized actuator movement 

under safety critical conditions and for specific 

failure simulations. 

Three main results have been obtained by 

Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation: 

The specific designed Speed Adaptive 

Control algorithm is able to control the 

position error within the specified limit of 

+/- 10mm during both opening and closing 

movements for all wings under worst-case 

load conditions. The opening/closing time 

requirements (180s/120s +/- 2s) can be met 

for all test cases. The compliance in terms 

of time tolerances is a precondition in order 

to ensure the synchronous movement of all 

wings on the roof. 

The SSC controller for the movement of 

wings with more than one axis complies 

the demanded tolerances for angular 

deviation during all test cases. The 

compliance of these tolerances is 

absolutely necessary for guarantying low 

bending moments of the wings and 

therefore a damage-free wing movement. 

The influence of component specific 

tolerances, as for instance stroke-sensor 

offset fluctuations, are not affecting the 

system performance. The wing opening 

and closing movement can be guaranteed 

under all conditions. 

Figure 17 shows the results for the opening cycle 

on multi-axes wing L. The three curves represent 

 for the three 

axes. 

Figure 17: Position error [%] - Testcase 5b), opening 

180s cycle with wing L2 as master cylinder 

und dead-load condition and offset 

After the initial 20s acceleration ramp at the 

beginning of the movement, the error on all three 

cylinders is decreasing to zero. This condition is 

maintained throughout the linear movement until 

the deceleration ramp is started. The speed 

adaption algorithm is compensating the stroke 

error correctly, by adapting the speed of the 

movement. Slave cylinders are behaving in 

        



agreement with the master cylinder (one), 

showing that the PI controller responsible for 

axes synchronization is working properly. 

Throughout the movement all specified 

tolerances are within the requirements. 

Wing Test Bench 

The wing test bench is a versatile hardware 

replica of a wing subsystem, built and stored at 

DMS premises. Although downscaled to limit 

occupied space and energy consumption, it 

accurately replicates the properties of both a 

single and a multiple axes wing installed on the 

pavilion. 

The wing test bench is composed by the 

following equipment: 

3 hydraulics cylinders (stroke 1000mm, 

bore 50mm, rod 28mm) including SSI 

linear transducers, the related control axes 

boards and valve blocks. 

Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) working at 

120bar and fixed flow rate. 

Control PLC, acting as the wing controller; 

Ancillary equipment (sensors, remote I/O-

modules, HMI). 

The main objectives of the replicated wing 

system are: 

Validation of the firmware implementation 

in the motion control boards; 

Debugging and early-validation of the 

automation software. 

In order to thoroughly test the motion 

algorithms, the hydraulic circuit is equipped with 

additional proportional pressure valves that are 

used to inject external disturbances to simulate 

wind loads and test the algorithms robustness. 

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the results for 

master and slave axes for an opening movement 

performed in 180s, where the influence of 

external disturbances (e.g. wind forces) has been 

simulated by the injection of a noise pressure 

square wave.  

As in Master-Slave controlled mode, the 

synchronism control loop that acts on each Slave 

is not affected by the behavior of other slave axes, 

a simplified sub-system with 2 axes only has been 

here represented. The master has been controlled 

in open loop with speed adaption acting approx. 

each 9s. Only low-frequency noise effects have 

been considered. Slave axes have been disturbed 

with a square waveform performing a frequency 

sweep (from 0.2 up to 5Hz).  

The results confirm that the overall opening 

time is not affected by the influence of external 

forces, although the square wave profile creates 

alternating pushing and pulling forces. The 

robustness of the synchronization algorithm is 

demonstrated by the synchronization error on the 

slave axes, that is well below the max. acceptable 

threshold of +/-10mm. It has to be considered, 

that noise injections for master and slave were not 

in phase. 

This can be observed in the slave behavior, 

where a representing the 

normalized difference between Master and Slave 

noise injections is shown. The relationship 

between the proportional valve correction and the 

noise applied on both axes can be appreciated.  

Overall Results 

Simulations, HiL and WTB have generated 

results that confirm the feasibility and reliability 

Figure 18: Opening movement with noise injection. 

Master cylinder.

Figure 19: Opening movement with noise injection. 

Slave cylinder. 

      



of the technical solution proposed, demonstrating 

in particular the robustness of the synchronism 

algorithm, but highlighting critical aspects, too.

 The necessity of a non-linear characteristic 

curve for the proportional flow valves, the choice 

of the proper cylinder as a master in a multi-axis 

system, the modified ramp-times and pressure 

levels in the flow-pressure timeline for 

opening/closing movements are examples of 

corrective actions implemented during the 

development that will reduce effort and 

unexpected events during commissioning. 

On the other side, some simplifications on the 

model and not fully validated behaviors in the 

simulations will require a deep analysis of the real 

system at site. Particular care shall be devoted to 

the choice of wing-level cinematics parameters 

that shall consider the actual manufacturing 

tolerances, as well the fine tuning of the 

synchronism controller. 

4. ERECTION & COMMISSIONING 

4.1. Activities at Site 

Installation of the equipment on site has been 

running since January 2019. One major difficulty 

we encountered is related to the coordination with 

the other activities involving the building. 

Usually, complex equipment is installed after the 

completion of civil works. In our case this has not 

been possible, due to the very aggressive time 

schedule, the complexity of the building and the 

technical difficulties encountered in the 

coordination among different Subcontractors. At 

the time where this paper is being prepared, the 

complete piping system only has been fully 

installed and commissioned, including 10 single 

axes wings and the first four three-axes wing. 

Electric installations are still on-going preventing 

the operation of the wings with the main HPU. 

Therefore, additional auxiliary equipment has 

been designed and build in order to allow pre-

commissioning and anticipate critical tests. 

4.2. Single-axis wings 

Ten single axes wings have already been installed 

and fully tested. The pressure flow for the 

movement is provided by an auxiliary HPU that 

is connected to the system piping through by-pass 

flanges in Basement 2. For the movement the 

wing angle has been monitored through dedicated 

transducers and the values compared with the 

stroke transducer position information of the 

cylinder. The calculated wing cinematic 

parameters based on as-built conditions are very 

close to the original as-designed parameter, 

although installation tolerances are in general 

significantly higher than as-designed ones. 

The wing behavior during one opening cycle 

is shown in Figure 20.  

Figure 20: Pre-commissioning results on wing A South. 

The blue curve represents the stroke of the 

opening movement. The total travel time is 180,3 

seconds, within the specified limit of 180s +/- 2s. 

The function of the SAC can be observed on the 

yellow curve. After the first two checkpoints 

stroke errors are compensated adjusting the speed 

profile. This is confirmed by the stroke error that 

reaches its maximum at the first checkpoint, after 

which compensation occurs. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The Roof Wing Opening System for the UAE 

Pavilion at Expo 2020 has been presented, 

showing both the very special requirements 

related to this particular application and the 

boundary conditions of the project, that require a 

different approach compared to conventional 

        



industrial applications. The early-stage 

verification approach based on the joint use of 

system simulations, tests at component and 

subsystem level, as well as pre-commissioning 

activities at site has been discussed. All results 

show the validity of our approach and represent a 

good base for the commissioning activities on the 

pavilion, that will run on a limited time-frame in 

spring 2020. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A Area 

Cylinder Length in the fully retracted position  

AUT Automation and Control Subsystem 

B2 Basement 2 

CAC Single-Axis Control Card 

DME Duplomatic Middle East LLC 

DMS Duplomatic Motion Solutions S.p.A. 

FCV Flow Control Valve 

FW Firmware 

HiL Hardware-In-the-Loop 

HMI Human-Machine Interface 

HPU Hydraulic Power Unit 

I/O Input/Output 

IFK International Conference of Fluid Power 

MR Multi-Recursive 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

PRV Pressure Relief Valve 

RWOS Roof Wing Opening System 

SAC Speed Adaptive Control 

SSC Synchronism Supervisor Card 

SW Software 

Maximum Angular Speed 

Angular Range 

Total Time 

Acceleration Time 

Deceleration Time 
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ABSTRACT 

The work presented in this paper aims at developing a hydraulic actuation system for an ankle 

exoskeleton that is able to deliver a peak power of 250 W, with a maximum torque of 90 N.m and 

maximum speed of 320 deg/s. After justifying the choice of a servo hydraulic actuator (SHA) over an 

electro hydrostatic actuator (EHA) for the targeted application, some test results of a first functional 

prototype are presented. The closed-loop unloaded displacement frequency response of the prototype 

shows a bandwidth ranging from 5 Hz to 8 Hz for displacement amplitudes between +/-5mm and +/-

20mm, thus demonstrating adequate dynamic performance for normal walking speed. Then, a detailed 

design is proposed as a combination of commercially available components (in particular a miniature 

servo valve and a membrane accumulator) and a custom aluminium manifold that incorporates the 

hydraulic cylinder. The actuator design achieves a total weight of 1.0 kg worn at the ankle. 

Keywords: Exoskeleton; Ankle-foot orthosis; Hydraulic actuator; Wearable robotics; Rehabilitation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lower limb powered exoskeletons are an 

emerging technology that shows potential in 

rehabilitation therapy, for instance by improving 

functional recovery and psychological well-being 

after a stroke [1]. In a recent clinical study [2], 

powered ankle-foot exoskeletons have shown 

biomedical benefits compared to classical passive 

ankle-foot orthosis. However, despite the positive 

results, all participants of the study indicated that 

mass and size were concerns with using the 

powered exoskeleton on a daily basis. With high 

power-to-weight and force-to-weight ratios, 

hydraulic actuators are an interesting alternative 

to electric motors today in use in the vast majority 

of exoskeleton projects. 

2. GAIT CYCLE 

The gait cycle, shown in Figure 1, is divided into 

the stance and swing phases. During the stance 

Figure 1: Phases of the normal gait cycle, reproduced from [3] 

      



phase, the foot is in contact with the floor and the 

ankle is loaded. It actually receives power from 

the body during in the first half of the stance 

phase and provides power during the second half. 

During the following swing phase the ankle 

moves unloaded. 

The working cycle of the ankle-foot joint 

depends on the walking conditions and the 

subject weight. The design presented in this paper 

is based on flat-floor normal-speed walking for a 

68 kg individual as provided in [4] and 

reproduced in Figure 2. 

The analysis of this working cycle provides key 

information for the design of the actuator: 

The power demand at the ankle is highly 

variable over the gait cycle. The positive part 

of this power has the form of a peak that lasts 

less than 20% of the total cycle and reaches a 

maximum value of 250W for a 68kg 

individual. 

There is a potential for recovering energy 

during the negative power phase. Besides, it 

occurs naturally for healthy subjects because 

mechanical energy is stored in the muscle-

tendon system during this phase. 

A maximum velocity of 320 deg/s is reached 

during plantarflexion (foot down) and of 200 

deg/s during dorsiflexion (foot up) 

A maximum plantarflexion torque of 90 N.m 

is necessary (for 100% assistance) during the 

terminal stance phase (push-off) and a very 

limited dorsiflexion torque of less than 5 N.m 

is sufficient during heel strike. 

With the help of the FFT shown in Figure 3, it 

appears clearly that, in addition to the maximum 

speed request, it is necessary to specify that the 

actuation system shall be able to track 

frequencies at least up to 4 or 5 Hz without major 

attenuation. 

3. ENVISAGED HYDRAULIC CONCEPTS 

While pioneering projects of hydraulic actuated 

exoskeletons like [5] used servo hydraulic 

actuation (SHA), two recent researches dealing 

with ankle-foot orthosis [6] and prosthesis [7] 

focussed on electro hydrostatic actuation (EHA). 

In this paper, we compare these two concepts by 

combining information provided on the 

datasheets of relevant components and results of 

numerical simulations. 

For virtually assessing its performance, we 

propose a preliminary design of an EHA concept 

consisting of: 

E-motor EC 90 flat, 360 Watt, 24V, from 

Maxon Motors, Switzerland 

Figure 2: Angle velocity, torque and power at the ankle for 68kg individual, reproduced from [4] 

        



Motor controller ESCON Mod. 50/5, from 

Maxon Motors, Switzerland 

Reversible axial piston pump with fixed 

displacement TFH-040 (414 mm3) from 

Takako, Japan 

Hydraulic hoses 1.5 m long, internal diameter 

4 mm between pump and cylinder 

Figure 3: FFT of ankle angle during a gait cycle 

We propose a corresponding preliminary design 

for a SHA concept as follows: 

E-motor EC frameless 60 flat, 100 Watt, 24V, 

from Maxon Motors, Switzerland 

Motor controller ESCON Mod. 50/5, from 

Maxon Motors, Switzerland 

Axial piston pump with fixed displacement 

PB-33.6 (76 mm3) from Hydroleduc, France 

Hydraulic hoses 1.5 m long, internal diameter 

4 mm between pump and valve block 

Membrane accumulator AC13-1/4 (13 cm3, 

250 bar operating pressure) from HAWE, 

Germany 

Servovalve E024 Super low leakage from 

Moog, England 

No hose between valve block and cylinder 

The hydraulic schematics of the two concepts are 

given in Figure 4 and Figure 5. In both cases, a 

10/8 hydraulic cylinder with 40 mm stroke and 

250 bar operating pressure is considered even if 

such a cylinder is not found on the market. 

We modelled and simulated the two concepts in 

order to compare their ability in tracking a 

prescribed sinusoidal displacement of the 

cylinder rod with an amplitude of +/- 5 mm at 

different frequencies. The results are presented in 

form of a Bode diagram in Figure 6. 

Figure 4: EHA 

Figure 5: SHA 

Figure 6: Simulated closed-loop unloaded frequency 

response for +/- 5mm position 

The -3 dB cut-off frequencies are simulated 

respectively below 3 Hz for the EHA system and 

above 12 Hz with the SHA system. This makes a 

big advantage for the SHA system in terms of 

dynamics, especially when recalling that the 

typical angle profile during walking involves 

significant frequency contents up to 5 Hz. 
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One important reason for EHA to show lower 

dynamic performance than SHA is due to the time 

needed to build up the pressure in the hydraulic 

hoses. In the performed simulations, the oil bulk 

modulus was that of a mineral oil with 1% 

entrained air. 

Another criterion for comparison is the weight 

worn at the ankle that we evaluated and 

summarized in Figure 7 (weight of the actuator 

only, excluding the structure of the exoskeleton). 

based on the preliminary design presented 

previously and shall be considered as ambitious 

yet realistic targets. The value with the mention 

of a first-iteration detailed 

design presented in section 6 of this paper. 

Figure 7: Comparison of weight worn at the ankle for 

EHA and SHA, mix of actual and estimated 

values 

Finally, choosing between EHA and SHA is a 

choice between two conflicting objectives 

namely dynamics versus light weight  that is 

inevitably frustrating in applications like 

exoskeletons where both are equally important. 

4. FIRST FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE 

In the presented project, we decided to develop a 

SHA concept, thus ensuring sufficient dynamic 

performance at the price of more effort to be put 

into weight reduction. 

We built a first functional prototype with the 

goal of better specifying the further development. 

This functional prototype is based on the Moog 

servo valve E024 and the Hawe accumulator 

AC13 already mentioned and illustrated in the 

Figure 8 next to a coin of five Swiss francs. A 

tailored steel manifold was machined to 

accommodate a miniature check valve 

CHFA1566501A from The Lee Company, USA 

and a high pressure filter QG0127 from Pall 

Corporation, USA. The manifold also interfaces 

pressure sensors 3100 from Gems, USA, and 

standard pressure relief valves. 

Due to the lack of hydraulic cylinders 

commercially available in the needed power 

range, we used a LB6 0805 0050 4 M differential 

cylinder from Hawe-Hoerbiger, Germany, that 

was smaller than initially designed (diameters 8 

mm / 5 mm) and limited to 160 bar. For practical 

reasons, short hoses of diameter 4 mm were used 

to connect the cylinder to the manifold. 

Figure 8: Moog E024 servo valve and Hawe 13cc 

accumulator used for functional prototype 

Figure 9: Functional prototype mounted on a test bench 

aiming at reproducing ankle motion under 

load (max. 35 kg load) 
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The functional prototype was supplied with a 

constant pressure of 160 bar generated by a 

hydraulic power unit of 750 W. It was mounted 

on a test bench illustrated in the Figure 9 whose 

goal is to allow the realisation of the ankle motion 

under load. The hydraulic cylinder is placed in 

front of the leg in order to use the higher force 

available during cylinder extension for the 

plantar flexion. The cylinder force is converted 

into a torque through a 50 mm long lever arm. It 

should be noted that both cylinder extension and 

retraction occur under load on the test bench, 

whereas during a real gait cycle, only cylinder 

extension would occur under load. For 

investigating the advantage of a series elastic 

actuation (not presented here) an encapsulated 

spring can be mounted in series between the 

cylinder rod and the 

(visible in Figure 9). 

5. PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS 

A position control loop is implemented with the 

help of a portable controller ChipKit uC32 from 

National Instruments / Digilent, USA. The 

control loop can be realised either on the 

hydraulic cylinder displacement or on the foot 

angle. We used a PI controller with different 

gains depending on the sign of the error, 

accounting for the inherent non-symmetrical 

behaviour of the differential cylinder and we 

implemented a Butterworth low-pass filter of 2nd

order with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz on the 

sensor inputs (linear displacement and angle). 

During the performed tests, the frequency rate of 

the controller settled at approx. 1 kHz. 

The magnitude of the closed-loop unloaded 

displacement frequency response of the prototype 

servo hydraulic actuator is shown in Figure 10. 

The measured -3 dB cut-off frequency ranges 

from about 5 Hz for large displacement 

amplitudes (+/- 20 mm) up to 8 Hz for small 

displacements (+/- 2.5 mm). The measured cut-

off frequency is lower than the simulated one (see 

Figure 6 for comparison). It is attributed to 

friction effects in cylinder at high speed and to 

compressibility effects, especially in the 

additional hoses used between the servo valve 

and the hydraulic cylinder. 

The closed-loop position step responses given 

in Figure 11 were obtained with the gains of the 

controller being tuned for an overshoot below 

10%. It resulted in a maximum angular speed of 

about 400 deg/s. With controller gains tuned for 

critical damping (results not presented here), a 

settling time of about 0.15 s was achieved for a 

40 deg step, i.e. a three times faster response than 

the one obtained with an EHA in [6]. 

Figure 10: Measured SHA closed-loop 

unloaded displacement frequency response 

Figure 11: Measured SHA closed-loop PI 

control unloaded position step responses 

6. NEXT STEPS 

The test results obtained with the first functional 

prototype confirmed the adequate dynamic 

characteristics of the SHA for the application. As 

an answer to the lack of available hydraulic 

cylinders suited for our application and to the 
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need for weight optimization, a tailored 

aluminium hydraulic manifold was designed to 

integrate all necessary components of the SHA, 

including the hydraulic cylinder. An exploded 

view of the design is given in Figure 12. 

Figure 12: Exploded view of the integrated SHA under 

development 

The overall weight of the actuator is just below 

1.0 kg and the detailed weights of the components 

are listed in Table 1. The heaviest parts are the 

hydraulic manifold and the accumulator 

weighting respectively 480 g and 300 g. In the 

course of this project, only conventional 

machining techniques were considered for the 

manifold and not every materials were regarded. 

However, with the use of 3D metallic printing 

techniques and advanced materials, we assess 

that the weight of the hydraulic manifold can be 

still reduced by 35%. In addition to that, by a 

better integration of the accumulator in the 

hydraulic manifold (only possible with the 

support of the supplier or by developing in-house 

a specific accumulator) a further reduction of 

approx. 150 g would be possible. Combining all 

these efforts, an optimized weight of 680 g can be 

achieved, as indicated in Figure 7. 

Table 1: Weight of SHA components  

# Component Amount Mass [g] 

1 Hydraulic manifold 1 477  

2 Cylinder rod 1 20.3 

3 Cylinder cap 1 9.9 

4 Plug for filter 1 7.7 

5 Servo valve 1 95 

6 Checkvalve 2 0.7 

7 Pressure limiter 3 6.0 

8 Plug 0.187 5 0.51 

9 Plug 0.312 6 2.5 

10 Accumulator 1 300 

11 Pressure sensor 3 3.1 

12 Filter 1 9.0 

13 Ball-head 1 18 

14 Connectors 2 5.0 

15 Guide band 3 0.2 

16 Piston seal 1 0.2 

17 Rod seal 1 0.3 

18 Wiper ring 1 1.0 

19 O-ring 1 0.1 

Total mass 995.5 

7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The main contribution of this paper is that we 

have designed a hydraulic actuator for an 

autonomous ankle exoskeleton that is able to 

provide full assistance during the gait cycle of a 

68 kg individual at normal walking speed (max 

torque of 90 N.m and max. speed of 320 deg/s at 

the ankle). By combining results of both 

numerical simulations and preliminary tests, we 

have oriented ourselves toward a servo hydraulic 

actuation (SHA) rather than an electro 

hydrostatic actuation (EHA) because of its higher 

dynamic performance. A first design iteration has 

led to a weight just below 1.0 kg for the whole 

actuator and a potential for reducing this weight 

further down to 680 g has been identified. With a 

total target weight of less than 1.0 kg worn at the 

ankle, this would give us 320 g for the 

exoskeleton structure for which a very first 

concept is illustrated in Figure 13. 

        



Figure 13: First concept for the integration of the 

actuator on an exoskeleton structure 
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ABSTRACT 

In Germany alone, 10,000 to 12,000 transfemoral amputations occur every year. Persistent 

rehabilitation efforts and advanced medical devices like prosthetic knee joints are crucial to 

reintegrating amputees into daily life successfully. Modern knee joints represent a highly integrated 

mechatronic system including special kinematics, a lightweight design, various sensors, 

microprocessors and complex algorithms to control a damping system in the context of the given 

situation. A knee joint is a passive system and normally has no actuator for an active movement. To 

enable a natural gait pattern, dampers decelerate the swinging speed of the prosthesis depending on the 

walking speed and situation. The invention of a novel knee joint called VarioKnie provides two 

kinematics - a monocentric and a polycentric one. Both kinematics have diametrical advantages and 

the user can choose the preferred setting through an electromechanical switching unit. With this knee 

joint in mind, a special hydraulic damper is developed to support both kinematics. Requirements and 

technical data are provided in the present paper. State of art are microprocessor-controlled knee joints 

with only one kinematic and either a hydraulic, a pneumatic, or a rheological damper. 

Keywords: amputee, exoprosthetic, knee joint, artificial knee prostheses, miniature hydraulic

1. INTRODUCTION 

Artificial knee prostheses enable amputees to live 

a self-determined life and allow many daily 

movements, such as climbing stairs, kneeling, or 

navigating down inclinations. Even more 

demanding activities like running or cycling are 

supported by modern prosthetic knee joints. 

Everyday activities can constitute a challenge for 

the patient, as the whole body weight must be 

carried by the prosthesis reliably without active 

control of the knee joint. A high confidence in the 

technology and a long learning process are 

necessary requisites to utilizing a lower limb 

prosthesis. To obtain a natural gait pattern, the 

artificial knee prosthesis (passive system) has to 

control and damp the swing and stance phase 

within the gait cycle. For instance, miniature 

hydraulic cylinders are used to control the flexion 

and extension of the prosthetic knee joint. 

Thereby the damping in the swing and stance 

phase is adapted to different walking speeds. In 

addition, requirements like low weight and small 

package dimensions necessitate the development 

of a highly integrated mechatronic system.  

2. STATE OF THE ART 

A typical gait cycle is shown in Figure 1. It is 

subdivided into eight gait phases which are 

classified into two main phases  stance and 

swing phase. The stance phase includes every 

situation with ground contact, while the swing 

phase represents all situations without.  

Modern prostheses are microprocessor-

controlled knee joints based on either a 

monocentric or polycentric kinematic (Figure 2). 

Both kinematics have diametrical advantages. 

Artificial knee prostheses are usually passive 

systems (customers reject active knee joints 

because of noise emissions and higher weight). 

The only possibility to control pendulum 

movements is to decelerate, i.e. to damp or to 

lock, the system. Polycentric and monocentric 

knee joints are usable in daily life (indoor, 

outdoor), are splash proofed, support users up to 

150 kg, weigh between 0.69 kg to 1.2 kg (2.7 kg 

      



actuated), have a maximum flexion angle of up to 

150° and one battery charge can power an 

operating time of up to five days. 

A monocentric kinematic represents a simple 

revolute joint. This allows a simple and 

lightweight design. Furthermore, the user 

benefits from high stability within the stance 

phase because a weight shifting backwards 

(posterior) causes no sudden flexion. Another 

advantage is the possibility to go stairs both 

upwards and downwards in an alternating way. 

To control the swing and stance phase, hydraulic, 

pneumatic or rheological damper systems are 

mainly used. This allows for a deceleration of the 

flexion and extension in every situation in order 

to achieve a natural gait pattern, to include safety 

functions or to optimise the damping value for 

different walking speeds. A decisive 

disadvantage is the distance between knee and 

ground during the swing phase because of the 

rigid prosthetic foot (Figure 3). The user is 

forced to lift the prosthesis to prevent a fall 

caused by the prosthetic foot sticking to the 

ground. To lift up the prosthesis it is necessary to 

lift the hip or to stretch the healthy foot. Both 

compensations are an unnatural movement and 

cause overstressing.  

A polycentric kinematic consists of a kinematic, 

usually including a lever mechanism with four or 

up to seven joints. During the swing phase, a 

polycentric kinematic shortens the distance 

between knee and toe (Figure 3). The benefit is a 

more natural gait cycle without unnatural 

compensation movement and consequently lower 

loads for the skeleton. Therefore, a reduction of 

distance between knee and toe of 10 to 20 mm is 

sufficient. In general, a polycentric knee joint is 

not microprocessor-controlled. This means that 

the installed damper is not able to adapt to the 

specific situations. Only one damping value is 

adjustable for flexion and extension. The result is 

an optimised gait pattern for only one walking 

speed. Besides this, a polycentric kinematic has 

disadvantages concerning its stability behaviour 

(uncontrolled flexion due to posterior and 

unintentional weight shift) and functionality in 

specific situations, such as no alternating 

climbing of stairs, no cycling, no short sprints or 

no safety functions (e.g. no stumbling protection, 

no stop when falling back in the seat). The main 

Figure 1:  Gait cycle of a human being with eight gait phases cf. [3] 
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reason for these disadvantages is the missing 
microprocessor-controlled damper as a result of 
the difficult design space of the lever mechanism 
while simultaneously requiring a large flexion 
angle. However, it is possible to design a four-bar 
linkage that allows the use of a mechatronic 
damper. Therefore, the instantaneous centre of 
rotation (ICR) has to be positioned in a specific 
point relative to the Trochanter-Knee-Ankle line 
(TKA line) (Figure 4). Lever mechanism with 
significant and different behaviours can be 
designed [1].  

In general, amputees with artificial knee 
prostheses require anywhere from 30% to 70% 
higher energy input to walk in comparison to a 
healthy person [2]. Reasons are unnatural gait 
patterns, less recuperation (no tendons) and the 
passive system that only decelerates the 
pendulum movement.  

3. MOTIVATION AND GOALS 

VarioKnie involves two 
universities and four companies from the fields of 
mechanical engineering, hydraulics, medicine, 
orthopaedic technology and electronics. The 
main goal is a microprocessor-controlled knee 
joint which includes a monocentric and 
polycentric kinematic. An electromechanical 
switching unit enables a choice between both 
options. Advantages of both kinematics are 
combined and can be used in various situations. 
The switching operation is initialised via a 
motion routine or via an app on their smartphone. 
An electrohydraulic damper is implemented to 
control the swing and stance phase. Requirements 
like lightweight and small design space lead to 
the development of a highly integrated and 
miniature hydraulic cylinder that damps both 
kinematics. 

As with modern knee joints, many sensors 
have to be combined (sensor fusion) to create 
more intuitive behaviour of the system. Sensor 
data have to be interpreted to identify each 
specific situation correctly and to determine the 
required behaviour of the prosthesis in real time. 
An incorrect interpretation and reaction would 
lead to a stumble or fall. The following data are 
available for the interpretation of the current 
situation of the user and of the knee joint: piston 
position via ultrasonic sensor (piston position; 
~speed; ~acceleration; flexion angle), strain 
gauges (qualitative force curve; forefoot; heel), 

and inertial measurement unit (IMU) 
(acceleration vector, gyroscopes). 

Additional goals are the detection of vital data 
like blood circulation or temperature of the stump 
inside the prosthesis stem in order to protect the 
user from overstressing. Furthermore, 
environmental detection will be able to predict 
the behaviour of the knee joint for imminent 
situations, such as climbing stairs or obstacles. 
Nowadays, the user has to actively switch to a 
new mode using a motion routine or an app when 
faced with new circumstances, e.g. climbing 
stairs. These aspects increase the comfort for the 
user but are not explained in detail in this paper. 

4. DEVELOPEMENTS 

A constructive development process was used to 
design the VarioKnie. Therefore, the VarioKnie

is divided into three main assemblies: the chassis, 
switching unit and miniature hydraulic. Three 
stepper motors are implemented within the 
design to serve as an electromechanical switching 
unit and an electrohydraulic damper system. 

4.1. Kinematics 

The geometric relationships of the kinematics 
influence the required design space and the 
behaviour of a knee joint (flexion resistance, 
inner forces or maximum flexion angle) or 
hydraulic parameters (pressure, stroke and 
reversal point of piston). In addition, the 
geometry of a polycentric kinematic influences 
the mechanical lock of the lever mechanism, 
which depends on the position of the ICR and 
TKA line (Figure 4). The reduction of the 

Figure 4: Schematic design of the combined 
monocentric and polycentric kinematic
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distance between knee and toe during the swing 
phase is based on this geometry as well. 

A monocentric kinematic requires a TKA line 
that passes the revolute joint directly through the 
axis of rotation or little posterior to achieve an 
easy swing initialisation (Figure 4). In contrast, 
the polycentric mechanism can be designed in 
three main configurations [1]. The first results in 
a stable behaviour of the knee joint by designing 
a TKA line anterior to the ICR of the four-bar 
linkage (hyper stabilised). The characteristics 
here include a high flexion resistance and a high 
stability (wide range of the mechanical lock). 
This is useful for users with low demands 
concerning dynamics and a high desire for safety 
or stability. The second represents the opposite 
and the TKA line is located posterior to the ICR 
(elevated instant centre). The results are a low 
flexion resistance and no mechanical lock while 
standing. The third configuration is a 
compromise between the first and second (both 
illustrate extreme positions), whereby the TKA 
line is slightly anterior to the ICR (voluntary 
control). A low flexion resistance and middle 
stability/mechanical lock are achieved by this 
design and the hydraulic cylinder does not have 
to hold the weight of the user while standing. 

The combination of both kinematics has to 
fulfil all mentioned constraints in order to have 
two kinematics with full functionality. The 
geometric link for the monocentric and 
polycentric combination is the position of the 
TKA line (Figure 4). This prerequisite allows for 
a deduction of all further geometric parameters 
while following the requirements of an artificial 
knee prosthesis. 

4.2. Switching unit 

The switching unit represents a new assembly in 
the field of artificial knee prostheses and 
implements the option to choose between a 
monocentric and polycentric kinematic. An 
electromechanical system enables easy handling 
by the user and locks one of the kinematics. The 
switching unit consists of a stepper motor, gear 
stages and four spindle drives which actuate the 
locking bolts. Because of the limited design space 
and lightweight restrictions, the switching unit is 
located in the proximal connection (Figure 5). 

Based on DIN EN ISO 10328, parts have to be 
dimensioned to specific load cases. High strength 
materials like aluminium, steel and titanium are 

used to find a compromise between design space, 
weight and mechanical stress. Especially the 
switching unit and the lever mechanism are 
subject to these conditions. 

4.3. Miniature-Hydraulic / damping unit 

The damping system is the decisive component to 
make an artificial knee prosthesis smart. It is the 
only option to influence the gait pattern by 
decelerating or locking the flexion or extension. 
The VarioKnie uses a hydraulic differential 
cylinder with two proportional valves to control 
the extension and extracting of the piston 
separately (separate control edges). This 
configuration represents the state of the art in the 
industry of knee prostheses. 

Requirements 

The main goals of a knee prosthesis are a natural 
and intuitive gait pattern preferably with a low 
effort of energy. Therefore, four operational 
modes are necessary to ensure sufficient system 
behaviour and to implement all required 
functions. The first one allows for a controlled 
extracting of the piston with a proportional valve 
and storing of the displaced volume. The opposite 
is found in the second mode, which enables a 
controlled extension of the piston while using the 
stored energy of the piston accumulator. At this 
point, a conflict of objectives arises. On the one 
hand, a low flexion resistance is required to 
reduce energy efforts needed for walking. On the 
other hand, the stored energy should be reused to 
support the extension, a so-called assist spring . 
The crucial component is the spring and the 
preloading of the piston accumulator, which has 
significant influence on the flexion resistance and 

Figure 5: Switching unit as electromechanical system
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the assist spring. A compromise has to be found. 
The third and fourth operating modes represent 
emergency modes guaranteeing aggravated and 
safe walking if the electrical accumulator is 
empty. In both modes, the proportional valves are 
closed and the volume flow between rod side and 
bore side has to flow through a small and 
permanently opened bypass, which has negligible 
influence in modes I and II. The results are a high 
flexion resistance and a moderate extension 
resistance. Modes III and IV allow the amputee 
to flex the knee joint while sitting and to walk 
safely, among other benefits.  

The proportional valves have to operate 
exactly and fast to set the required damping 
value. Highly dynamic stepper motors are used to 
meet these requirements. In consequence, a low 
flexion resistance (fully open) is quickly 
adjustable without any noticeable delay for the 
user and precise control of the damping value is 
available. Beyond that, an end position damping 
is required to achieve a smooth extension stop. 

As mentioned, a piston accumulator stores the 
displaced volume of the differential cylinder. Due 
to high requirements on design space and weight, 
the storage is positioned in the cylinder wall 
parallel to the piston axis. In addition, check 
valves enable a defined volume flow between rod 
and bore side through the intended proportional 
valve (Figure 6). 

A typical gait cycle includes load peaks and 
impact loads that, for example, occur during heel 
contact, push off or fall. A pressure relief valve 
protects the hydraulic system against overloads 
while connecting the rod and bore side directly 
with a pre-set pressure difference. Another option 
to reduce the system pressure is to enlarge the 
piston diameter or to adapt the lever mechanism. 
This conflicts with goals regarding design space, 
volume flow, piston stroke and thermal aspects. 
Another compromise has to be found. 

The requirements necessitate the design of a 
highly integrated hydraulic cylinder including all 
mentioned components and functions. It 
represents a closed hydraulic system and is 
limited to the most important parts (no filter, no 
fittings, no tank, passive cooling via cylinder 
wall). 

Design and technical data 

The development of the hydraulic cylinder 
focusses on maintaining a short length, keeping 

the device lightweight and limiting the design to 
a small space overall. Therefore, all parts are 
made of high strength aluminium alloys, except 
the piston rod and proportional valve, which are 
hard chrome-plated steel and steel, respectively. 
A hard-anodised layer generates a wear 
protection to protect the cylinder against the 
sealing elements. 

In Figure 6 the hydraulic circuit diagram is 
shown. The miniature hydraulic cylinder includes 
two proportional valves (each actuated by a 
stepper motor), two check valves, a pressure 
relief valve, an end position damping and a piston 
accumulator to store the displaced volume of the 
differential cylinder. In addition, an ultrasonic-
sensor and a temperature sensor are implemented 
in the cylinder base to detect the position, 
velocity and acceleration of the piston. The 
measurement data are used to deduce the angle of 
flexion for both kinematics and are processed in 
the control unit. The temperature monitoring 
represents a safety function and is used to 
determine the sonic speed for the ultrasonic 
waves. Technical data of the hydraulic cylinder 
are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Technical data of the miniature hydraulic 

cylinder 

Cylinder parameter Value Unit 

Mass m 540,2 g 

Stroke zstr 33 mm 

Piston diameter Ød 26 mm 

Max. pressure pmax 120 bar 

Good controllability of the hydraulic system and 
of the damping effect is guaranteed if the main 
pressure difference is generated in the 
proportional valves. Therefore, the cross-section 
areas of the check valves are designed to be six 
times larger than that of the proportional valve. 
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M

Figure 6: Hydraulic circuit diagram
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This approach supports the efforts to create a 
hydraulic system with low hydraulic losses. It 
provides benefits regarding thermal aspects, as 
well. A sectional view of the hydraulic cylinder 
is given in Figure 7. 

A prediction of system behaviour is analysed 
with numerical methods like CFD and a cross-
domain simulation including a mechanical and 
hydraulic system. Components of the hydraulic 
circuit are simulated by using CFD to estimate 
pressure losses with different input parameters. In 
addition, a test arrangement was used to measure 
the characteristics of the proportional valve at 
different volume flows and valve openings.  

5. VARIOKNIE 

In Figure 8, the VarioKnie is shown including a 
switchable kinematic (monocentric or 
polycentric) and the miniature hydraulic cylinder. 
It represents a mechatronic system with several 
sensors and actors. The housing is made of an 
aluminium alloy to ensure a lightweight design. 
The 3D printing manufacturing process (SLM) 
enables an esthetical and functional design. 

The VarioKnie project is now in the final year 
of its three-year development phase and the 
design, production and assembly have been 
completed. Preliminary tests on the actors and 
sensors have been carried out. In the next step, the 
software development will be finalised in order to 
allow for the detection of the current situation and 
to determine the requested system behaviour. 
Different walking modes, functions and motion 
routines have to be implemented. Several 
amputees will test the VarioKnie in the last 
project phase under laboratory and real 
conditions. 

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

The main innovation of the project is the 
combination of two kinematics in one artificial 

knee joint that are supported by a newly 
developed damper in the form of a miniature 
hydraulic cylinder. Two stepper motors allow for 
separate controlling of the extracting and 
extension of the piston, thereby enabling a 
specific damper value for flexion or extension. 
Adaptability of the system behaviour facilitates a 
natural gait pattern and supports different 
functions based on the electrohydraulic damper 
system. A highly integrated design fulfils the 
requirements of a lightweight design. 

An electromechanical system allows a smart 
control of the switching unit, initialised by a 
motion routine or an app on a smartphone. In the 
next step, the software of the VarioKnie has to be 
developed to allow for intuitive operability for 
amputees. Therefore, amputees are involved in 
the project for testing under laboratory and real 
conditions. The VarioKnie will be usable for the 
initial temporary application to gain experience 
with different kinematics, for rehabilitation and 
for daily life.  

NOMENCLATURE 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
CV Check Valve 
EPD End Position Damping 
ICR Instantaneous Centre of Rotation 
M Motor 
PA Piston Accumulator 
PV Proportional Valve 
PRV Pressure Relief Valve 
SLM Selective Laser Melting 
TKA Trochanter-Knee-Ankle 
TV Throttle Valve 

Figure 7: Sectional view of the hydraulic cylinder

Figure 8: Design of the VarioKnie
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ABSTRACT 

A new camless electrohydraulic valve train concept for combustion engines was developed at Empa 
(Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology, Dübendorf, Switzerland) and tested 
on a spark ignition passenger car engine. Besides full flexibility with regard to lift and timing of the 
engine gas exchange valves it features robustness, simplicity and in particular a low own drive power 
need due to a maximum of hydraulic energy recuperation. The engine test results confirm substantial 
efficiency gains in classical as well as in hybrid power trains while also maintaining additional 
advantages. The system also has the potential to become a key element for load control of piston based 
compressors and expanders, reciprocating Joule Cycle engines and derivable future electricity storage 
systems. 

Keywords: Variable Valve Actuation (VVA), Electro-Hydraulic Valvetrain System (EHVS) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Besides defossilization with low carbon or 
synthetic fuels, a continuous improvement of 
internal combustion engines is one way to reduce 
the CO2 emissions of vehicles and for this a fully 
flexible valve train is essential. series 
production solutions all are cam-based meaning 
valve lift and timing not being controllable 
independently, cylinder deactivation may not be 
integrated and still the effort for these approaches 
is not negligible. Despite numerous attempts no 
full camless systems  neither electric [2] nor 
electrohydraulic system [3-8]  have reached 
series-production [1]. Only one mass-produced 
electorhydraulic system uses a cam shaft with a 
hydraulic link [9] and finally one system is 
supposed to be near series production [10]. 

Empa  in close cooperation with the W. 
Schneider Ingenieurbüro  undertook a fresh 
approach for an electrohydraulic valve train. It 
was and actually serves as a 
development tool but also offers potential for 
industrial scale-up. 

2. IMPORTANT REQUIREMENTS AND 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Lifting the engine torque curve throughout the 

whole speed range by optimizing inlet valve 
closing timing and valve overlap always is of 
interest. The first impact on the efficiency of an 
Otto engine however is load control by 

controlled by  ideally fast and near digital 
early or late valve closing instead of the throttle 
device. Internal exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) 
can be optimized by controlling the valve overlap 
during gas exchange. So the outlet valves 
flexibility is of interest as well. Finally complete 
cylinder deactivation asks for cylinder individual 
valve control. Last but not least the own drive 
power need must be as low as possible. 

In the past some electrohydraulic solutions had 
not been far from series realization. Breaking 
technologies always have difficulty in pushing 
out existing ones which are supported by their 
well implemented production processes. A new 
system has to make a considerable improvement 
step - preferably based on a low sophistication 
level and reasonable cost. 

Control may have been too sophisticated in 
existing attempts. For a new approach the fast 
movement of the gas exchange valves  allthough 
disturbed by e.g. varying gas pressures  should 
not need fast sensor based control which in return 
would ask for highly responsive and expensive 

      



actuators. 
As in cam drives quite a portion of energy is 

given back to the camshaft by the valve springs a 
low energy demand for the hydraulic drive is a 
real challenge. It could be attained by 

minimizing throttling in valves and fluid 
passages 
minimizing capacitive losses (small dead 
volumes, high fluid bulk modulus) 
adapting to demand (gas exchange lift) 
recuperating hydraulic energy 

Last but not least an easy and universal 
applicability, also on existing engines, without 
the need of severely modifying the cylinder 
heads, is mandatory. 

3. THE DEVELOPED SYSTEM 

3.1. Hydraulic Layout 

The developed system puts the challenges into 

  (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: general layout 

One advantage of this layout is that the pushing 
piston allows a clear separation between the valve 
deck and the actuation deck. 

This system does nothing but push a hydraulic 
piston with a given pressure to accelerate the gas 
exchange valves against its valve springs. The 
valves to the double of the 
static force balance point Figure 2. 

The system is similar as described in [8] but 
uses a simple check valve as a hydraulic latch 
(see Figure 5a), thus keeping the valve 
inavoidably  in the attained position and 
conserving the stored kinetic energy to the 
maximum extend (pressure will jump up at the 
end of the stroke). 

To achieve a desired lift nothing but a pressure 
control (see curve in Figure 3) is needed, not e.g. 
a fast hydraulic control valve to stop in the right 
moment. On the contrary, the initiating solenoid 
valve only needs to have opened to its maximum 
flow area by 
middle of its stroke when flow is highest. 
Furthermore, due to the latching check valve, this 
hydraulic valve is allowed to stay open until some 
time later it is deenergized for initiating the 
closing of the gas exchange valve. 

Figure 2: Force-stroke-diagram of an asymmetric 
hydraulic pendulum 

Figure 3: lift-pressure-assignment inlet valves 

During closing it is not the pressure but the stored 
potential energy in the spring that accelerates the 
mass. The actuator piston works like a pump and 

        



recuperates. As no pendulum is ideal the gas 
exchange valve will not reach its closed position. 
At the end of recuperation (see Figure 4) a 
latching check valve keeps the mass safely in 
position (Figure 5b) before pressure deloading 
actuator cylinder brings the gas exchange valve 
back to the seat. 

To find the right moment for deloading we can 
profit from the simple fact that the pendulum 
always needs about half period duration T/2 for a 
single stroke  independently of direction, stroke 
length or dampening as is perfectly illustrated in 
Figure 4. A 2/2-deloading spool valve integrated 
in the main valve makes use of this predictable 
behaviour.  and moves on its given pathway with 
constant speed (see Figure 5b) for opening the 
deloading channel to the low pressure 
accumulator precisely at the end of recuperation. 
The constant speed of the 2/2-valve is generated 
by a typical hydraulic means: a spring acting on 
the spool surface to pump fluid through a fixed 
turbulent throttle orifice. 

Landing on the valve seat (c in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5c) has to take place with a speed lower 
than 0.5 m/s. This happens stroke controlled: 
when the gas exchange valves come near the seat 
the actuator piston closes the main flow path by 
itself and the gas exchange valve spring generates 
a constant landing speed by pressing fluid 
through a resting throttling orifice. 

Figure 4: Lift curve sequences of intake valves at 
various lift heights and durations 

Figure 5: Hydraulic sequence control intake valve 
(source AUTO&Technik, A. Lerch.)

      



3.2. Dimensioning 

Main parameter for the valve train is the periodic 
duration T which defines the minimum open 
time. 

(1)

m is the total effective mass of two valves, two 
springs and spring disks, the valve bridge and the 
actuator piston. c is the spring constant of the 
combined spring. 

T was chosen to about 3 ms according to the 
open time of the cam at top speed of the engine. 
The valve lift curve vs. crank angle at full speed 
would be quite similar to a cam based valve lift 
curve. In the most frequent low speed range this 
choice is sufficient for nicely sharp, near digital 
valve openings. The valve springs were chosen 
stiffer than the series springs. They still fit into 
the spring chamber, and have un endurant layout. 

3.3. Exhaust Valve Actuation 

Exhaust valves of combustion engines typically 
have to be opened against in-cylinder pressures 
of 5-15 bar (depending on engine type). The 
necessary energy input for operating the valves 
therefore is higher than for the inlet valves and 
cannot be recuperated completely. 
With lift control by pressure as on the inlet valves 
an overshooting of the valves could happen in 
case of a combustion failure. 
For this reason the exhaust valves are directly lift 
controlled by turnable actuator pistons with 
helical grooves for port control of the supply 
pressure. The fast moving actuator pistons cut off 
their own pressure supply according to their 
angular position which is controlled by a worm 
drive (Figure 6). On bottom of Figure 7 the 
stepper motor of the worm drive can be seen. 
Beginning of opening and closing still is 
controlled by the solenoid valves making 
cylinder deactivation possible also on the exhaust 
valves. 

Figure 6: direct lift control mechnism of exhaust 
valves

Figure 7: View on readily equipped cylinder head of 
the 1.4l SI passenger car engine (view along 

exhaust side) 

3.4. Fluid Choice 

Already pressurizing and depressurizing cylinder 
and channel volumes  yet without doing any 
work  is an inavoidable part of hydraulic cycles 
but always causes capacitive losses. These can 

        



only be minimized by either small (dead) 
volumes or by use of a low compressible fluid. 
As water-glycol features a high isentropic bulk 
modulus and is the standard cooling fluid of 
combustion engines, it was worth to try. 

There are further advantages associated with 
this fluid like an oil free cylinder head. 
(Independently from that there is no need for cam 
drive lubricating additives which may shorten 
catalyst life.). 

Two 6 m long spiral pipes were installed at the 
entrance and the exit of a first valve testing 
apparatus (Figure 8). 

Figure 8: Pipe spirals for measuring fluid sound speed 
and dynamic flow 

Detecting the pressure wave amplitude with a 
piezoelectric sensor allowed to measure directly 
the highly dynamic flow into the driving cylinder 
according (2): 

(2)

A BASF 50:50 water glycol cooling liquid was 
used. The wave speed was determined from the 
reflected wave travel time to 1620 m/s (@ 30°C, 
140 bar). With the fluid density of 1075 the 
isentropic bulk modulus  was calculated 

To maintain this high bulk modulus during 
operation it is mandatory to have a good 
deaeration. A low pressure level of 15 to 20 bar 
keeps deaeration as well as cavitation on a non 
harming level.  

3.5. Hydraulic Component Choice 

Solenoid Valves 

The solenoid valves have been constituted by seat 
valve elements of Bieri Hydraulik AG and pole 
tubes and slip-on coils from Hydac. The valve 
parts were press fitted to the housing in order to 
keep dead volumes small. However other ways of 
fitting seem possible. The pole tubes so far are not 
made from eddy-current surpressing steels. 

Figure 9 gives a rough impression on the 
construction. The single valve actuations are 
assembled into in blocs which are connected to 
each other by hydraulic pipe pieces. 

Check Valves 

Market available standard screw-in check valves 

pressures were used. 

Pressure supply 

Pressure supply and control on both high pressure 
levels should finally be done by a variable flow 
pump, e.g. a two-circle piston pump with two 
suction controls. For todays setup the exhaust 
side of the hydraulic system is being pressurized 
(up to 200 bar) by a Diesel common rail pump 
and the inlet side by a conventional pure water 
pump, both high pressure levels are being 
controlled by Bieri proportional pressure relief 
valves. The low level pressure is retained by a 
mechanical pressure relief. 

Accumulators 

Hydac Accumulators of the smallest standard 
size (75 cm3) were used. They look big on 
Figure 7 but as will be explained below the size 
has no relevant impact on the engine dynamics as 
will be explained below. Nevertheless smaller 
accumulators would do as the maximum 
instantaneous fluid need of one cylinder only is 
half a cm3. 

Sensors 

Apart from the typical engine and hydraulic 
testing sensors for monitoring and control of the 
valve train were needed. ELGO inkremental 
magnetic strips were glued to the valve bridges. 
These sensors serve for lift measurement and -
only - slow adaptive control. 

      



3.6. Power Electronics and Control 

The solenoids are controlled by a dspace 
microautobox. The rapid prototyping unit 
contains injection drivers with boost current 
capabilities as needed for the solenoid valves. 
The own programming at Empa  low and hi-
level control for all kinds of controls in Matlab/ 
Simulink  was helpful for a fast realization 
without restrictions. 

Figure 9: Valve train installation 

4. RESULTS AND EXPERIENCE 

The engine, a 1.4l VW spark ignited engine,  
running on methane, has run 100h in the new 
configuration. Due to the problemless 
functioning of the valve train Empa already has 
been able to do a lot of various measurments. 

4.1. Power demand of the Valve Train 

The hydraulic power need of the new valve train 
was measured (on the fired engine!) by 
measuring pressures and flows at taking into 
account an efficiency of 85% of variable 

displacement pressure supplies. As this engine 
has not been tested in the cam-version a typical 
value of 0.25 bar mean friction pressure is 
assumed. Published data on fired cam engines are 
extremely rare [11]. 

The low hydraulic energy effort is owed to the 
high recuperation rate. This was measured to be 
up to 60%. 

The electric power need has not yet been 
optimized for its task. 

Figure 10: Valve Train energy demand and 
corresponding valve lift curves 

4.2. Experience with the Hydraulic Fluid 

Good results have been obtained with water-
glycol as a low compressible hydraulic fluid. 
White-green coloured residues appear where the 
water evaporates on an open surface.. The choice 

        



of the kind of fluid however (cooling liquid, 
engine oil, diesel fuel, braking fluid) does not 
seem to be decisive for the total energy need, as 
in particular the electric energy need has not been 
optimized yet, see below. 

As the system mostly is running at lower 
engine speeds the number of switchings of the 
valve train is about 4 000 000 cycles. 

Figure 11: Like new  helical groove actuator piston 
after first disassembling after 1 Mill. Cycles 

Even the stems of the gas exchange valves 
which are not lubricated by engine oil anymore 
show no influence of the cooling liquid. This may 
be owed to the fact, that special attention was 
given to avoid side forces on the stem 

4.3. Test engine results 

Figure 12 significantly shows for a typical part 
load operating point how strongly the size of the 
negative gas exchange work loop can be 
minimized by unthrottled early intake closing. 
For the throttled case the still mounted engine 
throttle plate was closed to the necessary extent. 

Figure 12: Measured logarithmic pV-diagram on test 
engine:  load control with early intake 
closing (FW, two valve lifts) versus throttle 

(DK) @  2000 rpm/ 2 bar mean eff. 
pressure, efficiency gain 13.1% 

The diagram also shows there is little effect in 
opening the gas exchange valves more than 
adequate (3 mm) at this engine speed and that 
even at full load at this speed a much higher lift 
is not mandatory, as the suction losses cannot be 
reduced much more. So the time needed for 
pressure build up in the hydraulic accumulator 
will not in the least restrict the engine dynamics. 
On the contrary valve timings and therewith load 
changes can be switched not only within engine 
cycle time but in firing frequency [12], 
suprisingly faster than the engine reaction one is 
used to. 

4.4. Simulated driving cycles 

The stationary engine test results were 
transponed into a CO2 driving cycle effect by 
simulation [12]: 

Table 1: Efficiency potential in new WLTP 

driving cycle of Flexwork (FW) engine in 

1400 kg   

Engine Efficiency gain  [%]

Base line engine (throttled) 0 

Flexwork engine 6 

FW engine incl. cyl. deactivation 8 

FW engine in hybrid car 3 

FW engine in hybrid car incl. cyl. 
deactivation 

4 

The results are in so far conservative as the new 
World Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP) has 
much less low load conditions as the older NEFZ. 
The results will improve with the weight of the 
cars. Also the geometric compression ratio of the 
test engine is not state of the art  

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The newly developed flexible valve train showed 
impressing performance and efficiency 
improvements on the 1.4 l Otto test engine and in 
subsequent driving cycle simulations. It has 
proven a reliable research tool and - thanks to its 
excellent and broad controllability - it will further 
support research work in the field of part load 
optimization of combustion engines and hybrid 
power train integration. It can also be used for 
optimising turbo charger integration, exhaust 
braking or for control of new low emission 
combustion concepts like Homogenous Charge 
Compression Ignition (HCCI) [12]. 
Due to its simplicity and robustness the question 

      



of chances to become a series product may be put. 
The high achievable valve speeds make this 

valve train also suitable for load control of 
reciprocating gas compressors and expanders. 
Figure 13 shows simulated load variations on a 
reciprocating compressor and a reciprocating 
expander. At highest piston speed (half stroke) a 
fast  near digital  opening respective closing is 
specially important to keep throttle losses of the 
gas exchange to a minimum. 

In continuation of these thoughts the fast 
electrohydraulic valve train may also help piston 
based Joule cycle engines and future Joule cycle 
based heat pumps (Figure 14) to become
feasible. 

The electrohydraulic system recuperates 
substiantial drive energy, up to 60%, at closing of 
the gas exchange valves. The energy can be 
captured on the original supply pressure level and 
can directly be used for the next actuations.  
Next step towards a convincing system could be 
the integration of the power supply which today 
still is external. May this system idea inspire 
other hydraulic applications in utilizing moving 
masses for energy recuperation. 

Figure 13: Simulated p-V-diagrams of load 
control on reciprocating gas compressor (top) 
and expander (bottom) by fast flexible valve 
train [13]

Figure 14: Electricity Storage System by Pumped Heat 
(ESSPH)   [13] 
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NOMENCLATURE 

densitiy 
angular frequency 

a sound speed 
a acceleration 
c spring constant 
A Area 
E Isentropic Bulk Modulus 
F Force 
m mass 
n engine speed 
p pressure 
t time 
Q flow 

T period duration 

V engine cylinder volume 
w fluid flow speed 
y Gas exchange valve lift 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper will give an overview about the technological change in Industrial Hydraulics and the impact 

of the Digital Twin on the related new engineering processes and methods in order to overcome the 

challenges coming out of that technology change. Simulation models will more and more become a 

decisive factor for the engineering process. The Digital Twin will be a window of opportunity for 

innovations and a technology push for the engineering process and the products in the Industrial 

Hydraulics.  

Keywords:Model based engineering, Digital Twin, Simulation model 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This change is driven by the two major 

technology trends in the Industry sector: 

Electrification: Due to the increasing 

awareness of energy efficiency, the classical 

hydraulic solutions will be replaced or 

transformed into electro-hydraulic solutions. 

That means that hydraulics will be driven by 

speed variable electric motors (e.g. SYTRONIX). 

That will lead to interdisciplinary solutions which 

must be handled in an interdisciplinary way in the 

development process which begins with a first 

design and ends up with the commissioning & 

service. 

Digitalization: Electronics and software will be 

added to the hydraulic products and standard 

hydraulics will lead to more and more software 

related products. Therefore, the complexity of the 

products and the technical solutions will increase 

as well as set-ups and special skills will be 

required in the development process. Besides the 

technology trends above, an increasing demand 

for higher productivity, dynamic and precision of 

Figure 1: motivation and challenges for Model Based Engineering  

       



production machines within parallel reduced life 

cycle costs and a general need for short time to 

market will require a new development approach. 

From the first concept at the beginning, the 

design phase up to the engineering and 

commissioning process the Digital Twin (product 

data and models) becomes more important and 

models are needed to achieve the targets. 

2. DIGITAL TWIN AND MODELLING 

These models are not only domain specific due to 

the merging technologies. Therefore, a FLUID 

mechatronic model approach is needed: 

Figure 2: multi technology modelling 

Today the first design concepts are typically 

made by an early multi-technology simulation 

based on approved component and system 

models. Afterwards, the functionality is proven 

(Digital Twin) of the machine. This will help to 

shorten the development time significantly and to 

assure the proper functionality with less efforts 

than building up a real prototype with iron and 

oil. Even the software programming process will 

be shortened by the model based approach of 

automatically generated software code for the 

related target system out of the simulation tool 

chain. But for these purposes we have to get a 

clear understanding what is the content of the 

Digital Twin. 

Figure 3. 

However, different models for the various 

purposes will be needed as shown in Figure 4.

For the simple sizing and configuration 

process, the so called static models (level 1), like 

CAD-files, EPLAN-Macros and characteristic 

curves (e.g., Speed-torque curve or pressure-oil 

flow) are sufficient. 

For system design and validation issues you 

also need dynamic models (level2), where all 

relevant limitations and dynamics are covered. In 

most cases it is sufficient, if the system dynamic 

is approximated by PTn-models with limitations 

in order to keep it simple.  Although, for a 

machine and program simulation or a virtual 

commissioning you need models (level 3) for the 

software and the digital control function, too. 

Because then you are able to adjust the 

parameters of the Digital Twin, which is needed 

for the virtual commissioning and programming 

of a machine or system. 

Figure 3: Definition of a Digital Twin

        



3. MODEL BASED ENGINEERING 

Before showing concrete examples the pre-

conditions for a successful Model Based 

Engineering approach shall be listed: 

1. Product data base for all data related to the 

product from the design, production and 

operation 

2. Simulation models for the different purposes 

and use cases with a modular model 

architecture 

3. Standardized interfaces between the 

different simulations tools (FMU, FMI) for 

data exchange and Co-simulation 

4. Open software architecture with an option 

for code generation and software modelling. 

For internal design and development issues more 

detailed and domain specific models are needed 

in order to make a deep system analysis or 

optimization (e.g. CFD for fluid). The software 

itself is also tested in advance by simulations on 

a PC, which helps to reduce the test efforts by 

automatically test routines with virtual load and 

process models on a virtual test bench. 

In summary, the mechatronic engineering 

process for electro-hydraulic solutions will be 

assured and improved with models (see Figure 

5). 

In this paper the new tools and processes such as 

an early system simulation (multi-technology 

models) for the design and concept phase in 

order to proof the concept 

and a new software development and test 

process with automatically code generation 

and validation with a virtual prototype will be 

described. 

In addition to that, it will also be shown how such 

models will help to improve both operations and 

service with new methods and solutions for e.g.  

AutoTuning & Adaptive Control: new control 

algorithms for optimized performance and 

productivity with system identification and 

model based control, and 

ModelBased Condition-Monitoring with 

wear and tear model and virtual sensors 

during operation. 

Figure 4: Different model levels for the specific purposes 

Figure 5: Model Based Engineering - Overview

       



4. MODEL BASED CONTROL 
(EXAMPLES) 

The following examples will give an impression 

about the benefit which can be taken out of model 

based design method in the design and 

developing phase. 

Figure 6: Definition of Adaptive and Learning Control 

In the first application a complex electro 

hydraulic system for a Die Casting Shot Unit

has to be designed for a high dynamic and precise 

shot control. The callenge is that the system 

characteristics are nonlinear, time variant and the 

load (process force) is variable. 

Figure 7: system structure of the shot unit 

Figure 8: cylinder speed for the Shot (without load) 

Therefore, a system model for the complete shot 

Unit based on the domain know-how and 

knowledge in addition to simulation experience 

of the REXROTH development team was 

created. Based on that, a new model based feed 

forward and adaptive control solution was 

developed and prooven by simulation in advance 

with a virtual prototype. 

After that, the C-Code for the new control 

software was generated out of MATLAB 

Simulink, so that the development time could be 

shortened dramatically. No additional 

programming effort was necessary after the 

validation with the virtual prototyp (Digital 

Twin) which saved a lot of development time. 

As you can see in Figure 8 the control 

performance is much better than with the 

standard control solution before. Which means a 

higher dynamic, lower overshot and stable 

control function is achieved. In addition to that, 

less parametrization effort is needed, due to a 

very simple parameter adjustment of the control. 

Another example is the speed variable axial 

pistion pump (see Figure 10), where two degress 

of freedom exist, in order to adjust the oil flow Q. 

Figure 9: automated code generation out of MATLAB for the target system

        



Therefore, the pump displacement umd speed 

will be apated to the load condition due to 

different optimization criterias: dynamic, energy 

efficiency or noise. The challenge is then that the 

variation of pump displacement VG has an 

influence on the pressure control and stability.  

If the pressure control is running, then the 

variation of the pump displacement in pressure 

control will have an impact on the 

Oil flow Q 

Motor torque caused by the system pressure 

And the control gain for the closed loop 

The result of the pressure drop due to the swivel 

angle adjust can be seen in Figure 11 (green 

curve).  

Therefore, a new model based feed forward 

control based on a system model for the swivle 

angle pump, was designed which helps to 

overcome these negative effects. In the model, 

the system dynamic of the swivle angle 

adjustment was realized by the modelling of the 

most important parts in the pump: 

electro magnet of the switch valve 

switch valve mechanic 

adjustment cylinder for the swifle angle 

pump mechanics 

With the knowledge of the system dynamic a 

model based feed forward for torque and speed 

was designed. 

As you can see in Figure 11 the pressure drop 

caused by a reduction of VG (swivle angle adjust 

100%  10%) during pressure control can be 

dramatically reduced if the new model predictive 

control is used. The graphic shows the result with 

the different measures: 

1. yellow: with adaption of p-gain 

2. blue: with adaption of p-gain and speed 

feed forward 

3. red: with adaption of p-gain and speed & 

torque feed forward. 

Figure 10: speed variable displacement pump (Hydro Gear)  

Figure 11: model predictive feed forward for speed variable pump 

       



Figure 12: system model of variable pump (EZ)  

5. CONDITION MONITORING WITH 
VIRTUAL SENSORS  

In the last chapture the area of condition 

monitoring will be discussed and the benefits 

which can be achieved by system models that are 

used in order to generate virtual sensor signals.  

But first, some basic definitions and explanations 

are given in order to have a clearer understanding 

about condition monitoring.  

In Figure 13 an explanation of condition 

monitoring and its target are given. Regarding the  

methods for condition monitoring the following 

three analytics have to be differentiated

Descriptive Analytics 

Trend analysis and monitoring of 

operation conditions (sensor signals) 

Diagnostic Analytics 

Generation of representive virtual sensor 

data (e.g. friction) with a specific test cycle 

or online by system-/ component model 

(Digital Twin)! 

Predictive Analytics 

Health Index with DataAnalytics based on 

sensor data. With a life time estimation 

based on stochastic methods 

The system models will help in that aera to get a 

better system understanding and also it is a 

opportunity to get valuable information about the 

system condition. Based on a deep product 

knowledge (domain know how) specific test 

cycles or system models will help to generate non 

measurable signals (e.g. like friction, leackage or 

oil condition see pump model in figure 14). These 

operation conditions can then be used to monitor 

the condition of the electro hydraulic system and 

together with wear and tear models or AI-

algorithms it is possible to generate a health index 

of the system, which is needed for predictive 

maintenance soltutions. 

Figure 13: Definition of Condition Monitoring

        



Figure 14: Virtual sensor (example pump model) 

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

As shown in this paper the Digital Twin will 

change the development and engineering process 

fundamentally and which advantages can be 

taken out of that. For the product quality and 

productivity, but also for the engineering process 

due to efficiency increase. But in order to 

establish the Model Based Engineeering process 

in a company, a fundamental change in  mind and 

the engineering process is needed. And the 

Digital Twin needs to be filled with content, 

which means a lot of product data and the 

corresponding system models are needed first. 

Therfore a lot of initial effort has to be accepted 

before on the long term the harvest can be taken 

out of the new MBE-approch. But in the end it 

will be worth while to change, because the 

innovation potential is huge and the Digital Twin 

will define the future. And the future begins 

already now. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a conceptual study aiming to improve the compactness of electro-hydraulic 

compact drives (ECD ). In most current ECD architectures, gas accumulators are used as volume 

compensators for the flow imbalance emerging whenever asymmetric single rod cylinders are used. To 

stay within a required reservoir pressure range typically from two to four bar, a large gas volume is 

required, compromising system compactness. Combining conventional ECD architectures with a boot-

strap reservoir offers a greater degree of freedom in system design, which enables downsizing or avoid-

ance of the gas volume. Another potential benefit by including a bootstrap reservoir is the possibility 

of elevating the backpressure of the ECD thus enhancing drive stiffness, expanding the application 

range and market acceptance. Based on an open analysis of the solution space occurring when intro-

ducing a bootstrap reservoir, three system architectures are selected for a conceptual study. The results 

show that the downsizing potential is strongly dependent on the maximum friction force and the area 

ratio of the bootstrap reservoir pistons, while a linear analysis reveals that for some system architectures 

the bootstrap reservoir may severely influence the system dynamics. Simulation results confirm the 

functionality of the proposed system architectures, and show that a potential for downsizing/avoiding 

the gas volume, as well as increasing the ECD stiffness is present. 

Keywords: Electro-hydraulic, compact cylinder drive, self-contained cylinder, bootstrap reservoir  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electro-hydraulic compact drives (ECD ) are an 

emerging technology in a range of industrially 

available linear can 

generally be characterised as pump-controlled 

cylinder drives based on variable-speed electric 

motors and fixed-displacement pumps combined 

in a compact unit including a fully enclosed oil 

circuit. A feasible ECD circuit must be able to 

compensate the flow imbalance emerging when-

ever asymmetric single rod cylinders are used. 

Numerous solutions to achieve this have been 

proposed and an extensive overview is given in 

[1]. Generally the compensation methods may be 

divided in two groups: valve-compensation and 

pump-compensation [2]. Examples of each ap-

proach are found in Figure 1, wherein (a) an in-

verse shuttle valve connects the low pressure 

chamber with the gas accumulator to compensate 

the flow asymmetry, while in (b) a pump-com-

pensated architecture is shown. Here the pump 

displacements are matched, such that the two-

quadrant pump is providing the cylinder rod flow. 

The two examples shown are well-known in re-

search literature and detailed investigations and 

experimental validations may be found in [2] [5] 

for valve-compensated systems, and in [6] [10] 

for pump-compensated systems.  

Figure 1:  Examples of (a) valve-compensated and (b) 

pump-compensated ECD.  

       



In current ECD architectures, gas accumulators 

are used to store the rod volume as well as com-

pression and thermal expansion volumes. The ac-

cumulator defines the baseline pressure of the 

system, which has conflicting optimization tar-

gets: On the one hand, it is supposed to be high in 

order to avoid pump cavitation and to increase the 

bulk modulus of the oil/air mixture and hence 

yield stiffer cylinder drives. On the other hand, 

pump housings and especially their shaft sealing 

offer longer lifetime at lower pressures and may 

even malfunction if a low-pressure leakage line is 

unavailable. For this reason, accumulator pres-

sures usually do not exceed four bar. In order to 

stay within this narrow pressure range under all 

operating conditions, the gas volume needs to be 

significantly larger than the rod volume of the 

cylinder, rendering the accumulator bulky in 

comparison to the cylinder. Especially for long 

stroke cylinders, this compromises the desired 

compactness of the entire system. One approach 

for reducing the accumulator volume and in-

crease system stiffness is given by combining the 

conventional ECD architectures in Figure 1 with 

a so-called bootstrap reservoir.  

1.1. Bootstrap Reservoirs 

Bootstrap reservoirs can essentially be regarded 

as two interconnected differential cylinders, 

which may be arranged in different configura-

tions as seen in Figure 2. Common for the three 

configurations is that one or more chambers are 

vented to the atmosphere, while the effective area 

between in the bootstrap chamber  and the 

reservoir chamber  differs significantly. In 

commercially available bootstrap reservoirs the 

reservoir piston area may be as much as ~85 times 

larger than the bootstrap area [11].  

Figure 2:  (a)-(c) Bootstrap reservoirs shown as two 

interconnected differential cylinders.  

By the pressure  the reservoir pressure  is el-

evated above atmospheric pressure to avoid 

pump cavitation and to ensure that the reservoir 

may function in arbitrary orientations. Bootstrap 

reservoirs are vital in aircraft hydraulic systems 

([11], [12]), where either the hydraulic pump 

pressure or compressed air, pressurises the boot-

strap chamber. In this paper, the configuration 

shown in Figure 2 (a) is utilized for analysis. For 

relative pressures, in static conditions neglecting 

friction and gravitational loads it is evident that 

, leading to  for 

, meaning that the bootstrap reservoir may 

be regarded as a volume-to-pressure transmission 

[13]. 

1.2. Paper Outline 

In Sec. 2 the solution space occurring when com-

bining a bootstrap reservoir with the two different  

ECD s from Figure 1 is derived. From the feasi-

ble subspace three different systems have been 

selected, to each investigate the following three 

potentials originating from the combination of 

bootstrap reservoirs and ECD : 

1. Downsizing (Sec. 3) 

The volume-to-pressure transmission prop-

erty of the bootstrap reservoir may be utilised 

to downsize the gas volume while increasing 

the gas pressure.  

2. Gasless (Sec. 4)

The gas accumulator can be avoided by re-

placing it directly with the bootstrap reser-

voir. If no gas volume is present, the baseline 

pressure of the system must be defined by the 

bootstrap chamber, which has to be charged 

by means of additional circuitry in order to 

define a reservoir pressure above atmosphere.  

3. Stiffness (Sec. 5) 

If the high pressure bootstrap chamber is con-

nected with the low pressure side of the cyl-

inder, it may be possible to elevate the back-

pressure of the cylinder and as such improve 

the stiffness of the ECD. 

2. COMBINING COMPACT DRIVES AND 
BOOTSTRAP RESERVOIRS  

Based on Figure 3, it is investigated how a boot-

strap reservoir may be included in the design of 

the two ECD architectures from Figure 1. 

Figure 3:  To investigate the solution space, the possi-

ble configurations when combining ports A, 

B and C with ports 1 and 2 are considered. 

        



The valve-compensated ECD emerges when 

combining the single pump architecture 1P with 

the system (cylinder, inverse shuttle valve, and 

accumulator), whereas the pump-compensated 

ECD emerges if considering pump architecture 

2P. Note, that the inverse shuttle valve is usually 

not included when considering pump architecture 

2P, but is inserted here to extend the possible 

ways of introducing the bootstrap reservoir, thus 

gaining benefits. 

The feasible solution space is initially con-

strained because port A must be connected to the 

low pressure port 1. System ports B and C may 

generally be connected to bootstrap port 1, 2 or 

stay unconnected. However, for the valve-com-

pensated architecture (1P) system port C cannot 

stay unconnected. Altogether, this leaves six sys-

tem architectures for the valve-compensated ar-

chitecture (1P) and nine for the pump-compen-

sated architecture (2P), which are listed in Ta-

ble 1. In this table, the improvement potentials 

are indicated, as well as system architectures that 

are obviously infeasible or that require additional 

circuitry to obtain the indicated potential. Please 

note, that only obviously infeasible architectures 

are indicated, meaning that other architectures 

may turn out infeasible or needing additional cir-

cuitry when analysed thoroughly. 

The circuit configurations with ID 2, 4, 6 are 

obviously infeasible, as the pump leakage oil is 

not able to re-enter the closed oil circuit. For ID 

4, this is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Pump leakage causes oil from the high pres-

sure side  leaking towards the low pressure 

side , thus causing the bootstrap reservoir 

piston to drift until the end-stop is reached, ren-

dering the device non-functional. To compensate 

piston drift, leakage oil must be able to re-enter 

the closed system from the low pressure side of 

the bootstrap reservoir. Since there is no part of 

the system with lower pressure available, this is 

clearly not possible by means of valves. 

For the considered architecture this example 

shows that it is not possible to elevate the back-

pressure of the cylinder, without including an ac-

tive component to displace fluid from the low 

pressure to the high pressure side of the bootstrap 

reservoir.  

To investigate each of the potentials arising 

when introducing a bootstrap reservoir in ECD 

design, three of the circuit configurations from 

Table 1 are selected. To investigate the downsiz-

ing potential, gasless potential and increased 

stiffness potential, system ID 3, 5 (valve-com-

pensated) and 8 (pump-compensated) are chosen 

as a starting point, respectively. The selected ar-

chitectures are shown in Figure 5. 

Table 1: Circuit configurations  

ID X to # Potential Comment 

 B C

1 1 1 -  

2 1 2 - Infeasible 

3 2 1 Downsizing

4 2 2 -  Infeasible 

5 - 1 Gasless Circuitry required

6 - 2 Gasless Infeasible 

7 1 1 -  

8 1 2 Stiffness  

9 1 - -  

10 2 1 Downsizing

11 2 2 Stiffness  

12 2 - Downsizing

13 - 1 Gasless Circuitry required

14 - 2 
Gasless & 
stiffness 

Further investi-
gation needed 

15 - - Gasless Circuitry required

Figure 4:  Infeasible system architecture (ID 4). 

       



3. DOWNSIZING OF GAS VOLUME 

The downsizing potential of the gas volume is in-

vestigated using the system architecture shown in 

Figure 5 (a). In this configuration, the bootstrap 

reservoir contains a low-pressure oil chamber and 

a high-pressure gas chamber, and may as such be 

regarded as a piston accumulator with uneven 

piston areas. This enables replacing the low pres-

sure/high volume accumulator in Figure 1 with a 

gas working under high pressure / low volume. 

The gas is considered ideal and the compres-

sion/expansion process as polytropic obeying:  

(1)

, is the pre-charge, minimum 

and maximum gas working pressure respectively. 

The subscripted 

sures are utilised.  

The minimum gas volume ( ) may be found as: 

(2)

By defining the compensation volume or active 

volume as , the ratio of initial 

gas volume  to  for the conventional con-

figuration in Figure 1 (a) is from Eq. (2) found 

as: 

(3)

Please note that to utilise  in Eq. (3), no oil is 

present in the accumulator at , meaning that 

the initial gas volume ( ) is here regarded as 

the total accumulator size. To achieve proper uti-

lisation and lifetime of the accumulator the pre-

charge pressure  is customary chosen to 90% 

of  yielding a larger accumulator 

 than given by Eq. (3). To achieve a fair com-

parison between the volume of the accumulator 

and the gas-loaded bootstrap reservoir only the 

active oil volume  is included in this compar-

ison.  

For the configuration in Figure 5 (a), the res-

ervoir piston friction  needs to be included 

when estimating the gas volume. The force equi-

librium given in relative pressures for the reser-

voir piston, neglecting gravitational load is: 

(4)

Assuming that the mass is small, the acceler-

ation force may be neglected and by expressing 

 as an equivalent pressure working on 

 , yields:  

(5)

The force equilibrium is transformed to absolute 

pressures, by also including the forces working 

on the system from the surroundings. The reser-

voir pressure is found as:  

(6)

The minimum and maximum reservoir pressures 

in the presence of the maximum piston friction 

 are given by: 

(7)

From Eq. (7) the required limits for the gas pres-

sure in the bootstrap chamber is found as: 

(8)

From Eq. (8) it may be observed that piston fric-

tion narrows the allowable range of gas pressures, 

requiring a larger gas volume. It is required that 

 from which it follows that 

. The initial gas-vol-

ume of the bootstrap chamber,  may be 

found from Eq. (3), as: 

Figure 5:  Three system configurations chosen for fur-

ther investigation. (a) ID 3: Downsizing of 

gas volume. (b) ID 5: Gasless system archi-

tecture. (c) ID 8: Architecture for increased 

stiffness.  

        



(9)

The volume of the bootstrap reservoir is calcu-

lated as , such that the ratio of 

bootstrap reservoir volume to  can be estab-

lished as: 

(10)

By defining , the 

relative size of the gas-loaded bootstrap reservoir 

to the conventional low pressure gas accumulator 

may be estimated. Note that the potential for 

downsizing the gas volume only considers the ac-

tive volumes, such that volume differences 

caused from different material wall thickness or 

other inactive volumes are not included. In Fig-

ure 6 (a),  is plotted as a function of the required 

reservoir pressures, while in (b) it is plotted as a 

function of the bootstrap area ratio and the maxi-

mum friction force. Adiabatic conditions have 

been assumed by defining 

It is evident that the volume ratio decreases as 

area ratio and friction force decreases. For a boot-

strap area ratio of 1/25, and low friction the boot-

strap reservoir may be up to 65% smaller than a 

gas accumulator for the considered pressure lim-

its. On the other hand, for a bootstrap reservoir 

with a large area ratio ( ) and large fric-

tion forces the gas-loaded bootstrap reservoir is 

actually larger than using a conventional gas ac-

cumulator. In the current investigation, the reser-

voir pressure is allowed to span from two bar to 

four bar (relative pressures).

Table 2 shows examples of bootstrap reser-

voir and gas accumulator sizes for different pa-

rameters. 

Table 2:  Estimated bootstrap and accumulator 

sizes. .   

0 bar 0.75 bar 0 bar 0.75 bar

20.9 bar 28.4 bar 40.7 bar 55.7 bar

40.9 bar 33.4 bar 80.7 bar 65.7 bar

0.26 0.91 0.13 0.45 

1.26 1.91 1.13 1.45 

3.27 

0.39 0.59 0.35 0.44 

3.1. Selection of reservoir diameter 

To reduce throttling losses the inverse shuttle 

valve connecting the low pressure chamber and 

the reservoir volume is typically not particularly 

restrictive. This means that the pressure dynamics 

of the connected chambers are almost similar, in 

turn causing volume changes of one chamber to 

directly influence the adjoining chamber dynam-

ics. As such the two movable masses (cylinder 

and reservoir rods/pistons) may interact with 

each other, causing the cylinder motion dynamics 

to be changed when introducing the bootstrap res-

ervoir. This may cause difficulties designing a 

position/velocity controller, meaning that these 

interactions should be reduced if possible.  

To investigate how these interactions depend on 

the selected reservoir diameter, a simplified lin-

ear model, based on the simplified model struc-

ture showed in Figure 7 is considered. The in-

verse shuttle valve is assumed ideal (no pressure 

drop), the gas pressure constant, while pump 

shaft dynamics and leakage is neglected.  

Figure 7: Simplified model used for linear analysis. 

The linear model is derived in Appendix B, and 

based on the linearized equations, the transfer 

function from Q(s) to  may be established. 

Figure 6:  Contour of the bootstrap reservoir size rela-

tive to a gas accumulator. (a) Frictionless 

and  (b)  bar, bar.

       



This is found to contain two complex pole pairs 

and one complex pair of zeros. The variation of 

the poles and zeros as the reservoir diameter is 

changed from 30 mm to 100 mm, is shown in Fig-

ure 8. The viscous damping coefficient is scaled 

linearly as a function of piston circumference, 

while the reservoir volume is fixed leading the 

reservoir stroke length to be ranging from 720 

mm  to 65 mm . 

The remaining parameters are fixed, including 

the mass of the bootstrap rod and pistons of 10 

kg. In Figure 8, the linearization point is at the 

centre position and a positive cylinder speed of 

100 mm/s. No qualitative differences are found 

by varying the linearization point. 

At Figure 8 shows that the cyl-

inder motion dynamics are dominated by the 

complex pole pair located at  be-

cause the dynamics from the complex zeros and 

the other complex pole pair are located close to 

each other at , thus cancelling each 

other. At large reservoir diameters the complex 

pair of zeros accompanies the complex pole pair 

that started at , while the complex 

pole pair starting , moves towards the 

starting position of the other pole pair. Thus, for 

large reservoir diameters the motion dynamics 

are also dominated by a complex pole pair at 

 However, for critical diameters 

the cylinder motion dynamics may not be domi-

nated by second order dynamics only, as the com-

plex pair of zeros is located far away from any of 

the complex pole pairs in the complex plane. 

From a dynamical point of view, the reservoir 

diameter should therefore be chosen far away 

from the critical diameters. From a practical point 

of view, it may be infeasible to select a small di-

ameter, as this yields a long stroke length, and re-

quires low friction. Large reservoir diameters are 

therefore recommended. For the given system pa-

rameters a reservoir diameter of 100 mm is feasi-

ble, and thus selected for all three considered sys-

tems. Likewise an area ratio of  is cho-

sen. 

Figure 8:  Variations of poles and zeros, as a function 

of reservoir diameter for the transfer func-

tion from Q(s) to 

3.2. Simulation Results 

A simulation model of the system in Figure 5 (a)

has been formulated and solved using MATLAB/ 

Simulink. The full set of equations is found in 

Appendix A, while the modelling parameters are 

found in the Nomenclature. The load is modelled 

as a mass/spring/damper system as seen in Fig-

ure 9 (a), where the spring pre-tensioning is such 

that four quadrant operation is obtained. This load 

system is used for the remainder of the paper.  

Figure 9:  (a) Load system. (b) Bootstrap reservoir di-

mensions used in simulation study.

For the chosen cylinder dimensions (63/36-

500mm), the needed  is 0.51 L. The bootstrap 

reservoir is modelled with a maximum friction 

force of and 

From Table 2 it is seen that the needed accumu-

lator/reservoir volume is reduced from 1.66 L to 

0.97 L. An example of bootstrap reservoir dimen-

sions is given in Figure 9 (b). The cylinder piston 

is controlled to follow a sinusoidal position refer-

ence, using a proportional position feedback con-

troller and static/passive velocity feedforward. 

The simulation results for four quadrant opera-

tion is given in Figure 10.  

        



Figure 10: Four quadrant simulation results for the 

ECD incorporating a gas-loaded bootstrap 

reservoir (Figure 5 (a)).  

The primary observation is that the reservoir 

pressure  is kept within the design limits from 

two to four bar. The gas pressure  is only po-

sition dependent, while  is also motion direc-

tion dependent, due to the directional shift of the 

friction force. Severe velocity oscillations are ob-

served for both  and , when the direction of the 

external load changes. This is caused by the posi-

tion change of the inverse shuttle valve, which is 

a general drawback of valve-compensated ECD 

[14], [15] and is not related to the use of the boot-

strap reservoir. This is confirmed in Figure 11

where no abrupt velocity oscillations are ob-

served. Here the pre-tensioning of the load spring 

is adjusted such that the load is unidirectional. 

The robustness towards changed friction 

forces working on the bootstrap reservoir, is in-

vestigated in Figure 12. If the maximum friction 

force equals the design friction force, the reser-

voir pressure approaches the design limits. If the 

friction force is reduced, the reservoir pressure is 

kept well within limits, while it is exceeding the 

limits, if the friction force is larger than expected. 

Note that the changed friction is only observed in 

the reservoir pressure and not the gas pressure, as 

this is only position dependent. 

Figure 12: Simulation results in two quadrant opera-

tion, for varying bootstrap friction forces. 

4. GASLESS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

To investigate the potential for avoiding a gas 

volume, additional circuitry is added to the sys-

tem configuration in Figure 5 (b). The proposed 

system is shown in Figure 13, where conven-

tional pressure compensator valves PC2 and PC3, 

are used to charge and discharge the bootstrap 

chamber respectively.  

Figure 13: Proposed gasless system. A charge valve 

(PC2) and a discharge valve (PC3) are in-

cluded. 

The functionality of the added circuitry is illus-

trated in Figure 14. When the bootstrap reservoir 

retracts (positive cylinder speed), the bootstrap 

chamber volume increases, requiring an in-

let/charge flow to maintain the charge pressure. 

This flow must be acquired from the cylinder 

chamber with the largest pressure, as the low 

pressure chamber is connected to the reservoir 

side of the bootstrap reservoir, otherwise violat-

ing . To control the charge flow, a nor-

mally open pressure compensator PC2 is pro-

posed. When  is smaller than the reservoir 

pressure plus some equivalent spring force, the 

chamber is charged, while the valve is closed if 

 exceeds the equivalent spring force plus the 

reservoir pressure. A shuttle valve, is used to se-

lect the largest system pressure as the charge 

source, rendering this approach functional for bi-

directional external load directions.  

Figure 11: Simulation results for two quadrant opera-

tion.

       



Figure 14: Two quadrant operation diagram of the pro-

posed circuit. In the two remaining opera-

tion quadrants, the only difference is the 

opening direction of the inverse shuttle and 

the shuttle valve. 

When the bootstrap reservoir extends (negative 

cylinder speeds), the bootstrap chamber volume 

decreases, requiring a flow to leave the bootstrap 

chamber. This is achieved by the normally closed 

discharge valve PC3, which directs the discharge 

flow to the reservoir chamber, when  exceeds 

the reservoir pressure plus some equivalent 

spring force. 

It is pivotal for the functionality of the pro-

posed system that the limits of  enable the 

valve springs to be selected such that at least one 

of the valves PC2 and PC3 are fully closed at all 

times. As indicated in Figure 14, this entails the 

pressure in the bootstrap chamber to be depend-

ent on the motion direction rather than the piston 

position, in-turn causing  to be motion direc-

tion dependent.  

Because the bootstrap reservoir does not need 

to contain any gas at the fully extended position, 

the volume of the reservoir can be made smaller 

than for the system in Sec. 3. The total active res-

ervoir volume for the gasless system is 0.62 L 

compared to 0.97 L for the gas-loaded bootstrap 

reservoir (Sec. 3). 

4.1. Simulation Results 

Similarly to Sec. 3.2, the proposed system is in-

vestigated via a simulation study. The set of equa-

tions can be found in Appendix A. For the valves 

PC2 and PC3, it is assumed that the valve dynam-

ics are dominated by the pressure dynamics in the 

pilot lines. Therefore the spool opening dynamics 

are simplified and modelled as first order systems 

( =10 ms), with the input being the effective 

pressure difference experienced by the valve 

spool. 

Figure 15 shows the simulation results for the 

gasless system for the four quadrant operation cy-

cle. As with the system based on the gas-loaded 

bootstrap reservoir, severe velocity oscillations 

are observed as the direction of the external load 

force changes. When this happens, the gasless 

system is furthermore experiencing a more criti-

cal problem. When both chamber pressures are 

low (small external load), there is no charge 

source available to fill the bootstrap chamber at 

positive cylinder speeds. This causes  to de-

cline, in turn lowering  below acceptable lim-

its. If no friction forces were present  would 

approach atmospheric pressure. Due to friction 

 drops even further, in the given example to 

0.5 bar (relative), which is non-tolerable. In the 

simulated example, the chamber pressures are 

low, while the cylinder speed is large, which 

make the problem more apparent, as the demand 

of charge flow is large under these conditions. At 

standstill, it is possible for the system to operate 

at low chamber pressures (no external load), 

without  dropping below atmospheric pressure, 

but  cannot be elevated without sufficient 

charge pressure. When the bootstrap reservoir ex-

tends, while the load force is low, the drop in res-

ervoir pressure does not occur because no charge 

source is needed under these circumstances. The 

reservoir can be regarded self-charging in the re-

tracting direction of the cylinder.  

Figure 16 shows the simulated system in two 
Figure 15: Simulation results for the proposed gasless 

system, operated in four quadrants. 

        



quadrant operation, where the external load en-

sures a sufficient charge flow to be provided 

when necessary. Under these restricted condi-

tions, the system is observed to behave as desired. 

The reservoir pressure is controlled within the de-

sign limits from two bar to four bar.  

Figure 16: Simulation results for the proposed gasless 

system, operated in two quadrants.  

Unlike the gas-loaded system, neither the pres-

sure in the bootstrap nor reservoir chamber are 

position dependent, but depend on motion direc-

tion only. 

The proposed gasless reservoir system should 

generally not be considered if there is a risk for 

lacking sufficient charge pressure. The proposed 

system may therefore be relevant for ECD archi-

tectures where it is possible to control the back-

pressure of the cylinder to a certain level, ensur-

ing that a charge source is available at all times. 

Examples of such system architectures can be 

found in [16] [20], for single variable-speed 

electric motor systems. Architectures with two 

electric machines can be found in [21], [22]. 

5. ARCHITECTURE FOR INCREASED 
DRIVE STIFFNESS 

Bootstrap reservoirs may offer an opportunity to 

obtain the advantages that result from increased 

backpressure. In Sec. 2 the baseline layout for in-

vestigating this potential was selected as the dou-

ble pump concept, given in Figure 5 (c), and re-

drawn in Figure 17 (a). Here the bootstrap cham-

ber is connected to the lower line pressure via the 

inverse shuttle valve, allowing for elevating the 

backpressure, hence increasing ECD stiffness. 

Figure 17: (a) System without leakage compensation 

(b) with charge-pump based leakage com-

pensation and (c) with valve based leakage 

compensation.  

For the conventional pump-compensated archi-

tecture in Figure 1 (b), the pump displacement 

volumes  must match the area ratio 

of the cylinder (  in the following 

manner: 

(11)

The imbalance flow is compensated by the gas 

accumulator. When this is transferred to a system 

with an additional bootstrap reservoir as depicted 

in Figure 17 (a), the gas accumulator has to be 

dimensioned in the same way, since it has to 

cover the whole volume imbalance. However, a 

certain mismatch of pump displacements can be 

applied to reduce the size of the gas accumulator. 

For both opening directions of the inverse shuttle 

valve, an optimal matching ratio of the pumps can 

be established (Table 3), such that the imbalance 

flow is completely covered by the reservoir 

chamber of the bootstrap reservoir: 

Table 3: Conditions for minimal accumulator size  

Since the state of the shuttle valve is governed by 

the direction of the load, a four-quadrant drive 

cannot be dimensioned to optimality with regard 

to accumulator size. As a compromise, the pump 

displacement ratio is chosen to be the mean value: 

(12)

For low bootstrap area ratios, the deviation of Eq. 

       



(12) compared to Eq. (11) is small, resulting in 

manageable changes in static speed gain when the 

external load changes direction. 

Measures of leakage compensation in order to 

avoid bootstrap drifting (see Sec. 2) may include 

a small charge pump driven by an external motor 

(Figure 17 (b)) or pressure compensator valves 

(Figure 17 (c)). The former can be controlled us-

ing a simple on/off motor switch to keep accumu-

lator pressure inside the working range. This will 

automatically ensure the bootstrap reservoir pis-

ton to be within its working range. The latter can 

be based purely on passive elements. Both pres-

sure compensators PC4 and PC5 control the pres-

sure difference 

for the bootstrap piston, formulated for relative 

pressures results in 

(13)

thus  can be controlled via the difference 

 when friction and acceleration forces are ne-

glected. 

Pressure compensator PC4 extracts a flow 

from cylinder chamber A to the bootstrap cham-

ber when a positive load force is available and the 

pressure difference  is below a critical 

pressure level. PC5 throttles the pump outflow 

during cylinder retraction to a pressure level just 

above , such that a flow portion is deviated to 

the bootstrap chamber via an orifice, when the 

pressure difference is too low. Both pressure 

compensators have symmetric pilot areas. Note, 

that this valve arrangement does not allow leak-

age compensation under pulling loads while ex-

tending the main cylinder. 

5.1. Simulation results 

For a simulation study, a system with the pre-

sented valve based leakage compensation ap-

proach is parameterised according to the parame-

ters given in the Nomenclature. The governing 

equations are presented in Appendix A. The sim-

ulation study performs the same load cycle as 

shown in Sec. 3.2, of which results are given in 

Figure 18. 

Figure 18: Simulation results of system architecture for 

improved drive stiffness.  

The simulation results show that the leakage 

compensation structure is capable of keeping the 

bootstrap cylinder position within working range. 

Comparative studies without the compensation 

measures revealed that under the given load and 

pump leakage model, a bootstrap reservoir of the 

chosen size would hit the end stop within less 

than 5 seconds. The lowest cylinder pressure 

never drops below 20 bar while the reservoir/ac-

cumulator pressure remains within a range of two 

to four bar.  

It is worth noting that the chosen gas accumu-

lator volume is 1 L, compared to a minimum re-

quired volume of 2 L in the conventional system. 

The total volume of the bootstrap reservoir is 0.6 

L, while the main cylinder takes a fluid volume 

of 1.6 L. 

6. DISCUSSION 

This paper presents a conceptional study, investi-

gation how bootstrap reservoirs may be incorpo-

rated in the design of electro-hydraulic compact 

drives, to improve compactness and/or stiffness 

of the drive systems.  

Focus has been placed on investigating the 

general applicability of the presented three con-

cepts via a simulation study. Here, simplifying 

assumptions, such as first order valve dynamics 

and simple cylinder friction models have been ap-

plied. This means that the paper serves as an ini-

tial investigation of the possibilities arising when 

combining bootstrap reservoirs and ECD, rather 

        



than a complete design guide. Therefore, it is em-

phasized that further analysis is needed prior to 

realization of the presented concepts. This in-

cludes an analysis of the dynamic requirements to 

the pressure compensators, as well as an investi-

gation of the extent to which the required charge 

flow decreases the energy efficiency of the entire 

system. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Gas accumulators are conventionally used as vol-

ume compensators in electro-hydraulic compact 

drives (ECD ). To stay within a narrow reservoir 

pressure range, a considerable gas volume is re-

quired, compromising system compactness. This 

paper investigates how ECD compactness may be 

improved by incorporating a bootstrap reservoir 

in the design. Based on a systematic derivation of 

the solution space, three improvement potentials 

have been identified: Reservoir downsizing, 

avoidance of gas volume and increased drive 

stiffness by elevating cylinder backpressure. 

Three architectures, each representing one of the 

three improvement potentials, have been selected 

for a conceptual study. 

It is found that the area ratio of the bootstrap 

reservoir piston as well as the magnitude of fric-

tion forces severely affects the downsizing poten-

tial. A linear analysis further shows that for some 

architectures, system dynamics is strongly influ-

enced by incorporating the bootstrap reservoir. 

To reduce this influence a thorough analysis of 

the system dynamics is therefore encouraged. If 

avoidance of the gas volume is desired, a suffi-

cient external load force is needed to define a res-

ervoir pressure greater than the surroundings. In 

the case of elevated backpressure, additional cir-

cuitry needs to be implemented for compensation 

of pump leakage. The exact functioning of these 

structures may depend on the load cycle, espe-

cially when they are hydraulically piloted. 

Simulation results confirm the functionality of 

the proposed system architectures, and shows that 

a potential for downsizing/avoiding the gas vol-

ume, as well as increasing the ECD stiffness is 

present. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Piston area  31 cm3

Rod side area 21 cm3

Bootstrap piston area  7.9 cm3

Reservoir piston area 79 cm3

Load damping coefficient 2.5 Ns/mm

Damping coefficient  0.25 Ns/mm

Damping coefficient  0.50 Ns/mm

Pump displacement  14cm3/rev

Pump displacement   5cm3/rev

Pump displacement   9.03cm3/rev

Cylinder piston diameter  63mm

Cylinder rod diameter 36mm

Bootstrap piston diameter  32mm

Reservoir piston diameter  100mm

Electro-hydraulic compact drives 

Friction coefficient   500 N

Friction coefficient  590 N

Cylinder friction  [N]

Bootstrap reservoir friction  [N]

Load spring coefficient 
261 N/mm

196 N/mm

Leakage parameter  

Leakage parameter   1.19 

Leakage parameter   2.15 

Valve flow gain    21 

Valve flow gain  2.2 

Valve flow gain    2.7 

Valve flow gain  7 

Cylinder stroke length  0.5 m

Bootstrap stroke length 
65 mm

71 mm 

Bulk modulus pressure gradient  11.4

Mass of load and cylinder piston  200 kg

Moveable mass, bootstrap reservoir 10 kg

Pressure  [Pa]

Atmospheric pressure  101325 Pa

Pre-charge pressure [Pa]

Minimum working gas pressure [Pa]

Maximum working gas pressure [Pa]

Bootstrap min gas pressure, abs 28.4 bar

Bootstrap max gas pressure, abs 33.4 bar

Min reservoir pressure, absolute 3 bar

Max reservoir pressure, absolute  5 bar

Cracking pressure difference 0 bar

Full open pressure difference 0.25 bar

Cracking pressure difference 25.4 bar

Full open pressure difference 26.4 bar

Cracking pressure difference 27.4 bar

Full open pressure difference 28.4 bar

Cracking pressure difference 24.3 bar

       



Full open pressure difference 28.8 bar

Cracking pressure difference 18.0 bar

Full open pressure difference 25.2 bar

Friction force, equivalent pressure [Pa]

Maximum 0.75 bar

Flow  [m3/s]

Volume ratio, [-]

Volume ratio, [-]

Volume ratio, [-]

Constant pilot line volume 0.5 L

Initial chamber volume  0.2 L

Initial chamber volume  0.2 L

Initial reservoir volume  0.2 L

Initial charge chamber volume  0.1 L

 [m3]

Accumulator volume 1 L

Pre-charge gas volume [m3]

Initial gas volume [m3]

Minimum gas volume [m3]

Initial gas volume, bootstrap 

chamber 
0.47 L

Load spring pretension  21mm/0mm

Cylinder piston position  [m]

Normalised valve opening  [-]

Reference valve opening  [-]

Bootstrap piston position  [m]

Cylinder area ratio ( / )  0.67 [-]

Bootstrap area ratio ( / )  0.1 [-]

Bulk Modulus of pure fluid 11000 bar

Compensation or active volume 0.51 L

Volumetric air ratio  1 %

Polytropic coefficient  1.4

Time  constant   10 ms

Friction switching parameter 500

Motor speed  [rad/s]

Reference motor speed  [rad/s]

Eigenfrequency of motor drive  50 Hz

Damping coefficient  0.707
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APPENDIX A  SIMULATION MODELS 

Simulations models are presented in the follow-

ing, while parameters can be found in the Nomen-

clature.  

System architecture from Sec. 3 

Considering Figure 19 (a), the system incorpo-

rating a gas-loaded bootstrap reservoir is mod-

elled using Eq. (14) to (31). 

The pressure gradients of  and  are 

given as:  

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

The variable volumes  and  are de-

scribed as:  

(18)

(19)

 is the initial gas pressure at volume , 

with being the polytropic process constant.  

The nonlinear motion dynamics is described by: 

(20)

(21)

 and are the cylinder and bootstrap piston po-

sitions, with , , and ,  being mass and 

friction forces.  and  are spring pre-ten-

sion, spring and damping coefficients of the mod-

elled load. 

Figure 19: Circuit architectures of the three systems in-

vestigated in this paper, including quantity 

designations.    

The friction forces  and  is found as:  

(22)

       



 are Coulomb and viscous fric-

tion coefficients.  are modelled by the 

orifice equation as:  

(23)

(24)

with  normalised valve opening and flow 

gain. The valve opening  are modelled as a first 

order dynamic system with time constant  and 

input , which is calculated based on valve 

cracking ( ) and full open  pressure: 

(25)

(26)

 are pump flows modelled by the Wil-

son model, using pump displacement  and lam-

inar leakage coefficient 

(27)

(28)

(29)

 is the motor shaft speed modelled as a second 

order dynamic system 

(30)

with eigenfrequency and damping ratio , 

with  being the system input.  

Finally  is the effective bulk modulus of the 

fluid air mixture with  the bulk modulus of the  

pure fluid,  the volumetric air content at atmos-

pheric pressure and the pressure dependent 

bulk modulus parameter:  



System architecture from Sec. 4 

Considering Figure 19 (b) the gasless systems is 

modelled. The pressure dynamics, are given as:  

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

The variable volumes of  and  are found 

by Eq. (18), (19).  are found as:  

(36)

The motion dynamics, friction forces, shuttle 

valve opening and flows are modelled as the pre-

vious system using Eq. (20) to (25). The opening 

of the pressure compensator valve are modelled 

as a first order dynamic system given in Eq. (26), 

with the input , and valve flows described by:  

(37)

(38)

(39)

Finally, the pump flows, shaft dynamics and bulk 

modulus are described by Eq. (26) to (31). 

System architecture from Sec. 5 

The modelling of the ECD depicted in Figure 19

(c) is carried out in line with the previously de-

scribed models. Pressure gradients are given by: 

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

Pump flows  are calculated in 

        



analogy to Eq. (27) to (29), with leakage param-

eters  and . Flows through the pressure com-

pensators   are calculated in analogy 

with Eq. (38), using flow gains  and  and 

spool opening dynamics using Eq. (26) and (37). 

Motion dynamics, inverse shuttle valve behav-

iour and bulk modulus are modelled as in previ-

ous sections, while orifice flow is modelled by: 

(45)

APPENDIX B  LINEAR MODEL 

For the system shown in Figure 7 on page 5 a 

linearized model is derived considering  Eq. (14) 

to (16) and Eq. (20), (21), by assuming the in-

verse shuttle valve ideal, thus combining the res-

ervoir chamber and the B-chamber in a single 

continuity equation. By neglecting shaft dynam-

ics and pump leakage, is the sys-

tem input. Assuming bulk modulus, chamber vol-

umes, external load, gas pressure (  and Cou-

lomb friction constant at the linearization point, 

linear equations can be formulated as:  

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

Change variables are given as capital letters and 

variables evaluated at the linearization point with 

transfer function from Q(s) to the selected output 

may be established.  
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ABSTRACT 

Hydraulic displacement systems are a technology that has been known for many years. Nevertheless, 

the impression is created that the large fields of application are not only being developed very 

tentatively, but in many cases are being completely denied. What might be the reason for this? Are the 

electromechanical solutions better? What is the missing element to build the bridge from the available 

hydraulic-mechatronic technology to broad customer application? 

This paper provides an overview of how the targeted use of the latest technologies in the product 

and in the entire value-added chain has resulted in a complete mechatronic hydraulic system that pushes 

the limits of feasibility in terms of power, accuracy and efficiency and delivers a clearly calculable 

benefit for both the plant manufacturer and the end customer. In addition to the great accuracy and high 

reliability, there are also considerable savings in the total cost of ownership (TCO) due to a previously 

unattained level of efficiency. 

The thoughts of health and environmental protection are just as much a part of the considerations as 

product safety and personal protection. 

Finally, an outlook on possible expansions is given, and which areas of application are possible for 

the technologies developed within the project. The aim is not to show how the traditional fields of 

application of hydraulics are to be defended, but rather to use the strengths of a hydraulic-mechatronic 

approach in a conscious and clearly structured way to make new applications possible. 

Keywords:linearactuator, servohydraulic, elektrohydraulic drive  

1. INTRODUCTION 

"Over 80 years of experience in hydraulics 

make WEBER-HYDRAULIK a competent 

specialist for hydraulic drive and control 

technology. This is our obligation". 

The WEBER-HYDRAULIK Group now 

comprises seven locations. Together they stand 

for tailor-made and functionally reliable 

hydraulic solutions. The aim of bundling 

expertise is to be able to offer successful solutions 

in the demanding and challenging market of 

mobile and stationary hydraulics. 

"Our investments in research, development and 

modern production technologies as well as the 

continuous qualification of our employees ensure 

that we have the short path to progress". 

The development of high-quality cylinders, 

control blocks, valves and power units has a long 

tradition in the group of companies and is 

therefore our technological core competence. 

Building on this, the Group also offers its 

customers the realisation of sophisticated 

application-specific system solutions as a leading 

international, innovative and future-oriented 

partner. 

       



2. EHA-ELEKTROHYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 

2.1. Initial situation 

Hydraulic linear units are a technology known for 

many years and have significant advantages 

compared to electromotive drives and electric 

linear drives. Where large forces, precise 

movements and high efficiency are required, the 

electro-hydraulic linear actuator represents a 

technology with almost no alternatives. 

Nevertheless, sometimes the impression is given 

that the very large applications are only very 

tentatively being developed. 

WEBER-HYDRAULIK has been developing 

customer-specific electro-hydraulic and servo-

hydraulic linear axes for several years and 

supplies them to well-known companies in the 

automotive, mechanical engineering and plant 

construction industries. 

The specifications range from electro-hydraulic 

compact units for the automotive industry, 

through resolved systems for industrial 

applications, to compact linear drives in highly 

dynamic machine axes. The fields of application 

are just as broad as the customer segments. 

The present work will be limited to industrial 

applications. These axes are manufactured in the 

Austrian plant of WEBER-HYDRAULIK, in 

Losenstein, Upper Austria. The electro-hydraulic 

axes for mobile applications are developed and 

manufactured at the sites in Güglingen 

(Heilbronn, Germany) and Veenendaal (Utrecht, 

Netherlands). 

2.2. Theoretical aspects, classification 

Electrohydraulics vs. electromechanics - a 

comparison of unequal technologies. 

Electromechanics and electrohydraulics are 

not mutually exclusive systems.  

Many applications use these technologies in a 

complementary manner, whereby 

electrohydraulic drives fully exploit their 

advantages when large forces are applied. The 

main decision criterion for the use of an 

electrohydraulic actuator is therefore usually the 

high forces required with good efficiency. 

Pneumatic cylinders and electromechanical axes 

are advantageous for very small loads during 

operation.  In terms of energy technology, 

however, pneumatics also have major deficits 

here. Only about 1/3 of the primary energy used 

is converted into power by pneumatics. For 

electromechanical drives, a primary energy 

utilization of about 80% can be assumed. 

Depending on the drive solution (ball screw, 

Figure 2: compact linear actuator  for mobile use 

(WEBER HYDRAULIK)

Figure 1: linear actuator (WEBER HYDRAULIK)

Figure 3: compact linear actuator for industrial 

purposes (WEBER HYDRAULIK)

        



roller screw, ...) and the forces generated, the 

values vary greatly and can also be significantly 

lower. 

The figure shows a summary of the system 

boundaries of the individual alternatives. Electric 

axes are a viable solution with good efficiency 

values at low forces. Likewise, very high speeds 

and strokes can be achieved with electric axes at 

very low forces (e.g. toothed belt axes). At higher 

forces, electromechanical axes quickly reach 

system-related limits, and the speeds and 

dynamics are then relatively low due to the 

performance. 

When high forces, high dynamics, high 

precision and high efficiency are combined in the 

specifications, the advantages of the 

electrohydraulic axis come into their own. The 

relatively low rotational masses allow very high 

dynamics. The robustness of the hydraulics 

allows high overloads in the short term. When 

using high-quality measuring systems, the EHA 

also achieves an exceptionally high, hardly 

expected precision that is not inferior to 

electromechanical axes. 

3. EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydraulic linear actuators are not classic 

hydraulic components such as pumps, cylinders 

and valves, which are procured from a catalogue 

program. Rather, they are mechatronic systems in 

which the precise coordination of the individual 

components makes the whole much more than the 

sum of the individual components. 

In order to produce an application-specific 

optimized EHA, it is important that all 

components are optimally matched to each other. 

Even if the performance data of a pump, a 

cylinder and a drive motor can be derived with 

simple mathematics, the real overall performance 

of the EHA is difficult to determine and calculate 

analytically. This calculation becomes almost 

impossible when working with highly 

fluctuating, different load and operating profiles. 

Currently, only insufficient numerical methods 

are available which are suitable, for example, for 

predicting the overall efficiency of the EHA's in 

a specific application. Here WEBER 

HYDRAULIK takes a pragmatic approach and 

typically tests EHA's together with the end 

customer in the final application by means of a 

practical test. Strictly speaking, there is no better 

way to prove functionality and efficiency than in 

the customer application. This involves 

measuring the total energy consumption in the 

application under many other parameters. 

The main design issues and problems that arise 

in this context will be briefly discussed below. 

3.1. Motors 

Modern motors, especially servo motors, have 

quite high efficiencies. Due to the possibility of 

short-term multiple overloads, it is possible to 

Figure 4: application area hydraulic linear actuator

       



operate the motors in a range that is significantly 

higher than the rated power, but at which quite 

useful operating values are obtained for the EHA 

system. 

For the design of the motors themselves it is often 

not the last percentage point of nominal 

efficiency that is important. For particularly 

dynamic applications, it is often a question of the 

mass moment of inertia and the acceleration 

capability of the system. In spite of all these 

theoretical considerations, it is hardly possible to 

calculate the motor efficiency reasonably using a 

dynamic application. The same considerations 

regarding the load profile apply here as for the 

overall axis. 

Overall, the designer's influence on the exact 

motor characteristics is very small in reality, 

since modern motors are usually purchased as 

catalogue goods. For simple applications where 

dynamics and efficiency are not the main focus, 

we also select more cost-effective motor 

concepts, such as speed-controlled DC motors 

with a control system adapted to the vehicle 

electrical system. The variety of variants here is 

almost unmanageable. 

3.2. valves 

The influence of valves on the overall efficiency 

of hydraulic equipment is undisputed. A 

reduction in flow losses inevitably leads to a 

higher efficiency of the overall system. In 

principle, this thesis is clearly understandable and 

does not need further explanation. However, the 

designer of valves is also in a commercial and 

technical field of tension. Large valves have large 

actuating forces and are expensive. Small valves 

have small actuating forces and are cheaper. 

For reasons of system safety, load holding valves 

are also necessary in many cases. This is mainly 

used to enable the machine manufacturer to 

maintain the appropriate safety level (SIL) in 

order to achieve CE conformity with the 

machines and devices. In connection with 

functional safety, there are many issues that are 

not discussed here in detail. 

If these valves, which are usually generously 

dimensioned in the flow, also have to switch 

quickly - the switching time is usually less than 

50 milliseconds and directly affects the dynamics 

of the application - large, fast switching solenoids 

are required. Since there is typically little oil in 

the closed system EHA, the pilot control of 

valves can become a challenging design task. 

This is where it is of great advantage within the 

WEBER-HYDRAULIK Group to have access to 

Figure 5: application map servo motor

Figure 6: cartridge valve (WEBER HYDRAULIK)

        



the appropriate valve know-how in order to solve 

such tasks accurately. 

3.3. cylinders 

Cylinders have been part of our core business for 

many decades. At the Austrian location of the 

WEBER-HYDRAULIK Group alone, more than 

160,000 cylinders are manufactured annually. 

Hydraulic cylinders are technologically already 

highly exhausted and their efficiency is difficult 

to improve. The tribological systems seal-

cylinder wall and seal-rod surface are the main 

factors influencing the overall efficiency of a 

hydraulic cylinder. There is a large number of 

scientific papers on this subject (it is beyond the 

scope of this paper to present the overall context 

here). When using commercially available 

sealing systems, there is little room for maneuver 

at this point anyway due to the specifications of 

the seal manufacturers. 

Our decades of experience have shown that the 

efficiency of hydraulic cylinders with a piston 

diameter of approx. 100 mm reaches a value of 

more than 98%.  

An exception to this is servo cylinders with 

hydrostatic rod guidance and without contacting 

seals. However, these are used almost exclusively 

in extremely dynamic special applications, such 

as vibration testing. Here, even greater 

mechanical efficiencies are achieved, but there 

are also high leakage oil losses through the gap 

seals. 

3.4. pumps 

The best energy saved is the energy that was not 

generated. 

The pump, as a hydraulic energy generator, is 

therefore one of the most critical components in 

terms of the overall efficiency of the EHA.  

The pump efficiency is composed as follows: 

By simply looking at the formulas, it can be seen 

that the pump efficiency is dependent on the 

pressure difference, the torque and the speed. In 

the literature, therefore, the representation of 

pump efficiency as a function of pressure 

difference and torque is also a common way of 

representation. 

The picture is taken from a test series in our 

company and shows the typical course of the 

efficiency of a high-quality hydraulic pump at a 

certain speed. It is also easy to see that an 

optimum is achieved at a certain pressure. In 

every servo-motor hydraulic pump drive, this 

simple representation is overlaid by the speed. In 

order to be able to fully evaluate a pump, the 

efficiency curve must be determined for each 

relevant speed range. 

The pump manufacturers themselves are very 

reluctant to provide such precise information on 

their products. 

We have therefore carried out these tests on 

pumps from different manufacturers together 

with a partner close to the university and have 

drawn up corresponding characteristic diagrams. 

From the complexity of the interrelationships it 

can be concluded that a precise prediction of the 

Figure 7: pump efficiency (WEBER-HYDRAULIK)

       



overall efficiency, as already described, is almost 

impossible. 

3.5. elctronics, sensors and software 

A very important topic in the interaction of 

mechatronic systems are sensors and data 

acquisition devices. In most cases 2 different 

goals are pursued. On the one hand, it requires 

sensors that are fast and adapted to the application 

in terms of their accuracy to record the operating 

parameters required for the control. On the other 

hand, more and more data is collected which is 

not directly used for control but seems to be 

important for topics like predictive maintenance, 

industry 4.0 and IoT. There is currently a lot of 

hype here, with data often being collected without 

a precisely defined purpose. 

Experience has shown that electro-hydraulic 

axes have a very specific technology base, 

strongly oriented towards existing customer 

experience. They are usually installed in an 

already existing environment and very often 

replace conservative hydraulic cylinders in 

existing machine concepts as part of an 

evolutionary development. This is due to the fact 

that in the vast majority of projects an already 

existing situation is improved. Thus, the largest 

projects in mechanical engineering are found in 

the replacement of servo valve solutions. Current 

experience shows us that linear actuators are less 

susceptible to failures than the servo valves that 

were replaced by the actuator. This is most likely 

due to the high long-term requirements on the 

purity of the operating medium. Here EHA's have 

a clear advantage due to the much more robust 

and less dirt sensitive design approach. 

Due to the very specific development 

situation, it is understandable that users want to 

install their own, already known components in 

the devices. For the supplier of electro-hydraulic 

servo axes, this means that for the majority of 

applications there is no unconditional freedom in 

the selection of peripheral components. For 

sensors, filters, ... and many other small parts, it 

is necessary to implement the customer's 

specifications. 

WEBER-HYDRAULIK also uses 

displacement sensors of various designs. 

Particularly good experience has been made with 

measuring systems that act directly on the piston 

rod. The advantage of a displacement measuring 

system that measures the actual position directly 

at the piston rod is primarily the rigidity and 

tolerance insensitivity of the measuring point. By 

eliminating manufacturing tolerances and effects 

based on the temperature response, very precise 

positioning and repeatability can be achieved. 

In the high-precision drives, for example, we use 

linear measurement technology that directly uses 

electromagnetic field effects on the piston rod as 

a measurement signal. The measurement is made 

directly on the piston rod. This systematically 

excludes the entire tolerance chain of the EHA 

from the position measurement. The process for 

manufacturing these piston rods is complex and 

technologically very demanding. However, the 

effort is more than compensated by the 

positioning accuracy, which is extraordinarily 

precise for EHA. 

4. SUMMARY, USE, PROSPECT 

The technology "servo-hydraulic linear axis" has 

reached a very mature and industrial standard. 

Many systems are now in the field in various 

applications. 

WEBER-HYDRAULIK provides its decades 

of experience in the design and production of 

high quality hydraulic components and develops 

sample systems in close cooperation with the 

customer. These sample systems are already 

tested in the customer's facilities and are then 

transferred into highly competitive series 

solutions within the framework of professional 

serialization. It goes without saying that these 

projects are carried out in accordance with 

recognised standards and development systems 

customary in the industry. 

This ensures right from the start that the 

finished devices fit perfectly into the 

Figure 7 efficiency curve

        



environment defined by the customer and that all 

project goals are achieved.  

Today, revolutionary improvements are no 

longer to be expected for individual components. 

However, a big secret still lies in the precisely 

coordinated technology mix. Here, of course, the 

use of electronics in any form is a major future 

topic. However, the precise mechanical and 

hydraulic design and tuning of the components is 

the key competence that continues to lead to 

significant improvements. Predefined kits with 

predefined components are inevitably at a 

disadvantage. The apparent cost advantage of 

purchasing the application by using a modular 

system is lost, at least for highly dynamic 

applications in operation, due to the loss of the 

last percentage points of efficiency, dynamics 

and precision. Therefore, we have developed a 

technology construction kit for us, in which all 

necessary technologies are available. These are 

selected, combined, optimized and transformed 

into an inseparable hydraulic system together 

with the customer. 

In the field of digital hydraulics there have 

been some promising approaches for quite some 

time. Especially in positioning, in load holding 

functions and in finest control tasks, the 

combination of servo-hydraulic drive and digital-

hydraulic control technology seems to us to be an 

interesting combination which we will continue 

to pursue. Here, the near future will show whether 

new ideas and solutions from this field will be 

applied more widely in industry. 

The integration of the individual disciplines 

will certainly lead to further improvements in the 

future. The extent to which pump, engine, valve 

technology and cylinder are merged into a single 

unit also depends on our customers and the 

respective applications and is difficult to estimate 

today. 

It is to be expected that the actuators will also 

find their way into areas of application in which 

nature conservation and environmental 

protection play a major role. Due to the small 

quantities of oil in circulation, EHAs in compact 

design represent a very low risk to nature and the 

environment. An application is therefore also 

conceivable in environments where hydraulics 

are today viewed very critically. 

By using our actuators, we have been enabling 

our customers for years to reduce the primary 

energy consumption of their applications by up to 

75%, depending on the load profile. Tons of CO2 

have already been saved through the real 

application of the technology. Thus WEBER-

HYDRAULIK linear actuators are already 

making an active contribution to climate 

protection and the reduction of greenhouse gases 

at our customers. 

5. COPYRIGHT 

This lecture text, the included pictures and tables 

are released by WEBER-HYDRAULIK GMBH 

and may be copied and passed on provided the 

source (WEBER-HYDRAULIK GMBH 2020) is 

mentioned. 

Figure 8 EHA (without cylinder)
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the potential of centralized or decentralized electro-hydraulic (EH)-drives in 

comparison to conventional hydraulic systems. The systems are presented in diagrams covering the 

major electric and hydraulic components for an exemplary application, but also include specific 

technical data like the sizing of the components according to power, pressure, rotational speeds etc. In 

a second step, all systems are compared and evaluated based on criteria like design effort, energy 

saving potential, controllability, and servicing and maintenance of the machine. The resulting effects 

on fuel consumption are summarized as well. Finally, an evaluation of the potential of EH-drives in 

construction machinery and a derivation of the demands for future customization of electro-hydraulic 

linear drives is given on the basis of a SWOT-analysis from the point of view of a construction 

machinery OEM. 

Keywords: Electro-hydraulics, sizing, fuel consumption, controllability, zonal, centralized, SWOT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, global climate change and industry 4.0 are 

the main drivers for new technologies in the field 

of mobile hydraulic systems and components. 

Legislation already put pressure on the 

development of solutions for CO2-free primary 

power technologies to replace the combustion 

engines widely used in today s mobile 

applications. Electric motors driven from battery 

energy are the favored alternative. The German 

government promotes this technology by their 

climate change strategy that anchors electro-

mobility in the budget until 2029 using 

commitment appropriations [1]. In addition, 

industry 4.0 is the driver to realize automation 

also in the field of mobile applications and hence, 

to improve safety, process stability and 

efficiency. Final solutions to achieve new targets 

are not yet available, but allowed time to fulfil the 

requirements is already demanding for the mobile 

machinery sector. 

Driven by electrification, some mobile 

applications already feature electric primary 

power instead of diesel engines. Beneficial 

boundary conditions are a direct access to electric 

power networks along with small machine 

movement ranges or batteries providing 

sufficient energy for occasional tasks, thereby 

allowing re-charging by energy recuperation or 

during parking and driver breaks. Examples are 

mining excavators and fork lifter trucks that 

already feature full-electric drive trains. Mini 

excavators and small wheel loaders are also 

available with 100% battery power instead of the 

diesel engine. 

For replacing hydraulic drives, especially for 

powerful linear movements, alternatives are still 

missing. To adapt hydraulic drives or systems to 

electrically powered machines, activities of the 

hydraulic industry and university research have 

focused on compact linear electro-hydraulic (EH) 

drives. Those are combining the electric motor, 

the hydraulic pump including corresponding 

valve functionalities, and the cylinder directly 

into a single compact assembly that also 

incorporates the idea of a plug-and-play solution. 

As zonal or decentralized EH drives look like a 

compact approach today, public discussions have 

not yet focused on customization for the final 

integration in mobile machines used in hazardous 

areas with moving obstacles. The conformity to 

standards, safety level and safety functions are 

demanding while keeping the high level of 

controllability in terms of response and fine 

       



control, etc. to finally realize a machine design 

that will be accepted by the customer and 

therefore can be sold to the market. 

2. STATE OF TECHNOLOGY 

2.1. Hydraulic System Environments 

Hydraulic systems are part of many machines in 

the industrial or the mobile sectors. Major reasons 

are the high power density, high forces for linear 

drives and high torques in rotary drives. 

However, the industrial sector varies a lot when 

being compared to the mobile sector, especially 

the sector of construction industry. Table 1 gives 

a comparison of the different fields of 

applications for hydraulics: 

Table 1: Sectors for hydraulic applications  

Criterion Industrial On-

Road 

Off-

Road 

Work location fixed variable variable 

Automation high low low 

Primary power electric fuel fuel 

Collisions no low high 

On-road 
homologation 

no yes no 

Life-time high moderate low 

Risks for 

persons 
low high high 

Load conditions defined known unclear 

Weather 

conditions 
stable flexible flexible 

Accuracy high moderate moderate

Installation 

restrictions 
low high moderate

The industrial sector focuses on mass production 

and therefore demands automation, accuracy, and 

a high degree of task specialization to serve high 

cycle rates and high accuracy with low rejects. 

Therefore, huge investments, less restrictions to 

the machine size and mass are tolerable. The 

mass production processes serve known 

boundary conditions for load profiles and the 

operation range of those systems. Stationary 

machines, e.g. hydraulic presses, are directly 

connected to local or public electric power 

networks. Regarding safety, industrial machines 

can run without workers and hence, reduce the 

event of dangerous situations to persons by 

avoiding the direct access to the machine. 

In comparison to the industrial sector, the 

mobile sector primarily differs by the mobility of 

the machine that often requires a human operator 

and fossil fuels to provide power to the hydraulic 

network. The safety of mobile machines is more 

difficult to achieve than for stationary machines, 

because mobile machines often work close to 

bystanders. Mobile machines can be generally 

distinguished between on-road and off-road 

applications. Here, the evaluation and rating of 

the off-road sector considers the mining and 

construction machinery, but omits the maritime 

and aviation industry. 

Mobile hydraulic on-road machinery, like 

cranes, concrete pumps, waste trucks, etc., often 

consist of a machine attached or assembled to a 

truck. The truck is transferring the working 

machine to a new location, while the working 

functions are often performing only while the 

truck is parking. Thus, the truck engine provides 

power to the hydraulic system and the driver can 

operate the working attachments for tasks like 

lifting, pressing, towing, tilting, etc. For on-road 

machinery, homologation demands special 

restrictions to dimensions, packaging, safety and 

axle loads. Hydraulic loads are often predictable 

as the task is very specific and sudden collisions 

do not occur. As on-road machinery is often used 

stationary and in urban areas, electric power 

access is generally available. 

In contradiction to on-road machines, off road 

machinery is working in an environment without 

existing infrastructure like roads or electricity. 

The on-road homologation is not necessary when 

the driving speed is low and the machine is on a 

trailer for long-distance transfers to new working 

locations. Off-road machines, especially 

construction machinery such as wheel loaders, 

excavators, milling machines, dozers and 

graders, are frequently or permanently in direct 

contact to soil, stones and hidden obstacles in the 

ground. In consequence, collisions occurring 

under these circumstances result in high peak 

loads or even over-loading of the active or 

passive drives for steering, lowering, milling, 

digging, and other functions. It becomes obvious, 

that load-conditions of construction machines are 

less clearly definable, so that over-load protection 

of the drives is essential. Many off-road machines 

frequently and even continuously drive along 

limits when accomplishing their tasks, so that 

available diesel engine power often limits the 

work hydraulic systems. Off-road machines 

operating under cyclic conditions have in general 

        



a high potential to recuperate potential and/or 

kinetic energy. 

2.2. Electrification and Hybridization of 
Mobile Hydraulics 

Hydraulics vs Electrics 

In contrast to mechanical drive train solutions, 

e.g. gearboxes that achieve highest efficiency and 

lowest wear in geometric-fit configuration, 

hydraulics transmit power based on the force-fit 

principle with reduced but tolerable stiffness. 

Electric power transmission works likewise 

contact-free using magnetic fields generated by 

electric currents. The electric signal flow is very 

fast and enables an easy and flexible realization 

of customized features. Table 2 introduces the 

differences between the domains of hydraulics 

and electrics that have been pointed out by e.g. 

[2] and [3]. 

Table 2: Hydraulics versus electrics 

Criterion Hydraulics Electrics 

Applicable  
sub-systems 

drive train, 

controls, 
safety features 

primary power, 

drive train, 
controls, sensors, 

safety functions 

Power density high medium 

Energy density low high 

Transmission Force-fit 
Contact-free 

Lorenz force-fit 

Linear motion Easy / flexible complex 

Rotary motion 
low to medium 
speeds 

low to high 
speeds 

Overload-
protection 

simple complex 

Position locking good bad 

Highest 
precision 

Force / Torque 
control 

Positioning 

Automation / 

controls 
moderate advanced 

Dynamics moderate high 

Stiffness moderate low 

Inertia low high 

Cooling and 

lubrication 
good bad 

The different characteristics of the domains are 

reasons why both of them have been successfully 

applied in various mobile applications. 

Hybridization 

Due to decreasing fossil fuels and corresponding 

expectation of raising energy costs in future, 

activities to more efficiently fuel energy in 

mobile machinery have started. Today, especially 

high-cyclic operation or peak power demands are 

reasons for the successful implementation of 

hybrid solutions in mobile applications. The 

challenge for OEMs is that customers tolerate 

additional costs for new technologies when these 

obtain return on invest within the first year by 

fuel savings or higher productivity. Table 3 gives 

an overview about the differences of both hybrid 

technologies, hydraulic and electric hybrids. 

Table 3: Hydraulic versus electric hybrids  

Criteria Hydraulic 

Hybrids 

Electric 

Hybrids 

Available 

network / system 
hydraulic electric 

Operation  highly cyclic flexible 

Hybrid Energy 

Consumption 

engine 
torque, 
auxiliary  

flexible  

Peak power 

handling 
good bad 

Recuperation 
complex, 
specific 

easy, 
flexible 

Diesel engine 

operation 
continuous 

start-stop, 

range 
extending 

External charging complex Easy 

In general, hybrid systems are today more or less 

add-on systems, and the selection of the hybrid 

domain mainly corresponds with the domain of 

the existing drive train. Hydraulic hybrids are 

compliant to high-cyclic operations with high 

power peaks while electric hybrids can more 

easily provide larger quantities of energy assisted 

by the diesel engine running in start-stop or 

range-extending operation. Furthermore, they are 

capable of supporting operation strategies which 

aim at reducing overall power consumption by 

buffering peak loads in batteries, then recharging 

them in times of low power demand. Electrics 

transform energy or power in a more simple and 

flexible way than by hydraulic transformers. In 

consequence, electric drive trains are more 

readily capable of recuperating braking energy, 

which is often available in mobile machines, but 

cannot be handled by hydraulic systems easily. 

The lack of transformers in these systems limit 

the re-use of recuperated energy, whenever 

accumulator pressure level is lower than the 

system pressure. Therefore, hydraulic systems 

often utilize recuperated energy to support 

       



auxiliary functions or to generate additional 

torque to assist the diesel engine.  

Electrification 

Climate change is demanding solutions to operate 

mobile machinery free from carbon-dioxide 

emissions in the future. In consequence, several 

European countries enforce electrification, as 

there is currently no alternative and competitive 

technology to generate, store and transport 

renewable energy as efficiently and safely than 

electrics. In addition, smart features improving 

productivity and enhancing functionality and 

services to mobile machines, are driven by the 

Internet of Things. Both technologies demand re-

thinking and re-configuration with respect to the 

following sub-systems in mobile machinery. 

Primary power and energy 

Drive train and power distribution  

Automation, assistance, controls and 

actuation 

Monitoring and safety features 

Auxiliary functions 

Mobile hydraulic systems in construction 

machinery already feature sensors for condition 

monitoring and the support of control functions. 

To overcome restrictions from machine 

directives and standards, more stringent exhaust 

emissions and engine restrictions as well as 

higher customer expectations for comfort and 

ergonomics, mobile applications already feature 

electric controls, many sensors, and electro-

hydraulic pressure-reduction valves replacing the 

conventional hydraulic actuation system. Some 

machines already feature full-electric primary 

power or electric-hybrid systems driving rotary 

power functions. In consequence, electric power 

is about to be established as the prior power 

domain in construction machinery. Nevertheless, 

it is still lacking suitable and effective solutions 

for robust linear power functions, which make it 

likely that hydraulics will continue to be of 

importance to construction machinery.  

2.3. Electro-Hydraulic Linear Control 

To minimize or avoid valve resistance-related 

losses, different solutions for controlling linear 

hydraulic motions directly by the pump flow have 

been developed, investigated, and presented 

already. 

Open-Circuit Control (OCC) 

One approach is to control the linear movement 

by independent metering valves in combination 

with an over-center open-circuit pump (or so-

called mooring pump), see Figure 1. It was tested 

and investigated for example on a Volvo 220L 

wheel loader [4]. Similar structures using a 

constant pump combined with an electric high-

speed motor is in the focus of investigations in a 

mini excavator [5].  

Figure 1: Open-circuit control system with 

independent metering edges 

The diagram on the right-hand side in Figure 1 

demonstrates the operation range related to speed 

and corresponding forces. The cylinder can 

recuperate energy in both directions and hence is 

each of the four quadrants. For the following 

effective rod side area AR divided by the piston 

area AP. 

(1)

The quadrants I and II describe the cylinder 

operation for pushing force conditions. The pump 

flow QP proportionally sets the speed vP

whenever the full piston area AP is effectively 

connected to the pump, see eq. (2). Eq. (3) defines 

the corresponding range of forces FP. 

(2)

(3)

Furthermore, the configuration also enables 

differential operation realized by a short-cut 

connection between rod and piston side. Hence, 

the effective piston area AD is the cross-sectional 

area of the cylinder rod. The speed vD in the 

differential mode is higher as smaller effective 

piston area consumes the full pump flow.  

(4)
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However, the available force  is lower under 

these conditions, as the effective operating area 

 is also smaller.  

(5)

The quadrants III and IV describe cylinder 

operation with pulling forces. The cylinder speed 

vR is faster than in quadrants I and II, as the 

effective cylinder area is smaller, see eq. (6). Eq. 

(7) describes the corresponding range of 

forces FR in quadrants III and IV. 

(6)

(7)

The cylinder ratio  allows to adjust the force FD

in differential mode between quadrants I and II or 

speeds remain unchanged, while for  < 0.5, FD

increases and vD decreases and vice versa, see 

equations (8) and (9).  

(8)

(9)

Besides the grey-shaped area described by the eq. 

(6) to (9), the cylinder can be driven by potential 

energy only when both the cylinder chambers are 

connected only to the tank and the pump is 

disconnected. Hence, applying the orifice 

equation with 

(10)

to such valve or resistance-controlled mode, this 

system setup allows a speed boost function at 

higher power level, as pT over the tank edge can 

be significantly larger as the pump edge pressure 

difference pP in normal OC operation. 

Displacement-control (DC) 

The idea of a closed circuit configuration serves 

the basis for the principle of displacement control 

for linear hydraulic cylinders. To balance the 

flow discrepancy caused by the cylinder ratio 

between rod and piston side while the cylinder is 

moving, piloted check valves are located in the 

short-cut between both cylinder ports, see 

Figure 2. Both of them can only open separately 

when the counter-port pressure is higher, so that 

flow compensation always takes place under low-

pressure conditions. 

Figure 2: Displacement Control System 

In comparison to the open-circuit control, the 

displacement control does not feature any 

metering valves or logic valves. The pump 

displacement controls the speed, and the piloted 

check-valve opening state only depends on the 

direction of the force. For functions with 

changing load directions during movements, this 

can cause undesired sudden speed changes that 

might disturb the machine operator. Furthermore, 

it is not possible to connect either cylinder side in 

differential mode or to the tank using this 

configuration. The DC principle has been 

investigated by [6] in a 6t excavator. 

Direct Driven Hydraulics (DDH) 

The zonal or direct driven hydraulics (DDH) 

compensates the flow discrepancy by the 

integration of a second pump. The approach 

connects the second pump  outlet directly to the 

cylinder  piston side as shown in Figure 3, 

whereas the second pump port is connected to the 

tank. The ratio of active displacements connected 

to cylinder ports is equal to the cylinder ratio. The 

realizable speed and forces are equal to the DC in 

the quadrants I and II. 

Figure 3: Zonal / Direct Driven Hydraulics (DDH) 

As no bypass flows exist to relief or feed the 

circuit, maximum speed is the same in all 

quadrants, as would also be the case for electro-

mechanical spindle drives. Research and 

investigations with the DDH have been 

conducted on a micro-excavator boom cylinder 

system [7]. 

EH Linear control comparison 

To conclude and evaluate all EH linear drives 

presented above, Table 4 compares the system 
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with regard to different criteria. The reference for 

the rating is a 70 kW cylinder with 350 bar 

maximum pressure. For pressures lower than 

300 bar the use of gear pumps in the DDH will 

lead to better ratings in the criteria space and 

costs. 

Table 4: Comparison of EH linear control systems  

Criterion Valve OCC DC DDH 

Space ++ - + + 

Costs ++ - +/- - 

Modes +/- ++ - -- 

Piston Speed +/- ++ +/- +/- 

Rod speed ++ ++ - -- 

Boost ++ ++ -- -- 

Regeneration ++ ++ -- -- 

Recuperation -- ++ + + 
Pilot 

pressure 
- - - ++ 

Leakage, 
drain oil 

+ + -- - 

Flexibility +/- ++ -- -- 

Complexity - -- + ++ 

The criteria chosen in the table create the 

impression that DC and DDH control systems 

cannot compete with OCC systems. 

Nevertheless, depending on the application and 

its respective requirements, both system can be 

suitable and even beneficial. 

2.4. State of the Art of Crawler Excavators 

History of hydraulic crawler excavators has 

started in the middle of the last century. First 

machines were operating fully hydraulically with 

constant pumps and full-hydraulic joystick 

control. Over years, development focused on 

improvements of productivity, controllability and 

ergonomics, but also reduction of fuel 

consumption. In the last decade, diesel engine 

restrictions like Euro Stage III-V or Tier 3a-

4 final and the EU machines directive caused a 

shift of the focus towards advanced controls to 

realize hydraulic hybrid functionality, high 

sophisticated power matching and safety features 

in the machines. In consequence, sensors and 

electric controllers demanded the integration of 

electro-hydraulic pressure reduction valves as 

interface to high electric controls. The 

availability of electric controls then spawned 

semi-automated driver assistance features like 

levelling control and other automation features or 

virtual walls to set emergency stops whenever the 

machine operates outside its allowed envelope. 

Middle size excavators between 20 and 30 tons 

have the highest demands to performance and 

controllability, so that hydraulic system suppliers 

offer tailor-made valve manifolds for these 

machines. 

To enable functions such as turning, 

lifting/lowering the boom, moving the arm and 

load or rather unload the bucket, directional 

valves direct flow to hydraulic cylinders and 

motors. Figure 4 shows a simplified hydraulic 

system for mid-size hydraulic excavators 

providing the above-mentioned major 

functionalities. 

Figure 4: Simplified conventional Positive Flow 

Control system for hydraulic excavators  

The valve spools of each function are connected 

to one or two pumps that are driven by the diesel 

engine. The allocation to different pump circuits 

enables a prioritization of multi-function 

operation and further avoids stopping of one or 

more functions when the pump flow is not 

sufficient. This phenomenon, called saturation, 

results from either limited diesel engine power or 

pump displacement. Each function therefore also 

has one check valve integrated in the pump line 

to avoid the function moving in wrong directions 

in case of insufficient pump pressures. All 

cylinders of the attachment feature individual 

valves for locking, anti-cavitation and pressure-

Boom Swing BucketArm

        



relief functions. Those features are important to 

avoid undesired movement for lifted attachment 

or to protect both the hydraulic cylinders and the 

steel structure from mechanic overload. In 

construction machinery, overloads can easily 

occur also in all inactive functions of the 

attachment along with the collision of the bucket 

with stones or ground material. Thus, load 

conditions in construction machinery are critical 

and unpredictable compared to other machines. 

All cylinders of a 21t excavator realize full 

movements, end stop to end stop, within 3 

seconds. Thus, the operator demands high 

response and low valve hysteresis to keep the 

machine under control at any time. As moving 

mass for the attachment parts is above 1 ton and 

more, acceleration and deceleration must be 

smoothed by the pilot actuation systems in either 

hydraulic or electric layouts to avoid 

uncomfortable jolts. 

The main valve spools feature flow curves 

providing a feeling of significant flow changes 

over the full joystick range, but also have small 

tank edges in the opening range to pre-load the 

cylinder capacitance during braking and this way, 

clamp the cylinder for higher stiffness of the 

attachment. In addition, check valves inside the 

arm and boom spools regenerate flow during 

operation under pulling load conditions. 

3. ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC DRIVE TRAIN 
CONFIGURATION AND SIZING 

3.1. Electro-hydraulic drive train design 

In contradiction to the solutions described before, 

Asian market construction machinery OEMs 

already introduced diesel-electric drive trains for 

excavators, similar to Figure 5. These consist of 

mostly conventional hydraulic system 

architecture, but an electric instead of a hydraulic 

motor provides power to the swing drive 

function. The electric motor is controlled through 

an inverter, consumes energy from or recuperates 

energy to the battery during braking. 

An electric generator charges the battery to 

load the diesel engine or consume battery power 

to provide additional torque/power to the diesel 

engine shaft that supports the hydraulic pumps. In 

this constellation, the electric drive train allows 

both downsizing of the diesel engine and 

smoothed engine operation in a permanent highly 

energy-efficient working mode. 

Figure 5: Hydraulic excavator with electric hybrid for 

swing and EH drive for boom cylinders 

In addition to the system described before, the 

diagram in Figure 5 also replaces the main 

control valve spools of the boom hydraulics by an 

EH drive. This setup is able to recuperate 

potential energy from boom lowering during the 

digging cycle. [8] points out that the boom 

function has higher energy recovery potential 

than the swing function. Hence, it is expected to 

reduce fuel consumption by this approach. The 

boom EH linear drive is presented in DC 

architecture, but has not been fixed yet. The next 

chapter will focus on the identification and sizing 

of a suitable EH linear cylinder drive for a 21t 

hydraulic excavator. 

3.2. Identification of suitable EH linear 
drive concept  

In the beginning, the focus is set to all drives. The 

analysis will be presented for all cylinder drives. 

Therefore, Table 5 provides all necessary 

cylinder design parameters. These parameters are 

fixed to not change maximum forces or speeds of 

the cylinder and this way also guarantee for at 

least the same performance in multi-function 

operation like digging and levelling. The first step 

of finding the suitable EH linear approach is to 

analyze the cylinder speeds and forces for 

different tasks during single and multi-function 

operation. 
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Table 5: Cylinder data  

Cylinder Boom Arm Bucket 

Piston 120 mm 135 mm 115 mm 

Rod 85 mm 95 mm 80 mm 

Ratio 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Stroke 1221 mm 1475 mm 1060 mm 

pmax 345 bar 345 bar 345 bar 

Figure 6 shows a power map for the boom 

cylinder operation. The abscissa represents the 

cylinder velocity, the cylinder forces are recorded 

on the ordinate. The diagram also introduces lines 

of constant power in all four quadrants of energy 

consumption and furthermore fixes the operating 

ranges of the OCC, the DC and the DDH.  

Figure 6: Power map for the boom cylinders 

Cycle data for the boom cylinders is plotted for 

single function, a 30 minutes 90° digging cycle as 

well as for a few levelling periods. While in 

quadrants I and IV the boom cylinders could be 

operated by all three approaches for lifting tasks, 

the lowering demands very high speeds in 

differential configuration in the second quadrant. 

This is a strong argument to apply the OCC 

principle to the EH drive for boom cylinders, to 

later chose a small pump operating always in 

areas of high energy-efficiency. In general, the 

high speed lowering by dissipating energy 

through valve edges instead of recovering by the 

EH power pack is also possible. 

Figure 7 plots the operational points for the 

arm cylinder in the same type of diagram for the 

same cycles. The results show, that the arm 

cylinder covers the working range of the DC 

approach very well. 

Figure 7: Power map for the arm cylinder 

The bucket cylinder data plotted in the diagram 

of Figure 8 indicates that the DDH can be 

sufficiently applied. The results show that the 

sizing of the hydraulic cylinders lead to different 

configurations for the EH linear drive. Highest 

efforts need to be considered for the boom 

function using also active valves whereas bucket 

and arm can be operated with simpler approaches. 

Figure 8: Power map for bucket cylinders 

Due to the operation conditions, anti-cavitation 

and pressure relief-valves have to be installed to 

each of the cylinder ports with regard to the high 

risk of peak overloading caused by collisions. 

Locking valves are required at all cylinder ports 

in order to avoid cylinder settlement for inactive 

functions through internal leakage inside the 

pump. 

3.3. Electro-hydraulic Power Pack 

The electro-hydraulic power pack consists of the 

electric motor and the hydraulic pump. Both of 

them can either feature constant (C) or variable 

(V) operation for either the rotational speed (S) or 

the displacement (D). Figure 9 introduces 

        



different configurations of variable and constant 

electro-motors and pumps. 

Figure 9: EH power pack configurations 

Table 6 summarizes the characteristics of the 

different configurations. The CSCD is the 

simplest solution to provide constant speed 

operation and therefore is only suitable to operate 

at fixed speeds features. With the VSCD electric 

motor, speed becomes variable, but cannot 

provide permanent high-torque at low speeds, 

due to existing torque limits of the drive motor. 

The CSVD controls the speed instead by variable 

pump displacement. It is beneficial to use when 

more pumps for different drives attach to a 

common electric motor shaft. Highest flexibility 

and opportunity to balance operational points for 

high reliability and efficiency of both the 

components offers the configuration VSVD. 

Table 6: Evaluation of EH power pack 

CSCD VSCD CSVD VSVD 

Continuous 

operation 
yes yes yes yes 

Cyclic 
operation 

no yes yes yes 

Pilot pressure 

supply 
no yes no yes 

High torque 
@ low speed 

no -- + ++ 

Multi-drive 

control 
-- -- ++ +/- 

Besides the more general thinking, the 

performance of available pumps and electric 

motor is also limiting the options. Based on their 

principle, hydraulic pumps significantly vary in 

maximum pressure range, inertia, internal 

leakage, noise, pulsation, low-speed behavior and 

costs. Floating-cup pumps feature high pressures 

for very low speeds, have a wide speed range, low 

inertias, and high efficiency values. Gear pumps 

cannot provide the pressure needed and variable 

displacement axial piston pumps are prone to 

wear at very low speeds. In consequence, the 

VSVD is chosen for the 21t excavator EH boom 

cylinder, as this configuration has the potential 

for good fine control and high reliability of all 

components. 

4. SIZING OF EH LINEAR DRIVES FOR 
21T EXCAVATOR 

Based on the descriptions of all given boundary 

conditions, Table 7 introduces the final selection 

and dimensions for all EH linear drive. 

Table 7: EH linear drive data 

Arm Boom Bucket

Principle DC OCC DDH 

EH power pack VSVD VSVD VSCD 

E-motor speed [rpm] 3600 3600 4000 

H-pump type 
Variable axial  
piston pumps 

Floating
-cup 

H-pump size [cm³] 2x56 2x56 56/28 

For all cylinder functions, arm, boom, and 

bucket, different approaches have been identified 

as the most suitable solution. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
ON CONTROLABILITY 

5.1. Controllability 

Hydraulic mid-size excavators are one of the 

most dynamic, fully human controlled 

applications in the field of construction 

machinery. Controllability in this context means 

that the operator cannot feel any remarkable 

deviation from his expectation when operating 

the joysticks or pedals. Excavator systems feature 

fast response, low hysteresis in the valve as well 

as on system level and fulfill fluent movement 

without oscillations. 

Regarding response of the cylinder functions, 

typical delay times between start signals set on 

the joystick and the beginning of a movement at 

the cylinders or rotary drives range from 90ms to 

140ms. Those values are realistic to be achieved 

by electric controls. 

Figure 10 shows raising flow curves and 

decreasing tank-edge pressure setups for the 

counter side of each cylinder. The flow curves 

feature progressive behavior starting with a fine 

control range in the beginning and higher gain in 

the end of the spool or joystick stroke. Skilled 

excavator operators can identify up to six major 

steps of speed changes over the full range of the 

joystick stroke, and thus accept full resolution of 

the function. If the speed ratio develops too weak, 

operators report dead zones during the 

MM MM

CSCD VSCD CSVD VSVD

       



commissioning or debugging process. There are 

no functions demanding maximum single 

function speed for any task or multi-functions. A 

reasonable explanation serves the placebo that 

operators suggest high resolution in multi-

functions when the system performed at high 

resolutions in the single function test. 

Figure 10: Flow curves and tank pressure setups 

Table 8 lists the relative movement times 

measured for the reference system (R) and four 

other machines of different suppliers in the same 

machine size that are sold to markets and thus, 

can be accepted by customers. 

Table 8: Times of single function movements  

 Boom Arm Bucket 

 Up Down In Out In Out 

R 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

A 103% 100% 141% 88% 194% 113%

B 66% 76% 129% 79% 172% 108%

C 75% 81% 152% 85% 194% 100%

D 107% 93% 128% 86% 172% 93%

As higher time values in the table correspond 

with slower movements of the single functions, 

only arm and bucket permit a reasonable speed 

reduction to allow a smaller EH power pack 

configuration. 

Another important aspect is the stiffness of 

active and non-moving cylinder drives that are 

building a kinematic chain whereas the bucket 

load affects also arm and boom forces. For valve-

controlled systems, tank edge areas are small in 

half of the opening range to raise pressure level 

during movements and during braking of the 

functions. Finally, this measure provides higher 

stiffness of the cylinders. As the feed pressure 

level to balance the flow discrepancy is 

significantly lower than the tank edge pressures 

in conventional valve systems, EH linear drives 

may differ in terms of cylinder stiffness 

compared to valve systems. Equation (11) derives 

the stroke difference dx resulting from the lack of 

pressure difference p in the cylinders. 

 (11)

Based on the equation, Table 9 gives the 

compression-based stroke for the EH cylinder 

linear drives and corresponding pipe data as a 

reference. The values for the stroke are given for 

the zonal ( xC,Z) and the centralized ( xC,C) 

configuration. These indicate a risk of 

oscillations downgrading/deteriorating the 

precise positioning of the attachment. 

Table 9: EH oil compression in centralized and 

zonal / decentralized configuration 

VPIPE

[dm³]
pV,T 

[bar] 
xC,C 

[mm] 
xC,Z 

[mm] 

Boom up 1.28 50 2.7 2.8

Boom down 1.28 90 6.9 7.9

Arm In 5.1 130 13.6 15.9

Arm Out 3.5 145 15.5 18.8

Bucket In 5.4 100 7.0 9.4

Bucket Out 5.4 120 8.8 14.8

Since the EH linear system approach has the 

lowest pressure on the counter side (of those 

systems taken into account), the arm function has 

high risk of oscillation due to the reduced 

stiffness or clamping of the cylinder. For the 

bucket cylinder, this risk grows with the size of 

the piping capacitance. In general, this 

observation points out that EH linear drives 

feature less stiffness of the cylinder by reduced 

pressurizing on the pump inlet size. Especially for 

the centralized installation of EH power pack 

along with long piping or hosing to the drives, 

stiffness decreases whereas the risk of oscillation 

rises. In addition to controllability features such 

as response, fine control, resolution, etc. start and 

stop impacts are also important characteristics to 

consider in the matching of systems. Impacts 

occur whenever acceleration or deceleration 

ratios are too high, most likely for fast changing 

demands set on the joystick. To avoid impacts in 

excavators, electric control system already 
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widely apply more flexible and smooth behavior 

compared to hydraulic control systems based on 

the valve principle. 

5.2. Zonal or Centralized Integration 

The comparison of central versus zonal EH 

arrangements in Table 10 highlights the different 

characteristics allowing a decision which designs 

to choose for the new system layout. Major 

arguments are given by the installations on a 

common shaft, the load impact by the EH drive

weight and the risk of oscillations due to force 

conditions along with a high hydraulic 

capacitance. In addition, the comparison accounts 

for the effort to compensate internal leakage of 

the pumps or the service of the mobile machine.  

Table 10: Zonal versus centralized arrangement of 

EH linear drives  

Criteria 
Central

Zonal / 

Decentral 

Installation on common 

shaft 
++ -- 

Additional weight on 
moving parts 

+ -- 

Leakage oil re-feed ++ -- 

Efficiency - + 

Stiffness / clamping - + 

Damping + - 

Oscillation risk - + 

Cavitation risk - + 

Filtration + - 

Cooling + - 

Service + - 

5.3. Energy Saving Potentials 

System simulations were conducted to analyse 

the energetic characteristics of three different 

systems, similar to the system shown in Figure 5. 

According to this, Table 11 shows the simulation 

results for the reference positive-flow control 

system (REF), a similar system (ES) using an 

electric instead of the hydraulic swing drive 

motor as well as the system (ES+EHB) 

introduced by Figure 5 using also EH boom 

cylinders. In addition, all system are based on the 

same diesel engine to show the downsizing 

potential by stating the effective diesel engine 

torque. 

Table 11: Digging cycle comparison 

REF ES ES+ EHB 

Engine Power [kW] 103 103 103 

Max. Torque [Nm] 600 580 430 

Battery size [kJ] - 225 585 

Generator size [kW] - 25 70 

Generator efficiency [%] - 0.9 0.9 

Battery efficiency [%] - 0.9 0.9 

Inverter efficiency [%] - 0.95 0.95 

Fuel [l/h] 22.7 18.3 17.3 

The results show that even for the simpler ES 

system, approximately 20% fuel savings can be 

achieved by applying electric generator, swing 

motor and battery to the system and thus 

smoothen the diesel engine  power output as 

well as recuperating swing braking energy. 

Diesel engine downsizing is not possible by the 

configuration selected. In comparison to this, the 

system also adding EH boom cylinder drives can 

save additional 4.4%. As the average engine 

torque is significantly lower for this approach, 

downsizing of the diesel engine seems reasonable 

and can lead to further fuel savings. Further 

detailed simulations in future might show 

whether the downsizing along with further fuel 

savings can justify the higher system costs for 

implementation of the EH boom cylinder drives. 

6. SWOT-ANALYSIS 

Hereinafter, a SWOT-analysis is conducted to 

conclude the derivations and results discussed in 

the chapters above and to further debate the future 

potential of the technology in the field of 

construction machinery. The SWOT-analysis is 

outlined in Figure 11.  

The major strengths of hydraulics in general, 

but also EH drives, are their high power density, 

the ability to provide and control force robustly, 

and the simple realization of overload-protection 

and locking of positions even without available 

power. These are typical demands in mobile 

construction machinery. Due to this, the OEM 

either tolerates weak spots like low energy 

density, worse power transformation, cavitation 

and a reduced flexibility to customize the controls 

of the machines or compensates them with high 

       



efforts in the development process. In general, the 

idea of EH drives is driven by combining both 

domains, hydraulics and electrics, to end-up in a 

stronger system covering most of the advantages 

and avoiding disadvantages for hydraulic drives 

such as lower positioning accuracy and less 

flexibility in settings and control features. These 

circumstances promise opportunities for the 

construction machinery OEM like energy 

recuperation on existing diesel-electric drive 

trains, downsizing of the diesel engine and higher 

positioning accuracy with regard to automation. 

Nowadays, the biggest threats are seen in the 

higher efforts for development and servicing, as 

the relevant staff needs to be trained and skilled 

to identify and solve problems in the high-voltage 

systems. Furthermore, the electro-hydraulic 

components are still not tailored for this 

application and series products are not available. 

Ultimately, the potential exists to increase energy 

efficiency along with better controllability in 

mobile machines like wheel loaders, graders, and 

excavators, as these machines have high potential 

to utilize hybrid drive train structures, but also 

require robust linear drives. Markets are still 

waiting for the customization and 

industrialization of EH drives. Further research 

should focus on new pump concepts covering the 

whole electric motor speed range and further 

feasibility studies should show the correlation of 

EH power and fuel savings. 

In general, hydraulics play an important role in 

the construction machinery sector as they are 

currently still the best drive train solutions to cope 

with the often high and undefined forces caused 

by the very diversified the working tasks. 

However, further electrification of mobile 

machinery will pave the way for using more EH 

drives in the future. 

7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

The article discusses electro-hydraulic drives 

with regard to different aspects, e.g. the special 

demands for utilization in construction 

machinery, the characteristics in comparison to 

the electrics, and central or zonal arrangements. 

Furthermore, it evaluates different configurations 

for linear cylinder drives and the electro-

hydraulic power pack and provides the sizing and 

customization for an exemplary application. It 

gets obvious that the customization of EH drives 

in construction machinery is complex and 

selection of the right configuration for linear 

drives must be made carefully. 

Simulation results point out that diesel engine 

downsizing and significant fuel savings can 

potentially be achieved in 21t excavators, when 

electro-hydraulic cylinders are applied to an 

existing diesel-electric drive train. Conventional 

hydraulic systems will still play an important role 

in the future for high-force functions in low time 

share use like travelling or hammer tools. 

A SWOT analysis finally shows that electro-

hydraulic drives are an alternative for electric 

power driven construction machinery, but need 

further improvements in terms of customization, 

production, service and the reduction of costs. 

Figure 11: SWOT-analysis on EH drives in construction machinery 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Cylinder ratio 

AD Effective area in differential mode 

AP Cylinder piston area 

AR Cylinder rod diameter 

A(y) Valve opening area depending to stroke y 

CO2 Carbon-dioxide 

DP Cylinder piston diameter 

DR Cylinder rod area 

DC Displacement control 

DHH Direct driven hydraulic 

EH Electro-Hydraulic 

EOil Bulk-modulus of oil 

FD Cylinder force in differential mode 

FP Cylinder force acting on piston area 

FR Cylinder force acting on rod area 

K Valve factor 

OCC Open-circuit control 

pP Pump high-pressure 

pT Tank pressure 

QP Pump flow rate 

QV Flow rate through metering edge 

vD Cylinder speed in differential mode 

vP Cylinder speed for driving piston area 

vR Cylinder speed for driving rod area 

Vpipe Capacitance / volume of pipes 

x Cylinder stroke 
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ABSTRACT 

Independent metering valve systems open up for more flexibility because of the ability to control meter 

in and meter out flow individually, thus enabling many possibilities to adapt the actuator s behaviour 

to t

energy savings are possible. In many applications like excavators smooth switching between flow 

modes is required, a demand the market does not provide a satisfying solution for yet. Here, an approach 

using a short circuit path for smooth switching has been developed. The control algorithm hands over 

the volume flow from one path to another continuously depending on the current actuator load. Due to 

the flexible software structure the developed control algorithm can be applied to a very broad variety 

of independent metering valve layouts. Simulation results are promising and currently the solution is 

undergoing test rig evaluation.  

Keywords: independent metering, mobile machines, energy efficiency, control strategy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic systems for actuating human 

controlled mobile machines have undergone a 

long history regarding development and 

optimisation. The state of the art changed from 

constant flow open centre systems, which 

emerged in the 1950s, over negative (NFC) and 

positive flow control systems (PFC) to load 

sensing and flow sharing [1]. Nowadays, after 

several decades of technological progress, these 

conventional systems satisfy most requirements 

regarding controllability, but they significantly 

lack energy efficiency  a topic becoming more 

and more important. One reason for the low of 

energy efficiency are unnecessary throttling 

losses at meter-out orifices of coupled-metering-

valves designed for control of altering, especially 

overrunning loads [2]. 

The common closed-centre load sensing (CC-

LS) and open-centre systems (OC) behave very 

different and are therefore more or less suited for 

different tasks. For example, when grabbing a 

pipe with an excavator bucket or accelerating a 

long and heavy boom, the good force control 

properties of OC-systems are desirable, but for 

finishing a surface it might be more desirable to 

have the good velocity control of an LS-flow-

sharing system. These different kinds of principal 

behaviour cannot be changed in a conventional 

system. So the customer must accept a trade-off 

regarding his type of hydraulic system and the 

intended application of the machine. On the other 

hand side OEMs need to equip their machines 

with different valve systems to meet the customer 

expectations in different countries. Furthermore 

they have to put a lot of effort into the design and 

tuning of complex valve spools. Another aspect 

becoming more and more important is 

automation. Coping with the cross interactions 

and load dependency of conventional systems to 

perform an accurate movement under varying 

load autonomously is a challenging task.  

Independent Metering (IM) is the ideal 

technology to overcome the aforementioned 

limitations of common valve systems in mobile 

machines: Decoupling of inlet and outlet into 

separate valves eliminates the need for complex 

and application-specific spool design  standard 

valves can be applied to any task with comparable 

flow requirements. With adaption of the opening 

ratio between inlet and outlet throttle by means of 

IM controllability and energy efficiency can be 

       



improved at the same time. The energetic savings 

are obtained by prevention of unnecessary 

throttling of the outlet flow and by utilisation of 

regenerative flow circuits. Also automation and 

productivity can be facilitated by IM, since this 

technology enables complete load compensation. 

2. MODE SHIFTING PROBLEM AND STATE 
OF THE ART 

The major part of the energetic benefits of IM lies 

in the alternative flow modes. The feasibility and 

efficiency of these modes depends on the load. In 

case of an excavator, loads are not predictable in 

advance, so it must be possible to change the flow 

mode quickly during an ongoing movement 

without irritating the operator. To make IM 

suitable and attractive for mobile machines - 

especially excavators  the challenging task of 

mode switching must be solved.  

The easiest way to cope with mode shifting is 

to prevent mode shifting during the movement. 

This can be accomplished by predefining suitable 

flow modes for typical movements and loads [3]. 

The mayor drawback of this approach is the fact, 

that loads change during the movement and 

without shifting into the optimal mode energy 

efficiency decreases, for example when a high 

load must be pushed in high pressure 

regeneration, causing an unnecessarily high 

pump pressure. This would explain the relatively 

low energetic saving of around 10% in the cited 

publication. The mentioned kind of situations can 

also lead to functional problems, for example 

slowdown or stop of a movement. 

There are two possible ways to shift between 

modes; discrete or continuous:  

Discrete shifting implies an instant step from 

one mode to another. Pressure compensators can 

help to supress the impact of sudden changes in 

the pressure drops over the affected metering 

orifices. The flow path must by no means be 

disrupted during the mode shift, a demand that 

most currently available IM systems (Eaton 

CMA [4], Danfoss PVX [5], IM valve by Wessel 

Hydraulik [6]) do not fulfil. A discrete mode shift 

implies a sudden change in the pump flow 

demand on which the pump cannot react 

immediately because of its limited dynamics. The 

results are disturbances in the supply line which 

can negatively affect other consumers.  

So the preferable way to avoid the 

aforementioned problems is continuous mode 

switching within a certain time or load window 

[7]. A market solution capable of continuous 

mode switching is INCOVA by Husco [8], but its 

major drawbacks are the missing compensation 

of supply disturbances and its need for a 

pressurised tank line for energy-neutral lowering. 

This would be a constant source of energy losses. 

A solution to enable energy-neutral lowering 

without pressurizing the tank line is the short-

circuit-valve (SC). Such an IM valve system is 

not available on the market yet, even though it 

would reduce the number of proportional valves 

needed for continuous mode switching from four 

to three.  

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND 
CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

This section starts with the general IM valve 

structure, followed by the software architecture. 

Afterwards the key functionalities velocity and 

pressure control as well as mode shifting will be 

explained.  

3.1. General independent metering valve 
system 

In [9] a general IM system has been proposed 

which consists of five flow paths (Figure 1), 

marked with arrows in the figure, together with 

additional paths which will be referred to later. 

These five flow paths are PK from pump (P) to 

piston side node (K), KT from piston side node to 

tank, PS from pump to rod side node (S), ST from 

rod side node to tank and KS from piston side 

node to rod side node. In addition to the work in 

[9] the two paths K and S for safety shut-off or 

counterbalance valves at the cylinder ports have 

been added. Most IM system can be classified as 

special cases of this system comprising all or a 

subset of these flow paths.  

So far, according to Figure 1, the general IM 

system consists of up to seven  2/2-valves. 

Controlling each valve as a separate element 

would exclude any 3/3- or 4/3-valves. Therefore 

the circuit is divided into subcircuits (grey in the 

figure with bold names and italic ports):  PATK 

with its ports P, A and T connects the piston side 

node K with pressure or tank. PATS does the 

same with the node S. KS is the short circuit path 

and the safety valves are also separate subcircuits. 

The IM control software does not refer to the 

individual valves as actor elements but only to 

encapsulated control code of these subcircuits. 

        



Hence, these subcircuits can be implemented 

with any hardware. The interfaces are the flows 

 in Figure 1 and the pressures at the ports of 

the subcircuits. This architecture makes the 

control software on axis level independent from 

the valve circuit layout. A change in the valve 

circuit layout affects only the control software of 

the corresponding subcircuit rather than the 

complete control software of the axis. 

Figure 1:  General independent metering valve system  

3.2. Software Architecture 

The architecture of the developed control 

software is shown in Figure 2. For the sake of 

simplicity as an example only the path from the 

operator input to the valve PK (see Figure 1) is 

displayed. The complete architecture comprises 

all axes, all subcircuits and all valves. 

The top end of the control chain is the machine 

controller, which receives the desired velocities 

 from the joysticks. The machine controller 

hands over the velocity commands  to the 

individual axis controllers, in this case axis 1. The 

axis controller measures the cylinder load using 

pressure sensors and selects the flow mode. From 

the mode and velocity command it calculates the 

required pump flow  and pressure 

and provides these values to the machine 

controller. The machine controller then 

determines the overall pump flow  and 

pressure  and sends these to the pump 

controller.  

The axis controller also selects and executes 

the velocity and pressure control scheme. This 

algorithm is independent from the flow mode. 

From the pressure and velocity controller and the 

current flow mode the axis controller derives the 

pressure, flow or conductance commands for the 

subcircuits (in Figure 2  and  for 

PATK) and hands these values over to the 

respective subcircuit controller, in the example 

PATK.  

Gathering possibly required information 

(depending on the functionality requested by the 

axis controller) from assigned sensors  in the 

example the pump pressure  the subcircuit 

controller calculates the set values for its valves. 

These are conductances  for throttling elements, 

pressures  for pressure control valves or volume 

flows  for flow control valves.  

Figure 2:  General software architecture  

The corresponding valve controller then derives 

the required spool current  from the set value , 

 or . The valve controllers can comprise 

calibration or learning algorithms.  

With the proposed software architecture all 

subcircuits and their valves are completely 

interchangeable without affecting the axis 

controller as long as the overall valve circuit can 

be classified as a special case of the general valve 

layout shown in Figure 1.  

3.3. Velocity and Pressure Control 

Independent metering allows for the control of 

the two variables pressure level and volume flow 

of a hydraulic consumer independently. The IM 

operation strategy defines the desired inlet 

chamber pressure  and velocity  of the 

actuator, while the IM control strategy calculates 

the required set values for the flow paths to 

       



actually obtain the desired pressure level and 

velocity. 

IM Operation Strategy. The IM operation 

strategy defines the desired inlet chamber 

pressure of the consumer depending on its current 

load, measured with pressure sensors. The goal of 

the operation strategy is to make the load range, 

within which energy saving regenerative flow 

modes are feasible, as large as possible.  

In the case of extension the pressure level is set 

as high as possible without raising the pump 

pressure. This means that the highest loaded 

consumer is always running on the lowest 

possible pressure level (outlet pressure as low as 

possible, inlet pressure depending on the load) 

are artificially raised to nearly pump pressure. 

This raises the outlet pressure to a higher level 

than the inlet pressure in a wide load range and 

thus enables high pressure flow regeneration over 

the short circuit valve. 

Retracting movements are carried out at the 

lowest possible outlet pressure in case of resistive 

loads and with a constant pressure drop between 

outlet and inlet for aiding loads. The latter leads 

to a relatively high pressure level in the cylinder 

and enables energy neutral low pressure 

regeneration over the SC valve in a wide load 

range and high pressure flow feedback into the 

pump line while lowering heavy loads.  

IM Control Strategy. For controlling 

pressure and velocity in a hydraulic consumer 

with IM there exist different approaches. Since an 

IM system is a multi-input-multi-output system 

(MIMO), corresponding MIMO control 

approaches like applied in [9] would suit best for 

the task in theory, but concerning mobile 

applications uncertain plant parameters and wide 

variations of these should be considered. For 

example the eigenfrequencies of an excavator 

boom change drastically depending on its 

position and payload. This parameter change 

cannot be taken into account by the control since 

the implement position is usually not measured. 

Therefore a robust SISO control approach has 

been chosen here: On one workport the velocity 

is controlled by means of flow control  either 

electronically or by means of a flow control 

valve, while on the other workport the pressure is 

controlled.  

Figure 3 shows an example implementation of 

a SISO IM control algorithm: With the piston 

areas  and  the required volume flows 

 and  are calculated from the desired 

velocity . On the inlet side the chamber 

pressure is controlled. Therefore a pressure 

controller compares the measured inlet pressure 

 to the desired value  and 

calculates a volume flow  which is added to 

. With the sum flow  and the 

measured pressure drop  over 

the inlet valve its conductance  is determined. 

On the outlet side the velocity is controlled by 

means of an electronically pressure compensated 

volume flow: Assuming zero tank pressure the 

pressure drop over the outlet valve equals the 

Figure 3:  Example of SISO flow and pressure control 
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outlet chamber pressure . With this and 

 is 

calculated.  

Since this control scheme refers to the 

workports of the consumer it is independent from 

the flow mode  switching between flow modes 

only hands over the control task on the workport 

to another valve. Thus, disruptions of the pressure 

and flow control process, as encountered in [10], 

are circumvented. 

The results of a linear MIMO coupling factor 

analysis in [2] showed that the velocity of 

resistive loads should be controlled on the inlet 

side and the pressure on the outlet side. With 

aiding loads it is advisable to swap these two 

functions to keep the dynamic cross-interactions 

between pressure and flow control minimal. To 

account for this, it is possible to add such a 

pressure and flow control swap functionality in 

the software if test rig results indicate the 

necessity to do so. 

3.4. Flow modes and mode shifting 
algorithm 

The principal approach to smooth mode shifting 

used here has been initially developed by 

Shenouda [7]. A smooth mode shift requires a 

continuous transition between two distinct flow 

modes, thus leading to a transition mode, called 

continuously variable mode (CVM). While 

Shenouda worked with a Wheatstone bridge 

valve circuit his approach has been adapted to a 

short circuit layout here. In the following the 

mode transition between normal extension NM+ 

and high pressure short circuit regeneration 

extension with node on piston side 

(hpREGscK+), both special cases of their 

common CVM NMhpREGscK+, will be 

explained as an example (Figure 4):  

Figure 4:  Flow modes during extension 

The transition takes place in a load force window  

  (1) 

where the force thresholds  and  are 

defined by minimum and maximum pressure 

drop over the short circuit path. Within this force 

window the mode shifting variable  transitions 

from 0 to 1 in a linear manner. With  between 0 

and 1 three flow paths are active, since the outlet 

flow  is divided between tank line (  and 

short circuit ( ): 

  (2) 

During a continuous mode transition the outlet 

short circuit line.  

To prevent unnecessary mode switching 

fluctuating load forces should be filtered before 

comparing them to the shift level. 

4. TAYLORING TO SPECIFIC APLICATION 

4.1. Sample application case and energetic 
potential 

Sample application. As a sample application a 

medium sized excavator of 20 t weight has been 

chosen. Its hydraulic system is characterized by a 

relief pressure of 350 bar and peak volume flows 

of 200 l/min per axis. In the field of mobile 

machines the excavator is the most demanding 

machine type regarding the requirements on 

motion controllability: During typical excavating 

and handling tasks several consumers are 

operated in parallel under varying loads and 

velocities. Therefore, to exploit the full energetic 

potential of IM, mode shifting during movements 

is crucial. 

Energetic analysis. For the sake of cost and 

complexity reduction only the operation modes 

of significant energetic relevance shall be 

implemented. This reduces the number of 

required flow paths and valves and mode 

switching events. To identify these energetically 

attractive modes an energetic analysis according 

to [9] has been performed. Force and 

displacement profiles  and  serve as 

input for the analysis. The overall worktime of 

the excavator has been divided into realistic 

portions for different tasks. These tasks and their 

corresponding time shares are listed in Table 1.  

       



Table 1: Work tasks for excavator  

Work task 
Time share 

[%] 
Source of profile 

Power digging 64 Experiment 

Pulled levelling 10 Synthetic 

Pushed levelling 10 Synthetic 

Slope grading 9,5 Synthetic 

Utility handling 6,5 Synthetic 

The power digging task has been carried out as an 

experiment with the real excavator in grown soil, 

while the other tasks have been defined as 

synthetic loads and motions of the tool centre 

point (TCP) at the bucket tip or bucket joint 

respectively. These motion and load profiles of 

the TCP have been transformed into the 

corresponding cylinder profiles be means of an 

analytical kinematic and kinetic model of the 

machine. As an example for this procedure the 

slope grading cycle is displayed in Figure 5. The 

solid lines represent the excavator 

position at the beginning, while the dashed lines 

over 

the whole cycle. The resulting cylinder forces are 

shown black dashed and the strokes in solid 

purple. 

The method in [9] identifies the energetically 

optimal combination of flow modes and the 

corresponding flows and pressures for the valves 

according to Figure 1 and for the pump for each 

time step individually, taking into account the 

given restrictions regarding pressure, volume 

flow and flow coefficient of the paths. Hence, the 

algorithm assumes ideal, infinitely fast switching. 

So far all theoretically possible modes listed in 

[9] are available and therefore the result is the 

highest theoretically possible energy saving.  

Figure 5 :  Movement and cylinder loads for grading 

To find an optimal combination of only a few 

flow modes to implement the method has been 

adapted: Each mode can be allowed or forbidden 

individually. The analysis is repeated many times 

automatically while systematically allowing or 

forbidding different modes. By doing so, an 

energetic ranking of different combinations of 

two or three flow modes in addition to the self-

evident normal operation can be derived.  

The low pressure short circuit regeneration 

(lpREGsc) and high pressure short circuit 

regeneration (hpREGsc) next to normal mode 

turns out to be a good trade-off between energy-

efficiency and complexity. This way the 

hydraulic pump energy consumption can be 

reduced to 68% theoretically compared to pure 

normal operation.  

At this point it should be kept in mind that the 

results of the energetic potential analysis cannot 

be fully achieved in reality because of the time 

needed for mode switching, an effect not 

considered in the analysis. So the result of the 

analysis should be interpreted as a qualitative 

ranking rather than quantitative numbers.  

        



4.2. Application tailored valve system  

The valve system used for the laboratory tests is 

depicted in Figure 6. For resolution purposes 

during slow lowering movements the meter out 

orifices in the subcircuits PATK and PATS as 

well as the short circuit flow from rod to piston 

side are mechanically pressure compensated. 

With this approach not only lowering but all 

movements are load compensated, as postulated 

in [11]. The concept described by Vucovic and 

Murrenhoff has been enhanced by pressure 

control valves in the inlet path to decouple the 

consumers from dynamic disturbances in the 

pump line. Apart from disturbance rejection the 

pressure control valves allow for fine pressure 

and force control and implement the directional 

switching function. Depending on the 

requirements on resolution and fine control and 

the characteristics of the used valves pressure and 

flow control could also be implemented 

electronically, like implied in Figure 3.  

Figure 6:  Test rig valve setup 

The cross-consumer-regeneration subcircuit in 

the lower right corner of Figure 6 is an optional 

element that reroutes the outflow during a 

lowering movement (piston retraction with aiding 

load) back to the pump line to supply other 

consumers, in case the outflow pressure is higher 

than the pump pressure. In this case the switch 

valve in the lower right corner closes and the 

outflow oil passes the check valve to the pump 

line instead of flowing into the tank. In the control 

architecture the cross-consumer-regeneration-

element belongs to the subcircuit PATS. 

5. SIMULATIVE EVALUATION 

5.1. Simulation model and method 

The valve system has been modelled as a 1D-

system with concentrated parameters, using the 

software-environment ESI SimulationX. For the 

simulations the circuit depicted in Figure 6 has 

been implemented for the boom, stick and bucket 

cylinder of an excavator arm, with the cross-

consumer-regeneration-element only in the boom 

circuit since the boom is the only consumer with 

reasonable energetic recovery potential. 

As throttling elements internally piloted seat 

valves are used and modelled as physical 

systems. The system is supplied by a 

displacement-controlled pump. Its control 

algorithm is designed as a feed-forward flow-

matching-control combined with an LS-pressure-

controller, an adaption of the suggestions in [12]. 

The control code runs on a CoDeSys-based 

virtual ECU with a sampling time of 10ms. The 

ECU communicates with the simulation model 

via an OPC-server.  

The cylinders move constant reduced masses 

of the example-excavators work implement (see 

section 4.1). For simulation of the work cycles of 

section 4.1 the velocity signals 

are fed to the controller while the forces  are 

acting on the cylinders at the same time. 

Individual  PI position controllers for each axis 

act as a virtual operator who tries to follow the 

given position trajectories  as close as 

possible.  

A conventional flow sharing LS-system of 

similar size serves as a reference for comparison 

. 

5.2. Results 

Velocity Tracking. The simulation results for a 

pushed levelling cycle are shown in Figure 7: 

The reference trajectory  is plotted with a 

black dotted line.  

command is represented as a red dashed line 

while the actual velocity is red solid. The ideal 

behavior would be a perfect fit between 

reference, velocity command and actual velocity. 

       



However, especially during the lowering period 

of the boom between 4-8 and 12-15 s the actual 

velocity is much higher than the command. This 

is due to the load-dependent flow over the meter-

out-edge of the spool valve.  

The behaviour of the proposed novel IM 

system is represented by the green lines, dashed 

for command and solid for actual velocity. As can 

be seen the actual velocity is much closer to the 

command due to the compensation of both 

resistive and aiding loads by the meter-out 

pressure compensation. 

Even though an experienced operator is able to 

control a conventional system quite well, the 

machine itself  for the purpose of automation 

cannot. Especially in this case the IM system has 

clear advantages. 

Mode Transition. Figure 8 shows the chamber 

pressures (red and green), the pump pressure 

(black dashed) and the volume flow from the 

pump to the corresponding consumer (black 

solid) for the IM systems on boom and stick 

during the pushed grading cycle from Figure 7. 

Furthermore, the plot is divided into several time 

sections, in which the IM circuits run in different 

flow modes (grey lines and headings).  

An example for a mode shift during an 

ongoing movement can be seen at around 12 s: 

From 8,5 to 12 s the boom lifts (see Figure 7 top) 

and thus raises the pump pressure  to a high 

level of around 100 bar (Figure 8). The stick 

cylinder moves against a much lower load, 

causing the rod pressure to be much higher than 

the piston pressure (Figure 8 bottom). In this 

condition the stick operates in high pressure 

regeneration hpREGscK+. Once the boom stops 

extending at 12 s the pump pressure drops and so 

do the stick chamber pressures. The stick shifts 

back into normal operation NM+ smoothly, as 

can be seen at the continuous raise of its pump 

flow (black solid) between 12  12,5 s in Figure 

8 bottom. The shifting event has only little impact 

on the cylinder velocity (green solid in Figure 7

bottom).  

Energy efficiency. In the simulated pushed 

levelling cycle the novel IM system has saved 

36% hydraulic pump output power compared to 

the conventional flow sharing system. This is 

mainly achieved by the reduction of pump flow 

by means of regenerative flow modes. In the 

whole operation cycle defined in section 4.1 

approximately 30% have been saved. An exact 

number cannot be given because the measured 

digging cycle, which has been used for the 

potential analysis as a whole, is very long and 

Figure 7:  Velocity tracking during pushed levelling for conventional flow sharing and novel IM system 

        



therefore has not been completely simulated with 

the valve system model in section 5.1.  

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

Smooth mode switching plays a major key role in 

exploiting the benefits of independent metering, 

especially in mobile applications. In this project, 

the approach of continuously variable modes in 

[7] has been adapted to a valve layout with short 

circuit path, thus enabling smooth switching with 

only three proportional flow paths. A flexible 

software structure has been derived from a 

general valve structure. The software is able to 

control a very broad variety of IM valve circuits. 

According to the results of an energetic analysis 

for typical work cycles of a medium sized 

excavator the three modes normal operation and 

high and low pressure short circuit regeneration 

have been identified as a good trade-off between 

cost and engineering effort on the one hand side 

and energy efficiency on the other. 

On the basis of these results and functional 

requirements a valve layout for excavators has 

been developed and set up on a test rig. While the 

test rig is still under commissioning, 1D-

simulations with concentrated parameters already 

show promising results: Smooth mode switching 

with very low impact on the velocity and up to 

36% reduction of hydraulic pump output energy. 

Measurements in terms of mode transition, 

velocity tracking, force control and energy 

efficiency will be carried out soon within 2020.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents a study of a highly integrated hydraulic powertrain for mobile working machines. 

The highlight of this new concept is the replacement of separated drive and working pumps in 

conventional systems with only one displacement pump. After a comparison of different system 

architectures, the appropriate operating and control strategies for the chosen topology were applied and 

optimized. With the help of simulations in AMESim, a proof of the function of the hydraulic circuit 

and the controlling has been established. In addition, the energy saving potential of the integrated 

hydraulic system is also considered, by comparing the energy consumption of the new and the 

conventional powertrain in different duty cycles. 

Keywords: Mobile Hydraulics, Integrated System, Energy Efficiency 

1. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The reduction of fuel consumption and emissions 

from construction equipment is required - from a 

global perspective - due to the lack of fossil 

resources and the problems of global warming. 

On the other hand, the industry is making effort 

to build mobile working machines with lighter 

and more compact constructions. For the 

achievement of above-mentioned goals, a 

concept of an integrated hydraulic drivetrain has 

been developed. 

The widely used powertrain in construction 

machines mainly consists of two separate 

subsystems - a closed circuit for traction drive 

and an open circuit for working functions, which 

are connected by a shaft between the drive and 

working pump [1]. A power exchange between 

them is only possible with significant energy 

losses, because of the double conversion between 

hydraulic and mechanical energies. 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the project idea

The aim of this research project is to develop a 

hydrostatic transmission with an integrated 

supply of working hydraulics for mobile 

machines. This means that both the traction drive 

and the hydraulics for working functions are 

supplied only by one hydraulic pump (as shown 

in Figure 1). Besides the benefit of component 

saving, a flexible flow rate and power distribution 

without additional hydraulic components is 

possible. The peak flow rate and power for 

driving or working functions are not restricted by 

the dimension of the corresponding pump as well. 

Furthermore, the regenerated energy from 

braking actions could be used directly e.g. in a 

wheel loader for raising the bucket or for steering. 

In this paper, integrated systems with different 

kinds of basic circuits (closed or open) are 

compared and evaluated. Appropriate scales of 

components or sub-systems have been chosen for 

the selected topology. The hydraulic circuit and 

the control strategy of the hydraulic pump and 

motor are modeled in AMESim with rational 

simplification and parameterized with parameters 

given by the manufacturer. The simulations 

demonstrate the performance and the energy 

saving potential of the new hydraulic powertrain 

by different applications. After analyzing the 

dynamic properties of the system shown in the 

       



simulation results, optimization potentials and 

possibilities for simplification are discussed.  

2. DESIGN OF SYSTEM TOPOLOGY 

The drive and working hydraulic circuit of the 

new drivetrain must be directly connected by 

hydraulic lines, as the whole system is supplied 

by only one variable displacement pump. 

Therefore, the architecture of the circuits should 

be adapted, thus the two subsystems could be 

operated independently. 

2.1. Topology of the working hydraulic 
system 

In the partial load range, a Closed Center Load 

Sensing System (CC-LS) has a higher efficiency 

comparing with an Open Center Load Sensing 

System (OC-LS) due to the adjustment of pump 

flow rate to the demands of the cylinders [2]. 

Therefore, the efficiency of the working 

hydraulics in conventional drivetrain (OC-LS) 

could be significantly improved, if the supply unit 

is replaced by a variable displacement pump (CC-

LS). As a variable displacement pump is 

necessary for the traction drive, a working 

hydraulic with CC-LS system could be applied in 

the integrated drivetrain without additional 

components. 

2.2. Topology of the traction drive 

The hydrostatic transmissions in mobile 

applications are generally closed circuits, by 

which the driving direction could be changed 

with the reversible drive pump [3]. However, the 

suction and the discharge sides exchange by 

every reverse, which is an unfavourable condition 

for the new integrated system. A directional 

control valve is necessary between the traction 

drive and working hydraulics, otherwise the 

direction of the flow in working hydraulics would 

be influenced by reverses of the driving direction. 

The requirement of the directional valve is 

extremely high, as the pressure by switching 

could be higher than 400 bar [4], which is normal 

in hydrostatic transmissions in mobile working 

machines. Another difficulty for an integrated 

system with closed circuit is to balance the 

difference of flow rate in loop, which is caused 

by differential cylinders in the working hydraulic 

system. 

For the reasons mentioned above, a traction drive 

with open circuit (shown in Figure 2) is 

considered. The challenging point of this 

architecture would be the reverse of the driving 

direction. Switching with valves in main circuit is 

difficult because of the high operating pressure. 

Additional mechanisms, for example reverse gear 

unit, means there are not only more cost and 

packaging space, but also much lower dynamic. 

The system performance by applications with 

frequently reverse or switching between 

acceleration and deceleration could not be 

guaranteed. Another possibility is by using 

reversible drive motor instead of pump. The 

direction of flow in main circuit or rather the 

driving direction is adjusted by the direction of 

swivel angle of the hydraulic motor, while the 

high pressure remains on the same side. 

Unfortunately, such reversible drive motor (in 

swash plate form) for mobile application is not 

yet in mass production because of its lower 

efficiency and speed range comparing to axial 

piston motors. Therefore, reversible motor for 

industry application is used in the first step of the 

research for the purposes of verification of 

functionality. 

Figure 2: Simplified system topology of the new 

powertrain

2.3. Selection of components and 
determination of dimension 

A secondary control shown in the Figure 3 has 

been chosen as the basis of the integrated 

drivetrain, as the pressure controller of pump and 

speed/torque controller of motor the demanding 

requirements of response speed fulfill can. Bosch 

Rexroth A4VSO axial piston units with 315 bar 

nominal pressure are used as pump and drive 

motor. The accumulator, which is used to cover 

flow peaks [5], should be downsized in 

        



consideration of the limited packaging space. The 

both axial piston units work with 16 bar pre-

supply pressure, in order to cover a wider speed 

range. 

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the Bosch     

Rexroth secondary control [5]

The dimension of hydraulic components is 

determined according to the reference machine, a 

wheel loader in power class 40 ~ 50 kW. 

Comparing to conventional powertrain, the 

hydraulic pump in new system should have a 

larger dimension, to enable the supplying of 

traction drive and working hydraulics at the same 

time. Taking account of the available size of the 

series, axial piston units with 71cm3 displacement 

have been used as both pump and drive motor. 

3. DESIGN OF CONTROL STRATEGY 

The design of the control strategy for the new 

powertrain is based on the controller in existed 

secondary control system. The torque/speed 

control for hydraulic motor can also be used in 

mobile applications. The drivetrain delivers 

torque proportional to accelerator pedal or 

according to the difference between actual and 

desired speed. On the other side, a pressure 

controlled pump is used for achieving the demand 

oriented supply in the working hydraulics. In 

consideration of the efficiency of both axial 

piston units, which is relevant to their opening 

degrees, the system should work with variable 

pressure. Therefore, the control requires not only 

a torque/speed but also a pressure specification as 

input variables. In the case of reaching the power 

or flow rate limitation, the priority of working 

hydraulics will be guaranteed by the timely 

swivelling back of the drive motor. To avoid the 

undersupply of pump, which causes significant 

pressure drop in system, a control strategy for 

limiting the motor swivel angel should be 

developed.  

3.1. Control strategy to determinate 
system pressure 

The system pressure is dependent on both traction 

drive and working hydraulics, because of the 

direct connection between two subsystems. The 

pressure in the working hydraulics (CC-LS 

system) is determined by the loads on cylinders. 

The output torque of the traction drive is 

proportional to the product of displacement 

volume of the hydraulic motor and the system 

pressure. As the axial piston units have higher 

efficiency by larger swivel angles, the pressure in 

traction drive should be kept as low as possible. 

Furthermore, throttling losses between the two 

subsystems could be minimized, if they require a 

similar pressure. As the pressure class in traction 

drive is generally higher than working hydraulics, 

a possible lower target pressure in traction drive 

has the benefit of higher efficiency. 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the control 

strategy [6] 

The control strategy shown in Figure 4 is used 

for the definition of the target system pressure 

. For safety reasons, the supply for the 

working hydraulics (incl. steering system) should 

be always be guaranteed. Therefore, the maximal 

available flow rate for traction drive 

is calculated with Equation 1: 

      (1) 

In the next step, the swivel angle of the drive 

motor is adjusted according to the available flow 

rate and its current shaft speed, in order to avoid 

undersupply of the pump. Equation 2 represents 

       



the maximum allowed displacement of the drive 
motor. 

                                (2) 

If the motor controller is in torque control mode, 
the target pressure of traction drive 
can be defined with Equation 3. The target output 
torque  depends on operations (for 
example acceleration pedal) of the driver. 
Considering the nominal pressure of the 
secondary control system, the value will be 
restricted in the range of 20 ~ 315. 

(3)

However, further equations are necessary for 
establishing mathematical relation between the 
target rotary speed of the hydraulic motor and the 
target torque, if the controller is in speed control 
mode. This part will be explained in detail in 
chapter 3.2. 

On the other hand, the target pressure in the 
working hydraulics could be defined with 
Equation 4: 

(4)

The target system pressure should follow the 
higher value: 

(5) 

If , the unnecessary 
pressure for working hydraulics would be 
throttled by pressure compensator valves in the 
CC-LS system. On the contrary, the displacement 
of the drive motor must be further reduced, in 
order to keep the output torque in its target value, 
as the pressure in traction drive could not be 
throttled. 

3.2. Strategy for speed control of the drive 
motor 

As mentioned above, the relation between target 
speed and target torque still needs to be 
established. The output torque of the drive motor 
actually means the accelerating ability or in other 
words, the ability, to compensate the difference 
between the current and the target speed. 
Therefore, the target pressure of traction drive, 
which is proportional to target torque, should also 
demand on the speed difference. 

        (6)      

By selecting function form and setting 
parameters in Equation 6, the following criterions 
should be considered: 
1. the traction drive must deliver appropriate 

torque, in order to compensate the speed 
difference in acceptable time without 
overshoot 

2. the target pressure should be possibly slow 
varied, in order to avoid extremely high 
dynamic demands on secondary control 
system 

With the help of simulation, the following two 
functions are selected for the determination of 
target pressure in traction drive: 

Linear:                (7)    

Cubic:                      (8)

       with { } in bar,   in min-1

The performance of these two control strategies 
will be shown and compared in chapter 4. 

4. VERIFICATION OF FUNCTIONALITY 

The function of the system architecture and 
control strategies has been proofed by means of 
computer simulations. In the first step, a model of 
the hydrostatic drive with the whole control 
strategy is built in AMESim. Secondly, the 
performance of the system by various 
applications is tested with the help of the 
measuring data from example machine. Finally, 
the control quality of different strategies is 
compared and evaluated. 

4.1. The Simulation Model of the integrated 
system 

As the research focuses on the power distribution 
between the traction drive and the working 
hydraulics, it is not necessary to build the internal 
structure of working hydraulics in detail. Which 
means, the flow rates in lift, dump and steering 
cylinder are considered as a whole. The total flow 
in working hydraulics is emulated by a flow 
control valve. The pressure in working 
hydraulics, which depends on the highest 
pressure load, is simulated with the help of a 
pressure relief valve. In the integrated 
powertrain, the recuperated energy from the 
working hydraulics is available for traction drive. 
Therefore, a model for return flow is built and 
connected with the high pressure side.  

        



In order to analyse the energy saving potential of 
the new system, the efficiency of the axial piston 
units is considered in the simulation model. The 
flow source and the rotary load simulate 
respectively the volumetric and the 
hydrodynamic and mechanical losses. The 
leakages of valves, accumulators and pipelines 
are ignored. 

After modelling the hydraulic components and 
circuit, simplified models of controllers of the 
axial piston units are built. The pressure control 
of the pump is realized by PID controller. The 
target pressure is calculated with the strategy 
mentioned in chapter 3.1. The controller of the 
motor is built on the basis of the Bosch Rexroth 
secondary control. Additionally, the limitation of 
motor swivel angle is considered according to the 
current displacement of pump, in order to avoid 
the undersupply in system. 

The entire model shown in Figure 5 consists 
of the hydraulic circuit, controllers for both axial 
piston units, the load on working hydraulics and 
the driving resistance. The load, driving 
resistance, and (target) speed profiles are 
generated according to the given measurement 
data. 

4.2. Proof of functionality and discussion 

The functionality of the system architecture and 
the speed control strategy are proven with the 
help of the model mentioned in chapter 4.1. For a 

better simulation of the practical applications of 
the wheel loader, the following duty cycles (Y, 
Load & Carry and VDI forklift cycles [7]) are  
considered.  

Figure 6: Duty cycles of wheel loaders

The outputs of the new powertrain  the rotary 
speed of the hydraulic drive motor and the flow 
rate in working hydraulics, have been compared 
with the conventional (measurement data), under 
the assumption of same load profile in the duty 
cycle. The verification of functionality of the 
integrated powertrain with both control strategies 
are shown below in Figure 7 and 8 (red, dashed 

 target value; green, solid  actual value, 
 and black, dotted 

actual value, ).  

Figure 5: Simulation model of the integrated system 

       



Figure 7: Verification of functionality of the new 
system by application of Y-cycle 

As shown in Figure 7, the hydraulic powertrain 
with integrated supply provides a similar 
performance as the conventional powertrain in 
wheel loaders. The new system is implemented 
with both control strategies mentioned in chapter 
3.2 (Equation 7 and 8). As the system pressure is 
proportional or cubical to speed deviation 
according to the chosen control strategy, the 
stead-state error of the rotary speed (delay) 
cannot be completely eliminated. The swivel 
angle of the hydraulic motor must be timely 
decreased by working in the high-speed range, in 
order to avoid a pressure drop in traction 
hydraulics, which leads to less output torque or 
slower acceleration shown in the diagram at the 
time of 5 and 30 s (Figure 7(a)). The rapid 
change of target system pressure shown in Figure 

8, which increases the demands on pressure 
controller of the hydraulic pump, is caused by the 
varying rotary speed deviation. The delay and 
overshoot of the pressure control leads to the 
vibration of flow rate in working hydraulics at 
around 20 s (Figure 7(b)). 

Figure 8: Target and actual pressure in system by 
application of Y-cycle (

)

As shown in Figure 7(a), both control strategies 
meet the requirement of the speed control. The 
strategy with cubic function has the advantage 
that, the target pressure changes rapidly only if 
the speed deviation is already high. Therefore, 
this strategy has generally lower dynamic 
requirements on the pump controller, which also 
means less vibration of flow rate in working 
hydraulics (Figure 7(b)).  

4.3. Optimization potentials and 
possibilities for simplification 

As shown in Figure 8, the actual pressure in 
system is much lower than the target value around 
5 and 30 s. The possible solutions of the problem 
are either optimizing the motor controller for 
faster response, or increasing the reserved flow 
rate for working hydraulics (  in Equation 1) 
and accumulator (  in Equation 1) by 
means of introducing safety factor for an earlier 
beginning of the swing back of the hydraulic 
motor. Generally, the target pressure changes fast 
according to the control strategy, which means 
high dynamic requirements on the pump 
controller. In addition, the accumulator retards 
the pressure change in system, which makes the 
rapidly changing target pressure even harder to 
achieve. Therefore, the control strategy should be 
optimized, in order to avoid frequently step 
changes or oscillations between 20 and 22 s. On 
the other hand, the accumulator, which stabilizes 
the pressure in constant pressure secondary 
control, should be downsized or completely 
renounced. Its function of covering flow peaks 
should be achieved with additional swivel angle 
control of the pump. 

        



5. ENERGIE SAVING POTENTIAL OF THE 
NEW POWERTRAIN 

After proofing the functionality of system 
topology and control strategy, the efficiency of 
the new powertrain has been compared with the 
conventional system. In the reference machine, 
the working hydraulics will be supplied by a 
separate constant working pump. 

Figure 9: Efficiencies of the new and conventional   
powertrains by different applications

Figure 9 shows the efficiency comparison of the 
new and conventional systems by different 
applications. The efficiency of working 
hydraulics increases drastically, due to the 
appropriate and adequate supply of the variable 
pump. As shown in Figure 10, the recoverable 
energy by deceleration is relatively less 
compared to the total consumption. For this 
reason, the efficiency of the traction drive has not 
been improved apparently in spite of its direct 
connection with working hydraulics. In 
summary, the entire system has a saving potential 
of 6 ~ 10 %, mainly due to the enhancement of 
working hydraulics. 

Figure 10: Recoverable energy in traction drive (Y-

cycle)

The efficiency enhancement of working 
hydraulics is on account of the demand-oriented 
supply, as the variable pump is used. The 

indicated orange fields in Figure 11 are the saved 
flow by contrast with the working hydraulics in 
conventional powertrain. In the integrated 
system, the system pressure (both traction drive 
and working hydraulics) in the connected 
subsystems is always oriented to the higher target 
value. Considering the common duty cycles, the 
traction drive usually has a higher pressure level. 
Therefore, the pressure losses in working 
hydraulics in the integrated system are higher, 
comparing to a CC-LS system with separate 
variable pump. However, the energy losses have 
not increased clearly, as the required flow rate for 
working hydraulics is usually low, when the 
traction drive demands a higher pressure level 
(Figure 11). Hence, a relative high energy saving 
potential of the working hydraulics can be seen in 
Figure 9. 

Figure 11: Pressure and flow losses in working 
hydraulics of the integrated and 
conventional powertrain (Y-cycle)

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The paper presents the development of a 
hydrostatic transmission with an integrated 
supply of working hydraulics for mobile 
machines. Considering the possible influences on 
the working hydraulics by reversion, the new 
drivetrain is developed on basis of the secondary 
control system with open circuit. After 
determination of the strategy for pressure and 
torque/speed control of the hydraulic pump and 
motor, the functionality of the whole system has 
been proofed with simulation. The new system 
can meet the requirement of common duty cycles 
of wheel loaders. However, the control strategy 
should be further optimized, in order to downsize 
the accumulator and reduce the dynamic 
requirements on the axial piston units. To 

       



evaluate the energy saving potential, the 
efficiency of the new and conventional system is 
calculated with the help of simulation models. 
The integrated system provides an efficiency 
enhancement of 6 ~ 10 %, as the flow in working 
hydraulics is supplied as required. 

In the following step, the functionality of 
system architecture and control will be validated 
on the test bench. The operating and control 
strategy will be adjusted and optimized according 
to the system dynamics in practice. On the other 
hand, the possibility of renouncement of 
accumulators and other methods to simplify the 
system topology will be examined. Finally, an 
integrated system with components for mobile 
applications will be implemented. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

CC-LS Closed Center Load Sensing 
Opening degree 
Target output torque  [Nm] 
Rotary speed of drive motor  [1/min] 
Target output rotary speed  [1/min] 
Rotary speed of pump  [1/min] 

OC-LS Open Center Load Sensing 
Load pressure  [bar] 
Target system pressure  [bar] 
Target pressure of traction drive  [bar] 
Target pressure of working hydraulics [bar]
Charging flow rate of the accumulator 
[L/min] 
Maximal available flow rate for traction 
drive  [L/min] 
Maximal pump flow rate  [L/min] 
Flow rate in working hydraulics [L/min] 
Maximal flow rate in working hydraulics 
[L/min] 

 Displacement of motor [ ] 
Maximal displacement of motor [ ] 

Maximal allowed displacement of drive 
motor [ ] 
Maximal displacement of pump [ ] 
Rotary speed difference [1/min] 
Load Sensing pressure [bar] 
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ABSTRACT 

Modern electronic technologies allow for the design and production of Micro Electro-Mechanical 
Systems, also called MEMS. These microchips are widely used as sensors in many fields of application, 
also in embedded systems in heavy-duty and agricultural vehicles and in automotive applications. In 
addition to the classic uses of these sensors, new architectures and sensor topologies exploit 
electromechanical principles of great interest for the field of hydraulic applications. This paper presents 
some examples of the application of a new MEMS architecture based on self-oscillating micro-
resonators, which offer interesting capabilities in the measurement of mechanical deformation of 
mechanical components. MEMS are applied as non-invasive pressure and oil flow sensors, and 
represent an interesting option for creating smart components. All the applications described are 
intended to show the sensor  potential and have a qualitative and exemplary character, but they can 
provide a basis for in-depth studies on the potential and applicability of these sensors. 

Keywords: MEMS, DETF, Sensors, Flow, Pressure, strain 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sensors and sensorization are two of the most 
important keywords for future components and 
systems in hydraulic and mechatronic 
applications. There are several reasons to invest 
in sensors. One of the first reasons is that, 
considering functional safety standards both for 
earthmoving and construction machines ([1] and 
[2]), agricultural machines [3] and the automotive 
sector [4], including newly approved [5] (the ones 
soon to come into effect), it is clearly impossible 
to reach a high performance level in terms of 
functional safety, without a wide diagnostic 
Coverage (DC); DC is only possible through 
direct observation, then through sensors. 

The second reason, which is probably the most 
evident to customers and users, is performance: 
machine manufacturers demand for hydraulic 
systems performing better in terms of precision, 
dynamics and efficiency. Precision control and 
the best working point can be obtained only with 
sensors and a high level of system observability. 
Finally, yet importantly, confidence in reliability 

is still an open point for many products. For new 
products there is no historic information on 
lifetime and product fatigue testing under real 
working conditions, due to the use of accelerated 
tests, the only ones compatible with time-to-
market requirements. Interest in sensors is 
growing not only in mechatronics, but also in the 
whole field of electronics applications. The most 
important industry associations in the European 
Community, like Ecsel, Artemis, Penta and 
Eposs, are promoting research on sensors through 
specific calls in H2020 related programs. This 
heterogeneous research trend represents an 
opportunity in the field of hydraulics, where 
sensors are not the primary business but they are 
becoming an indispensable necessity. 

2. MEMS TECHNOLOGY 

MEMS is the acronym for Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems. MEMS techniques allow 
both electronic circuits and mechanical devices to 
be manufactured on a silicon chip; the process of 
manufacturing MEMS chips is similar but more 

       



complex than the one used for integrated circuits. 
MEMS are widely used today and there are 

many success stories about MEMS chips used as: 
Pressure sensors, Accelerometers, Inclinometers, 
IMU and AHRS units, Gyroscopes, RF 
Microphones. MEMS are also used as Actuators: 
Inkjet Nozzles, Piezoelectric actuators and 
generators, RF switches. 

In recent years, production technology has 
reached optimal component quality and 
reproducibility of performance and many new 
architectures have been invented and proposed. 

Figure 1: Example of Capacitive MEMS with 
moving part and anchored part 

The MEMS principle is generally based on 
moving parts in a microchip (as shown in the 
example in Figure 1), and the small mass and the 
silicon-based material  characteristics allow 
mechanical principles and forces to be combined 
with electric principles and forces. This 
relationship leads to fast processes and high 
operating frequencies, thanks to the stiffness of 
silicon-based materials and high dynamics 
allowed by silicon-based junctions and 
components.  

Thermal, electrostatic, capacitive, resistive 
and strain effects and mechanical levers and 
torques, controlled or measured using both 
resistive and capacitive effects are generally the 
physical phenomena underlying the operating 
principles of MEMS sensors. 

3. DOUBLE-ENDED TUNING FORK 
TOPOLOGY 

Not all MEMS are applicable for acquiring the 
same physical phenomena and it is very 
important to choose the best MEMS for each 
physical measurement. One of the most 

promising MEMS geometries and functional 
principles that has been invented in recent years 
in the field of mechanical systems sensorization, 
is the Double-Ended Tuning Fork (DETF) 
MEMS ([7], [8]). 

This sensor architecture was recently 
successfully tested in various systems and there 
are examples of promising applications.  In [9] a 
pressure sensor with temperature compensation 
was developed, and this application is one of the 
most interesting in the field of fluidics. It must be 
noted that, as it is a strain sensor glued or fixed to 
surfaces of different materials, the thermal strain 
effect could be significant and should be 
considered; nonlinear strain characteristics of the 
nonlinear DETF subclass of sensors was analysed 
in [10]. A step ahead in the design of DETF 
sensors was made with linear DETF sensors 
based on CMOS elements, as presented for 
example in [11]. This evolution has also led to 
more accurate control of the geometry, which 
allows a wider linear range of measurement, as 
shown in [12], and higher measurement 
precision.  

A very high-speed strain measurement allows 
DETF technology also to be used for different 
types of applications, like accelerometers [13] 
and tilt sensors [14], useful in the field of heavy 
duty and agricultural machines.  

Regarding classic mechanical strain sensing 
applications, the ones discussed in this paper, in 
recent years DETF technology has been refined 
to increase sensitivity, like in [15], where a 
CMOS resonator with 33 nano-strain resolution 
was designed and tested, and at least one DETF 
has recently been developed in a production-
ready configuration, as reported in [16]. 

Figure 2: The CNR MEMS DETF Resonator 

        



The DETF used for this experimental work was 

developed over the years by CNR.  In the next 

paragraph, the functional principle is explained in 

order to clarify the benefits of its application to 

hydraulic components in fluid power 

applications. 

4. THE CNR MEMS DETF  

The Italian National Research Council (CNR) is 

the largest public research body in Italy and is 

organized into departments and institutes. The 

MEMS technology described in this paper was 

developed in the Institute for Microelectronics 

and Microsystems (IMM) of the CNR 

Department for Materials and Components .  

Figure 3:  The DETF Resonator Asymmetrical Strain 

Geometry and Direction for compression 

(Red) and extension (Green) 

Figure 4:  The DETF Resonator Frequency Shift  for 

compression (Red) and extension (Green)

strain, respectively 

The Institute has a clean room, a chip factory 

where MEMS and other components are made. 

The MEMS used to create new examples of 

hydraulic applications sensorization was 

designed, built and adapted by IMM researchers 

and is described in [17], [18] and [19].  

The sensor in Figure 2 is composed of a DETF 

on silicon substrate, which is maintained at the 

resonance frequency through the action on two 

electrodes, connected to an external electronic 

circuit. The external analogue electronic circuit 

has the dual function of supplying power and 

providing a stimulus at the resonance frequency, 

in a frequency tracker topology. The same circuit 

is also used to acquire the resonance frequency 

through the digital part of the control system, 

using a microcontroller. As shown in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4, the DETF element changes its resonance 

frequency when it is subjected to mechanical 

strain, and the frequency shift is opposite in 

opposite strain directions: compression and 

extension. 

The sensor structure is vacuum packed in a 

chip. In a 5 mm × 5 mm chip, 8 sensors are 

assembled. Chip thickness is approximately 0.1 

mm. The chip can be fixed to mechanical 

components with epoxy glue, like traditional 

strain gauges. 

Figure 5:  MEMS DETF output signal acquisition in 

no-strain condition (up) and in extension 

condition (down) at frequency of 320.280 

Hz and 351.228 Hz 

5. MEMS DETF CHARACTERIZATION AND 
GEAR PUMP APPLICATION 

In [20], the sensor had already been characterized 

       



and presented. The study was focused on sensor 

linearity and resolution; both characteristics were 

found to be considerably higher compared to 

other similar sensors, such as the one described in 

[15]. In fact, the CNR DETF sensor can reach a 

 (Figure 6), while the 

previously presented ones have a maximum 

Figure 6:  The DETF resonator resolution compared

to traditional strain gauges function of 

acquisition time. 

The only aspect that should be underlined is that, 

when acquiring a frequency-based signal, the 

accuracy of frequency acquisition is directly 

dependent, not only on sensor characteristics and 

on quality, but also on electronic system 

performance. In fact, due to the reciprocal 

frequency counter driver structure, the sensor 

waveform is acquired by the microcontroller at 

the resolution of the base counter, whose 

maximum frequency is a function of the main 

oscillator of the microcontroller itself. The limit 

of the base counter resolution is compensated by 

acquiring more than one pulse of the sensor, 

collecting a buffer of pulses and counting the 

number of pulses in the period. One immediately 

realizes that accuracy is proportional to the 

number of pulses, while the maximum dynamic 

of the resulting sensor is limited by the interval of 

time needed to collect the pulses.  

In order to characterize the sensor, a first 

application was implemented and described in 

[20] where the strain model was calculated using 

the method described in [21]. 

In order to define how the adoption of a better 

performing microcontroller will positively affect 

the precision of sensor signal acquisition, a new 

electronic control unit was designed and 

prototyped using a 168 Mhz ARM Cortex M3 

microcontroller, whereas in the previous 

electronic control unit a 40 Mhz-based 

microcontroller had been used. The higher 

oscillator frequency allows a counter resolution 

that is 4 times higher. The calculation can be 

made by comparing the performance of both 

microcontrollers in acquiring the resonance 

frequency of a DETF operating at 370.300 Hz. As 

the same resonant sensor is in the same condition 

for both microcontrollers, the time for each pulse 

is always the same, but the resolution of the 

measurement is different, due to the maximum 

resolution of the microcontrollers. The two 

examples of this calculation are shown in Table 1

and Table 2; it can be noted that, using a 1000 

pulse buffer, the error in Hz is 3,42 and 0,81 

respectively.  

If this measurement is applied in the example 

of a gear pump application, it corresponds to an 

error of 0,94 and 0,22 bar, respectively, for the 

two microcontrollers. It can also be noted that the 

signal acquisition and digital conversion of strain 

will take 2,7 ms and corresponds to a dynamic of 

more than 350 Hz in sensor signal acquisition.  

Table 1: Microcontroller 40 MHz 

1 2,7×10-3 3.454,45 0,9336 943,84

10 27×10-3 342,57 0,0926 93,60

100 0,27 34,23 0,0093 9,35

500 1,3 6,85 0,0019 1,87

1000 2,7 3,42 0,0009 0,94

Table 2: Microcontroller 168 MHz  

1 2,7×10-3 816,68 0,2207 223,14

10 27×10-3 81,51 0,0220 22,27

100 0,27 8,15 0,0022 2,23

500 1,3 1,63 0,0004 0,45

1000 2,7 0,81 0,0002 0,22

        



This example demonstrates that, using a better 

performing microcontroller, will increase the 

accuracy and resolution of the strain 

measurement linearly, as a function of the base 

frequency and number of pulses considered 

(measurement buffer). 

6. SENSITIVITY DEMONSTRATION 
APPLICATION: THICK PIPE 

The first application was successful and the 

calculation executed to compare the performance 

of different microcontrollers in terms of 

measurement precision suggested setting up a 

new application in order to stress the limit on the 

measurement resolution and evaluate the 

limits for applicability in hydraulic applications. 

In fact, the measurement acquisition method is 

virtually capable of detecting even a very small 

strain on a component, using both the basic signal 

acquisition frequency and the length of the 

measurement period. Based on experience, the 

limited signal acquisition frequency can be 

compensated by using a longer measurement 

period (measurement buffer), as shown in the 

previous experiment. 

, 

Figure 7:  100 x 96 mm steel cylinder with 8 mm pipe 

and DETF sensor. 

In order to set up the new application and new test 

bench, a 100 mm diameter steel cylinder was 

made, with an 8 mm hole simulating a thick pipe 

for hydraulic oil flow. A DTMF sensor was 

externally applied on this thick pipe, and the pipe 

was mounted on a static pressure test bench, 

equipped with a certified pressure measurement 

digital sensor, connected through a serial line to a 

personal computer. One of the cylinder sides was 

connected to the hydraulic oil port of the static 

test bench, while the other side was plugged in 

order to prevent oil flow and allow the generation 

of a static pressure in the pipe, without oil leaks 

through the bench actuator. The aim of this bench 

configuration was to perform a static pressure 

measurement and experimentally assess the 

limits of the MEMS sensor.  

The steel cylinder construction data and the 

related theoretical deformation data, obtained 

from classic literature formulas, are shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3: Parameters of the Steel Cylinder  

Cylinder parameter Value 

Cylinder length  96 

Cylinder Diameter [mm] 100 

Hole diameter [mm] 8 

Tangential def. (µm/mm) 0,0004578 

Tangential def. (nm/mm) 0,45 

 450 

Young Module E (Pa) 210.000 

The table shows a theoretical deformation of 450 

 given the sensor resolution , 

could allow an internal pressure measurement by 

cylinder external strain sensing under the 

pressure effect. 

Therefore, as shown in Figure 7, the sensor 

was glued externally to the cylinder surface, 

halfway up to reduce edge effects, and bonded 

through micro-wires. Then it was connected to 

the hardware digital electronic unit in order to 

power and stimulate the sensor and acquire the 

feedback signal of the oscillator at resonance. 

The electronic control unit is connected 

through a USB port to a personal computer, 

where an application was set up to acquire the 

sensor data. To demonstrate the DETF

sensitivity, a series of tests were executed, always 

under the same oil and ambient temperature 

conditions, in order to evaluate only the pressure 

strain effects and reduce the thermal strain 

effects, which are not negligible for steel. 

Figure 8:  Static Strain/Pressure measurement in the 

thick cylinder 

The results of some tests are reported in Figure 8; 

a complete test session is represented in the 

graph, where the strain values (in Hz on the 

vertical axis) are shown with respect to time (in s 

       



on the horizontal axis). In the figure, it can be 

noted that the strain is not regular on pressure 

changes, but this is due to the test bench set-up, 

where pressure is manually adjusted. It can also 

be noted that the strain is constant after the 

transient and adjustment phases. 

Considering a sensitivity 

can also be calculated. The average data of the 

experiment are shown in Table 4. Both pressure 

(acquired by the instrument on the bench) and the 

resonant frequency (acquired through the 

electronic control system) are shown together 

with some calculated data in the left columns. It 

is important to underline that the resolution is less 

than 1 Hz/bar, but that 1 Hz is much higher than 

the microprocessor resolution for frequency 

acquisition, so that hundredths of Hz can be 

easily calculated. 

Table 4: Parameters of the Steel Cylinder  

Oil 

Pressure 

[bar] 

Resonant 

Frequency

[Hz] 

0 351835 0 0

40 351850 1,8 15

90 351872 4,44 37

130 351892 6,84 57

170 351912 9,24 77

210 351932 11,64 97

250 351952 14,04 117

The experiment shows that even under extreme 

steel thick pipe conditions, the sensor is able to 

sense the strain on the material. Based on this 

experience, we could imagine how to apply the 

sensor to hydraulic components like pumps and 

valves, because the sensor is able to acquire the 

internal pressure even when the metal thickness 

is greater than the typical pipe thickness. Indeed, 

the oil pressure generates a force sufficient for 

good strain, with respect to sensor sensitivity.  

In order to find other new applications, it is 

necessary to think differently.  

As an example, it may be inferred that it is also 

possible to acquire small forces capable of 

creating minor strain in materials with a small 

thickness. 

That idea suggests the possibility of also 

acquiring oil flow-related data.  

7. NEW COMPONENT: FLOW SENSOR 

Oil and, in general, a fluid flowing in a pipe, 

generates forces against any obstacle. This was 

the main concept for the design of the new flow 

sensor. 

7.1. The Mechanical Design of the Flow 
Sensor 

The principle is to create e new component where 

an obstacle to the oil flow, placed in a pipe, is 

capable of transferring to the outside part of the 

force applied to the obstacle by the oil itself. The 

aim of this experiment was to calculate the 

amount of force at the oil flow rates and pressure 

rates normally available in a mobile application. 

For this experiment and all related simulated 

mathematical models, a maximum pressure of 

250 bar and maximum oil flow of 190 l/m was 

considered.  

Figure 9:  The Flow Sensor mechanical component 

In order to set up an experimental rig, a pipe with 

the simplest obstacle was designed by drawing a 

parallelepiped shaped, obstacle with a rounded 

apical part. This partial obstruction was fixed 

orthogonally to the oil flow, so as to intercept the 

flow in the area of maximum speed (with 

reference to the laminar flow profiles). One of the 

design requirements was to generate a minimum 

reduction in the pipe cross-sectional area, in order 

to minimize pressure losses. The form factor of 

the obstacle represents a critical part of the 

project, because it has to be enough to generate a 

sufficient resistance to the fluid flow, but should 

not create too big a pressure drop in the section. 

Optimization of the form factor is the main goal 

of the mechanical se

        



7.2. The Design Methodology 

The solid model of geometry was analysed 

through 3D CFD (Computational Fluid 

Dynamics) analysis, in order to evaluate the oil 

flow and calculate the pressure flow forces 

applied to the obstacle. In a second phase, a 

structural FEM (Finite Element Method) was 

used to calculate the resulting strain on the outer 

wall of the pipe, at the base of the obstacle to the 

hydraulic flow subject to the force of the flow 

itself. If the strain is of a magnitude compatible 

with the DETF sensor, then a new flow sensor is 

possible.  

Figure 10: The Flow Sensor design recursive method

Simulations were carried out from 10 bar to 250 

bar and with oil flow from 10 l/min to 150 l/min 
2/s for temperature and 

kinematic viscosity of the oil used.  

One result is shown in Figure 11, where it is 

evident in which area the greatest force resistant 

to the oil is located; this is also the area that 

generates the maximum torque on the outer wall 

of the pipe. The resulting pressure is around 0,31 

bar, which corresponds to 3,1 N/cm2. The area of 

the obstacle is around 0,5 cm2, thus the resulting 

force is around 1,55 N. These data were used in 

the structural analysis to evaluate the resulting 

strain on the outer wall of the pipe. 

Figure 11:  Fluid Dynamic Analysis at 150 l/min oil 

flow 

Figure 12 shows the resulting solid model of the 

mechanical component, where the fluid force is 

applied in the centre of force of the obstacle, as 

per fluid dynamic analysis. In the figure, the two 

areas of greatest strain are highlighted by two 

arrows oriented in opposite directions, 

respectively in front and behind the base of the 

parallelepiped, which constitutes the barrier to 

the hydraulic flow. In these two points the strain 

is respectively inward, upstream of the obstacle, 

and outward, downstream of the obstacle, from 

the oil flow point of view. This will enable a very 

good measurement, because the pressure strain 

has the same outward direction in both points, so 

that the difference in the resonance frequency 

shift will be the exact strain measurement.  

Figure 12: Structural Analysis with maximum strain 

points in the outer wall of the pipe for 

sensor placement.  

The combined effects of direct pressure 

deformation and of indirect flow force 

deformation are evident in the figure, which 

shows the extent of deformation in upstream and 

downstream of the obstacle. The directional 

deformation on the Z axis (vertical axis in the 

figure), in the area in front of the obstacle is an 

order of magnitude higher than in the area behind 

it (1,2 ×10-6 mm vs. 6,8 × 10-5 mm). The 

deformation values are in the range of 

measurement of the DETF sensor; therefore the 

sensor is theoretically feasible. The main problem 

to be addressed, in order to move to a sensor 

prototype, is the optimal positioning of the 

microchip with DETF resonators. 

7.3. Prototype and Testing 

For a rigorous test of maximum deformation in a 

real prototype, two chips positioned above the 

areas of maximum deformation should be used. 

However, given the limited distance between the 

two areas (3 mm) and the availability of 8 DETF 

resonators inside each chip, it was decided to glue 

only one chip onto the external surface of the 

       



sensor. The chip size is 6 mm × 6mm. Therefore, 

two DETF resonators placed at the two far ends 

of the chip were used, each very close to one of 

the two areas of maximum deformation. 

In Figure 13, the DETF sensor and the bonding 

interfaces are shown mounted in the prototype in 

the sensor on the outer wall of the pipe. 

Figure 13:  Sensor prototype with 1 chip and 2 DETF 

bonded.  

One of the most critical points for the mounting 

phase and for testing on a real test bench are the 

micro-wires needed to connect the DETF 

stimulation terminals to the external wiring 

interfaces. A plastic protection was thus made 

with a 3D printer (in red in Figure 14) and the 

sensor assembly was installed on the bench in 

order to test it under real working conditions. 

Figure 14: Oil flow sensor with DETF resonator test 

bench. 

Some tests were carried out at a constant oil 

temperature of 50 °C in order to reduce the 

temperature effects in the strain on the 

component. Temperature strain is compensated 

using two sensors with different spatial 

orientations (90°) and applying the compensation 

formula: 

 (1) 

instead of a simple difference in resonator 

frequencies, which could be applied if both 

sensors had the same spatial orientation, but in 

that case temperature compensation would not be 

possible. Equation 1 was obtained experimentally 

by testing the sensor inside a climatic chamber 

and acquiring the difference in resonance 

frequency of the different DETF resonators as the 

temperature changes. The need for experimental 

determination derives from the dimensional 

differences of the resonators, which are still 

obtained by growth of silicon elements in an 

experimental process.  

The test bench allows the initial inlet pressure 

and oil flow to be adjusted and tests were 

conducted at different pressures and oil flow 

rates. The data of one of the test sessions is 

represented graphically in Figure 15, where it can 

be noted that the sensor measures a mixed effect 

of pressure and flow force. 

The sensor output was filtered using a low pass 

Butterworth filter (1st order at 50 Hz). 

In the Figure it is also possible to note that the 

sensor shows no hysteresis error either in 

pressure or flow measurements. 

Figure 15: Oil flow sensor with DETF resonator test 

results.

In the awareness of the need for a pressure sensor 

that takes into account the contribution of 

pressure in the  component strain, a correlation 

analysis was performed, using the acquired 

pressure and flow data from the test bench, in 

order to infer a mathematical equation.  

A first and second set of tests were performed  

maintaining 20 bar and 70 bar of oil pressure, 

respectively. The frequency shift values for both 

DETF resonators were collected at different oil 

flow rates. The first results are presented in 

Figure 16, where a linear relationship may be 

noted between the two series of data (lower blue 

line and dots at 20 bar and upper orange line and 

dots at 70 bar). 

        



Figure 16:..Oil Flow Sensor Characterization 

Multiple test sessions are needed to completely 

characterize the sensor and a second DETF 

sensor must be installed in an area of the pipe not 

affected by deformation due to oil flow. In this 

way it will be possible to isolate the contribution 

of pressure, so as to divide the two components 

that contribute to deformation of the 

mechanical component. In any case it will be 

necessary to characterize the resonators and to 

derive the empirical relationships correlating 

them to temperature-induced deformation.  

The first experimentation of this new 

component gave interesting results and further 

studies will be carried out both on the geometry 

of the element resistive to the oil flow and its 

position and on the sensor placement and 

composition, in order to arrive at an interesting 

component for industrial and mobile 

applications. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

The MEMS DETF application experiments 

presented here in relation to the field of hydraulic 

components and circuits, demonstrate that DETF 

sensor architecture represents a very interesting 

MEMS technology for new hydraulic 

components and for new sensorization techniques 

in both industrial and mobile applications. The 

examples described demonstrate the sensor's 

ability to measure, from the outer wall of 

components and pipes, both pressure and flow 

without energy losses. Further research and 

investigations will be conducted in order to 

thoroughly evaluate DETF technology and arrive 

at a complete characterization. The CNR DETF 

chip will be further developed and improved, to 

allow a simpler and more robust application to 

mechanical production systems:  

metal pads will be added to the silicon chip 

to allow direct bonding on the sensor side, 

thus avoiding the need for micro-wires and 

a bonding machine, 

a floating DTEF resonator will be added 

inside each chip, in order to obtain a 

temperature reference oscillator and 

compensate for temperature frequency 

shift effects.  

As regards the possible applications, new 

mechatronic components will be tested, 

combining new geometries and applying more 

than one DETF component, in order to acquire 

pressure, temperature and oil flow data and 

completely characterize system working 

conditions.  

Today, the high number of studies related to 

MEMS technologies are an incentive to evaluate 

more sensor architectures and create new 

sensorization models and technologies for 

hydraulic components and systems. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Strain (µm/m) 

f Resonance Frequency (Hz) 

F Force (N) 

Fluid kinematic viscosity (mm2/s) 

P Pressure (bar) 

T Temperature (°C)
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ABSTRACT 

Proportional valves are widely used in fluid systems for controlling the volume flow rate or fluid 

pressure. The actuation of this valves is done by PWM-driven proportional solenoids, which enable 

self-sensing position determination abilities due to air gap-dependent electrical behaviour, e. g. for 

condition monitoring or position controlling tasks. However, the sensor properties of conventional 

proportional solenoids are poor due to ambiguities caused by hysteresis effects (magnetic hysteresis, 

eddy currents) and saturation effects. Thus, a sensor-designed actuator was developed with very low 

hysteresis effects and unique position determination by using electrical sheet and a particular air gap 

design. This paper deals with investigations of a novel self-sensing position determination approach on 

a demonstrator of the sensor-designed solenoid. The advantage of this method is an online 

consideration of transient effects such as mean current change and armature motion as well as 

temperature-dependent resistance. For this, a combined evaluation of the differential inductance and 

flux linkage during PWM periods is proposed.  

Keywords: self-sensing position determination, proportional solenoid, sensor design 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Proportional solenoids are well-known drives for 

proportional valves in order to control the volume 

flow rate or fluid pressure in a continuous 

manner. The working principle is based on the 

reluctance principle. 

coil, a magnetic field arises and a magnetic 

force  acts on the movable armature 

(Figure 1). The magnetic force works against a 

spring force  for setting a specific position 

according to the equilibrium of the forces. A 

linear behaviour between the electrical input (coil 

current ) and mechanical output (armature 

position ) is achieved with a particular air gap 

design and a magnetic excitation in the saturation 

area. A cone shaped counterpart of the armature 

results in a nearly position-independent magnetic 

force [1]. The excitation in the saturation area 

leads to a current proportional magnetic force [2]. 

The coil is usually excited by an energy efficient 

PWM voltage  to avoid static friction. 

Figure 1: Design of conventional proportional 

solenoid (axisymmetrical magnetic circuit; 

without fluid stage) 

It is well-known that this electro-magneto-

mechanical operating chain is not reactionless. 

The magnetic behaviour is air gap-dependent and 

has an influence on the electrical side due to its 

inductive effect. This behaviour can be exploited 

to get information about the armature position 

only by measuring electrical values such as 

current and voltage. So-called self-sensing 

position determination methods can be used for 

various applications, e. g. for condition 

monitoring [3] or position controlling tasks [4]. 

       



However, the sensor properties of 

conventional proportional solenoids are poor due 

to ambiguities caused by hysteresis effects 

(magnetic hysteresis, eddy currents) and 

saturation effects. Reason for this is the focus on 

the actuator capability in nowadays development 

activities of conventional actuators. Thus, a 

sensor-designed actuator was developed with 

very low hysteresis effects and unique position 

determination by using electrical sheet and a 

particular air gap design. 

The focus of this paper is the investigation of 

a novel self-sensing position determination 

approach on the developed sensor-designed 

solenoid. Firstly, some basics of the position 

observation and the sensor properties of 

conventional proportional solenoids are shown. 

Based on this, a demonstrator of the sensor-

designed proportional solenoid and its electro-

magnetic behavior is presented. In the main part, 

a promising self-sensing position determination 

method is described and extended according to 

considering transient effects such as mean current 

change and armature motion. The coil resistance 

is an important value for position observation 

methods. An online capable method for 

calculating the resistance is presented. After that, 

the used test rig for investigating the methods is 

described. Finally, the achieved results of 

position observation and resistance determination 

applied on the demonstrator are presented. 

2. SELF-SENSING POSITION 
DETERMINATION 

As described above, the air gap-dependent 

magnetic behaviour can be used for self-sensing 

position determination. There are several 

methods known from literature. Richter gives an 

overview in [5] and [6], especially for application 

at typ

methods for PWM-driven proportional solenoids 

are the evaluation of the differential inductance 

[7] and differential current change [8]. These 

methods work with the existing PWM excitation 

and do not need any additional test signal. 

Furthermore, they are not based on numerical 

integration such as flux linkage method [4][9], 

which is especially difficult in the continuous 

working principle of proportional solenoids. In 

this work, only the differential inductance 

method is considered, because the differential 

current change is only a consequence of the 

position-dependent inductance.  

The differential inductance  is derived from 

flux linkage  according to  

(1)

The flux linkage is the magnetic flux summed 

over all windings. It can be calculated by 

integrating the induced voltage  according to 

the induction law with 

(2)

The induced voltage is calculated from 

measured coil current  and input voltage  (see 

Figure 1). Thus, the differential inductance is 

calculated according to  

(3)

without any numerical integration. 

3. SENSOR PROPERTIES OF 
CONVENTIONAL PROPORTIONAL 
SOLENOIDS 

Generally, existing proportional solenoids are 

developed considering only the actuator 

properties, while sensor behaviour is not included 

in the developing process. In order to investigate 

the current sensor properties, the electro-

magnetic behaviour has to be analysed. The 

evaluation of flux linkage  maps all 

relevant effects. From this, the characteristic map 

of differential inductance  is derived, 

which is necessary for self-sensing position 

determination. The maps are generated from 

measurements of coil current  and input 

voltage  in steady state (Figure 2). Therefore, 

the armature is fixed at various positions  and 

the solenoid is excited by a PWM voltage with a 

constant duty cycle  (PWM period: . The 

measurements are evaluated as soon as the mean 

current value does not change anymore. The map 

values are calculated from the measurements 

according to equations (2) and (3), here by 

neglecting the unknown start value  (remanent 

flux linkage) in equation (2).  

        



Figure 2: Time-dependent measurements of electrical 

values in steady state and map values 

calculated therefrom 

Figure 3 illustrates both maps depending on coil 

current  at various PWM duty cycles  and 

armature positions . 

Figure 3: Map of flux linkage  and differential 

inductance  of a conventional 

proportional solenoid calculated from 

measurements (in operating range) 

Two main effects can be derived from the 

behaviour. Firstly, there are striking hysteresis 

loops during PWM excitation (Figure 3, top), 

which represent the inductive energy losses due 

to magnetic hysteresis and eddy currents. In 

relation to the position observation, they lead to 

ambiguities in position determination (Figure 3, 

bottom), since a clear assignment of the evaluated 

differential inductance to exactly one position is 

unfeasible. This problem becomes even greater, 

when transient processes are considered 

(armature motion, change of mean current). The 

second effect becomes visible, when hysteresis 

effects are not taken into account (Figure 4). The 

so-called anhysteretic curves are derived from FE 

simulations. They show nearly no position 

dependency in the range of larger currents due to 

saturation effects. 

Figure 4: Map of differential inductance  of a 

conventional proportional solenoid 

simulated without hysteresis effects (in 

operating range) 

For these reasons, it was investigated how a 

proportional solenoid can be designed regarding 

proper sensor behaviour by considering the 

actuator characteristics as well. On this basis, a 

promising self-sensing design was built up as 

demonstrator. Detailed investigations for the 

development of sensor-designed solenoids will 

be published in a further article. 

4. SENSOR-DESIGNED PROPORTIONAL 
SOLENOID 

The aim of sensor-designed actuators is an 

unambiguous linear behaviour between the 

evaluated value for position observation 

(differential inductance) and the armature 

position. This basic characteristic can be 

achieved by a particular air gap design and an 

excitation of the magnetic circuit below 

saturation. In addition, the hysteresis effects have 

to be significantly reduced. The most promising 

method for lower hysteresis effects is the usage 

of electrical sheets. This material has a reduced 

       



magnetic hysteresis and avoids large eddy 

currents due to its isolated sheets. An excitation 

below saturation and a lamination of the magnetic 

circuit was already proposed in [10]. 

Figure 5 shows the developed demonstrator 

design of a sensor-designed proportional solenoid 

in size comparison to the conventional solenoid. 

The increased actuator size is necessary for 

achieving the same force level by considering an 

excitation below saturation.  

Figure 5: Design of sensor-designed proportional 

solenoid (planar magnetic circuit, top) in 

size comparison to the conventional 

solenoid (bottom) 

Figure 6: Map of flux linkage  and differential 

inductance  of the developed sensor-

designed solenoid calculated from 

measurements (in operating range) 

The magnetic behaviour was measured and 

simulated in the same way as on the conventional 

proportional solenoid. The improved magnetic 

behaviour is illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

Compared to the behaviour of conventional 

solenoids presented in Figure 3, a significant 

reduction of the hysteresis losses can be seen 

(Figure 6, top). However, small loops still occur 

due to remaining small magnetic hysteresis 

effects and eddy currents. This results in a 

varying differential inductance during PWM on-

time respectively off-time (Figure 6, bottom), 

which requires a special handling.  

Furthermore, the linear position-dependent 

behaviour of the differential inductance, which is 

derived from FE simulations, is pronounced over 

the entire operating range (Figure 7). Slight 

saturation effects occur at large currents. This is 

due to a compromise between actuator size and 

sensor properties. 

Figure 7: Map of differential inductance  of 

the developed sensor-designed solenoid 

simulated without hysteresis effects (in 

operating range) 

5. POSITION OBSERVATION STRATEGY 
FOR SENSOR-DESIGNED SOLENOID 

5.1. Position observation 

The remaining hysteresis effects can be handled 

by a mean value strategy. This is allowable due 

to nearly linear curves in the map  and 

triangular current behaviour (Figure 8). 

Therefore, the averaged differential inductance is 

calculated from the current and voltage values 

according to Figure 8 with 

(4)

duty cycle

position

position

duty cycle

current in A

only PWM on-time

        



for PWM on-time and with 

(5)

for PWM off-time.  

Figure 8: Measured and calculated values for mean 

value strategy 

By using this mean value strategy, the resulting 

map has a clear correlation, shown in Figure 9. 

Exactly one position is assigned to a defined pair 

of differential inductance and current value. Due 

to nearly same inductance values  and , 

the averaged value  of both is used in the 

following (ss: steady state). 

Figure 9: Map of differential inductances 

 and  in operating 

range by applying mean value strategy 

(unipolar PWM voltage)  

For these investigations, a unipolar PWM voltage 

was used (on-time: 24 V, off-time: 0 V). As the 

duty cycle is zero (  0, zero mean current), a 

position determination is not possible. However, 

a bipolar PWM voltage can overcome this issue 

and will be used in the following (on-time: 24 V, 

off-time: -24 V). The corresponding map is 

illustrated in Figure 10 and shows the feasibility 

at zero mean current. 

Figure 10: Map of differential inductances 

in operating range by applying mean value 

strategy (bipolar PWM voltage)  

The described method works for steady state 

without changing the mean current value and 

without armature motion. If there is a change of 

the mean current, the hysteresis loops are not 

closed. This results in different inductance values 

 and  as for steady state ( ) due to 

transient behaviour. Figure 11 depicts the 

behaviour schematically. 

Figure 11: Schematic behaviour of flux linkage over 

current during a PWM period (top: at steady 

state, bottom: at change of mean current) 

A change of the duty cycle leads to a transient 

phenomenon of the mean current value. If the 

duty cycle is increased, the mean current 

increases successively as well. Therefore, the 

       



bent flux linkage curve at PWM on-time 

increases further than in the comparable 

operating point of steady state. This results in a 

larger gradient  (Figure 11, bottom). During 

PWM off-time, the curve is shortened with a 

resulting smaller gradient . A similar 

behaviour occurs during armature motion due to 

the position-dependent change of flux linkage 

(Figure 12). If the air gap decreases due to 

armature motion, the flux linkage increases and 

vice versa (compare also Figure 6, top: position-

dependency of flux linkage).  

Figure 12: Schematic behaviour of flux linkage over 

current during a PWM period at armature 

motion 

However, a real armature movement is initiated 

by a change of the mean current. Therefore, the 

effects from mean current change (Figure 11, 

bottom) and armature motion (Figure 12) are 

superimposed.  

Both effects can be considered by a correction 

term. The induction law (see equation (2)) 

provides an appropriate approach. Therefore, the 

Kirchhoff's voltage law for the electrical domain 

can be written as 

(6)

with a current- and position-dependent flux 

linkage . The partial derivation of the flux 

linkage results in 

(7)

The last term describes already the influence 

of the armature motion, but can consider a change 

of the mean current due to its similar behaviour 

as well. By using equation (1) for the second term 

and defining the third term as a general induced 

voltage correction term, equation (7) can be 

written as  

(8)

The application of equation (8) to PWM on-

time and off-time by considering the mean value 

strategy results in 

(9)

and 

(10)

The flux linkage values  and  are the 

deviations over PWM on-time respectively off-

time compared to steady state behaviour (see also 

Figure 11, bottom and Figure 12). These values 

can be calculated by numerical integration 

according to equation (2). The integration is 

possible here, since the integration time is short 

(maximum: ) and only the difference is 

calculated (  not considered).  

If the induced voltage correction is considered, 

the differential inductance values in equations (9) 

and (10) are without influences of armature 

motion and mean current change. It applies 

(11)

The equations (9) to (11) yield the final 

calculation of differential inductance. By 

equating the coil resistance , the differential 

inductance can be calculated with 

(12)

The position can now be determined using this 

differential inductance value, the weighted mean 

current  

(13)

over a PWM period and the map from Figure 10. 

5.2. Resistance determination 

The calculations of the flux linkage values 

and  require the actual value of the coil 

        



resistance according to (2). Unfortunately, the 

resistance value is temperature-dependent and 

has to be determined online for a correct 

calculation. There are some methods known from 

literature (e. g. [11][12][13]), which are mostly 

complex or are not accurate enough. A simple 

approach is an averaging over one PWM period 

according to 

(14)

Another approach is equating the differential 

inductance according to equation (9) and (10) 

[14]. It must be taken into account that the 

calculation of the correction terms (similar to 

equation (12)) itself depends on the resistance. In 

order to avoid numerical loops, the correction 

terms are negligible, and the resistance value can 

be calculated with 

(15)

Both methods work well at steady state, but 

result in deviations during armature motion and 

change of the mean current. The results can be 

improved by using low pass filtering (similar to 

[11]). This is possible due to very different time 

constants between the slow thermal behavior of 

the resistance change and the fast-acting armature 

motion as well as a change of the mean current. 

The filtered resistance is calculated by 

(16)

where  is the calculated resistance 

according to equation (14) or (15),  is the 

previous calculated filtered value and  the 

new filtered value. The time constant  is an 

adjustable parameter and defines the filter 

characteristic. 

6. TEST RIG 

The above described methods were investigated 

by using the test rig, which is seen in Figure 13. 

Figure 13: Test rig for investigations of the sensor-

designed proportional solenoid (here: 

configuration for armature motion with 

spring) 

The steady state behavior is measured at fixed 

armature position. Therefore, the movable block 

is directly connected to the pin (without spring). 

Pin and armature are force-fit linked. Various air 

gap values are set with the block position. The 

actual armature position is measured with a 

position sensor (laser triangulation). 

The behavior during mean current changes is 

measured with the same configuration. 

For measurements of armature motion, the 

armature respectively pin works against a spring 

(see Figure 13). In order to move the armature 

only in the position  operating range, a stroke 

limiter is used. 

During all measurements, coil current, input 

voltage and armature position are recorded by a 

LabVIEW-based cRio-System. All used 

analogue digital converters have a resolution of 

16 bit. The time resolution is 25 µs. Based on the 

measured values, the described methods for 

position observation and resistance determination 

are investigated. 

7. RESULTS 

The above developed novel method for self-

sensing position determination is investigated 

step by step. Therefore, results are shown for 

steady state and transient behavior. Firstly, the 

accuracy at steady state is determined. Thus, the 

repeatability of the map operating points as well 

as intermediate operating points are investigated. 

Figure 14 depicts the different operating points 

in relation to the map points. 

       



Figure 14: Operating points for investigations in steady 

state related to the map points (left: 

repeatability of map points, right: accuracy 

of intermediate operating points) 

The results are illustrated in Figure 15. 

Therefore, the various operating points were 

analysed once. The relative differences between 

the measured position value  (from position 

sensor) and observed position value  in 

relation to the operating range  2 mm are 

evaluated according to 

(17)

The induced voltage correction is not 

considered due to steady state investigation. 

Figure 15: Accuracy of position observation at steady 

state (top: repeatability of map points, 

bottom: accuracy of intermediate points) 

The plots show very good matches between 

position observation and position measurement 

over the entire operating range. Reasons for the 

small deviations may include interpolation during 

map generation and position observation as well 

as measurement noise.  

 Secondly, the position observation at a mean 

current change and fixed armature position is 

investigated. Therefore, Figure 16 depicts the 

current response as well as measured and 

calculated position values after a duty cycle step. 

The mean current change at beginning can be 

read from the current curve. Consequently, the 

magnetic force arises and leads to a small 

movement due to the elasticity of the test rig. The 

position observation without considering the 

correction terms (  and  by using equations 

(4) and (5)) illustrates the deviations during the 

mean current change. The extended method with 

induced voltage correction enables an improved 

position determination, here with good matches 

as well (  1 %). All calculations are 

based on the steady state resistance value 

according to equation (14). 

Figure 16: Position observation at change of mean 

current due to duty cycle step, without and 

with considering induced voltage correction 

In the third step, the position observation method 

is analysed at armature motion. Therefore, a duty 

cycle step initiates the position change and a 

second step back leads to the return motion. The 

edge time  is adjustable. The results 

are shown in Figure 17. 

        



Figure 17: Position observation at fast armature motion 

due to duty cycle step, without and with 

considering induced voltage correction 

Here, again, the non-consideration of the 

correction terms causes deviations in the self-

sensing position determination. The observation 

is significantly improved by using the novel 

method. Large differences still occur at fast 

armature motion (Figure 18). These can be 

caused by dynamic effects at the test rig and by 

the mean value based observation method. 

However, the maximum deviation is only about 

half the distance the armature moves during a 

PWM period  5 ms. 

Figure 18: Zoomed behaviour of measured and 

observed position during armature motion  

Further deviations occur at high mean current 

gradient, especially at high currents and small air 

gaps (Figure 19). In this area, the map of the 

differential inductance has a pronounced non-

linear current dependency due to saturation 

effects (Figure 20). This results in deviations 

when using the averaging method, which is based 

on linear interpolation. 

Figure 19: Zoomed behaviour of current as well as 

measured and observed position during 

mean current gradient 

Figure 20: Behaviour of the time-dependent calculated 

differential inductance over the measuring 

time in the map 

An increased PWM frequency can reduce the 

deviations. But it must be taken into account that 

the resolution of one PWM-period and of the 

current difference  decreases. 

The above shown investigation uses the 

resistance value from steady state according to 

equation (14). This method is not online capable. 

Therefore, the proposed methods for resistance 

determination are analysed in the following. 

Figure 21 illustrates the calculated resistance 

values for the same control regime as in 

Figure 17. The basis is the reference value , 

which is obtained from the averaged resistance 

value  in steady state (same as used for 

previous investigation). 

time in s

10 ms

zoom

       



Figure 21: Resistance determination methods at 

armature motion and resulting observer 

deviation 

As expected, deviations occur at armature motion 

respectively mean current change. By applying 

the described filter, the calculated resistance 

value can be smoothed. Therefore, the proposed 

equating method with  (equation (15)) is 

filtered due to its smaller deviation in contrast to 

the averaged method with  (equation (14), 

see Figure 21, top). The filter parameter is set to 

 5 s and the mean of the first five calculations 

of  is used to initiate the filter ( ). Based 

on the relative resistance deviation  

(18)

the working principle of the filter can be seen. 

At transient effects, the filtered resistance value 

changes only slightly. An armature motion in one 

direction results in a slight increased resistance 

value, while the return motion leads to a 

decreased resistance value. During steady state, 

the resistance value  aligns slowly to . 

The resulting difference of the position 

observation between both methods 

(  and ) is in the 

order of magnitude of resistance deviation 

(ca. 1 %).  

In order to analyse the real online capability of 

this method, further works are planned. 

Especially longer durations have to be 

investigated, where the resistance changes 

significantly due to thermal effects. 

The position observation works with further 

control regimes as well. Exemplary, Figure 22

shows a second investigation. The armature does 

not move between the stroke limits, but has a 

set to  300 ms.  

Figure 22: Position observation at slow armature 

motion due to duty cycle step, only with 

considering induced voltage correction 

The results show a similar behaviour. Due to 

slower armature motion, a smooth behaviour 

without deviation peaks can be seen. 

8. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In this work, a novel self-sensing position 

determination method for a sensor-designed 

proportional solenoid is proposed. This method 

considers in addition to steady state behaviour 

also transient effects such as mean current change 

and armature motion. It is based on a combined 

evaluation of differential inductance and flux 

linkage.  

Firstly, issues of conventional proportional 

solenoids concerning sensor behavior are 

described. These are mainly hysteresis and 

saturation effects. On this basis, a sensor-

designed proportional solenoid is proposed, 

which exhibits improved sensor characteristics 

due to a particular air gap design and a magnetic 

        



circuit made from electrical sheets. Because of 

remaining small hysteresis effects, a mean value 

strategy is proposed for self-sensing position 

determination. The basic position observation 

uses the differential inductance method. In order 

to consider also transient effects, the method is 

extended by an induced voltage correction, which 

is based on the evaluation of the flux linkage. 

Furthermore, the position determination method 

requires the coil resistance value, which must be 

known online. Different simple methods for 

calculating the coil resistance are described. 

Finally, investigations at a demonstrator of the 

sensor-designed solenoid are presented. The 

analyses show promising results. The position 

observation can be significantly improved by 

applying the novel observation method. 

Remaining deviations occur especially at high 

armature velocities and partly at high mean 

current gradients.  

The method is appropriate for condition 

monitoring the armature position and simple 

position control tasks, applied on similar working 

solenoids as well. For a more precise control, 

further investigations have to be done especially 

concerning higher resolution of time and 

analogue digital converter. For an application as 

valve drive, the design has to be adapted. 

Further works will deal with investigations of 

the resistance determination method at longer 

evaluation durations, where the resistance value 

changes significantly due to thermal effects. 

Therefore, it is also planned to implement the 

entire observation method and the solenoid 

control into electronics, in order to show potential 

industrial usability. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

duty cycle (-) 

force (N) 

current (A) 

inductance (H) 

resistance ( ) 

time (s) 

time period (s) 

voltage (V) 

velocity (m/s) 

air gap, position (m) 

time constant (s) 

flux linkage (Wb) 
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ABSTRACT 

As is generally known, pressure-resistant solenoids for valves are used in hydraulics and pneumatics. 
These solenoids, for example, consist of a so-called pole tube with an integrated armature and a separate 
solenoid coil. Suitable displacement measuring s

Hall Effect sensors or LVDT transducers. In case of lesser requirements, it is also possible to measure 

are employed, which use the valve spool directly as measuring object. In these cases, however, only 
discrete position measurement is possible. A constant displacement measurement is not necessary. By 
means of the sensorless position-
directly by analyzing the solenoid coil, partly replacing the usual sensors, under adapted basic 
conditions. 

Keywords: Sensor, LVDT, Hall-Effekt, sensorless 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The on/off solenoids usually used in hydraulic 
valves have a comparably thick-wall pole tube, 
with a non-magnetic zone integrated. The 
armature inside such pole tube creates the 
necessary linear force in order to achieve the 

used for sophisticated pneumatic valves. 
In many valve applications, 

position needs to be measured. This is usually 
achieved by separate sensors, whose measuring 
elements are connected to the valve spool or, at 
least, to the solenoid armature. The functionality 
principle of such sensors is, for example, based 
on the LVDT principle or uses Hall Effect 
sensors. 

Future developments may promote using 
sensor information. As application areas, the 
keywords Industry 4.0 or Predictive Maintenance 
can be mentioned. 

However, regarding such applications, there is 
a lesser requirement for the position detection. 
For example, it might be sufficient to sense the 

-off state and so the 
unpressurized working port. 

position is sufficient, the procedure developed by 
MSM for sensorless position detection may be 
used. 

described in this article. 

2. CONSTANT PATH SENSORS 

Principally, sensing of final position is also 
possible with constantly operating transducers 
and has been frequently applied in practice. The 
LVDT principle is widespread. As is generally 
known, a non-permanent core is moved within a 
3 chamber coil system. The position has an 
impact on the current induced into the secondary 
coils by a primary coil, so that position detection 
is possible. 

For an exemplary measuring range of +/- 4 
mm, a linearity of +/-1% within a temperature 
range of -25 to +75°C can be achieved.

       



Figure 1: Solenoid with path sensor (LVDT 
measuring principle) 

Even in hydraulics and pneumatics, transducers 
that use Hall Effect sensors are widespread. 
These sensors measure the magnetic field of a 
permanent magnet fastened with a measuring 
object. Such sensors may also be used as 
autonomous sensors, independent of actuators. 

Figure 2: Solenoid with position sensor (hall sensor) 

With this method of action, for example, a 
linearity of +/-1,5% within a temperature range of 
-25 to +105°C and a measuring range of +/-6mm 
can be achieved. 

2.1. Position control 

Due to cost advantages, the hall sensor principle 
is increasingly important for position control. 
Position control is also based on a constantly 
measurable physical principle, however, only 
final positions are issued. 

Figure 3: Solenoid with position control (hall 
sensor) 

When a position control detects 2 positions, for 
example, the following data is achieved: 
measuring range +/- 8.5 mm, output voltage  >7 
V and/or  < 1.5 V within a temperature range of -
40 to 100°C

3. SENSORLESS POSITION CONTROL 

3.1. Inductance of a solenoid coil 

On contemplating such an air coil, its inductance 
is ideal and constant. However, a coil within the 

into account the progression versus the 

Figure 4: Inductance of a copper coil within an iron 
circle 

The diagram of the typical inductance 
progression points out that it is apparently 
attractive to make use of these characteristics in 

It must be emphasized, however, that such a 
progression can only be achieved under quasi-
static basic conditions. In order to measure such 

armature is analyzed in discrete measuring 
positions, for example. In case of energized 
solenoids in real applications, induced voltages 
are created within the magnetic field by the 

current due to inductance is not only changed 

dynamic movement itself, making it very difficult 
or even impossible to analyze constantly when 
considering usual requirements for the optimal 
functioning of solenoids in valves. Such 
requirements include, for example, the accuracy 
of a constant path signal or the optimal design of 

        



This is the reason why the method presented 
here concentrates on the analysis of the 

3.2. Analysis principle 

When taking power off an energized copper coil, 

height is usually limited by TVS diodes. 
Principally, the transient progression of the 

Figure 5: voltage pulse during switch-off 

Since now, in turn, the inductance is dependent 

regard
Our MSM patented procedure includes analysis 
of the duration from switch-off to a defined 

Duration is measured 
by evaluating a timer. 

Figure 6: voltage pulse of 2 armature positions 

energized by regular measuring pulses so that 
enough positon information is created. The 
respective pulse during energizing does not lead 

dimensioning the overall function. 
In order to complete the description of the 

measuring principle, the following situation 
explains when a solenoid is energized. In case a 
solenoid coil is regulated by the usual PWM 
operation, particularly in shift valves, cyclical 
switch-offs are created. These may be analyzed 
as well. An elaborate harmonization is needed for 
such switch-off practicability without negative 

situation is not part of this report. 

4. FUNCTIONAL EXAMPLE 

The following Picture demonstrates the 
integration of a sensorless position detection in a 
bi-stable shift valve. This solenoid is a pulling 
version which may be operated in bi-stable 
manner by using a permanent solenoid. Due to 
the bi-stable active principle, position may be 
ideally analyzed in currentless state. 

Figure 7: integration of sensorless position detection 
in a bi-stable shift valve 

The solenoid is completed as a shift valve by the 
customer. The electronic systems include the 
following functions: 

Energizing by H bridge 
Controlled by LIN/CAN bus 
Supply voltage 9-18 V DC 
Peak current 5 A 

       



- Temperature range -
- Dimension of printed board 31x31 mm2

The magnetic stroke of the shift valve used here 
is 0 to 3.0 mm. Within this range, the sensorless 

mm (typically 0.45 mm) for the energized state. 
Regarding the off-peak state, an armature 
position of 1.3 mm and larger (typically 1.41 mm) 
can be detected. 

Figure 8: position detection 

The switch point precision was achieved under 
the following basic conditions: 

Ambient temperature - 125°C
Supply voltage 
Use of an averaged temperature 
compensation 

Under the above-mentioned basic conditions, the 
measurement precision as indicated is achieved. 
At the same time, the disadvantages of the 
analysis of the inductance caused by physical 
conditions are visible. In case of a large stroke, 
the typical inductance progression flattens 
in
resolution deteriorating due to physical 
conditions in case of large strokes. 

By means of an individual programming of 
temperature compensation, the measuring 
quality, however, can be improved considerably.  

Figure 9: Optimized position detection 

4.1. Application 

The next picture shows the usage of two on/off 
solenoids for a hydraulic valve. In order to 

use of ordinary sensors is possible. If the sensors 
mounted on solenoids are replaced by sensorless 

position control, a subsequent functional 
detection might be possible. 

Figure 10: Valve with 2 on/off solenoids including 
sensor 

centered middle position. In this state, working 
ports are 
deficient eccentric position inevitably moves one 

position towards idle stroke. If the armature 
position is now being monitored, a hydraulic 
malfunction of such type can be detected. 

For a typical solenoid, the principle signal 

pulses) of the sensorless positon detection can be 
recognized in the next picture. It can be seen that 
due to the physical characteristics of the 
inductance, partial areas are created  these may 
be analyzed as well. 

Figure 11: signal quality above stroke area 

If both solenoid coils are differentially analyzed, 

conditions, be improved. 

Figure 12: Signal quality above stroke area in case 2 
solenoid coils are used 

        



5. BASIC CONDITIONS 

for the position determination by means of 
sensorless position detection. This progression 
can certainly not be optimized independent of 
force/stroke behavior. The arrangement of 
magnetizable areas of the iron circle and the 
operation of the iron components in saturation 
usually aim at an ideal force/stroke behavior for 
the application in valves. 

For a reasonable usage of the sensorless 
position detection, an optimal configuration of 
the inductance at the expense of the force/stroke 
behaviour is necessary. This is the reason why the 
application of a sensorless position detection is 
actually not possible without amending the 

hydraulic parameters. 

6. CONCLUSION  

In this report, the inductance characteristics of a 
solenoid are used to create a sensorless position 
detection. When the armature of an energized 
solenoid moves, the current progression is 
influenced by self-induced voltages due to the 

principle only makes sense in a case where the 
armature is in idle state, for example, after a 
switching 

The sensor principle measures the progression 
of the switch-off excess voltage which is 
typically created during switch-offs. So, if 
measuring pulses are applied onto the solenoid 
coil, measurements are possible in sufficient 
chronology. 

In the report, valves which are, amongst 
others, operated by two solenoids, have been 
examined. In this configuration, one of the 
solenoids is used as sensor element while the 
opposite solenoid is energized in order to operate 
the valve. 

Usually, the force/stroke behavior is adjusted 

characteristic diagram that is created here 
depends thereon and can certainly not be 
optimized independently. So it is necessary to 
optimize the whole valve comprehensively in 
order to be able to make reasonable use of the 
inductance progression. The valve, together with 
the solenoid, must be configured virtually in 

With such valves and the respective solenoids, 
replacing traditional sensors is possible under 
fixed basic conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

To minimize the complexity of existing process control valves, the authors derived a new control valve 
design by functional separation and functional integration of functions. One key element of this new 

motor is operated with the process fluid, in this case water. The pressure difference to operate the motor 
comes from the valve itself. Within this paper we present the control valve design and show in detail 
how we used the Fail-Early design method to develop the hydraulic swivel motor. The construction is 
discussed using the experience from manufacturing the prototype and the first experimental results are 
shown. The experiments yield, that the swivel motor principle is promising. Finally, the next 
development issues are discussed.  

Keywords: Swivel Motor, Displacement Actuator, Process Control Valve 

1. INTRODUCTION 

125 different process control valves are listed in 
the product s
[1]. This number is symbolic for the capital goods 
industry. For customers, a high product 
individualization with low application 

view) is of steadily increasing, high importance. 
For manufacturers of fluid components, this 
results in an enormous number of variants 
(internal complexity). 

The complexity can be attributed to two main 
characteristics: (i) existing control valves tend to 
have a dependency between physical and 
functional structure and (ii) the actuator is sold 
separately to the valve, requiring knowledge on 
the customer side to choose the right valve-
actuator combination. 

To reduce the mentioned complexity, we used 
the methods functional separation and functional 
integration to derive a new process control valve 
design with less complexity. A presentation of the 
new valve design and an evaluation regarding the 
complexity was published by Dietrich et al. [2] 

Of particular interest for the 12th International 
Fluid Power Conference (IFK) is the functional 
integration of a hydraulic swivel motor into the 

the actuator for state-of-the-art globe valves is 
sold separately from the control valve: (i) the 
dependency of the needed actuating force on the 
process pressure and (ii) the available energy 

be pneumatic or electric. This leads to a complex 
system from which the customer needs to choose 
the best fitting product for his requirements. 

To overcome the dependency of the needed 
actuating force (i) on the process pressure we 
design the seals self-enhancing. To be 
independent from the available energy source (ii), 
we use the process fluid itself to operate the 
swivel motor. Only small pilot valves are 
necessary to use the existing pressure difference 
across the valve. Moreover, no high requirements 
for leakage in the swivel motor are required due 
to the use of the process fluid. 

Within this paper we will give a general 
presentation of the new valve design, and a more 
detailed one of the hydraulic swivel motor. 
During product development we used the Fail-
Early method to derive a prototype as fast as 
possible [3]. By testing this prototype, we are able 
to identify potentials and errors in an early design 
stage. Thus, closing this paper, we are able to 
show first experimental data from our prototype 

       



and evaluate estimates made during the product 
development.   

2. NEW VALVE DESIGN 

The first prototype of the developed control valve 
is shown in Figure 1. It fits the dimensions of a 
standard DN80 control valve, giving it a length of 
310 mm [4]. An integrated swivel motor is used 
to change the passed through area of two cone-
shaped throttle inserts. These throttle inserts are 
variable, thus allowing different valve 
characteristics. All components are mounted in a 
standard housing.  

Process fluid enters the valve through a 
standard flange and gets into the inner movable 
throttle insert  the closing body. It is located 
inside of the fixed outer throttle insert  the valve 
seat. Both, the closing body and the valve seat, 
contain at least one or more windows, which are 
passed by the process fluid. The superimposed 
windows determine the passed through area. This 
area can be changed by rotation of the closing 
body. Additionally, the closing body carries out a 
slight axial movement to achieve an enhanced 

The cone angle  of both throttle inserts has to 
be restricted to avoid self-locking while pressing 
the closing body into the valve seat. Otherwise, a 
high breakaway force is needed to release the 
junction between the throttle inserts. Generally, 
the static friction coefficient , which is crucial 

for self-locking, has to be determined by doing 
experiments. Since we decided to exert agile 
product development, we rely on standard values 
from literature. To have a conservative estimation 
we looked for static frictional coefficients in dry 
environment of the used material combination 
steel/steel. Found values vary between  [7] 
and  [8], therefore we used  for our 

material to plastic to achieve a better sealing in 
closed position, the frictional coefficient tends to 
stay equal or get better. We conclude the cone 
angle to be  

(1)

In order to reduce additional forces on the closing 
body we choose the cone angle close to the 
restriction from equation (1) to . 

The closing body is driven by a swivel motor 
with rotary vanes in guiding grooves to perform 
the rotational and axial movement. Process fluid 
is the operating medium for the rotary vanes. The 
process fluid is taken from holes in the inlet and 
outlet cover of the valve. It is guided through a 
pilot valve and subsequently back into the 
process control valve. Thus, the differential 
pressure across the valve is used for the 
displacement of the rotary vanes and therefore the 
actuation of itself. 

Based on the new valve design we expect 
lower pressure losses than in conventional globe 

Figure 1: The first prototype of the new process control valve. 

        



valves across the valve in fully open position 
because of fewer deflections (see Figure 1). 
Together with the shape of the windows in the 
throttle inserts, the inner and especially the outer 
guiding body have a strong impact on the 
deflection of the flow. CFD studies have been 
conducted and found the loss factor of the new 
throttle valve to be reduced by a factor of 
approximately seven, in comparison with a globe 
valve [2]. The pressure losses of the first 
prototype will be examined at our test rig in 
Darmstadt in the future. 

An inductive displacement sensor is used in 
combination with an eccentric component to 
measure the current angle of rotation. The high 
spatial and temporal resolution of the sensor also 
allows us to detect vibrations of moving parts. 
This is a benefit especially for the prototype 
status. Later on, the expensive inductive 
displacement sensor could be replaced by a low-
cost Hall effect sensor.  

The final position for the fully closed and fully 
open valve is marked by touching dowel pins. 
Threaded pins in different threaded holes can be 
used for mounting spring loops of a tension 
spring. In this way, it is possible to apply a 
restoring torque on the moving parts in case of 
blackout.  

The first prototype of the throttle valve was 
designed for operation with water and pressures 
up to 16 bar.  

As already mentioned, a modular design is 
sought to reduce the internal complexity for the 
manufacturer as well as the developer and the 
external complexity for the customer. The 
modularized structure consists of four different 
modules: (i) the casing module, (ii) the drive 
module, (iii) the throttle & closing module and 
finally (iv) the guiding module. 

3. HYDRAULIC SWIVEL MOTOR 

The newly developed swivel motor is part of the 
drive module and can be further divided into the 
moving rotor and the fixed guiding grooves. It is 
driven hydraulically by the pilot operated process 
fluid. 

3.1. Requirements 

Some definite advantages and disadvantages 
arise, when using process fluid and the 
differential pressure across the valve to operate 

the swivel motor. The fact to use process fluid as 
operating medium for the rotary vanes decreases 
the necessity for leakage free dynamic sealing as 
leakage flow does not contaminate the process 
fluid. On the other hand, the functionality of the 
swivel motor depends on the available 
differential pressure. Thus, it is required to 
achieve low friction in the system to guarantee 
the possibility to actuate the motor when there is 
only a small differential pressure available. For 
high differential pressures, the pilot flow has to 
be throttled in the pilot valve to reduce the 
actuating speed.  

The rotational and axial movement shall be 
executed simultaneously and continuous to avoid 
discontinuities and therefore increase robustness 
of the drive module. The result is a screw 
movement of the rotor along the centerline of the 
throttle valve, which has to be mapped by the 
guiding grooves. 

The requirements in terms of dynamics are 
relatively small, considering minimal actuating 
times of  to  [5] for a full opening or 
closing cycle of a conventional globe valve in 
ordinary operation. Possible actuating times for 
emergency operation may reach  [6].  

3.2. Concept 

For the first prototype, a window design of three 
quadrangular openings in the closing body and 
the valve seat is chosen. This results in 
action area at the circumference for each window. 
The expansion of one opening must not exceed 

 to secure a complete superimposition of the 
windows in fully open position of the valve and 
additionally a complete coverage of the windows 
in fully closed position. Furthermore, the actual 
expansion of one opening is chosen to be  to 
establish a -sealing surface for each window in 
order to enhance the inner sealing in the closed 
position. The required entire rotational 
movement is  and independent of the 
sealing surface.  

The material combination steel/PTFE is used 
for every area that is moved and in steady contact 
to its counterpart to decrease the mentioned 
friction in the system. The static and kinetic 
frictional coefficient of this combination are 
equal, but can vary between  and 
[8]. Due to the equality of those two parameters 
for this material combination, the stick-slip effect 
will be prevented. The areas that are moved to 

       



their counterpart represent the bearing of the 
closing body and the sealing of the guiding 
grooves. We omitted separate bearing and 
sealing, since we want to reduce friction and 
complexity. In addition, PTFE is traditionally 
used for both functions. 

The movement of the rotor, together with the 
guiding grooves represent a screw drive, which 
can be self-locking. The occurrence of self-
locking depends on the lead angle  of the drive 
as well as the material of the rotary vanes and the 
guiding grooves. In this case, self-locking is 
desirable to prevent the valve from being actuated 
by the process flow that acts on the pressure 
effective area of the closing body. The 
corresponding material combination is 
steel/PTFE, therefore both, the static and kinetic, 
frictional coefficient is assumed to be . 
To achieve self-locking the lead angle has to be 

(2)

and is chosen to . 
With the length between the centerline of the 
rotor and the pressure center of a rotary vane of 

 the screw pitch  is calculated to   

(3)

The resulting axial movement  of the rotor 
during an opening or closing cycle is derived to  

(4)

An estimation for the number of rotary vanes 
is carried out by calculating the needed drive 
torque. The performed estimation is uncertain 
because the friction in the final parts is difficult 
to predict. According to our development 
method, the accuracy of the prediction will be 
determined in the first tests. The most critical 
case is opening the throttle valve while there is 
only a small pressure difference  across the 
valve, because the same pressure difference is 
used for actuation. The needed torque  for 
overcoming the static pressure force on the 
closing body  is calculated and will be 
compared with the drive torque  for a different 
number of rotary vanes. 

The needed torque  depending on the 
pressure difference 

(5)

is calculated with the static pressure force on the 
closing body , the screw pitch  and the 
efficiency of the screw drive . Furthermore 
is derived to 

(6)

with the pressure difference  across the valve 
and the pressure effective area  of the 
closing body.  corresponds to the area of the 
nominal diameter minus the three windows of the 
closing body and a hole for the inner guiding 
body. The efficiency of the screw drive is 
calculated to  

(7)

with the lead angle  and the frictional coefficient 
of steel/PTFE. By inserting equation (6) and (7) 
in equation (5) we receive .  

The drive torque  is built with the number of 
rotary vanes  the pressure difference , the 
pressure effective area of one rotary vane , 
and the lever between the centerline of the rotor 
and one rotary vane 

(8)

The resulting torques are shown in Figure 2. It 
is visible that for one as well as two rotary vanes 
the drive torque is always higher than the torque 
needed to overcome the static pressure 
difference. Since partially constant friction in the 

Figure 2: Drive Torque  and torque for 
overcoming the static pressure 
difference on the closing body  in 
dependence of . 

        



system and pressure losses in the pilot control as 
well as in the swivel motor are not considered in 
this estimation, the absolute and not the relative 
difference is crucial. If constant friction and 
pressure losses resulting in about  are 
assumed (as shown in Figure 2), a certain 
pressure difference across the valve is needed. 
For one rotary vane, we need at least  and 
for two rotary vanes at least . Because 
we want to have a robust design, we choose 

 rotary vanes for the first prototype to secure the 
actuation also at low available pressure 
differences. Moreover, two symmetrical arranged 
rotary vanes, cancel out the radial forces on the 
closing body. Another possibility to strengthen 
the robustness is, for example, a larger pressure 
effective area of the rotary vanes. 

A 4/3-way proportional valve has to be used as 
pilot valve for operating the throttle valve (see 
Figure 3). The three pilot valve positions are for 
opening and closing the throttle valve as well as 
remaining in position. As already mentioned, the 
pressure difference  is taken from the inlet 
and outlet cover of the throttle valve. A 
calculation of the flow coefficient for the pilot 
valve  is carried out to ensure proper 
operation of the throttle valve. The volume flow 
going through the pilot valve  is derived with 
the number of rotary vanes , the pressure 
effective area of one rotary vane , the travelled 
path of the rotary vanes along the circumference 

 and the target actuating time  (emergency 
operation (ref. sec. 3.1) to 

(9)

If a relatively small pressure loss over the pilot 
valve of  is aspired, the flow 
coefficient is calculated to 

(10)

The density correction factor in equation (10) 
is neglected since we are using water as process 
fluid. 

For high available pressures of up to 
 it has to be granted, that the 4/3-way 

proportional valve is still in its designated control 
range, depending on the chosen type of the pilot 
valve. 

3.3. Design 

Figure 4 shows a halve cut of the guiding groove. 
It consists of three main parts, the front part, the 
rear part and the groove base. It is made out of 
stainless steel and machined by turning and 
milling. Two pressure line connect to the inlet 
cover (see Fig. 1), the orientation is ensured by 
pins. On the right side the valve seat is mounted. 

Figure 5 shows the rotor in an exploded view. 
The two rotary vanes are mounted to the closing 
body with a pin and a screw. They hold the 
sliding bushing in its position. The sliding 
bushing ensures the rotational and axial 
movement of the closing body. Rotary vane and 
sliding bushing are made out of PTFE by turning 
and milling. On the closing body we further 
mount the excentre, that transforms the angle of 

Figure 3: 4/3-way proportional valve as pilot to 
control the throttle valve.

Figure 4: Half cut of the guiding groove. 

       



rotation into a displacement for our displacement 
sensor.  

Figure 6 shows the working principle of the 
throttle insert. The rotational and axial movement 
is visible. In the center position the center line and 

parallel, due to the necessary 5° sealing area, that 
needs to be maintained in the fully closed 
position. In our design, the rotational angle at 
which the closing body and the valve seat have 
solid state contact is determined by the axial 
manufacturing tolerances. To be able to set it for 
the first prototype we included a peel plate 
between the guiding groove and the valve seat. It 
consists of 10 slices, each being 0.05 mm thick.  

4. EVALUATION 

From the manufacturing of the prototype we 
derived potential improvements for the next 
development step.  

PTFE has a tendency for cold flow/creep 
which might disqualify it for a long-term 
operation. Secondly, the sliding bushing is thin 
walled, with a big diameter. The residual stresses 
in our PTFE-material made it difficult to stick to 

Figure 6: Rotor in exploded view. 

Figure 5: Three positions of the throttle insert. 

        



the necessary tolerances. Both problems might be 
tackled by using PTFE with suitable fillers in the 
next prototype. Finally, the machining of the 
closing body was challenging, because of the thin 
walls and the length of the part. Cutting out the 
windows, alters the tolerances as residual stress 
deforms the machined parts. A further functional 
separation of the actuator (consistent of the 
sliding bushing and the rotary vanes) and the part 
with the windows might be beneficial. 

Another aspect for further improvement is the 
necessary turndown ratio of the pilot control 
valve. As it should provide good controllability 
for high- and low-pressure differences. For our 
first prototype a suitable 4/3-way proportional 
valve could not be found. We build the same 
functionality with one proportional valve and 
four switching valves. 

For the first experimental tests we assembled 
the prototype as shown in Figure 1. We applied 
an external, controllable pressure difference 
to our pilot control. To have better insight, we did 
not mount the process control valve into a piping, 
but rather placed it in a bucket. This way we 
could visually inspect the leakage and the 
movement of the closing body. Proceeding this 
way, we can ensure, that the kinematic is 
working, we can evaluate our estimates about the 
needed torque for actuation and the 
opening/closing time. 

Figure 7 shows the closing state and pressure 
difference over time for three different pressure 

ranges. The closing state  equals 0 for the fully 
open position and 1 for the fully closed position. 
Since the change of volume for a given change of 
rotational angle inside the swivel motor is 
constant and the volume flow rate  is constant 
for a constant pressure, one would expect a linear 
characteristic for the closing state. As Figure 7 
shows this is true for the closing state up until 

, when the slope changes. Since this occurs 
independent from the pressure difference, we 
derived that the reason is probably the 
manufacturing quality of the groove. For the 
pressure difference  we can see, that 
the valve is not able to open and close to the full 
working range anymore. 

Figure 8 shows the time  necessary to close 
or open the valve for a given pressure difference. 
The difference for opening and closing most 
likely comes from our pilot control set up, and 
different loss coefficients for the piping/hosing 
for the different states opening and closing. For 
our design point  we wanted to 
achieve an operational time of 4 s (sec. 3.2). In 
our experiments we were able to open the valve 
in 5 s for that pressure difference. Since we 
neglected any losses in the piping, this is a rather 
good result. 

Figure 9 shows the working range of the 
swivel motor over the applied pressure difference 
for an opening of the valve. We can see, that for 
a pressure difference  between 0.2 and 0.4 bar 
a full range operation is possible. For 0.15 bar it 

Figure 7: Closing state and pressure difference applied on the swivel motor over time for three different pressure 
ranges. 

       



is not possible to fully close the valve, and below 
0.1 bar it is not possible to fully close and open 
the valve. Using Figure 2, we can derive the 
friction torque for a given pressure difference . 
However, this represents an upper boundary, 
since there is also a, yet, unknown amount of 
leakage across the rotary vane driven by this 
pressure difference. For the minimum working 
difference  we read a friction 
momentum of 1.32 Nm. 

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In this paper we presented a new process control 
valve design, which we derived through 
functional separation and functional integration. 

Of special interest for the 12th International 
Fluid Power Conference (IFK) is the functional 
integration of a hydraulic swivel motor into the 

with the process fluid, in this case water, and is 
made of the material combination PTFE/stainless 
steel. 

We explained our construction in detail and 
presented the necessary assumptions and 
calculations during the design phase. 

Using the Fail-Early design method, we were 
able to derive the first prototype within six 

 First experiments 
show, that the swivel motor is working almost as 
designed. We achieve our desired 
opening/closing time, and the friction within the 
system is very low. However, we see issues with 
the manufacturing quality and a different 
behaviour for opening and closing the valve, 
which most likely comes from our pilot control 
set up. With the first prototype we will continue 
experimental testing. We are especially interested 
in the valves characteristic and behaviour when it 
is operating in a flow circuit.  

Taking our lessons learned we will improve 
our design and start building the second 
prototype. We see three main challenges: i) long 
term operation of the swivel motor with water or 
other process fluids in terms of erosion and 
sedimentation, ii) the necessary turn down ratio 
of the pilot valve and iii) the long-term behaviour 
of the PTFE parts. 

NOMENCLATURE 

pressurized projected area of the closing body 
pressurized projected area of one rotary vane 
force to overcome static pressure on the closing 
body 
screw pitch of the drive 
flow coefficient of the pilot valve 
axial movement of the rotor 
length between the centreline and the rotary vane
travelled path of the rotary vanes 
drive torque of the rotary vanes 
torque to overcome static pressure on the closing 
body 
time 
externally applied pressure difference 
pressure for normalization 

pressure difference across the throttle valve 

cone angle of closing body and valve seat 
lead angle of the screw drive 
efficiency of the screw drive 
static frictional coefficient 
(kinetic) frictional coefficient 
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Figure 9: Working range of the swivel motor over 
applied opening pressure difference. 

Figure 8: Actuating time of the swivel motor over 
applied pressure difference. 
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ABSTRACT 

Two - stage servovalves, despite being widely used in aircraft and industry because of their reliability 
and high performance, have a few disadvantages that are still unsolved at the state of the art, such as 
the power consumption caused by the quiescent flow (internal leakage) in the pilot stage, and the 
complexity and high number of parts of the torque motor assembly of the pilot stage. The solution to 
these problems can help to reduce costs, weight, power consumption, and to enhance the reliability and 
producibility as well as the performance of these valves. This paper presents a novel configuration of 
servovalve, which has the potential to overcome the above-mentioned issues. The proposed servo-valve 
includes a novel architecture for the pilot stage by using two piezo-electric actuators (ring benders). In 
this paper, the performance of this novel pilot stage is assessed. To this end, a valve prototype has been 
constructed and tested; the experimental results are also used to validate a numerical model obtained 
with the software Simscape Fluids. The results show that, acting on specific parameters, the 
performance of the piezo-valve can be very competitive, while ensuring very low internal leakage and 
complexity. 

Keywords: servovalves, internal leakage, piezoelectric actuators, ring bender 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The architectures of commercially available two-
stage servovalves, which have not substantially 
changed for many years, can provide high 
reliability and excellent dynamics [1, 2]. 
Regardless of the pilot stage, which can be a 
double flapper-nozzle pilot stage or a deflector jet 
pilot stage, the main stage is usually a spool valve 
in which the main spool is actuated by a 
differential pressure generated at its extremities 
by the pilot stage. In this way, very high actuation 
forces are generated, which results in a much 
faster response and higher shear forces than 
proportional valves using proportional solenoids 
to directly drive the spool [3-6]. These 
characteristics have led to widespread use of 
these servovalve designs, which are fundamental 
components in closed-loop electro-hydraulic 
motion control systems demanding high 
performance levels. However they present some 
week points that are still unsolved, such as: the 
quiescent flow in pilot stage (to be referred to as 
the internal leakage of the pilot stage),  which is 
continuous and constant regardless of the 

opening degree of the main stage, thus causing 
unwanted power consumption during operation 
[1, 2], and the electromagnetic torque motor 
assembly which is composed of many sensitive 
mechanical and electrical parts that penalise 
simplicity, set-up, duration of manufacture and 
manufacturing costs [1, 2].  

To date, research studies in the scientific 
literature have mainly been focused on the 
reduction of the complexity of servovalves. In 
particular, a promising research field aims to 
replace the electromagnetic torque motor 
assembly with piezoelectric actuators, thus 
reducing complexity and manufacturing costs 
[2]. Different types of piezoelectric actuators 
have been used to directly drive the main stage 
spool or to drive the flapper, jet pipe, or deflector 
jet in the pilot stage [7-16], showing that the idea 
of using a piezo-electric actuator to drive a 
servovalve is feasible and promising. Both piezo-
stack actuators, in which several piezo elements 
are joined together to form a multi-layer actuator 
[7-9], and amplified piezo-stack actuators, which 
can provide higher displacement but lower forces 
[10-12], have been proposed to be used. 

       



However, both types seem to be too heavy and 
large to be employed in servovalves, which must 
be compact and light, especially for applications 
in aircraft. As an alternative to stack actuators, 
lighter piezo-actuators, such as rectangular 
benders, have been employed in novel designs to 
drive the pilot stage of servovalves in place of the 
torque motor [13-15]; in this case, the main 
deficit is the very low actuation forces obtained 
with these actuators. 

Instead, the most promising solution for these 

is a flat annular piezo-disc deforming in a 
concave or convex fashion depending on the 
polarity of the applied voltage, providing a very 
good compromise between actuation force and 
displacement, while being sufficiently compact 
for this type of applications. In this regard, in [16, 
17] two ring benders, mounted in tandem to 
provide redundancy, were used in place of the 
torque motor to drive the flapper in a double 
flapper-nozzle pilot stage. The preliminary 
results obtained in [16, 17] prove the feasibility, 
in terms of actuation forces, displacement and 
dimensions, of using ring benders as actuators for 
the pilot stages of servovalves. 

All the above-mentioned research studies have 
had the objective of reducing the complexity of 
servovalves. However, to date the problem 
concerning the quiescent flow (internal leakage) 
in the pilot stage has not been addressed in the 
scientific literature, apart from the work 
presented in [18], in which a small spool actuated 
by a ring bender was employed for the pilot stage 
in order to minimise the internal leakage of the 
pilot stage.  

In this scenario, the present research project 
aims at developing a novel configuration of 
piezo-valve capable of reducing both the 
complexity and the internal leakage of two stage 
servovalves. The novel valve concept is 
described in the following section. 

2. NOVEL SERVOVALVE CONCEPT 

Fig. 1 shows the proposed valve design. In place 
of the torque motor, flapper and flexure tube of 
typical servovalves [2], the proposed architecture 
includes two small piezo-valves actuated by ring 
benders. Each piezo-valve is a very simple two-
way two-position (2/2) valve that has the 
advantage of being normally closed, which 
means that the ring bender stops the oil flow 

when the spool is at null. This can represent a 
huge improvement in terms of power 
consumption compared to the typical 
configurations, since the quiescent flow (internal 
leakage in the pilot stage) is ideally null when the 
spool is at null.  In addition, the torque motor with 
all its drawbacks (complexity and noise 
sensitiveness) is removed. The only drawback 
resulting from the proposed solution is that the 
mechanical feedback is no more possible, and 
only an electrical feedback can be used, like a 
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). 

Figure 1: Operating principle of the novel servovalve 
pilot stage actuated by a ring bender 

The feasibility of the proposed solution was 
already demonstrated in [19], in which a full 
simulation model of the full valve concept was 
used. The simulations showed that this valve 
architecture has a high potential in terms of 
response speed, in addition to minimising the 
internal leakage.  

The feasibility study provided in [19] 
prompted the authors of this paper to construct a 
prototype of one of the two 2/2 piezo-valves 
representing the novel pilot stage concept. The 
prototype was tested in a hydraulic test rig located 
at the Fluid Power Laboratory of the Centre of 
Power Transmission and Motion Control 
(PTMC) of the University of Bath. The prototype 
and the test rig are described in the next section. 

3. VALVE PROTOTYPE AND HYDRAULIC 
TEST RIG 

A prototype and a test rig were constructed and 
assembled in order to test one of the two piezo-
valves modulating the pressure at the main spool 
extremities. The test rig reproduces a part of the 
valve concept shown in Fig. 1 (see dashed box), 
being composed of the following components: 
supply line (P), fixed restriction, piezo-valve, and 
chamber comprised between the fixed restriction, 

        



the spool end and the piezo-valve. A schematic 
representation and a photograph of the test rig are 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The 
supply line is composed of a volumetric pump 
(1), a non-return valve (2), a pressure relief valve 
(3) and an accumulator (4). A pressure transducer 
(5) is positioned upstream of the restriction (6), 
whose area can be changed manually. This 
restriction represents the fixed restriction shown 
in Fig. 1, with the difference that, in the test rig, 
its flow area can be adjusted. The pressure drop 
across the restriction is measured by a second 
pressure transducer (7). After the restriction (6), 
the oil can enter the piezo-valve, whose 
components are positioned inside a case (8). An 
adjuster (9) was mounted inside the valve body 
through a nut so that the position of the nozzle 
(10) can be adjusted against the closure member 
(11). In this way, it is possible to provide the ring 
bender with a pre-compression to close the valve 
effectively. The closure member (11) was 
inserted through the hole of the ring bender (12), 
and the latter was fixed to the valve body using 
elastomers o-rings (13). This choice results from 
the fact that, in this way, the mechanical integrity 
of the ring bender is ensured while deforming 
inside the valve. The position of the closure 
member (therefore, the displacement of the ring 
bender) is measured through an eddy current 
sensor (14). Another adjustable mechanical stop 
(15) is also present in order to allow the 
maximum displacement of the ring bender (i.e., 
the maximum opening of the valve) to be 
adjusted. The pressure of the oil discharged from 
the piezo-valve is measured by a pressure 
transducer (16).  

Note that the volume comprised between the 
restriction (6) and the nozzle (10) represents the 
volume of Fig. 1 comprised between the fixed 
restriction, the spool end and the nozzle of the 
piezo-valve. 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the test rig 

Fig. 3. Photograph of the test rig (see legend in Fig. 2 
for comparison) 

An external PC and a LabVIEW code were used 
to control the test rig and to acquire the signals 
from the transducers with a sample frequency of 
10 kHz. The control signal was a control voltage 
(from -5 V to +5 V) sent to the amplifier, which 
transformed this signal into a high voltage signal 
(from -100 V to +100 V) applied to the ring 
bender. The pressure transducers are strain gages 
with a measurement error lower than 1% of the 
full scale (100 bar). Both the amplifier and the 
ring bender (model CMBR07) were purchased 
from the manufacturer Noliac [20]. The outer 
diameter and height of the ring bender are 40 mm 
8 mm, respectively. The ideal maximum 
displacement and force of the ring bender are ± 
185 µm and ±13 N, respectively (+ denotes 
opening direction; - denotes closing direction). 
The tests were performed using ISO VG 32 
hydraulic oil at a temperature of approx. 50 °C 
(oil density=851 kg/m3 and viscosity=22.0 cSt). 

       



In the following, the same symbolism as that 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 will be used to describe 
the numerical model and the experimental tests. 

4. NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE PIEZO-
VALVE 

A numerical model simulating the test rig shown 
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, and hence the right part (or, 
equivalently, the left part) of the valve concept 
shown in Fig. 2, has been developed. The 
equations of the numerical model, which have 
been implemented into the Simscape Fluids 
environment [21], are described in the following.  

The pump, pressure relief valve and 

pressure 
hydraulic energy able to maintain a specific 
pressure at its outlet regardless of the flow rate 
consumed by the system. The value of the supply 
pressure is set equal to the value of the 
experimental tests, namely 71 bar.  

The pressure drop from the supply line (4) to 
the pressure transducer (5), and across the 
variable restrictor (6), is simulated using the 
orifice equation: 

(1)

where q is the flow rate,  is the pressure drop 
and  is the oil density ( =851 kg/m3). The values 
of the equivalent restriction areas are tuned to 
match the experimental pressure drops, namely, 
Ar,4-5 = 4 mm2 and Ar,6 = 0.42 mm2 (with 

, under the hypothesis of turbulent 
flow).  

The volume of oil comprised between the 
restriction (6) and the nozzle (10) is simulated 

-
volume chamber with rigid walls is simulated and 
the fluid compressibility is taken into account. 
The following equations are applied: 

(2)

(3)

where  is the geometrical volume of the 
chamber (equal to the product of an internal 
diameter D0 = 20 mm and an overall internal 
length L0=60 mm),   is the oil volume in the 

chamber at the pressure p, with  denoting the 
flow rate through the chamber. The actual bulk 
modulus E is corrected according to the relative 
gas content , which has been assumed equal to 
=0.01.  

The hydraulic part of the piezo-valve is 
simulated using the orifice equation (1), in which 
the orifice area is calculated as , 
where d=1mm is the diameter of the nozzle (10) 
and  is the displacement of the ring bender 
(calculated with reference to the nozzle tip). The 
discharge coefficient of the piezo-valve is 
assumed equal to =0.65 under the hypothesis 
of turbulent flow. The displacement x of the ring 
bender is determined according to the 
equilibrium of the actuation force and the 
resistant forces acting on the ring bender, as 
follows: 

(4)

where  denotes the force exerted by the ring 
bender having a stiffness =70000 N/m (data 
provided by the manufacturer); is the 
damping coefficient of the moving parts (ring 
bender, o-rings and closure member) having 
equivalent mass m0 = 90 kg;  = 50 m is the 
pre-compression obtained through the adjuster 
(9), and 

. The damping coefficient was tuned to 
match the transient behaviour of the experimental 
displacement, thus obtaining 26 Ns/m. 

Considering that the flow exiting the piezo 
valve can be assumed radial, the flow forces 
acting on the ring bender is calculated using 
equation (5): 

(5)

The ring bender stroke is limited by a lower 
bound, which simulates the mechanical stop due 
to the presence of the nozzle (10). This stop is 
simulated as a spring and a damper having a 
spring stiffness =107 N/m and a damping  

 500 Ns/m. These two parameters were 
tuned to obtain the same bouncing behaviour 
obtained experimentally when the closure 
member hits the mechanical stop.  

Piezoelectric hysteresis is considered by 
implementing the Bouc-Wen hysteresis model, 
described and used in [19]. The Bouc-Wen model 
is represented by an equation [19] which allows 
the calculation of the hysteresis nonlinear term . 
The hysteresis non-linear term allows the force of 

        



the ring bender to be expressed as a function 
of the output voltage from the amplifier, as 
follows: 

= (6)

where Kd,v=0.13 N/V (data provided by the 
manufacturer) is the ring bender maximum force 
divided by the maximum operating voltage, 
which represents the ring bender conversion 
factor (namely, from amplified voltage to force). 

The amplifier is simulated by using a second 
order transfer function: 

(7)

where Vc is the control voltage that is supplied to 
the amplifier (from -5 V to +5 V), and  is the 
gain of the amplifier ( 20). In addition, to 
model the current limit ( , the rate of 
change of the amplified voltage is limited 
according to the following equation: 

(8)

where =3480 nF is the capacitance.  
The unknown parameters of the amplifier 

(natural frequency 1400 rad/s and damping 
factor =1.5) have been set to obtain the same 
transient as that of the measured amplified 
voltage. 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Experimental results and comparison 
with the numerical model 

Step tests were performed on the test rig shown 
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The supply (absolute) 
pressure was kept equal to 71 bar (namely, 70 bar 
relative), and the absolute pressure at the outlet of 
the valve was around 1 bar, with the oil 
temperature being kept around 50 °C. These tests 
consisted in sending a step voltage to the 
amplifier, which, in turn, sent a corresponding 
amplified step voltage to the ring bender. The 
resulting displacement of the ring bender was 
measured along with the pressure at points 5 and 
7 (see Fig. 2). The experimental results of these 
step tests are here presented and compared with 
the corresponding simulated step tests obtained 
with the numerical model described in Section 4. 

In these step tests, the ring bender was pre-
compressed with x0 the 
adjuster (9); instead, the other adjuster (15) was 

kept far from the closure member, so that no 
mechanical stop was imposed to the maximum 
opening of the ring bender (11).  

In the first test considered in this analysis, the 
control voltage (input voltage from the PC to the 
amplifier) was changed from -5 V to +5 V, which 
produced an amplified voltage step from -100 V 
to +100 V. Figure 4 (a) shows the control signal, 
and the amplified voltage measured and 
simulated during this test.  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Comparison between measured amplified 
voltage and simulated one and between 
measured displacement and simulated one for a 
positive step control voltage from -5 V to +5 V: 
(a); comparison between measured pressures 
and simulated ones: (b).

The good correspondence between the 
experimental amplified voltage and the numerical 
one demonstrates the good accuracy achieved 
with the numerical model and the good choice of 
the parameters used for the simulation of the 
amplifier. 

Fig. 4 (a) also shows the displacement of the 
ring bender experimentally measured and 
simulated during the same step test. When -100 V 
was applied to the ring bender, the latter applied 
a blocking force of about -13 N to the nozzle (10) 
without moving (because it was pre-compressed). 
In contrast, when +100 V was applied, the ring 

       



bender moved from the nozzle, thus opening the 
valve with a force of about +13 N. It can be noted 
that the simulated displacement matches the 
experimental one; this very good superimposition 
confirms the reliability of the numerical model. It 
is also revealed from the graph of Fig. 4 (a) that, 
because there is not a mechanical stop in the 
opening direction, the ring bender oscillates 
producing overshoots and undershoots until 
reaching a stable position. A further 
consideration that can be done is that the risetime 
is very fast, with less than 5 ms being needed to 
reach 90% of the maximum opening. 

With reference to the same test, Fig. 4 (b)

shows the comparison among the experimental 
pressures at points (5) and (7) and the 
corresponding numerical predictions. Also in this 
case, the comparison between the experimental 
data and numerical predictions is very good, 
especially regarding the pressure at point (7). 
With regard to the pressure at point (5), the 
numerical model is not able to reproduce the 
oscillations present in the experimental signal, 
which might be due to inertia effects of the oil 
comprised between the supply line and point (5). 
However, what is important in this analysis is the 
good prediction of the pressure at port (7), 
because this pressure signal is the one to be used 
for the control of a main spool. 

As shown by the graph of Fig. 4 (b), the initial 
pressures measured at point (5) and point (7) were 
the same, namely, 71 bar, because the valve was 
initially closed by the ring bender. When the ring 
bender opened the valve, the pressure at port (7) 
decreased down very quickly to about a half of 
the supply pressure (this pressure drop was 
achieved by adjusting the variable restrictor (6)), 
reaching 90% of the minimum value within 5 ms. 

A second step test is now described; this test is 
the continuation of the previous one, in that, after 
reaching the maximum opening shown in Fig. 4, 
the valve was closed by changing the input signal 
to the amplifier from +5 V to -5 V. The amplified 
voltages are reported in Fig 5 (a). Also in this 
case, there is a good correspondence between the 
experimental measurement and the numerical 
prediction, even though a slight delay is noticed 
in the experimental signal when the amplified 
voltage is approaching the minimum value (-100 
V). However, this effect can be considered 
negligible since the experimental voltage and the 
numerical one reach a very high level of 
amplification (i.e., about -90 V) at the same time, 

which corresponds to a very high level of force 
(namely, about -12 N).  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5. Comparison between measured amplified 
voltage and simulated one and between 
measured displacement and simulated one for a 
negative step control voltage from +5 V to -5 V: 
(a); comparison between measured pressures 
and simulated ones: (b). 

With reference to this second test, Fig. 5 (a) also 
shows the comparison between the experimental 
displacement and the numerical one: this graph 
again confirms the reliability of the numerical 
model, given the very good superimposition 
between the two curves. Moreover, the very good 
performance of the valve is highlighted by the 
very short time taken by the ring bender to close 
the valve (less than 5 ms). In this case, no 
oscillations are present, because the nozzle (10) 
acts as a mechanical stop for the ring bender.  

Fig. 5 (b) shows the pressure trends measured 
and predicted at points (5) and (7) in this second 
test. In addition to noticing, once again, the good 
accuracy of the numerical model, one could 
notice that the ring bender perfectly achieves its 
task, namely, it fully closes the valve, and the 
pressure at point (7) is brought back to its initial 
value of 71 bar very quickly. 

        



Figure 6. Pressure at point (7) and displacement 
measured during repeated opening and 
closing procedures of the piezo-valve. 

Finally, Figure 6 shows, on the same graph, the 
displacement and the pressure at point (7) 
measured during repeated opening and closing 
procedures of the valve. This graph is 
instrumental in pointing out that, when the valve 
is closed, the pressure at point (7) is maintained 
constant over time and is equal to the supply 
pressure (71 bar). This means that the leakage 
through the valve is very low (almost null), thus 
achieving the main goal of this project, which is 
the drastic reduction of the internal leakage. 

5.2. Numerical analysis of the piezo-valve 

After having validated the numerical model, a 
numerical analysis is provided in this section to 
prove that, by properly acting on some 
geometrical parameters, the valve concept can be 
profitably applied for the control of a main stage 
spool valve.  

At first, the effects of the volume of the 
chamber comprised between the restrictor (6) and 
the nozzle (10) are assessed. To assess the effects 
of reducing this geometrical volume, this analysis 
considers five volumes, having diameters D=K 

D0 and lengths L=K L0 (D0 20 mm L0 60 mm) 
with K=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2. The five cases are 
here compared in terms of simulated 
displacement of the ring bender and pressure at 
point (7), since these parameters are 
representative of the valve performance. In this 
regard, Fig. 7 (a) shows the ring bender 
displacement simulated for an amplified step 
voltage from -100 V to +100 V and supply 
pressure=71 bar. It is noteworthy that the 
reduction of the volume causes a reduction of the 
oscillations.  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Ring bender displacement (a) and pressure at 
point 7 (b), simulated for an amplified voltage 
from -100 V to +100 V and for D=K D0 and 
L=K L0, with K=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 

The effects of the volume reduction are also 
important in terms of the pressure drop at point 
(7); as shown in Fig. 7 (b) , smaller oil volumes 
cause the pressure to drop more quickly, as a 
consequence of the fact that a smaller oil volume 
can be discharged from the nozzle (10). This is 
particularly important for the actuation of a main 
spool: by reducing the oil volume in the system, 
the pressure at the spool ends will change more 
quickly, and the performance of the valve will be 
enhanced.  

Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the ring bender 
displacement simulated for the five volumes, but, 
in this case, for an amplified voltage step from 
+100 V to -100 V. In contrast to the previous case 
(voltage from -100 V to +100 V), in this case the 
simulated trends of the displacement are almost 
identical, which means that the change in the 
volume does not affect the displacement.  

However, as shown in Fig. 8 (b), the volume 
has a remarkable effect on the pressure rise at 
point (7), because lower volumes cause the 
compressibility effects to be less important. For 
this reason, it is important to reduce the volume 
of the chamber comprised between point (6) and 

       



the valve nozzle (10) to improve the performance 
of the valve. However, for K=0.2 and K=0.4, the 
simulated trends of the pressures are very similar, 
which means that a further reduction of the 
volume will not much change the results. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 8. Ring bender displacement (a) and pressure at 
point 7 (b), simulated for an amplified voltage 
from +100 V to -100 V and for D=K D0 and 
L=K L0, with K=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2

Another parameter that can be optimised to 
further improve the performance of the piezo-
valve is the mass of the moving parts. To assess 
the effects of this parameter, this analysis 
considers five values for the mass, namely, m=K 

m0, with K=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 (with m0 denoting 
the mass of the prototype). The diameter and 
length of the volume comprised between the 
restriction (6) and the nozzle (10) are taken equal 
to D=0.6 D0 and L=0.6 L0. The five cases are 
again compared in terms of simulated 
displacement of the ring bender and pressure at 
point (7). Fig. 9 (a) shows the different trends of 
the displacement for an amplified step voltage 
from -100 V to +100 V. It is notable that the 
oscillations around the set point are remarkably 
reduced by reducing the mass of the moving 

parts; as a result, a lower mass allows the 
maximum displacement to be stably reached in 
shorter times. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 9. Ring bender displacement (a) and pressure at 
point 7 (b),  simulated for an amplified voltage 
from -100 V to +100 V and for different values 
of the mass of the moving parts: m=K m0, with 
K=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 (supply pressure=71 bar, 
D=0.6 D0 and L=0.6 L0) 

The beneficial effect of reducing the mass of the 
moving parts is also evident by analysing the 
simulated pressure drop at point 7, as shown in 
Fig. 9 (b). It can be noticed that the lower values 
of the mass make the pressure reach a stable value 
more quickly than higher values of the mass, in 
addition to providing a slightly faster response 
due to the lower inertia. 

(a) 

        



(b) 

Fig. 10. Ring bender displacement (a) and pressure at 
point 7 (b),  simulated for an amplified voltage 
from +100 V to -100 V and for different values 
of the mass of the moving parts: m=K m0, with 
K=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 (supply pressure=71 bar, 
D=0.6 D0 and L=0.6 L0). 

Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the ring bender 
displacement simulated for m=K m0, with K=1, 
0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, but, in this case, for an amplified 
voltage step from +100 V to -100 V. A difference 
is noticed in the final part of these curves. In fact, 
a lower mass causes the ring bender to bounce 
back with lower intensity after hitting the nozzle, 
in addition to providing a slightly faster response 
due to the lower inertia. Also in terms of pressure 
rise at point (7), as shown in Figure 10 (b), lower 
values of the mass cause the pressure at point (7) 
to increase slightly faster. 

Overall, this numerical analysis has shown 
that the valve performance can be enhanced by 
reducing the volume of oil in the system and by 
reducing the mass of the moving parts. In these 
conditions, the response time of the valve is very 
fast, with the response time to reach 90% of the 
final value being lower than 5 ms. This response 
time is comparable with commercially available 
pilot stages, but with the advantage of having 
eliminated the quiescent flow, which can be as 
high as 1 l/min for commercially available units 
[17]. 

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

This paper has proposed a novel architecture for 
the pilot stage of two stage servovalves, 
composed of two 2/2 piezo-valves actuated by 
ring benders, which are compact elements 
providing good displacement and actuation 
forces. This novel configuration has the potential 

to overcome two main issues occurring in 
servovalves, namely, the complexity and the 
internal leakage of the pilot stage. To assess the 
validity of the proposed solution, an experimental 
prototype of the 2/2 piezo-valve was constructed 
and experimentally tested in a hydraulic test rig. 
The step tests performed on the test rig show that 
the piezo-valve has a high potential in terms of 
response speed in addition to drastically reducing 
the internal leakage. The experimental data have 
been used to validate a numerical model obtained 
with Simscape Fluids. This model has been used 
to show that, by acting on some crucial 
parameters, such as the volume of oil in the 
system and the mass of the moving parts, the 
performance of the valve can be further 
improved. 
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ABSTRACT 

Animals exploit soft structures to move smoothly and effectively in complex natural environments. 
These capabilities have inspired robotic engineers to incorporate soft actuating technologies into their 
designs. Developing soft muscle-like actuation technology is one of the grand challenges in the creation 
of soft-body robots that can move, deform their body, and modulate body stiffness. This paper presents 
the development of smart pneumatic McKibben muscles woven and reinforced by using conductive 
insulated wires to equip the muscles with an inherent sensing capability, in which the deformation of 
the muscles can be effectively measured by calculating the change of wire inductance. Sensing 
performance of a variety of weaving angles is investigated.  The ideal McKibben muscle models are 
used for analysing muscle performance and sensing accuracy. The experimental results show that the 
contraction of the muscles is proportional to the measured change of inductance. This relationship is 
applied to a PID control system to control the contraction of smart muscles in simulation, and good 
control performance is achieved. The creation of smart muscles with an inherent sensing capability and 
a good controllability is promising for operation of future soft robots.  

Keywords: McKibben muscle; Pneumatic artificial muscle; Self-sensing muscle; PID feedback 
control; Soft robots.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The pneumatic McKibben artificial muscle was 
developed for artificial limb research in the 1960s 
[1-2]. They have been commercialized by the 
Bridgestone Rubber Company of Japan for 
robotic applications in the 1980s under the name 
of Rubbertuators [3]. In the 1990s, the Shadow 
Robot Group [4] 
and in 2001 Fluidic 

 [5]. The McKibben muscle is an efficient 
and widely used fluidic artificial muscle which 
consists of an elastomer inner tube and a double-
helix-reinforcing-braid and can be pressurised to 
contract or extend. They show great advantages 
of flexibility, adaptability and compliant 
actuation compared to the conventional rigid 
linear cylinders. They are also remarkable for 
lightweight property and high energy density. 
The McKibben muscles have been used for many 
applications such as bionic arm [6] and soft 
manipulators [7-9]. Ideal McKibben muscle 
kinematic models have been developed for the 

field. A comprehensive survey presented the 
details of kinematic and static McKibben muscle 
models can be found in [2]. Recently, the 
McKibben artificial muscle started to gain more 
attentions as one of typical soft actuators in an 
emerging area of soft robotics. However, 
researchers are facing a variety of technical 
challenges in developing and understanding 
McKibben artificial muscles. Firstly, derived 
from limited strength of external fiber sleeve, 
McKibben actuators are still not able to survive 
very high operating pressure, which limits their 
potential applications. Secondly, the deformation 
of the McKibben muscle is difficult to accurately 
model due to its continuous and irregular shape 
and complex distribution of stress and friction. 
Thirdly, the state-of-the-art sensing technologies 
(e.g. conventional rigid displacement and 
pressure sensors) used onto McKibben muscles 
still have significant dimensional restrictions. 
This paper presents the development of smart 
self-sensing McKibben muscle and the design of 
PID control system based on the real-time self-

       



sensing measurement. The muscle was woven 
and reinforced by using conductive insulated 
wires, in which the deformation of the muslce can 
be effectively measured by calculating the change 
of wire inductance [10-11]. The weaving angles 

sensing and control performance. The ideal 
McKibben muscle models were also introduced 
and used for analysing muscle performance and 
validating sensing accuracy. The simulated 
results show very good control perforamnce 
which is promising for operation of future soft 
robots. 

2. PREVIOUS WORK 

2.1. Smart Sensing Braid 

The smart sensing braid concept was proposed 
and introduced by Felt et al [10-11]. They made 
the reinforcing braid of a pneumatic artificial 
muscle (PAM) by weaving it from conductive 
insulated wires in order to measure the 
deformation of the muscle. When the muscle is 
pressurized and contracted, the wire inductance 
increases; when the muscle is extended, the wire 
inductance decreases. From simulated and 
experimental results, the muscle deformation can 
be effectively predicted by using a linear function 
of the measured inductance. This technique can 
be implemented without using additional 
embedded flexible sensors or elastomers into the 
muscle, which offers the advantages of easy-
manufacturing and cost-efficiency.  

Figure 1:  Smart sensing braid for measuring the 
deformation of a PAM  

The team has also conducted some dynamic tests 
of the PAM for deformation measurement, which 
showed no phase lag and change in magnitude 
response for the driven frequencies up to 4 Hz. 
This shows that the smart braid can provide 
accurate measurements over a very good 
dynamic range for a pneumatic actuator. 

2.2. Ideal McKibben Muscle Braid Model 

Considering a planar network of sensing braid in 
a rectangular shape as shown in Figure 2, where 
the initial braid and contracted braid are 
compared in (a) and (b): 

                           (a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 2: Geometrical characterization of the 
McKibben muscle braid (a) normal resting 
(2) pressurized 

With the assumptions, 
The braid fibers are inextensible; 
The effects of the tapering at the ends of 
the muscle us neglected; 

The initial muscle length l0 and diameter d0 of the 
braid can be written as:  

                          (1) 

                         (2) 

where B is the length of the cord and 0 is the 
initial fiber angle. 

The contraction ratio of the artificial muscle is:              

(3) 

where l is the contracted muscle length. 
Normalized diameter and length are given by: 

0 0

 and           (4) 

Assuming an ideal McKibben artificial muscle is 
an ideal cylindrical fluidic actuator, the ideal 
muscle force is [2]:  

, max (5) 

where  and .

The maximum force is achieved when ; 
while the maximum contraction is realized when 

        



. Therefore, we can derive the ideal 

muscle  

                 (6) 

              (7) 

             (8) 

                      (9) 

2.3. Ideal Inductance Model 

The smart braid can be seen as a long solenoid 
and the inductance can be modelled as [10, 12]: 

                           (10)

where µ is the magnetic permeability of the core 
and N is the number of turns. A and l are the cross-
sectional area and the length of the muscle. 

Researchers have also used the Neumann 
formula for modelling the braid inductance [10], 
which provides better accuracy but requires more 
computation. 

In this work, the ideal McKibben muscle braid 
model (6)-(9) and the inductance model (10) are 
used for analysing muscle performance and 
sensing accuracy.                       

3. SMART MUSCLE CONTROL 

Unlike rigid actuators and robots, which are 
generally designed to function in well-defined 
environments, soft actuators and robots, are 
developed to adapt to more unpredictable 
environments with insufficient information of 
precise location. The open-loop control approach 
is effective for a variety of applications when the 
estimated models of the actuators are sufficiently 
sophisticated. For PAMs, open-loop control has 
been tried but is not very effective [13-15] as the 
current numerical muscle models are not 
sufficiently accurate. Closed loop control 
requires an accurate real-time contraction 
measurement, which is hard to achieve without 
compromising the multi-degree of freedom 
compliance of the muscles. 

3.1. Smart Muscle Prototyping 

The smart braid was used as the displacement 
sensor and the protective shell of the muscle to 
reinforce the inside muscle flexible tube. To 
prototype the muscles and ensure the consistence 

of weaving, three 3D-printed Smart Braid 
templates were manufactured using an Ultimaker 
2+ 3D printer with weaving angles of 20°, 30°, 
and 40°, as shown in Figure 3. The shape of the 
templates was designed in CATIA and the TPU 
95A printing material was used to fabricate the 
weaving templates. The TPU 95A provides softer 
and more flexible properties, compared to PLA 
material. The completed weaving braids can be 
easily removed from the TPU templates, in which 
has significantly improved the fabrication 
efficiency. The braided wire sleeve was built by 
weaving a single strand of flexible electrical wire 
over two TPU 95A soft templates. The 22 AWG 
ultra-flexible wire manufactured by Daburn was 
used to weave the templates as smart braids. The 
inner the wire is made up of 168 strands of soft 
tinned copper thread. The large number of strands 
makes the inductance measurement more stable 
and easier to measure.  

Figure 3: 3D-printed weaving templates 

Three smart muscle prototypes using weaving 
angles of 20°, 30°, and 40° and rubber latex tubes 
were constructed, as shown in Figure 4. The 
muscle length is 250mm. 

Figure 4: Smart muscle prototypes with different 
weaving angles 

3.2. Inductance Measurement 

The inductance of the smart braid was measured 
using a Newtons4th PSM3750 Phase Sensitive 
Multimeter, which provides high accuracy and 
superior stability. The measured real-time data 

       



was acquired and sent to the Simulink Real-Time 
System, as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Inductance measurement using 
Newtons4thPSM3750 Phase Sensitive Multimeter 

Figure 6 shows clear linear relationships of the 
muscle length and the measured inductance for 
three different weaving braids. The results show 
that the inductance-measurement approach is 
versatile and can be used for a variety of muscles 
with different reinforcing arrangements. 

Figure 6: Relationships of the muscle length and the 
measured inductance for three different 
weaving braids 

Three fitting curves were achieved based on the 
experimental results:  

0

0

0

o

o

o

    (11) 

where 0 is the weaving angle, l is length in mm, 
and L is the inductance in H. 

3.3. PID Controller Design 

Muscle dynamic response and identification 

In order to design a feedback controller for the 
smart muscle, the muscle dynamic response was 
investigated firstly using the frequency analyser. 
Figure 7 shows the experimental setting-up of the 
muscle dynamic response test. A Festo 
proportional directional control valve MPYE-5-
M5-010-B was used to control the air flow and 
one high-precision Festo pressure transmitter 
SPTW-P25R-G14-VD-M12 was used to measure 
the system pressure. The smart muscle with a 
weaving angle of 30o was tested without load. A 
sinusoidal pressure with a frequency of 1-4 Hz 
with a step of 0.25 Hz and a maximum amplitude 
of 2.5 bar was used to drive the smart muscle to 
determine the dynamic response. Figure 7 shows 
the schematic of the testing bench.  

Figure 7: Schematic of muscle dynamic test 

Figure 8: Dynamic inductance response of a smart 
muscle with a weaving angle of 30o

Simulink Real-
Time System 

Newtons4th PSM3750

Smart muscle

Festo valve
pressure 
transmitter

        



Simulated results 

The proposed control system is shown in Figure 
9, where the PID algorithm is applied to the 
system. The flow control valve is modelled as a 
second-order transfer function with a natural 
frequency of 115Hz [16] and a damping ratio of 
0.8, given as: 

The muscle is modelled by using a second-order 
function with a natural frequency of 2Hz and a 
damping ratio of 0.8.  

Figure 9: PID controller for smart muscles
The flow control valve was driven by the desired 
voltage from the PID controller. Figure 10 shows 
the simulated results from the feedback control 
system with a desired sinusoidal muscle 
displacement. The frequencies of the driven 
signal were 1 Hz and 3 Hz. The PID controller is 
tuned with the proportional gain of 14, the 
integral gain of 12.32 and the derivative gain of 
0.369 to control the smart muscle operating at 1 
Hz. For 3Hz, the controller is tuned with the 
proportional gain of 25, the integral gain of 24.55 
and the derivative gain of 0.475. The results 
showed that the actual displacement agrees well 
with the desired signal. The inductance 
measurement of muscle deformation provides an 
effective means to the control of muscle.  

(a) 1 Hz 

(b) 3 Hz 

Figure 10: Simulated muscle lengths with a sinusoidal 
driven signal of frequencies of (a) 1 Hz (b) 
3 Hz  

Figure 11 shows the simulated results of the 
muscle length with a step driven signal of 1 Hz. 
The results showed that the smart muscle has a 
settling time within 0.5 s. When pressurized, the 
muscle is contracted, and its length decreased to 
160 mm from 220 mm. The designed PID 
controller (P: 35, I: 39.24, D: 0.66) is robust and 
can effectively control the muscle length with the 
inductance sensing approach.   

       



Figure 11: Simulated muscle lengths with a step driven 
signal of a frequency of 1 Hz 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, the smart sensing braid approach 
proposed in [10-11] was investigated and 
validated through a PID feedback control system. 
Well-calibrated smart braid can provide rapid and 
precise measurements of actuator length. 
Different to the work in [15], the muscle 
prototypes used were reinforced by the smart 
braid directly, and a PID control system is 
designed with a targeted bandwidth up to 3 Hz. A 
second-order transfer function is used to 
represented muscle dynamics.  The simulated 
results showed good control performance when 
the muscle was driven by the sinusoidal and step 
inputs. However, we believe the nonlinearity of 
the muscle in practice could affect control 
performance and the muscle dynamics could be 
more complicated. A simple transfer function 
could be insufficient to representing varying 
muscle deformation and dynamics. We are 
developing an adaptive control system to 
accommodate this aspect. A nonlinear PID 
control system can be also developed for 
improved control performance in practice. The 
smart braid has offered a very good approach to 
map the muscle motion. Currently the calibration 
curves are based on the steady-state 
measurement. Dynamic measurements and 
accurate inductance models could benefit the 
accuracy and performance of the control system 
and the understanding of muscle motion in 
multiple degree-of-freedom.  
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ABSTRACT 

Magnetic Shape Memory (MSM) alloys show a superelastic behaviour with possible deformation rates 
up to 6% until 12% and a sufficient lifetime performance [1, 2]. In this paper, a passive application for 
a superelastic Ni-Mn-Ga-alloy is presented by using the MSM element as an accurately defined inner 
friction in a system of a multistable actuator, in particular a multistable proportional valve. The 
multistable valve is characterized by a currentless holding of the valve displacement in any position of 
the stroke. This circumstance makes the concept a very low energy consumption valve, compared to 
conventional proportional valves with solenoid actuators. The new aspect of a rigid connection of MSM 
Materials enables an absorption of tension as well as compressive forces. To realize an applicable 
controlling valve, a simple and effective controlling strategy has been implemented. Due to the 
stabilizing effect of the MSM element, an accurate controlling of the valve stroke and the usage for 
example as a pressure-, mass-flow or temperature-controlling valve was made possible. Furthermore, 
some potential applications in pneumatics as well as in hydraulics are presented. 

Keywords: Shape Memory Alloy, MSM, Ni-Mn-Ga, multistability, energy efficient proportional 
valve 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Multistable actuators, especially multistable 
valves, based on magnetic shape memory (MSM) 
materials have been investigated in several 
publications [3, 4]. These concepts are using the 
actuation of MSM and the multistability due to 
the inner friction of the material. Different control 
strategies have been implemented to this active 
MSM principle in a proportional valve to reach a 
sufficient repetitive accuracy and low energy 
consumption. For MSM based actuators, often 
relatively high currents are necessary, which is 
generally in contrast to the energy efficient target 
of the multistable valve principle. In this paper a 
new actuation concept of multistable valves with 
MSM is presented, a simple and efficient control 
strategy is shown and aspects relevant for valve 
applications are discussed. 

2. STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOUR OF 
MAGNETIC SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS 

MSM elements are produced from single crystal 
Ni-Mn-Ga alloys, which show a magnetic 
anisotropy along two defined crystallographic 
axes. This anisotropy leads to an elongation of the 
element in one axis, if the other axis is in the 
direction of a moderate magnetic field > 0.8 T. 

Figure 1: Stroke over field measurement of magnetic 
shape memory alloys. 

       



The elongation depending on the magnetic field 
is shown in Figure 1 for different pre-stresses 
from 0.1 MPa to 3 MPa. Taking a look at the 
purely mechanical stress-strain characteristics of 
MSM materials, one can also observe a hysteretic 
behaviour. In Figure 2, the force-over-stroke 
curve for a mechanical tension (positive force) 
and a subsequent compression (negative force) of 
a 3×5×25 mm³ sized MSM element is shown, 
demonstrating the hysteretic and superelastic 
behaviour. 

Figure 2: Passive force-stroke behaviour of a MSM 
tension and compression cycle. 

If the element is deformed mechanically up to 6% 
in length, it remains in this position. The 
necessary force to mechanically deform the 
element is the so-called twinning stress, which 
can be understood as an inner friction of the 
material. This force-stroke characteristics is not 
velocity-dependent and the force rises with 
increasing stroke, because the twins with the 
highest mobility (or lowest twinning stress) move 
first. The twinning stress is between 0.2 MPa and 
1 MPa for MSM-elements, which is between 3 N 
and 15 N for a sample with a cross-section of 
3×5 mm², which corresponds with a type I 
twinning stress [5]. Important for the 
controllability of the passive MSM valve is the 
fact, that each stroke value is disambiguously 
linked to a defined force value, i.e. that the force-
stroke behaviour is strictly monotonous. If the 
element is not entirely elongated, the force 
required for initializing the antagonistic motion is 
similar like the force for initializing the initial 
motion, allowing hysteretic minor loops to be 
performed easily. 

For the design of actuator and control system 
the twinning stress has to be properly modelled. 
This is done with a piecewise linear fit of the 
force-stroke curves, which represents most 
measured curves in a suitable way. 

3. DESIGN OF MULTISTABLE MSM-
ACTUATORS 

Compared to previous multistable MSM 
actuators [3, 4] a modified design has been 
developed with the aim to increase control quality 
and to minimize current consumption. The design 
is based on a superelastic or passive use of the 
MSM element, which has been introduced in 
chapter 2 and has been also discussed in other 
publications yet [6, 7, 8]. To transfer both 
compression and tension forces between the 
MSM element and the actuator, it requires a rigid 
connection with the housing on one side and with 
the plunger or armature at the other side. This 
connection is made by laser welding, which has 
been proven a robust solution. 

The actuation is then realized by a 
bidirectional solenoid actuator, which has a very 
accurate horizontal force-stroke behavior at every 
current level. This is advantageous for the 
controlling behavior of the actuator. Different 
solenoid systems have been tested, one of them is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 3. Two coils 
are used, to induce a force in both directions, 
deforming the MSM element and opening or 
closing the valve in a proportional way. On the 
left side of the plunger in Figure 3, the valve can 
be attached, which is presented in the following 
chapter. 

Figure 3: Schematic design of multistable valves with 
magnetic shape memory alloy as passive 
element. 

In this study, two different valve designs are 
considered. Both designs are 2/2 proportional 
seat valves with a nominal stroke of 1 mm. The 
first design is completely pressure balanced, 
which makes it suitable for pneumatic as well as 
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hydraulic applications at higher pressure rates on 
both sides. The second one has the same design 
but is not pressure balanced at the outlet, and is, 
thus, primarily suitable for pneumatic 
applications with low outlet pressures. The 
pressure balanced system is tested with a nominal 
diameter of 10 mm, the other one with a nominal 
diameter of 3 mm. 

The valve stroke of 1 mm requires a MSM 
element length of 25 mm at a strain of 6%, which 
takes into account that around 0.2 mm of the 
potential stroke are lost by the pinning of the twin 
boundaries at material zone influenced by the 
laser welding process. The cross-sectional area of 
the element depends on the twinning stress and, 
furthermore, determines the level of absorbed 
force. If we assume fluid forces up to 10 N, the 
required element area is about 15 mm² for an 
initial twinning stress value of 0.7 MPa. 
Experiments with the non-balanced design 
demonstrated, that lower twinning stresses with 
an initial force of 5 N also compensate the fluid 
forces sufficiently at an inlet pressure of 5 bar and 
a flow up to 100 l/min. This can be explained by 
additional friction forces of the sealing. 

4. ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

The current consumption of this type of 
multistable valves is considered in this chapter. 
Generally, the valve only consumes current 
during changing the position of the valve piston. 
The huge benefit is a current-free holding of any 
valve stroke under stationary force conditions. 
The average power consumption  is the 
quotient of the required duty cycle time  and 
the time between consecutive adjustments 
multiplied with the nominal current and voltage 
of the actuator as follows: 

  (1) 

While the nominal voltage and the control 
dynamics, represented by  in Equation 1, 
are mainly determined by the application of the 
valve, the current consumption and the switching 
time are design parameters. To analyze the 
influence of these parameters, the boundary 
values and the average power consumption at 
different time periods are compared in Table 1

and Table 2 for two different actuator concepts. 

Table 1: Parameters actuator type II @ UN = 24 V. 

Nominal current 1.2 A 

Duty cycle time 250 ms 

Power consumption  @ 6 W 

Power consumption  @ 1.2 W 

Power consumption  @ 0.3 W 

Table 2: Parameters actuator type II @ UN = 24 V. 

Nominal current 8 A 

Duty cycle time 10 ms 

Power consumption  @ 1.9 W 

Power consumption  @ 0.38 W 

Power consumption  @ 0.1 W 

The valve type II (Table 2) exhibits a 
significantly lower average power consumption 
compared to valve type I (Table 1) due to a lower 
duty cycle time and smaller dimensions even 
though it requires a nearly seven times higher 
nominal current. 

The differences between these two valve 
concepts are dominated by the reduced 
inductance of the magnetic circuit and the 
reduced mass of the armature and valve piston. 
Therefore, an optimization problem between 
switching time and nominal current results. In the 
above case, the reduction of the switching time 
by more than 10 times has a larger influence than 
the higher nominal current. 

In order to find the optimized actuator design 
for very low energy consumption a holistic 
optimization study would be required, while the 
design focus in the present study has been on the 
horizontal force-stroke characteristics of the 
actuator to allow a good control behavior. 

5. CONTROL STRATEGY 

Conventional valves with a mechanical spring 
typically have a perfect proportional behaviour 
due to the linearity of the spring which leads to a 
linear dependency of valve stroke on current. 
This characteristic is compatible with familiar 
controllers, like a PID-controller. 

However, the output of the multistable valve 
depends on the current of two coils. Furthermore, 
the hysteresis and the tolerances of force-stroke 
behaviour of the MSM elements lead to a 
dependence on temperature and cycle number. 
These circumstances make it very difficult to 
control the valve with model based controlling 

       



methods, which are often applied to conventional 
proportional valves. 

In order to guarantee a stable system, a new 
simple and effective control strategy has been 
developed which is based on the stable behaviour 
of an alternatingly compressed and strained 
MSM element as discussed in chapter 2. A 
monotonously increasing twinning stress is 
required.  

Figure 4: Passive force-stroke curve with a noisy 
plateau in the marked section. 

This is given for the majority of the MSM 
elements measured with few exceptions such as 
presented by the blue curve in Figure 4. A noisy 
plateau between stroke of ~0,65 mm until 
~0,85 mm leads to an undefined position at a 
force level of 10 N, illustrated by the circle in 
Figure 4. This may cause an overshoot of the 
valve stroke and can be a problem which must be 
accounted for by the controller. In contrast to the 
noisy blue characteristic, a well monotonously 
increasing twinning stress is figured by the red 
curve, which corresponds to a 3×5×20 mm³ sized 
MSM element.  

Figure 5: Control behaviour with a target position of 
0.5 mm and a flat force-stroke curve. 

The control strategy is a simple ramp profile of 
the current as long as the actual position is 
deviating from the target position. In our 
experimental setup, a laser triangulation sensor 
measures the position as control input. In case of 
an overshoot, e.g. due to a non-monotonous 
force-stroke behaviour of the MSM material, the 
antagonistic coil has to be activated with the same 
control strategy until the overshoot is within the 
tolerance. The influence of the different force-
stroke characteristics of the MSM material 
twinning stresses in Figure 4 is compared in 
Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Control behaviour with a target position of 
0.3 mm and a steep force-stroke curve. 

The force-stroke curve of the MSM element used 
in Figure 5 has large slope for low strains and a 
subsequent plateau with a weak force increase 
(blue curve in Figure 4). This causes the 
tendency of frequent overshoots until reaching 
the target position of 0.5 mm. In contrast, the 
force-stroke curve of the element used in 
Figure 6 has a constantly increasing force (red 
curve in Figure 4), which reduces the probability 
of an overshoot to a minimum.  

In both measurements an error < ± 1%, hence 
< ± 10 µm, can be achieved by using the laser 
triangulation sensor. The measurement quantity 
in an industrial fluidic system typically is a fluidic 
parameter such as pressure or flow rate, thus the 
control accuracy is significantly influenced by 
the measurement accuracy. 

6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCE 
PARAMETERS FOR CONTROL DESIGN 

In order to analyze the stabilizing influences of 
various parameters in this control strategy a 1D 
transient model of the valve has been developed. 
A sensitivity study of the overshoot depending on 
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different parameters has been performed using 
the software optiSLang®. The model describes 
the inertia of the plunger, a friction term and the 
modelled nonlinear force-stroke curve and the 
modelled actuator force. The resulting 
differential equation 

  (2) 

is solved numerically. The twinning force of the 
material is modelled by two linearized sections as 
introduced in chapter 2. The force-stroke-
dependence of the actuator is taken into account 
and the time dependent ramping profile is 
implemented. The considered parameters 
including their boundary values are listed in 
Table 3. The output value is the error between the 
target value and the overshoot after a current 
pulse excitation. 

Table 3: Model parameters and their boundaries 

Time to switch on  

Slope of force-stroke 
curve of actuator 

Deviation from target 
value  

Plunger and armature total 
mass 

Duration of current ramp 

Maximum twinning force 
of MSM material 

Figure 7: Influence of the model parameters on the 
displacement error 

A sensitivity analysis based on 100 different 
designs within the parameter range of Table 3 is 
performed and the resulting dependence of the 
overshoot on the parameters is compared in 
Figure 7. A positive dependence value means 

that an increase of the respective parameter 
causes an increase of the overshoot and vice 
versa. 

The maximum twinning stress F2 and thus the 
slope of the force-stroke behavior has the largest 
influence on the overshoot with a high value 
being beneficial for a reduced overshoot. This 
corresponds with the analysis of the stability for 
two different characteristics a in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6. The second and third important 
parameters are the ramping time and the mass of 
the plunger, which affect the dynamic behaviour. 
A higher mass and a lower switching time 
increase the inertia forces and cause a higher 
probability of an overshoot error. 

The forth relevant parameter is the deviation 
of the stroke from the target value. The 
distribution in Figure 8 shows that deviations 
from target xTarget < 0.2 mm cause only small 
contributions to the overshoot probability which 
can be expected. 

Figure 8: Error distribution depending on the target 
displacement. 

7. APPLICATIONS 

As mentioned in chapter 3, pneumatic as well as 
hydraulic applications can be realized with the 
proposed type of multistable valves. Such valves 
are designed for applications, in which a constant 
mass or volume flow is preserved for longer 
periods and which require a very low power 
consumption. If the application requires high 
control dynamics, the valve can be used due to its 
fast switching. 

The restricting parameter is the time between 
consecutive adjustments of the fluid flow. If this 
time becomes too small, the advantage of the 
multistability is lost. The minimum useful time 

       



depends on the size of the valve and the flow 
parameters and thus from the application. 

The most common controlled quantities in 
fluidics are a mass or volume flow or a pressure. 
In contrast to the plunger position used as control 
input in this study, this requires a measurement 
signal with the necessary accuracy. The pressure 
can be controlled at the inlet or outlet and the 
measurement signal should have a low noise 
level, to avoid that the controller and the fast 
actuator start oscillating. An analog problem may 
occur, if a mass-flow controlled valve has a 
fluctuating inlet pressure, which leads to frequent 
control adjustments if the error range for is too 
narrow. Further potential control quantities are a 
fluid temperature or fill level. 

Different fields of application can be 
considered. Power plants like fuel cells or 
combined heat and power generation systems, 
whose efficiencies are diminished by the power 
consumption of any system component, are often 
driven in stationary conditions which makes them 
attractive candidates for energy efficient 
multistable valves. The same argument holds for 
air-conditioning systems with various coolant 
fluids. For mobile medical care devices, a 
multistable valve can be suitable, too. Such 
systems are often electrically supplied from a 
battery, so that an energy efficient and compact 
system contributes to their maximum 
independent operation time without recharging 
the battery. 

8. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In this paper, recent progresses in the 
development of multistable valves with MSM 
have been presented. Therefor an optimization of 
the entire design concept has been done 
compared to previous designs and two different 
actuator types have been investigated. The focus 
of research was on the controllability and the 
energy efficiency of the valve. A new control 
strategy has been implemented, which leads to a 
stable behaviour, due to the combination of an 
aligned bidirectional solenoid actuator and the 
typical characteristic of a passive deformed MSM 
element. The energy efficiency of two different 
actuator types is regarded. A comparison has 
shown, that a reduction of the switching time has 
a greater influence on the energy consumption 
reduction than lower nominal current rates. To 
optimize the energy consumption, the actuator 

design has to be investigated holistically. 
Furthermore, the average power consumption of 
the multistable valve with passive MSM 
utilization will always depend on the application 
and its control requirements. 

Future investigations will be done on the 
improvement of the control strategy with respect 
to the measurement and control of a fluidic value. 
Another topic of investigation is the usage of high 
temperature alloys, which could make 
applications with temperatures higher than 80°C 
possible.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the failure detection system of an electro-hydraulic actuator with dual modular 
redundancy based on a  concept.   is a combination of virtual twin that 
operates in parallel with the actuator and represents its ideal behaviour, and a digital twin that identifies 
possible failures using the sensor readings residuals. Simulation-based system reliability analysis helps 
to generate a dataset for training the digital twin using machine learning algorithms. A systematic 

failure detection approach based on decision trees and the process of analysing the quality of the result 
is described. 

Keywords: failure detection system, reliability, digital twin, machine learning 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of reliability engineering is to 
provide the ability of the device to function 
within the specified period of time. The problem 
is that at the design phase it is very difficult to 
predict all the possible factors that could lead to 
failure, so unplanned failures are almost 
impossible to be completely eliminated from the 
device life cycle. 

The consequences of failures can be 
significantly reduced by, for example, developing 
fault-tolerant systems, providing predictive 

maintenance and system diagnostics design. This 
makes possible to correct the inaccuracy of 
design-stage reliability estimations by adjusting 
to the real operating conditions. But reliability 
engineers often face at this point a conflict of 
increasing device complexity to improve 
reliability (e.g. by redundancy), which in turn 
makes maintenance and diagnostics more 
difficult. 

However, digital transformation brings new 
opportunities in these challenges. As an example, 
model-based development is becoming more and 
more important. Device simulation models can be 
used both in designing and predicting the 
reliability of devices, as well as during operation 

of a real device [1]. 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the 

workflow of a simulation-based system reliability 
improvement by providing an accurate failure 

detection system. We use machine learning

methods that allow us to move from virtual 
prototype simulation models, already widely 
used in product development by many 
manufacturers, to a system that accurately 
identifies failure at the earliest stages of its 
occurrence with minimal use of physical 
experiment. 

2. RELIABILITY OF AN 
ELECTROHYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 

The object of this study is an electrohydraulic 
aileron actuator with dual modular redundancy. 
The typical structure of such actuators used in 
civil aviation, as described in [2], is taken as an 
example. 

We assume that the optimal actuator structure 
was obtained at the previous development stage 
(for example, with the help of fault tree analysis) 
and thus it consists of two electro-hydraulic 
actuators with independent energy sources 
connected in parallel to the load (aileron). In 
normal mode, both actuators work in parallel, so 

       



that failure of one of them does not lead to a loss 
of control and implements the fault-tolerant 

system concept. 

Figure 1: Electrohydraulic aileron actuator with dual 
modular redundancy 

As with any system with modular redundancy, it 
must be equipped with an automatic diagnostic 
and control system that automatically switches 
off the failed actuator. A specific problem for 
dual modular redundancy systems is the 
difficulty of detecting which of the two actuators 
failed. One failed actuator causes disturbances in 
the system, both at the mechanical system level 
and via the control system, which leads to 
abnormal behaviour of the other actuator (which 
can be monitored by sensors).  

The next challenge is to accurately localize the 
failure. Not all failures require the same response 
from the control system. For example, a leakage 

in an actuator requires its immediate shutdown to 
provide the availability of the remaining 
hydraulic system; while a pressure sensor failure 
allows the actuator to remain functional by 
switching the control mode. Thus, the failure 
detection system must be able to differentiate 
between such cases and prevent false actuator 
shutdowns. 

On the other hand, failure must be detected and 
localized at the earliest stage with minimum 
intensity. This would avoid the emergency 
consequences of gradual failures and eliminate 
them through predictive maintenance. 

These problems can be solved by a failure 
detection system based on a system simulation 
model in combination with machine learning. 

3. HYBRID TWIN  BASED FAILURE 
DETECTION SYSTEM 

The failure detection system is shown in Figure 

2. The electro-hydraulic actuator 2 (for 
simplicity, only one actuator is shown) receives 
from the flight control computer 1 an electrical 
signal proportional to which the aileron 4 must be 
turned. Various sensors (position, pressure, 
temperature) are also available in the actuator, 
which can be used for control and diagnostics, 
and whose data from both actuators is collected 
in the receiver 5. 

The same input signal is received by the 
actuator's virtual twin 3. The virtual twin is a real-

Figure 2: Hybrid Twin  based failure detection system 
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time (or semi-real-time) simulation model based 
on an ODE describing the nominal behaviour of 
the actuator. To perform the twin function, the 
model must receive data from the sensors on the 
current values of the boundary conditions (supply 
and drain pressure, fluid temperature at the inlet, 
etc.) as well as load values. The output variables 
of the virtual twin are the calculated sensor data, 
which essentially represent their required values. 
Deviation of the real sensor readings from the 
virtual sensors readings of the virtual twin

(assuming that the load sensors and boundary 
conditions are correct) will indicate that there are 
faults in the system. To extract more detailed 
information on failure, a digital twin 6 is required. 

The digital twin is a real-time capable decision 
algorithm whose input receives all sensor values 
and whose output provides information about a 
possible failure. To train a digital twin, we use 
thousands of variations of the virtual twin, 
containing models of different failures. The result 
of the digital twin prediction can be used to 
update the virtual twin by fitting parameters and 
to trigger a flight control computer for correction 
(e.g. to generate a control signal to shut down one 
of the actuators). 

This combination of physically-based models 
and data-science is called a "hybrid twin

represents the next generation of twins by ESI 

Group [3].  

3.1. Simulation model as a virtual twin 

The first step to the actuator's hybrid twin is to 
create its virtual twin. The virtual twin design 
starts at the product prototype stage, when 
simulation models are created to check the 
requirements. In the process of product design, 
models are corrected, modified, validated in 
laboratory conditions and by the certification 
stage, as a rule, there is a set of models with a 
given accuracy simulating the device behaviour. 

In the next step, based on this model set, a 
compromise simulation model should be created, 
that can be used for real-time (or semi-real-time) 
applications. For our research we developed a 
detailed simulation model of the electro-
hydraulic actuator in SimulationX, the general 
structure of which is shown in Figure 3. 

The virtual twin of each actuator is placed in a 
virtual environment, that is a model of the 
environment of the real device with the same 
behaviour. This means that the virtual twin must 
receive not only control signals, but also 
environment information, such as the supply and 
tank pressure and temperature at the input of the 
output hydraulic line of each actuator, inertial and 
aerodynamic load on aileron. 

These data can be obtained either simply from 
sensors (as in the case of fluid pressure and 
temperature that can be measured by the sensors) 
or a combination of sensor data and a simulation 
model (as in the case of aerodynamic aileron load 

Figure 3: Diagram view of the aileron control system model in SimulationX

       



that can be simulated based on altimeter data, the 
spatial orientation of the aircraft and its air 
speed). For further steps, it is important to note 
that for reliable use of the virtual environment

data, all sensors and simulation models must be 
equipped with their own failure diagnostic 
system. Data on the state of the object can be 
obtained only based on the assumption that the 
virtual environment is working properly. 

Another important requirement for the virtual 

twin model is the degree of detail of its physical 
content. The model assumptions should not be 
limited to the calculation of system state variables 
in which sensors are installed but should also be 
able to simulate the behaviour in case of possible 
failures. Figure 4 shows the detailed structure of 
the model of the electrohydraulic actuator 
developed in SimulationX. 

Figure 4: Diagram view of the electro-hydraulic 
actuator model in SimulationX 

The following requirements should be considered 
in the hydraulic drive simulation model used as 
virtual twin: 

The model of the hydraulic control servo 

valve contains a spool model based on edge 
geometry. This is important for further 
modelling of the clogging of one of the 
control edges. 
All sensor models not only transmit state 

variables, but also consider the process of 
converting a physical value into an electrical 
or a dimensionless value. At conversion 
points, fault models will be built in later. 

The final stage of virtual twin design is the 
validation of the model with the real actuator. The 
result of the validation is a field of confidence 

intervals of the model depending on the input 
variables. These confidence intervals are a basis 
of the failure diagnostics system, as we will show 
later. 

3.2. Fault-augmented virtual twin 

A digital twin training requires a large amount of 
data where the sensor data are clearly related to 
the detected failures. Collecting enough data in 
real-world conditions seems to be a big challenge 
that is difficult to realize in practice because of 
the need to create crashable prototypes and a 
large number of experiments. However, the same 
simulation model that was used to create the 
virtual twin can be used to generate this data. For 
this purpose, the model has been augmented with 
fault models that can occur in real operation. 
Manual fault augmentation requires a deep 
understanding of the system and analysis of 
device operation history data. At the same time, a 
precise physical description of all possible 
failures is hardly possible due to their difficult 
predictability. Paper [4] describes a way to 
simplify and partially automate this process. The 
main idea is that faults are semi-automatically 
injected in the simulation model. The faults are 
similar for different physical domains (leakage, 
increased friction, signal noise, etc.), simulated as 
simple as possible, but can be parametrically 
changed with different intensity. This allows to 
generate a large dataset containing many 
theoretically possible failures without requiring 
manual modelling of each failure individually. 

The following types of failures were simulated 
in our study: 

Fluid internal and external leakage 
Valve edge clogging 
Servo valve actuator fault 
o Natural frequency reduction 
o Damping loss 

Signal faults 
o Bias 
o Calibration error 

        



A detailed description of the simulation of 
these failures is given in [5]. 

We presume that failures should be detected at 
an early stage. As a result, we can assume that the 
occurrence of failure combinations is unlikely 
and thus significantly reduce the required number 
of models. Nevertheless, even in this case we are 
talking about hundreds and thousands of possible 
failures with different intensities. All failures 
should be classified into a limited number of 
categories to be used in a failure detection 
system. Table 1 shows the classification we 
propose. 

Table 1: Failure Categories 

Shut 
Down! 

External Leakage 4 40 
Control Valve 
Failure 

1 100 

Supply Valve 
Failure 

1 10 

Tank Valve 
Failure 

1 10 

Change 
Control 
Mode! 

Cylinder Pressure 
Sensor Failure 

2 80 

Displacement 
Sensor Failure 

1 40 

Warning!

Cylinder Internal 
Leakage 

1 10 

Valve 
Displacement 
Sensor Failure 

1 40 

Supply/Tank 
Pressure Sensor 
Failure 

2 80 

Sum (x2 Actuators): 28 820 

First of all, failures differ by the actuator in 
which they occur. After that, failures should be 
classified according to the required control 
system actions. Three categories have been 
defined: 

Shut Down! includes failures that require 
the immediate disconnection of the failed 
actuator from the hydraulic system and its 
switch to passive damping mode. 

refers to failures 
that require a change in the operating mode of 
the ECU.

Warning!  faults do not require an 

immediate response but must be fixed by 
technical staff during maintenance. 

To fix a failure during maintenance, it is 
necessary to accurately localize it by the 
component in which it occurred. However, within 
the same component, failures may have different 
nature. For example, category Control Valve 

includes both control edge clogging and 
actuator fault or accuracy loss. 

3.3. Failure detectability and sensor 
readings 

Any failures that occur in the actuator during the 
operation lead to deviations of variables, that 
defining the system state  at time  from the 
nominal behaviour , called errors .  

(1) 

A failure can be detected if one of the 
components of  at the time point  exceeds 
a certain threshold : 

(2) 

In the failure detection system, the 
unobservable nominal behavior is replaced by the 
behavior of a virtual twin  with output 
discrete virtual sensor variables 

. The state variables of the 
real actuator are estimated using the sensor 
readings . Thus, the theoretical 
error value  is replaced by the 
observable residual value : 

(3) 

It is necessary to note that in this case only 
those failures can be detected and classified 
which lead to errors of state variables 
measured by available sensors. The first problem 
is that the errors in sensors themselves lead to 
deviations of their readings .  

The next problem is that the results of the 
virtual twin are calculated virtual sensor readings 

, which we assume to be distributed around 
the real .  

This leads to a distribution of the residual 
value . Thus, not any deviation of from zero 
indicates an error but could be only a result of 
sensor error and/or virtual twin model error. A 
condition must be defined for when the value(s) 
of significantly deviate(s) from zero. This 

       



condition and with it the accuracy of failure 
detection both depend on the accuracy of the 
sensors used, the accuracy of the virtual twin, as 
well as the size of the dataset sample. 

In this demonstrator is assumed, that failure is 
detectable if one of the residuals to be out of ±3% 
band for each scaled residual value : 

(4)

The random nature of the model inaccuracy 
requires statistical processing of the residuals. 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show histograms of scaled 
sensor residual probability distribution for two 
types of failures (external leakage and pressure 
sensor bias). The histograms were recorded with 
sampling rate 100 Hz during 90 s of simulation of 
the actuator's operation. 

Figure 5: Residuals relative frequency distribution. 
External leakage in the hydraulic cylinder. 

Figure 6: Residuals relative frequency distribution. 
Cylinder pressure sensor bias. 

A residual in one part of the system leads to the 
spread of residuals into other parts of the system, 
including the faultless actuator. This is also 
observed in the residual distribution: leakage in 
one of the cylinder chambers leads to an increase 
in the pressure residual of the other chamber, and 
a variation in the control valve behaviour. If the 
pressure sensor fails, this affects the pressure 
behaviour in the chambers of all actuators and the 
cylinder stroke sensor residual. 

To detect and localize failures, it is important 
to extract features from the residuals sample. 
Regardless of the type of residual distribution, the 
main features that can be used to identify faults 
are: 

Residual sample mean value: 

(5) 

Residual variance of sample mean: 

(6) 

In addition, a discrete indicator is required to 
show whether the residual is inside the 
confidence interval or not. 

The indicator is defined by the following 
equation: 

(7) 

Thus, each residual has three features that will 
be used to identify faults. 

3.4. Dataset generating 

Machine learning algorithms require a training 
dataset as input data. The dataset is based on 
simulation results and should be as close as 
possible to the conditions of the real device 
operation. Within the framework of this 
demonstrator it was generated three white noise-
based control signals with different amplitudes 
and spectrum and simulated each of them for two 
load levels (50% and 100%). 

        



Figure 7:  White noise-based control signals for 
dataset generating 

Thus, the dataset will consist of six sets of 
possible failures (each of 820 variants), in total 
4920 variants. It would take a lot of work to 
create so many model modifications and collect 
results manually. To solve this problem more 
effectively, the System Reliability Analysis (SRA) 

AddIn of SimulationX was used.The SRA-AddIn 

has the following functions: automatically create 
a specified number of models with different 
failures and fault intensities, simulate all variants 
using all allocated processor cores and collect the 
results on the dataset [4]. 

After generation, the dataset must be prepared 
for machine learning algorithms. Namely, 
simulated failures must be classified and the 
variants whose residuals do not exceed the 
confidence interval have to be filtered out. The 
structure of the dataset is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8:  Dataset structure after processing 

3.5. Machine learning based failure 
analysis 

Recently methods of machine learning in tasks 
for error detection and forecasting of failures in 
technical systems have become widespread [6, 
7]. Currently, a large number of machine learning 
algorithms are available for fault diagnosis and 
predictive maintenance [8, 9]. We analysed 
various available classifiers such as:  

Linear Support Vector  
Decision tree  
Multi-layer Perceptron  
Gaussian Naïve Bayes 
Random forest  
Linear Discriminant Analysis  
AdaBoost classifier  
Logistic Regression  

All classification methods have strengths and 
weaknesses depending on the available data size, 
needed accuracy and interpretability as well as 
selected features [10]. In the applied tasks for 
multiclass classification, it is recommended to 
compare the main metrics of the algorithms to 
each other and select the most exact and reliable 
one. According to the sufficient accuracy and 
interpretability the decision tree classifier using 
the CART algorithm with the Gini impurity 
metrics were chosen for the data set with faults 
[11]. The data set was investigated by the 

       



decision three in the data analytics tool ESI 

Mineset. 
The objective of the classification algorithm in 

the context of failure detection is to find a rule 
based on the sensor residuals (column Residuals 

Features), which will uniformly group the 
failures of one type (column Fault Classifier in
Figure 8). Using the resulting rules for the real 
sensor residuals analysis, it is theoretically 
possible to obtain in real time a decision about the 
occurrence of a certain failure class in the system. 

In reality, if all available sensor residual 
features are used to identify detailed failure 
information, the following problems may occur: 

the algorithm will be very sensitive to 
changes in training data 
the resulting rules will be very complex and 
contain many conditions caused by the 
randomness contained in the dataset 

An illustration of the last point can be the 
result we have obtained with a direct approach to 
learning: some key decisions depend on a value 
lying within a range of tank pressure sensor 
residual which is less than 0,001% of the whole 
residual range. This effect is called overfitting

and such algorithms cannot be used in practice. 
To avoid these problems, we used a systematic 

failure detection approach. First, the detection of 
the failed actuator is trained on the complete 
dataset. Then, on a dataset containing only the 
failures of one actuator, the classifier of the 
control command is defined. Third, on the 
corresponding samples detailed failure detection 
is trained. This allows us to reduce the 
complexity of each classifier by limiting the 
height of the tree to 5-7 levels and avoid possible 
overfitting due to early stopping. 

As mentioned above, to identify the failed 
actuator, a decision tree algorithm is used. All 
residual features of all sensors are included in the 
training set, but the maximum height of the tree 
is limited to 7. The result is shown in Figure 9. 

The resulting tree uses mostly the discrete 
features rNoDev, and final splitting criteria do not 
have extremely small ranges. 1/3 of the dataset 
was used to estimate the accuracy of the 
algorithm. As result the model quality was 
91,49% (error rate 0,085 ± 0,005). The analysis 
of the most problematic terminal nodes (with the 
lowest purity value) shows that the most difficult 
case for the algorithm is to recognize and differ 
the failure of the cylinder piston stroke sensor of 
one actuator from another. This shows that 
possible actuator design changes (that would, for 

Figure 9: Structure of the decision tree that detects failure of one of the actuators. 

        



example, identify a piston stroke sensor failure on 
a majority vote basis) would increase the 
accuracy of the failure detection system. 

Further, based on a data sample containing 
only Actuator 1 failures, the algorithm for 
recognition of failures classified by the command 
of the control system is similarly trained. The 
result obtained using the features of all the 
sensors (incl. Actuator 2) by very good model 
quality showed clear overfitting symptoms: many 
secondary features were involved in the decision 
process (such as drain pressure sensor variance), 
as was the focus on small changes in the cylinder 
piston stroke sensor readings. Using only 
Actuator 1 sensors for training improved the 
quality of the algorithm but did not solve the 
drain sensor problem. The best result was 
obtained after excluding the drain sensor 
readings: model quality  98,44% (error rate 
0,016 ± 0,006).

The training approach for detailed failure 

detection algorithms is similar to that described 
above, so this paper does not cover it. 

As a result of a systematic approach, a 
complex symmetrical structure of 9 decision trees 
is developed (see Figure 10), on the basis of 
which an algorithm for device diagnostics can be 
implemented into the flight control computer. 

Figure 10:  Macrostructure of failure classification 
algorithm 

4. CONCLUSION 

1. The implementation of the hybrid twin

approach shown in this paper allows to 
significantly increase the reliability of the 
electro-hydraulic actuator with dual modular 
redundancy through a failure detection 
system.  

2. Successful detection of the failure categories 
(with very small deviations from the nominal 
behaviour) depends on the accuracy of the 
virtual twin representing the real actuator. 

3. Generation of the failure detection algorithm 
for the digital twin requires the calculation of 
many fault augmented variations of the 
simulation model of the device, that can be 
significantly accelerated through parallel 
computing. 

4. The developed systematic failure detection 

approach using the decision tree algorithm is 
sensitive to the overfitting problem which can 
be resolved by training gradually from a more 
general category of failures to more detailed. 

NOMENCLATURE 

ODE Ordinary Differential Equations 
ECU Electronic Control Unit 
SRA System Reliability Analysis 
CART Classification and Regression Trees 
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ABSTRACT 

Eaton created a new safety controller architecture to allow our customers to design implement, verify 
and maintain a SIL-2 safety certified application for compliance with IEC 61508:2010 and ISO 13849 
Functional Safety Standards.  
The new architecture has been implemented in a line of safety controllers SFX12 and SFX20 that 
extend the line of existing mobile controllers HFX12 to HFX48. The new controllers are targeted for 
controlling mobile and stationary machine applications with focus on steer by wire and propel by wire.  

Keywords: functional safety, IEC 61508, Safety Integrity Level 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Functional Safety for mobile machinery is a new 
challenge for machine OEMs that are integrating 
hydraulics with electronic control systems. 
Several standards have emerged that can be used 
to prove compliance to the machinery directive 
by the European Union.  

In this document we will outline a path to 
certify a mobile machine for functional safety 

2. THE PROCESS TO A CERITIFIED SIL2 
SAFETY APPLICATION 

2.1. Overview over safety standards 

By signing the Machinery Directive into law, the 
European union mandated that products must be 
assessed for safety. The overarching standard for 
functional safety is IEC 61508 for electric, 
electronic and programmable electronic systems.  

It defines in detail how to design verify and 
validate an E/E/EP system and defines four SIL, 
safety integrity levels. ISO 13849 focuses on 
machinery safety and includes guidance for the 

Figure 1: Overview Safety Standards 

       



mechanical part of the machinery in addition to 
the electronic control. IEC 62061 and ISO 26262 
apply the safety aspects to industrial application 
and automotive applications (Figure 1). 

ISO 19014 Earth moving machines, ISO 5010 
Wheel loaders, ISO 25119 Tractors, ISO 3691 
Industrial trucks and others are application 
standards for specific groups of machines. If you 
are creating a safety application for a machine 
where an application standard exists, that 
standard will contain the most detailed 
information, since the operating conditions of the 
machines are known. 

2.2. Steps to functional safety compliance 

Select a safety standard 

The machine builder/ OEM is responsible for 
selecting the safety standard to apply. Each 
standard has named their safety levels differently 
and associates different requirements to these 
levels. Once selected, the Hazard and Risk 
analysis will determine which safety level needs 
to be achieved in that standard.  

Create a Hazard and Risk analysis (HARA) 

The HARA is a formal process to list, classify, 
assess and rank the risks and hazard in the system. 
The standard ISO 12100 gives guidance and a 
basic framework to conduct the HARA.  

define the safety function AND SAFE STATE 

The risk in the safety related part of the control 
system that needs to be reduced according to the 
HARA will be supervised by the Safety Function. 
Creating a FMEA (failure mode and effect 
analysis) will create the necessary input for the 
requirements and creates data for the diagnostic 
coverage. The safety function will be able to 
detect a hazardous state and put the system into 
the safe state.  

The standards have design criteria that specify 
safety functions and safe states that must be met. 
An important part of the verification and 
validation process is to prove the correct 
execution of these functions. 

Define and verify safety requirements 

Safety standards require a formalized process to 
manage requirements through out the life cycle of 
the product.  

The V model (Figure 2) is always referenced 
when higher level system requirements are 
decomposed in to lower level software and 
hardware requirements. Part of the planning 
process is to create test procedures that will be 
executed during the verification and validation 
phase. 

Figure 2: V Model for System Verification and Validation 

        



Design and implement functional safety 

In the development process, the individual 
requirement elements will be realized. Hardware 
will be designed or purchased, software will be 
written, and the system will be built. 

Verify and Validate functional safety 

Verification and validation will prove that the 
system requirements are implemented and 
perform as expected. It is important that each 
requirement is covered with an appropriate test 
case, and no requirements will be missed. Testing 
needs to be well documented and serves as proof 
to the certification agency. 

Operation and Support 

The functional safety standard requires the 
machine builder to have processes in place for 
operation, production and long-term support. The 
product needs to have a complete life cycle 
support. 

3. THE EATON SFX CONTROLLER 

The SFX product is certified for functional safety 
and is a version of the Eaton HFX mobile 
controller family. The HFX product line is a 
mobile controller with typical inputs and outputs 
that are needed in mobile machinery. They are 
designed to drive hydraulic proportional valves 
and interface with a variety of sensors, digital and 
analog.  

Connectivity is provided via CANbus ports 
using the SAE J1939 or CANopen standards. 

Figure 3: SFX Controller 

Figure 4: Safety Controller Architecture 

       



Two sizes with four versions of programmable IO 
configurations, from 6 inputs and 6 outputs to 24 
inputs and 24 outputs allow fitting the controller 
perfectly to the machine application.  

Software programming in the application 
domain can be done in C with an extensive C-API 
library, MATLAB / Simulink or any of the IEC 
61113-3 languages. 

In addition to the standard HFX application 
controller with the I/O functions, the SFX version 
contains a separate safety CPU (Figure 3). The 
safety CPU monitors all inputs and outputs 
independent of the application CPU to allow for 
the implementation of application-specific safety 
functions that are physically isolated in the safety 
domain (Figure 3). The safety domain provides 
greater than 90% fault detection coverage.  

This includes supervision of all internal 
voltages and servicing a hardware watchdog 
timer. The lockstep core ensures very low FIT 
numbers for the processor chip. 

3.1. Channel Structure 

The safety CPU is connected to the sensor input. 
(Figure 5). It will read the voltage directly from 
the pin and has its own sensor conditioning. If 

there is a fault in the sensor input conditioning of 
the Main CPU in the application channel, it does 
not affect the reading of the safety CPU. With the 
knowledge of the connected sensor in the 
application it can decide if the application is safe. 
The safety CPU queries the application CPU 
about the type of sensor connected, to interpret 

Figure 6: SFX software architecture block diagram 

Figure 5: 1001 Channel architecture according to 
IEC61508 

        



the pin voltage correctly. In case the safety CPU 
detects a faulty sensor, it can open the safety relay 
that will then disable the output driver of the main 
CPU. That way it can prevent the application to 
operate with a faulty sensor and put the system 
into a dangerous state. 

3.2. Safety function 

The safety CPU will execute the user written 
application specific safety functions that will 
supervise the machine operation. In a fault 
condition the safety function will deactivate a 
safety relay that will remove power to all outputs. 
This will remove power from all actuators and 
valves that will then move into their fail-safe 
position. 

3.3. Software architecture 

The software architecture block diagram is 
shown in Figure 6, illustrating the software 
modules.   

In the application domain, the core software 
contains all low-level drivers to service the 
hardware, general real time operating system 
functions (RTOS) and the communication 
interfaces. These elements are provided by Eaton. 
The main domain application software is created 
by the machine builder / OEM and contains the 
functions that the machine will execute. Since the 
main domain application is separated from the 
safety domain, this software does not have to 
meet the requirements from the safety standard.  
For example, once the product is released and the 
safety software is certified, changes in the 
application software will not affect the safety 
certificate.   

In the safety domain, the core software 
provided by Eaton is SIL 2 compliant. The RTOS 
is a commercial of the shelf operating system 
(SAFERTOS) that is pre-certified by the vendor. 
All the code development is done with a SIL 
certified compiler (Greenhills C). A verification 
and validation model is executed (Figure 2), and 
the code quality was assessed with static and 
dynamic verification tools such as MISRA, 
Polyspace bug finder and other code analysis 
methods for timing, complexity and memory 
utilisation. 

4. THE PRODUCT DESIGN PROCESS 

This chapter will layout the process to design 
a system that requires functional safety. From the 
overall functionality of the machine, the safety 
critical functions need to be isolated. ISO 18349 
calls them SRP/CS, Safety Related Part of the 
Control System. The hazard analysis of the 
system will guide through that process and 
identity if a SIL2 system is necessary.  

For example, if the system is a truck mounted 
crane with a hydraulic actuator and an electronic 
control, then the SRP/CS is the cylinder actuation 
of the boom of the crane. 

The next step is to identify the safe state the 
system needs go into in case of a failure. On a 
hydraulic system the safe state can be zero output 
flow from the hydraulic valve and no movement 
of the boom cylinder. In the example the hazard 
analysis determined a SIL2 system to be 
necessary. The function is a type B, high demand. 
Since the system has no fault tolerance, the safety 
failure fraction of the system needs to be 90% to 
99%, the PFD below 10e-6 hours.  

The safety function will be able to ensure that 
the SRP/CS executes correctly, that there are no 
faults and the actuator response is in accordance 
with the command input. The safety controller 
supervises the hydraulic system and will detect 
unintended cylinder motion. The safety controller 
will shut down the hydraulic valve via a 
mechanism (electronic power off or external 
hydraulic shut down) within a specified time, for 
example 0.2 seconds. It is verified by the user of 
the machine that when the safety function brings 
the system into the safe state within that specified 
time that the hazard has been avoided. In the 
verification and validation process test cases will 
be created that verify that the specified time can 
be achieved by the functionally safe system. 

Creating of safety software 

Application-specific safety functions monitor 
commands, cylinder motion and decide if 
unintended motion is occurring and activates the 
safety function.  Since the main application and 
safety software on the SFX controller run in 
different domains on different processors, the 
safety software does not need to include 
application code. This simplifies the creation and 
verification of the software and reduces the 
design cycle time and effort. The safety software 

       



will be more robust and will require no changes 
when the application software is modified.  

verify the metrics 

With the system completed, the actual SFF (safe 
failure fraction), MTBFd (mean time to 
dangerous failure), DC (diagnostic coverage) for 
the system can be calculated. The results for the 
SFX controller are provided by Eaton. 

Verification and validation tools shall be 
applied to the safety software to satisfy the 
requirements of IEC61508. Test cases on the 
complete system that verify safety function, shall 
be executed. 

Document results 

An important part of safety system design is to 
create good and detailed documentation from 
requirements to test results. Good requirements 
management tools ensure valid documentation 
through the product life cycle. The 
documentation is critical for the approval process 
from the certification agency. 

Creating safety manual 

The documentation created during the design 
process are internal documents. Customer facing 
documents are catalogs, operation and instruction 
manual and most importantly the safety manual.  

The safety manual gives the OEM detailed 
instructions under what conditions the safety 
integrity level is achieved.  

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The newly designed SFX controllers will help 
more easily to introduce functional safety 
compliant machinery into the market with their 
unique safety architecture. This architecture is 
important because it allows changes to the 
application to be made later without having to re-
certify the entire system.   

NOMENCLATURE 

SIL   Safety Integrity Level 
SFF   Safe Failure Fraction 
MTBFd Mean Time to dangerous Failure 
DC  Diagnostic Coverage 
SRP/CS Safety Related Part of the Control System 
PFD  Probability of dangerous failure per hour 
RTOS Real Time Operating System 

OEM Original Equipment Manufactuer 
HARA Hazard and Risk Analysis 
FMEA Failure Mode and Effect Analysis 
HFX Eaton Hydraulics Controller 
SFX  Eaton Safety Controller 
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ABSTRACT 

In the automotive industry, the Safety Function-FMEA according to ISO 26262 and its application to 
functional safety relevant systems is a well-established process in the form of Automotive Safety 
Integrity Levels (ASILs). These represent the failure mitigation that must be applied to ensure an 
acceptable residual risk of malfunctioning behaviour. The DIN EN ISO 13849 (ISO 13849) already 
describes a process to reduce risks for machines which starts with a Hazard And Risk Analysis (HARA) 
as described in DIN EN ISO 12100 and concludes with the Safety Requirements Specification (SRS). 
The SRS is a functional and technical safety concept defining requirements and guidelines to make 
sure the design conforms to defined safety goals. ISO 13849 lists important faults and failures for 
various technologies. The defined Safety Functions (SFs) can be classified in corresponding categories 
that lead to the particular hardware/system structure. This applies to mechatronic systems consisting of 
at least one sensor, one control unit and one actuator to monitor the system and effect a response in 
case of failure. Compared to the methods described in ISO 13849, the Safety Function-FMEA allows 
systematic identification of additional failures resulting from combinations of effects, rather than only 
listing the main failure causes. Based on the complexity of the machines it is highly recommended to 
perform a Safety Function-FMEA as a complementary method to assess and improve the overall safety 
of machinery. 

Keywords: Mobile hydraulic machine, DIN EN ISO 13849, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis, 
FMEA, Safety Function-FMEA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The standard ISO 13849 [1] [2] provides safety 
requirements of machinery for the design and 
integration of Safety-Related Parts of Control 
Systems (SRP/CS), e.g. in the hydraulic boom 
system for a loader crane. Amongst other issues, 
it provides general principles of design and 
validation. One of the main topics is to generate 
safety standards for machinery. 

According to ISO 13849, a separate FMEA is 
proposed or recommended for quantification 
purposes for each of these described four steps: 

Risk assessment according to 
DIN EN ISO 12100 [3] 
Identification of preventive measures that are 
converted in the form of SFs 
Determine the required Performance Level 
(PLr) 
Selection of the categories 

The first step in the FMEA process is the risk 
assessment according to DIN EN ISO 12100 
(ISO 12100), followed by the identification of the 
Performance Level (PL) according to ISO 13849 
[1] [2]. Once completed, the first step outlines the 
hazards involved in the design, the process of risk 
analysis and risk evaluation and the strategy for 
risk reduction. 

The second step details the identification of 
preventive measures that are converted in the 
form of SFs, according to ISO 13849. The SF is 
defined in this unction of the 
machine whose failure can result in an immediate 
increase of the risk(s  [4]. As an example, types 
of SFs for a hydraulic loader crane are: 

Avoiding unexpected start-up movements 
Emergency Stop function 
Safety-related stop function  initiated by a 
safeguard, e.g. Overturning Protection

       



Figure 1 shows the Overturning Protection as an 
example. To avoid the loader crane from tipping 
over, the overturning torque (T) must be less than 
the counter torque for stability realized through 
the stabilizers, shown in equation (1): 

(1) 

Figure 1: Detailed example for the calculation 
Overturning Protection [5] 

The third step is to determine the PLr by selecting 
the level of requirements for each SF. 
ISO 13849 [1] provides a risk graph for the 
elementary determination of the appropriate PLr, 
which includes: 

Severity of injury (S), 
Frequency and/or exposure to hazard (F) 
Possibility of avoiding hazard or limiting 
harm (P) 

The defined risk parameters lead directly to the 
PLr and represent the level of risk. The higher the 
PLr, the higher the fault resistance of the control 
system has to be designed. 

Next, the categories are selected. Depending 
on the category selection, the influence on the 
design of the SRP/CS becomes apparent; for the 

relationship between the categories and the PL, 
see Figure 2. Each category shows typical 
hardware architectures of the SRP/CS and a 
corresponding assignment is required for each 
defined SF. The quantification is using the Mean 
Time to Dangerous Failure (MTTFd) values, the 
Diagnostic Coverage (DC) values, and the 
Probability of dangerous Failure per Hour (PFHd) 
values for the PL. These are integrated into the 
Category table according to ISO 13849 [1] see 
Figure 2, to realize the classification of the 
categories. The MTTFd values give a statistical 
probability of the failure of a specific component, 
e.g. a main control valve section, thus rating the 
reliability of the SFs. The DC defines the 
effectiveness of diagnostics, being the ratio 
between the rate of dangerous failures or total 
dangerous failures. All these parameters in total 
define the PL. The design architecture for each 
SF of the SRP/CS, for each Category is shown in 
Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

The structure of the architecture for 
Category B and Category 1 corresponds to a 
single-channel system (not redundant), as shown 
in Figure 3, with input, logic  processing and 
output. With Category B PL b is the maximum 
achievable performance level, see Figure 2. In 
Category B the minimum standard shall be 
designed, constructed, selected, assembled, and 
combined in accordance to fulfil the basic safety 
principles for the specific application. Category 1 
shall be designed and built to use well-tried 
components and well-tried safety principles, 
according to ISO 13849 [1]. 

Figure 2: Relationship between categories and PL according ISO 13849 [1] [2]

Relationship between categories and PL

Performance Level c
PFHd: 1,7 * 10-6 [h-1]

Performance Level d
PFHd: 2,9 10-7 [h-1]

Performance Level e
PFHd: 4,7 * 10-8 [h-1]

Performance Level a
PFHd: 2 * 10-5 [h-1]

Category B Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4

Diagnostic coverage None           None          Low        Medium        Low         Medium       High

Key:
PFHd = Probability of a dangerous 

Failure per (operation) Hour

I = Input; L= Logic; O = Output; 
TE = Test equipment; 

OTE = Test equipment output
MTTFd = Mean Time To dangerous 

Failure
DC = Diagnostic coverage

DC range
None = DC < 60%

Low = 60%
Medium = 90%

MTTFd value
MTTFd Low = 3 years to 10 years
MTTFd Medium = 10 years - 30 years
MTTFd High = 30 years to 100 years

MTTFd Low

MTTFd Medium         

MTTFd High

Performance Level b
PFHd: 5 * 10-6 [h-1]

        



Figure 3: Designated architecture for Category B and 
Category 1 according to ISO 13849 [1]

Therefore, Category 1 requires that the customer 
can request a component which is well-tried and 
state of the art. Appling the standards guides 
manufacturers on how to confirm the 
achievement of well-tried components. The 
Category 1, supports PL b to c. In Category 2, the 
occurrence of a failure can result in the loss of the 
SFs, see Figure 4. As well as in Category B and 
Category 1, the architecture corresponds to a 
single-channel and continuously monitored 
system. The test allows detecting a dangerous 
failure of a component. Thereby, the choice of the 
frequency of the test rate decreases the 
occurrence of dangerous failures. With the output 
of the test equipment, the hardware structure 
includes a supplementary shutdown path. 

Figure 4: Designated architecture for Category 2 
according to ISO 13849 [1] 

As shown in Figure 5, the architecture for 
Category 3 illustrates that the performance of the 
SF detects some single failures with a two-
channel structure (redundant), but not all failures. 
However, a loss of the SF can result from the 
accumulation of undetected failures. Category 4 
additionally uses extensive monitoring to limit 
undetected failures and hence the accumulation 
thereof. Here, the SFs always come into action 
when switching the machine on or during the 
working cycles, regardless of the accumulation of 
failures.  

Figure 5: Designated architecture for Category 3 and 
Category 4 according to ISO 13849 [1] 

2. FMEA GENERAL STRUCTURE 

The Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) 
and the German Association of the Automotive 
Industry (VDA) released the latest publication on 
FMEA in 2019 [6]. FMEA structures have been 
completely revised and expanded by adding a 
new method, the FMEA Supplement for 
Monitoring and System Responses
(FMEA - MSR) according to ISO 26262 [7]. The 
AIAG & VDA FMEA [6] standards are tailored 
to the automotive industry and thus, do not 
include a process of ISO 13849 [1] [2] for the 
required SFs in hydraulic control systems.  

This circumstance serves the following 
fundamental question: 

corresponding categories within the structure of 
the FMEA 

As guidance, this paper proposes several 
approaches how to perform an FMEA process for 
SFs in hydraulic control systems in practice. A 
function - as a non-safety-related function -
usually describes the intended purpose of an 
object or a system element. One or more 
functions can be assigned to each other 
respectively AIAG & VDA [6]. Unlike this 
definition, safety-related functions of a mobile 
machine, e.g. for a hydraulic loader crane, are 
higher-level functions, supplemented as an add-
on. These usually monitor the state of a functional 
system consisting of one to multiple inputs, one 
logic and several outputs. In the event of safety-
relevant failures, the system will switch off or fall 
back to a safe state to maintain required safety 
levels. 

       



3. INTEGRATION OF SFS INTO THE FMEA 
PROCESS FOR HYDRAULIC CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

When preparing a system or sub-system FMEA, 
it is recommended to implement a P - Diagram. 
The P - Diagram is a graphical representation of 
the system structure and shows the relationship 
between systems parameters, system elements 
and their functions in form of a block diagram. 
They are determined and elementarily visualized. 
For the standard FMEA process, the P - Diagram 
is built around the object under consideration of 
the product, system, sub-system and single 
component according to the scope of the analysis. 
It shows the input signals, the output signals, the 
unintended outputs, the control factors and the 
confounders [8]. Figure 6 shows an example of a 
modified P - Diagram supplement including 
Failure Modes and the SFs.  

Figure 6: Proposed P  Diagram example, Quality in 
product development [8], with modified 
structure 

The P - Diagram is advantageous when analysing 
complex systems with various system 
interactions, operating conditions, design 
parameters and complex relationships of 
functions. The focus in the P - Diagram may be 
on the input and output variables or the respective 
functions for the system, the sub-system or the 
single-components. 

3.1. Theoretical models of a failure 
sequence chain 

The analysis of each FMEA generally consists of 
three various failure aspects: 

Failure Effects 
Failure Modes 
Failure Causes 

These three different aspects are linked together 
and show a failure sequence chain depending on 
the focus element. For connecting Failure Causes 

the  [6] and for linking Failure 
Effects with Failure Modes, the question is: 

 [6]. The standard failure sequence chain 
according to AIAG & VDA [6], as shown in 
Figure 6, does not comprise the SFs. The 
following four models of failure sequence chains 
represent different solutions including the 
integration of SFs.  

Figure 7: Standard model of a failure sequence chain 
according AIAG & VDA [6] 

For better clarification, the following solutions 
show practical examples, using the sub-system 
first boom of a loader crane, as shown in Figure 8 

and shown as a hydraulic circuit diagram in
Figure 9. According to the described process and 
the defined SFs, Category 2 PL d and 
Category 3 PL d are determined for the sub-
system first boom of a loader crane . 

In the case of the loader crane, the hydraulic 
pump is included in the scope of the truck 
hydraulics. The truck provides the required 
pressure supply and the corresponding flow rate 
via a specified hydraulic pump powered by the 
power take off (PTO) of the engine. 

Figure 8: Loader Crane, First Boom, 
DIN EN 12999:2013-02+A2:2012 [9] 

        



Thus, the hydraulics of the loader crane are 
directly connected to those of the truck. 

The analysis of the hydraulic circuit diagram, 
Figure 9, shows all components that are essential 
for compliance with the SFs for the sub-system 
first boom.  

Figure 9: Hydraulic circuit diagram, First Boom, 
according to the IFA Report [10] 

The sensors pointed out in light grey trigger the 
SFs. The switching valves, shown in dark grey, 
act as actuator of the logic and monitor values 
marked in mid-grey to prevent the dangerous 
movement of the first boom cylinder. This 
depends on the failure modes of the sensors and 
their interfaces. In compliance with basic and 
proven safety principles, safety valves (pressure 
relief valve and counterbalance valve) support the 
cylinder function. All electrical components are
monitored by the Logic/PLC. According to the 
defined SFs and the corresponding 
Category 2 PL d the circuit implements two 
shutdown paths. Depending on the defined SFs, 
the first boom hydraulic also implements the 
Category 3 PL d with a two-channel structure. 

First method of safety-related solution: 

The first method of the safety-related solution of 
a failure sequence chain divides the Failure 
Modes into a safety-related part and non-safety 
related part. For all non-safety-related Failure 
Modes, the standard procedure of the FMEA 
process is applied according to 
AIAG & VDA [6]. If the Failure Modes are 
safety-related, further steps supplement the 
standard process see Figure 10. To achieve a 
better identification, a 
Failure Modes can disrupt safety 
goals/ , supplements the failure 
sequence chain. Furthermore, the SFs are defined 
as preventive measures for the respective failures. 
The corresponding Categories defined in 
ISO 13849 [1] for the individual SF specify the 
detection structures for the relevant SFs, see 
Chapter 1 Introduction. With the example of the 
respective SFs and their corresponding 
Category 2 PL d see Figure 10, the SFs will be 
defined as preventive measures to protect the 
system from damages. Additionally, the output of 
the test equipment is triggered by the safety 
detection measures; this reflects the two 
shutdown paths. 

Figure 10: Proposed safety-related solution I, 
according ISO 26262 [7], kVA by UL [11], 
with modified structure to ISO 13849 [1] 

The following example shows the conversion of 
the failure sequence chain into an FMEA 
structure, considering the SFs. This method of 
preliminary evaluation simplifies the system 
analysis and serves as a basis for the interface 
definition, and to generate the function and 
failure identification, see Figure 10. 

       



Figure 11: Proposed structure analysis, safety-related 
solution I 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that the SFs are 
defined as safety reaction prevention measures. 
The task of these prevention measures is to bring 
the system to a safe state. The sensor signals of 
the respective components are monitored at start-
up and/-or during cyclical operation with the 
defined parameters for faulty signals outside the 
tolerance for value and time. The structure 
analysis also shows the two shutdown paths 
according to Category 2 PL d see Figure 11. 
Compared to the standard FMEA and their 
possibilities on how to integrate defined absolute 
characteristics into the FMEA structure, the SFs 
are implemented into the prevention action 
column of the form sheet, as shown in Figure 12. 
With this solution, it is not mandatory to build up 
the SFs with the corresponding Category 2 PL d 
in the function and failure networks. There is a 
possibility to integrate both FMEA processes 
(safety-related and non-safety-related) into one 

structure. Accordingly, the disadvantage is that 
the structure gets very complex.

Second method of safety-related solution: 

The second method of the safety-related solution 
of a failure sequence chain, see Figure 13, 
implements only SFs. Separately, a non-safety-
related solution can be designed. 

The standard model of a failure sequence chain  
was used as the basis. The difference to the 
standard model is that the Failure Causes are 
subdivided into three sections: 

Technical Failure Causes - Within the system 
Technical Failure Causes - Outside the system 
Failure Causes  Non-technical leads to 
Hazards 

Additionally, there are safety-related causes 
triggered by the user, which influence the SFs. 
The implementation of the Categorie 2 PL d and 
Category 3 PL d, according to ISO 13849 [1], 
shall be realized in this solution through the 
function and failure networks. 

Figure 13: Safety-related solution II, Schellbach [12]

The structure analysis for the second solution into 
an FMEA structure, as shown in Figure 14

Figure 12:  Proposed FMEA Form Sheet, First Boom Hydraulic, Loader Crane

        



differs from the safety-related solution I. 
Depending on the level of the focus element, the 
failure detection, the safety for the user and the 
output of logic trigger the SFs. The prevention 
measures are designed as in the standard model 
in the context of development and planning. 

It is recommended to include the hardware 
structure for the SFs and the corresponding 
Category 2 PL d and Category 3 PL d into the 
failure and function network.  

Figure 14: Proposed structure analysis, safety-related 
solution II 

Third method of safety-related solution: 

In the third method, as shown in Figure 15, the 
standard model of the failure sequence chain 
forms the basis of the procedure. 

Figure 15: Proposed safety-related solution III, based 
on AIAG & VDA [6], with modified 
structure according to ISO 13849 [1] [2] 

Non-safety-related functions and safety-related 
functions can be integrated into this solution. The 
sensors as safety-related failure-causing 
components supply the input signals for the 
respective functions. The failure detection is 
controlled through the logic, and the output 
triggers the corresponding SFs directly. 
Therefore, in this solution, the SFs are an add-on 

to monitor the system elements. Depending on 
the SFs for Category 2 PL d and 
Category 3 PL , only the sensors or each 
system element influences the SFs and their 
failure possibilities respectively, which are 
applicable for the relevant system or sub-system. 

The following structure analysis, see 
Figure 16 illustrates an example of the defined 
hardware structure, Category 2 PL d for the first 
boom hydraulic  and corresponding SFs. The 
structure analysis in Figure 16 shows that the 
sensors trigger the SFs, the Logic/PLC controls 
the components, the test equipment monitors the 
sensors (how and how often), and the components 
which are responsible for the SFs. 

Figure 16: Proposed structure analysis, safety-related 
solution III 

With this representation of the sub-system first 
boom hydraulic , the associated functions and 
failure networks become very clear. Figure 17

shows a simplified example of a function network 
with the focus on the pressure sensor of the main 
block hydraulic supply , which triggers the SF 
Overturning Protection. The function network 
builds up the hardware structure of the 
Category 2 PL d with the two shutdown paths. 
The sensor signal (e.g. outside functional target) 
as the causes, the Logic/PLC as the controls of 
components, the test equipment as a diagnostic 
part, the valves as actuators and as an add-on, e.g. 
for the SF Overturning Protection. 

In the standard FMEA process each 
implemented sensor, every involved actuator and 
every SF in the complete loader crane system, 
must be connected into the function network with 
each other. The failure network is generated in 
the same way. In order to simplify the process 
structure, the function and failure networks can 
be created separately for each SF, which can then 
be linked together. 

       



Fourth method of safety-related solution: 

The fourth safety-related solution also divides the 
Failure Modes into non-safety related and safety-
related Failure Modes. The difference to the other 
solutions is that all SFs and their corresponding 
categories are integrated into the failure sequence 
chain see Figure 18. The clear structure of the 
failure sequence chain thus simplifies the 
structure analysis and provides a good overview. 

Figure 18: Proposed safety-related solution IV, 
according ISO 26262 [7], with modified 
structure to ISO 13849 [1] [2] 

With this solution, the SFs are displayed directly 
with their associated category in the structure. 
The following example of a structure analysis see 
Figure 19 shows the Category 3 PL d for the SF 
Emergency Stop. For this SF and depending on 
the focus of the failure causes, all involved 
components which are responsible for the 
subsystem  the 
individual input. The SF as an add-on switches 
off the system depending on the output signals 
from the Logic/PLC. The structure analysis 
Figure 19 illustrates the redundant functionality 
of the Category 3 PL d. The specified parameters 
and requirements for the Category 3 PL d 
controlled by the Logic/PLC cut off the electrical 

supply if failures occur in channel 1 and 
channel 2 at the same time or when affecting the 
same function. 

Figure 19: Proposed structure analysis, safety-related 
solution IV 

When combined in one FMEA structure, the 
number of subsystems and the number of the 
defined SFs with different categories can easily 
make it very complex to build up a function and 
failure network including the non-safety-related 
functions, and the safety-related functions. 

Figure 20 shows the proposed function 
network as a simplified example for the SF 
Emergency Stop, for the pressure sensor 

ensor of the 
-

function network. Because all involved 
components on each sub-system influence the SF 
Emergency Stop, it is necessary to generate the 
function network for each component and for 
each sub-system, which triggers the SF. 

For clear structuring, it is recommended to 
first create the individual function and failure 
networks of the responsible components for the 
SF Emergency Stop and then to combine these 
individual networks accordingly. 

Figure 17: Proposed function network - Pressure sensor hydraulic supply - Overturning Protection

Category 2 PL d

        



4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

Four possible methods answer the question: 

corresponding categories within the structure of 

Figure 21 compares the four different methods, 
starting with a combination of a safety-related 
solution and a non-safety-related solution with 
the emphasis on the safety-related perspective, 
but with a complex FMEA structure when 
combined. The first and the fourth solution 
illustrate that the SFs are realized as preventive 
and detection measures. The second solution only 
looks at the safety-related parts and the SFs are 
realized as detection measures. Therefore, it has 
a clear structure in the function and failure 
networks. In the third and the fourth method, the 
SFs are supplemented as an add-on. Systematic 
four shows a fully integrated approach with a 
clear overview of the defined categories for all 
involved SFs, see Figure 18, but also includes a 
complex FMEA structure. 

Figure 21: Comparison of the methods 

Figure 22 compares the advantages of the 
possible solutions based on the evaluation 
criteria. The practical implementation of the 
favoured third method can then be carried out as 
shown in for the example of the loader crane. 

Figure 22: Evaluation criteria for possible solutions

Figure 20: Proposed function network - Pressure sensor hydraulic supply - Emergency Stop Category 3 PL 

       



5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

These methods not only apply to the one 
particular hydraulic mobile machine presented. 
Generally, they apply to all hydraulic mobile 
machines, which are a combination of a vehicle 
with a separate machine, such as loader cranes, 
fire trucks, truck-mounted concrete pumps or 
mobile cranes. The research using the loader 
crane example shows that separating the mobile 
machine and vehicle allows implementing the 
safety function and the corresponding categories 
into the FMEA structure.  

For other mobile working machines, e.g. 
graders, wheel loaders or wheeled excavators 
where separation is not possible and where street 
approval must also be taken into account, the 
entire process must be re-examined to show 
whether the proposed approach can be applied as 
well. Therefore, the following question arises 
again: 

How to integrate SFs, corresponding categories 
and street approval with their risks within the 

NOMENCLATURE 

AIAG Automotiv Industry Action Group 
ASILs Automotive Safety Integrity Levels
DC Diagnostic Coverage 
DIN German institute for standardization 
EN European Standard 
F Frequency 
FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis 
MSR Monitoring and System Response 
HARA Hazard And Risk Analysis 
ISO International Organisation for Standardization 
MTTFd Mean Time To dangerous Failure 
P Possibility 
PFHd Probability of dangerous Failure per Hour 
PL Performance Level 
PLr Performance Level required 
PLC Programmable Logic Controller 
PTO Power take off 
S Serverity  
SRP/CS Safety-Related Parts of Control System 
SRS Safety Requirements Specification 
T Torque 
VDA German Association of the Automotive Industry 
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